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IIS chemicals group
to invest $1 ,5bn in

bid to boost sales

TUESDAY APRIL 9 1996

Strong job figures revive worries that inflationary pressures could erode bond values

Huntsman, the privately-owned OS chemicals
company, plans to invest up to saoom in the UK as
part of $L5bn worldwide investment programme
intended to double its output by the aid of the
decade. Roughly half the UK investment will be
spent on Huntsman’s biggest British plant, at Car-
rington in northern England, which makes polysty-
rene. The company aims to double its global output
of polystyrene to 1.17m tonnes by the end of 1998.
Huntsman is the second-largest producer of the
plastic in the US. Page 6

Viacom joins Kirch in ftve-year alliance:
Viacom, the US entertainment giant, and Kircb-
Gruppe. the German media group, have formed a
five-year strategic alliance aimed at giving Viacom
a foothold in Germany and strengthening Kirch's
grip on the distribution rights of US-produced fihrw

and television shows. Page 21

Sinn F6ta may take pat in poll: Mnw Train

the political wing of the Irish Republican Army, sig-

nalled that it might contest next month’s elections
to a peace forum, raising hopes that proposed all-

party talks cm the future of Northern Ireland would
go ahead in June. Page 18

Bffldt delays decision on Serbs: Carl BUdt,
who is responsible for implementing the civilian

side of the Dayton accord on Bosnia, has given the
go-ahead to an international donors’ conference for
reconstruction in the war-tom republic but said he
would decide tomorrow whether the Bosnian Serbs
would be invited. Page 2

UK minister appeals to Japan on Imports:
UK trade and industry secretary lan Lang urgBd
Tokyo to deregulate its import markets as he left

London with more than 100 senior executives on
Britain's largest trade mission to Japan. Page 6;

Japan's central bank listens. Page 4

Verdict boosts case against Andreottk The
use ofMafia members co-operating with Italian jus-

tice under witness protection programmes has been
vindicated in a test case trial in Palermo. The out-

come may have important consequences for the
trial of former prime minister Giulio Andreotti.

accused of having links with the Mafia. Page 2

Volvo, the Swedish cars and trucks group, remains
commited to its $500m US investment programme
in spite of a 36 per cent drop in North American
truck sales in the first quarter. Page 19

Industrial conflict hi wm* at 50-year low:
Industrial conflict in the western industrialised

world has fallen to its lowest level for more than SO

years, according to the latest international statistics

on strike activity. Paga3. .... . -

Dfsfial phono uatonpc A sharp decline in
'

the price of digital cellular mobile phones and
improvements In coverage have helped lift the num-
ber of cellular subscribers in western Europeby

-
,

more than 60 per cent to almost 23m. Page 19 -

Mercury suitors Hno upto bo counted: The
list of potential buyers for Mercury Communica-
tions in the UK, chief domestic rival to British Tele-

communications. Is lengthening as negotiations

which could lead to a merger between BT and Cable

and Wireless intensify. Page 19; Lex, Page 18

Rontokfl, the UK industrial services group, said it

>wrt not made a decision about whether to raise its

hostile takeover £L9bn ($2J3bn) bid for rival BET.

Page 20

Chrysler h afi agreed to sell its defence electronics

and ahhome systems businesses to Raytheon for

9475m. Page 21

European Monetary System: In the quiet

run-up to the Easter weekend, there was no change

to the order of currencies in the EMS grid. There

was also very little change in the spread between

the strongest and weakest After a cut in interest

rates the peseta dipped below Pta84 against the

D-Mark for the first time since December 1994. The

French franc is also at a two year high, against the

D-Mark. Martin Wolf, Page 16; Currencies, Page 27
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tumbles on rate fears
By Usa Bransten in Now York

Rising long-term interest rates
sent US share prices sharply
lower in early trading yesterday
an the heels of Friday’s surpris-

ingly strong figures for March
employment growth.
The creation of 140,000 uon-

farm jobs in March followed a
624,000 jump in February, weary-
ing investors that the Federal
Reserve's efforts to spark eco-
nomic growth by lowering inter-

est rates were over — at least in
the shortterm.
Those figures revived fears

that inflationary pressures could
emerge and erode the value at

longer-term bonds.*
There was no equity trading on

Friday, in observance of Good
Friday, but bonds tumbled in an
abbreviated session. Yesterday
the benchmark 30-year Treasury
bond fell another % of a point by
early afternoon on top of the hear

2 points it lost on Friday, bring-

ing the yield to 6806, its highest

level since August last year.

By 1.30pm, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average was 129.70
points lower at 5,553.18.

Analysts attributed the slide in

equities to the growing attrac-

tiveness of bonds, given their
higher yields, and to concerns
that rising wages might take a
toll on corporate profife.

Given recent signs of economic
growth, much attention will be
paid to figures for March pro-

ducer and consumer price infla-

tion due on Thursday and Friday.
Modest economic growth in a

Strong economy, weak Dow
Dow Jones Industrial average
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low-inflation environment has
been one of main factors propel-

ling iha US stock market higher
through much of last year.
Mr John Lipsky. rjiirf econo-

mist at Salomon Brothers, said

he expected the inflation figures

to start rising more quickly than
for most of last year, thus inspir-

ing further market pessimism in

the short term. Salomon was
forecasting a 0.5 per cent jump in

the producer price index and a
0.4 per cent increase in the con-

sumer price index.

There is agreement on Wall
Street that the Federal Reserve
will not lower interest rates over

the next few months, but observ-

ers are divided about longer-term
prospects for monetary policy.

Mr Lipsky believes that if

recent signs of economic strength
are a temporary rebound from
the sluggish growth seen last

year, the Fed could resume cut-

ting interest rates at the end of

the year.

On the other side of the debate
is Mr Stephen Roach, chief econo-
mist at Morgan Stanley, who
said: “I could say unequivocally
that the easing for this business
cycle is finished.

“If the Fed were to lower rates

again it would be a dangerous
and reckless move. 1

* he said.

He expected the Fed to raise

interest rates as much as half a
percentage point by the end of
the year.

Separately, the board of the
New York Stock Exchange voted
to apply to the Securities and
Exchange Commission to change
some trading halts triggered by
sharp declines on the market

Mr Robert Parry, president of

the Son Francisco Federal
Reserve Bank, said the US econ-

omy was returning to a period of

moderate growth following a
short period of weakness earlier

this year.

He said the weakness was “due
primarily to weather-related
events" as well as the US govern-
ment shutdown.
In Japan, concerns about an

increase in US interest rates had
earlier triggered a 1.3 per cent
fall in the Nikkei average.
The rise in US bond yields on

Friday alarmed investors in
Tokyo, who feared a fall-off in

equity purchases by the US
pension funds which have driven
the Japanese market higher in

recent months.
Madrid, the only mainstream

European market to trade yester-

day, fell LW per cent, tracking

bond market losses.

Greek markets were also open,

and the Athens general index
closed down 0.55 per cent
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New technology

‘to bring boost

in oil production’
•A*AA-'

By Robert Corrine in London
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Boeder patrol: South Korean- soldiers guard toe denuKtarised zone separating the two Koreas yesterday. Over the last few days soldiers from

the North have staged military exercises In tike area. In violation of a truce. Theatre of war. Page 18; Trial clouds election. Page 4 nan:

Oil production from existing
reserves could be dramatically
increased within the next decade
according to the world’s largest

oil services group.
Schlumberger. the big Franco-

American group, believes

new production technology is set

to add billions of barrels to total

world reserves, while extending

the life of many mature produc-
tion regions, such as the US Gulf
of Mexico and the North Sea.

Mr Euan Baird, chairman and
chief executive of Schlumberger,
said the ability to identify and
extract just half of the oil that

has been bypassed in existing

fields would boost the average
world recovery rate from 35 per
cent to 50 per cent.

The key to achieving such a
gain would be improved under-

standing of local geology com-
bined with the ability to “moni-

tor and control in real time the

fluid movements" within oil res-

L .-sirs. Mr Band said achieving

precise monitoring and control of

wells was the ofl industry’s “new
holy grail," and a goal Schlum-
berger hoped to achieve within 10

years.

Industry analysts said the 50
per cent recovery target “was not

unreasonable" given the current

pace of technological advance,

although Schlumberger’s 10-year

projection for being able to fine-

tune reservoirs appeared ambi-
tious to some. Mr John Lichtblau

of the Petroleum Industry
Research Foundation in New
York said such a boost in recov-

ery rates would be needed within

10 years “if the world was to

avoid an oil supply crunch".
Mir Baird said no major techno-

logical breakthroughs would be
required, although there would
have to be evolutionary advances
in a number of areas. These

Continued on Page 18

Credit

Lyonnais
set to open
longerhours

Russian bank crisis

threatens to derail

economic reforms
By Davkl Buchan bi Para

By John Thorntiffl in Moscow

The state-owned Cr&ttt Lyonnais

bank- has agreed, with.,two of its

unions a deal on flexible hours

that could sweep away rigid

French banking regulations dat-

ing back nearly 60 years.

The agreement gives employ-

ees a reduced working week,

from 39 to 87 hoars at the same

pay in return for.agreeing a shift

system that will allow the bank
to stay open longer boors, possi-

bly for six days a week-
tms runs counter to a 1937

decree, from the left-wing Popu-

lar Front government of the

time, which requires regular

commercial banks to give staff

two consecutive days off - one of

which must be Sunday - a week.

The decree, which provides for

exemptions, has been floated by

agreements within a few smaller

institutions, bat never breached

by any of France’s big three

banks - Credit Lyonnais, Soctett

G&ferale and BNP.
The agreement reached with

two moderate unions, SNB-CGC

and toe CFTC, reflects increasing

disregard for the outdated

restrictions, which oddly do not

apply to savings and mutual

Continued cm Page 18

About one in five of Russia's new
generation of commercial banks
has already, gone .bust or,is, in

severe financial trouble, threat

ening to derail the country's eco-

nomic reform programme,
according to the Association of

Russian Banks.
Mr-Sergei Yegorov, the associa-

tion’s president, said it was illu-

sory to talk of financial stabilisa-

tion while the sector was
experiencing such a grave crisis.

He said the central bank had
Classified. 430 financial institu-

tions, accounting for 10 per cent

of the country’s monetary and

lending system, as problem
hanks. Over 300 had already lost

their licences.

Mr Sergei Dubinin, the central

bank' governor who was attend-

ing the association's congress,

held out little prospect of govern-

ment relief He said there would

be no further easing of reserve

requirements and promised a
continuing monetary squeeze

designed to cot the monthly
inflation rate to 1 per cent by the

year’s end.

Next month, the central bank

-will cot banks' reserve require-

ments on 30-day rouble deposit

accounts from 20 per cent to 18

per cent to inject mare liquidity

into the finnwrial system. But the

bank has stressed repeatedly it

will not bail out the weaker
banks even though it is encour-

aging them to merge to streng-

then their financial positions.

Russia's hanking sector, which
expanded furiously an the back
of cheap credit and high infla-

tion. has been experiencing a

slow motion implosion for sev-

eral months as the government's
stabilisation programme begins

to take effect Same cash-starved

banks appear to have recently
dumped their Treasury bill port-

folios to raise money.

A European Union-sponsored
report on the Russian banking
sector has predicted as many as

1,600 of Russia’s 2,285 active

banks would disappear over the

next few years.

However, several economists
have argued that the contraction

of the hanking sector is both nec-

essary and healthy. Mi Pavel

Teplukhin, economist at Troika-

Dialog, a Russian stockbroker,

doubted whether problems at

marginal hanks would have a

much broader economic impact

“There is no problem of liquid-

ity in the economy as a whole

but only with the allocation of

this liquidity within the banking

sector," he said. “We do not need

so many banks.”
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NEWS: EUROPE

EUROPEA^EW^IGEST

Bildt delays

Serb decision
Mr Carl Bildt who is responsible for implementing the Chilian
side of the Dayton accord on Bosnia, yesterday g3ve the
go-ahead to an international donors' conference for
reconstruction in the war-tom republic but said he would
decide tomorrow whether the Bosnian Serbs would be invited.

Bosnian Serbs yesterday said they would free three war
prisoners but hold 16 more as suspected war criminals Mr
Bildt last month said Serbs. Moslems and Croats - Bosnia's
Former warring parties - must release all remaining prisoners
if they were to attend the donors' conference in Brussels on
April 12 and 13 which hopes to raise $l2bn in emergency
reconstruction aid.

A Bosnian Serb official yesterday said the detainees had
now been moved to Pale, the Bosnian Serb stronghold, at the
request of Mr Michael Steiner, deputy to Mr Bildt The Red
Cross was allowed to visit them. Tanjug. the Yugoslav state

news agency, said the Bosnian Serbs had given evidence
against the 16 to the war crimes tribunal in The Hague.
According to the Red Cross, the Bosnian Croats last week

still held 44 prisoners, the Moslem-led Bosnian government 28,

and the Serbs 16. On Friday the Moslems freed 18 Serbs and
the Croats 28 prisoners. The position of the rest was unclear.

Yugoslavia and Macedonia yesterday agreed to normalise
relations. Foreign ministers from the two countries signed a
treaty providing for immediate negotations on economic
cooperation and trade as well as the free movement of people

and goods between the two states. Laura Silber. Belgrade

Over 100 die in Kurdish clashes
Turkish security officials said yesterday that 27 soldiers and 90

Kurdish rebels had been killed in three days of harsh fighting

in the country's south-east. The clashes, in the mountainous
northern pan of the province of Diyarbakir and in nearby
Bingol province, had been among the bloodiest of the

12-year-old campaign by the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK)
for autonomy or independence in the region, they said.

The governor's office in the city of Diyarbakir said the

fighting began last Friday when troops spotted a group of

between 200-250 PKK fighters. The guerillas declared a
unilateral ceasefire last December but Turkey has ignored it.

At tbat time, the rebel leader. Mr Abdullah OcaJan, ordered
his forces not to launch raids but said they would fight back if

attacked.

Clashes in five different places near the towns of Lice in

Diyarbakir province and Gene In Bingol province were
reported continuing yesterday evening. Agencies, Ankara

Banesto inquiry completed
A Madrid judge yesterday concluded a 17-month inquiry into

the near collapse of Banco Espanol de Credito (Banesto) in

December 1993 and paved the way for the trial of Mr Mario
Conde, Banesto's former chairman, and nine other directors.

Judge Manuel Garcia-C-astellon's investigation, which runs to

85.000 pages, will now be examined by the public prosecutor
who has a mouth in which to draw up formal charges and
request a trial.

Considered the most complex finan cial investigation ever

undertaken in Spain, the probe centred on allegations that Mr
Conde and former Banesto executives defrauded the bank by
buying Banesto-owned properties which the bank later

repurchased at inflated prices. Mr Conde and his fellow

directors, who deny business malpractice, were dismissed

from Banesto by the Bank of Spain which accused them of

“grossly over valuing” the bank's assets.

Banesto was acquired by Banco Santander in April 1994

after a PtaTSObn ($6.3bn) rescue operation, the biggest ever

mounted for a domestic bank. Mr Conde, who had been
remanded in custody, was released in February last year on
surety of Pta2bn. Tom Burns. Madrid

Portuguese concern ou Emu
Portugal's top businessmen have called on the government not
to participate in European monetary union before Spain and
Italy. More than 50 company and bank chiefs warn in a
consultative document tbat currency devaluations by Spain or

Italy could badly damage Portugal's competitiveness if it

signed up to a single currency before them.
Spain and Italy are Portugal's biggest competitors in

overseas markets as well as important trading partners.

Although economists cast doubt on Portugal’s ability to meet
the requirements for a single currency if it is launched in 1999,

inflation is lower than in Spain or Italy and interest rates have
been falling faster.

Meanwhile, the government has indicated that Portugal

aims to remain part of the European Monetary’ System if it

fails to meet convergence criteria. Peter Wise. Lisbon

Emergency team sent to Kiev after government overshoots spending target

IMF calls off $1.6bn loan to Ukraine
By Matthew Kaminski In Kiev

The International Monetary
Fund yesterday sent an emer-

gency mission to Kiev after

cancelling a S1.6bn loan pro-

gramme because Ukraine over-

shot its spending target.

The IMF’s surprise decision,

coming just a week before

what was expected to be board
approval, deals a further blow
to Ukrainian economic reform.

The Kiev government, ner-

vous about a spillover of anti-

reform sentiment in the Rus-

sian presidential election in

June, had planned to use the
funds to defend the currency
and pay for its energy imports.

The emergency IMF mission

this week will begin negotia-

tions on an entirely new
standby programme involving

$900m, which western officials

are hoping can be disbursed by
next month.
The IMF acted when Ukraine

overshot its first quarter
spending target by U.OOObn
karbovanets (357m;, or roughly

1 per cent of the quarter's
gross domestic product, all

In fresh currency printed

at the central bank.

A senior IMF official In

Washington called the cancel-

lation “most unfortunate’', but

thought the economic impact

would be “limited" as long as

the talks moved quickly. The
IMF is believed to be looking

for fresh commitments on bud-

get and inflation policy.

But a western official in Kiev
said the latest setback might
further undermine confidence
In economic reform, launched

by President Leonid Kuchma
in late 1994.

In January the IMF

suspended the programme
with $7Q0m undisbursed after a

larger than anticipated 1995

budget deficit and high import

arrears. The IMF expected to

revive the loan, with an added
$200m, when parliament
passed the 1996 budget in late

March.
Over the past year, Ukraine's

government managed to lower
mnation to about 140 per cent

last year and reduce the bud-

get deficit However, western

donors fault Kiev for flailing to

keep a tight rein on money
expansion and to push ahead

with privatisation. Ukraine s

economy remains among the

weakest in eastern Europe.

Gross domestic product fell 12

per cent last year.

The president last week reaf-

firmed the government's com-

mitment to reform and stabilis-

ation in a speech before a

largely hostile parliament.

Mr Anders Aslund. a Swed-

ish economist and adviser to

the Ukrainian government,

said yesterday the excess

spending was “an accident"

caused by poor financial man-

agement “They'll now have to

restrict fiscal and monetary

policy further," he added.

'They have no choice."

However, Mr Kuchma
remains susceptible to pres-

sure from a vocal industrial

lobby tbat wants state finan-

cial support and opposes

attempts to restructure enter-

prises through privatisation.

A presidential decree,

released at the weekend, cast

doubt on his willingness to

stand up to the factory direc-

tors. It extended a grace period

for paying enterprise debt to

an unspecified “several years".

Yeltsin woos votes with savings pledge
By John Thornhill

Pensioners and cheated investors have
become the latest targets of President

Boris Yeltsin's promises of pre-elec-

toral largesse as the embattled Russian
leader seeks to woo core supporters of

the Communist party.

In a desperate effort to win the votes

of the elderly. Mr Yeltsin yesterday
signed two decrees to ensure the
prompt payment of pension arrears
and compensate depositors whose
savings were ravaged by the hyperin-

flation of the early reform era.

“We are not baying votes for the

forthcoming presidential elections. The
1996 budget is tight," said Mr Alexan-
der Livshits, the president's chief eco-

nomics aide. "But we are now able to

pay the debts and it would be shameful

not to do it.” The government would
grant a six-month loan of Rbs4,000tra
(£540m) to the state pension hind to

ensure all pension arrears were elimi-

nated by the end of the month. The
money would be raised from issuing

short-term government bonds and
taxes, Mr Livshits said.

A separate decree also instructed the
government, the central bank, and
Sberbank, the state savings bank, to

create a federal mechanism for restor-

ing private savings destroyed by hyper-
inflation. Sberbank's 70m depositors,

many of them elderly, are estimated to

have lost more than RbsSOO.OOObn (in

today's money).
Mr Livshits said trying to pay this

sum in fall would be like trying to

“swim across the Pacific Ocean”. But a

compensation mechanism would be cre-

ated within three months to start the

process.

Mr Yeltsin's energetic campaigning
and extravagant promises have
enabled the unpopular Russian leader

to close the gap ou his chief challenger,

Mr Gennady Zyuganov, the Communist
party leader. But opinion polls suggest

the biggest grievance for Russian vot-

ers remains the conflict in Chechnya
which has already cost 30,000 lives.

A recent peace plan proposed by Mr
Yeltsin has been coolly received in Che-

chnya. But Mr Nursultan Nazarbayev,

president of Kazakhstan, and Mr Minti-

mer Shaimiev, president of the central

Russian republic of Tatarstan, have
agreed to act as intermediaries and
may give the peace process fresh

impetus.

The two leaders head mainly Moslem

regions and are likely to gain a wider

hearing among Chechnya’s Moslem
leadership.

Mr Vyacheslav Mikhailov. Russia's

nationalities minister, said indirect

telk

s

with Mr Dzhokhar Dudayev, the

rebel Chechen leader, might begin tbis

month. “Some members of the Dudayev

circle, including the head of the rebel

staff, Aslan Maskhadov, support this

idea,” he said.

But Mr Dudayev yesterday called

upon Mr Yeltsin to sack those members
of his entourage who no longer obeyed

his orders to stop fighting and discred-

ited the peace initiative.

Russian newsagendes reported fight-

ing continued yesterday around the

Chechen village of Goiskoe, where

more than 30 Russian troops have been

killed in recent days.

Italian poll fuels hopes
for independent north

Padania: Bossi’s dream

ITALIAN
ELECTIONS

April 21

Several years
hence a quiz
show host
might be ask-

- ing the follow-

general
knowledge

{gf-s(a question:
“What is the
capital of
Padania?" The
jackpot answer
would be the
ancient ducal
rity of Mantua,
on the hanks of

the river Min-
cio close to its confluence with

the Po, northern Italy’s great

waterway.
Padania, of course, does not

yet exist But In the mind of

Mr Umberto Bossi leader of
tbe populist Northern League,

it is the future secessionist

chunk of northern Italy. In

essence, the new state would
cover the course of the Po and
extend to the east by invita-

tion, into the Veneto.

Mantua would take advan-

tage of its strategic position to

spawn the new mini-republic

enjoying the highest per capita

income in Europe. Already, the

League has chosen Mantua as

the site for its self-styled “Par-

liament of the North", which
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has convened 10 times and
boasts 384 delegates.

Mr Bossi has. been blowing

hot and cold on the idea of

secession from the “robber
government in Rome" for

almost four years. But as the
rampaign for general elections

on April 21 gathers pace, he is

playing the secessionist card.

He has refused an electoral

pact with either the centre-left

or rightwing alliances. In tbe
north this has created an
uncertain three-cornered con-

test under Italy’s electoral laws

which apportion 75 per cent of

seats to a first-past-the-post

system and the remainder to

proportional representation.

“The outcome of the vote

here in electoral colleges [areas

with more than one constitu-

ency] like Mantua will be deci-

sive in determining the
national result," says Mr
Armando Federici-Canova,
regional organiser for the cen-

tre-left Olive Tree alliance.

“The League vote will fell and
who gets this will probably win
nationwide.”

In the 1994 general elections

the League forged a highly
advantageous alliance with the

then new Forza Italia move-
ment of Mr Silvio Berlusconi
Between them in this part of
Lombardy they picked up 45

per cent of the vote (split 26.7

per cent Forza Italia and 18.4

per cent League).
This time. Forza Italia is

teamed with the rightwing
National Alliance (AN) of Mr

Gianfranco Fini and four
minor groupings. “We believe

part of the League vote has

already shifted to AN.” says
Mr Andrea Meriotti elected as

a Forza Italia deputy’ for Man-
tua in 1994 and who is standing
again

He also concedes that some
of the Forza Italia electorate

might move to AN which
polled just under 6 per cent of

the vote here last time. Even
with a substantial strengthen-

ing of AN, it would be surpris-

ing if the rightwing alliance

touched 40 per cent.

As it is the CCD and CDU,
two small groups in the alli-

ance, formed from the old

Christian Democrat right, are

still smarting over being
denied their own candidate in
this college. They are also not
happy at the way Mr Berlus-

coni's Forza Italia is being
pushed to the right - a move
which could drive some of
their voters into the centre-left

camp.
The Mantua electoral college

stretches north to the lakes

and south to the “red belt" of
Emilia Romagna. It comprises
both a traditionally conserva-

tive Catholic vote In the small
towns and rural economy, as

well as traders, artisans and an
important industrial electorate

in the numerous medium-sized
engineering groups.

This is familiar territory to

Mr Romano Prodi leader of the

Oliver Tree alliance who
entered politics last year. As

;
- r-vKt.
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an economics professor from
nearby Bologna, he has speci-

alised in the problems of small

and medium-sized businesses.

In the last elections the centre-

left, including Reconstructed

Communism formed from
hardline members of the old

Communist party, mustered
just over 40 per cent. If Mr
Prodi cannot improve on this

here, the Olive Tree will be in

trouble.

“We have not made -an alli-

ance with the League because

our members consider Bossi

unreliable and are anti-seces-

sion," observes Mr Federici-

Canova. Instead, they have
concluded "desisting pacts"

with Reconstructed Commu-
nism. These pacts are one of
the more curious inventions of

Italian political machination.

In effect, the centre-left agrees

to allow Reconstructed Com-
munism (RC) to field a candi-

date unopposed in one seat in

return for their support in

another.

The reliance on RC is a dou-
ble-edged weapon. “How can
the Olive Tree offer a credible

government when they have to

rely on the Communists'
votes?" questions Mr Meriotti

of Forza Italia.

A bigger imponderable is

that of the party just formed
by the caretaker premier, Mr
Lamberto Dini. His Dim Italian

Renewal has been given one of
the three chamber of deputy
seats to contest, backed by the

Olive Tree Alliance. At a local

level this was extremely
unpopular because a candidate

well known in the community
was elbowed aside to make
way for Mr Diego Masi, an
ambitious politician who felled

to win the election to run the

Lombardy region last year.

Such insensitivity to local

opinion has turned Mr Masi's

seat into a genuine three-way

contest. League officials say
they do not mind If they lose,

convinced they bave a hard
core of voters who will back
Mr Bossi even if he openly
favours secession. Indeed, if

the League loses out heavily,

secessionist noises may well

become louder.

Robert Graham

German
unions in

hint over 3

sick pay
By Wolfgang Munchau
in Frankfurt

Leading German trade
unionists have expressed readi-

ness to compromise over cuts

in sick pay. breaking a

long-standing taboo on an emo-

tive issue over which they

bave been at loggerheads with

employee for years. Mr Fritz

Schtisser. head of the Bavarian

section of tbe DGB union feder-

ation, told the newspaper Bild

am Sonntag it was no longer

sensible to include overtime

pay in determining the level of

sick pay.

His statement is seen as a

concession in debate on a key
issue facing tbe German wel-

fare state. Employees are enti-

tled to fall sick pay from the

first day of illness, the amount
being based on the basic wage
plus extras, such as overtime

and other one-off payments.

Employers complain workers

are more prone to fall ill after

months during which they

earned above-average wages.

The Bavarian DGB leader

said unicars favoured cuts in

overtime, and it would there-

fore be “sensible and logical if

overtime bonuses no longer go j

into calculations of sick pay”

Inclusion of overtime pay in

calculating sick pay currently

cost Bavarian companies about

DMl.3bn ($870m) annually.
Other benefits, such as holiday

pay, should stay part of the
pay formula, he added.

Mr Dieter Schulte, president

of the DGB, also indicated that

the union movement was ready

to discuss “painful measures”,

including sick pay, as long as

cuts were fairly distributed.

Readiness to tackle abuse of

sick pay also appeared to be
growing among members in

the governing coalition. Mr
Norbert BIQm, labour minister,

said employees wbo worked
should always be better off

than those who stayed at

home. The employers' lobby is

pushing hard for entitlement

thresholds, which would
restrict sick pay to employees
who stay ill for more than sev-

eral days. They believe thresh-

olds would reduce one-day tru-

ancy. which is more frequent

on Mondays than 6ther days.

Germany's pension system:
Storm on the horizon. Page 17

Verdict boosts case against Andreotti
By Robert Graham in Rome

The use of pentiti - Mafia
members co-operating with
Italian justice under witness
protection programmes - has
been vindicated in a test case
trial in Palermo.
The outcome is likely to

have important consequences
for the trial of former prime
minister Mr Giulia Andreotti,

who is accused of having licks
with the Mafia. The accusa-
tions against him stem in part

from testimony provided by 10
of the pentiti whose evidence
was accepted in the Palermo
trial

This concerned Mr Bruno

Contrada, a career policeman
who rose to become the beafrof-

state intelligence monitoring
Cosa Nostra, the umbrella
organisation of the Sicilian

Mafia. Last Friday, Mr Con-
trada was sentenced to 10
years' imprisonment for hav-
ing provided favours and pro-

tection to Mafia bosses for
more than a decade.

It was the first time a senior

servant of state had been
found guilty of such a crime.
During 169 court hearings, the

prosecution called 66-witnesses
and the defence 171, including
five former police chiefe, senior

intelligence figures and a far-

mer interior minister.

However, the judge accepted
the prosecution case that Mr
Contrada had become a double
agent working not for the state

but the ruling clans of Cosa
-Nostra. Mr., Contrada had
passed on sensitive police
information, enabling Mafia
leaders to stay at large. Mr
Toto Riina, the acknowledged
boss of bosses, was arrested
within two months of Mr Con-
trada's own arrest:

.
The trial judge is the same

as that hearing the case
against Mr Andreotti. which
began last September. Tbe
Andreotti proceedings have
been held up both because the
Contrada case has taken up

most of the court’s time and
because an assistant judge has
had health problems.
The accusations against the

76-year-old Mr Contrada came
from all the main pentiti,

including the historic figure of
Mr Tommaso Buscetta. If the
court had found to the con-
trary’, it would, have proved a
serious blow to the pentffi sys-

. tem, which over the. past five

years has become one of the
state's main weapons in its

fight against the Mafia.
Mr Contrada insisted on his

Innocence and claimed he was
' victim of a political vendetta.
He has. received support from
politicians in the right wing

alliance of former premier Mr
Silvio Berlusconi who say the

evidence was too flimsy.

The political divisions over
the decision, with the centre-

left backing the Palermo public

prosecutor, could cause prob-

lems after the April 21 elec-
- tions. Palermo magistrates
now appear determined to

investigate whether several
prominent character witnesses

for Mr Contrada perjured
themselves.

Simitis to stress role in Balkan stability in talks with .Clinton

Greece tries to get US on side
By Kerin Hope in Athens

The Greek prime minister, Mr
Costas Simitis, is expected to

stress his country's commit-
ment to promoting stability in

the Balkans when he meets
President Bill Clinton at the

White House today.
Mr Simitis, anxious to make

a positive impression on his

first trip to the US as premier,
will emphasise both his gov-

ernment’s efforts to improve
ties with its northern neigh-

bours and the constructive role

of Greece’s $5Q0m investment
in the region.

Greece has adopted a more

balanced Balkan policy, since
Mr Simitis took over as prime
minister in January. It has dis-

tanced itself from, its tradi-
tional ally Serbia by sending
peacekeepers to Bosnia and,,

for the first time, shown a will-

ingness to compromise; .in a
five-year dispute over the for-'

mer Yugoslav republic of Mac-
edonia's choice of name. .

Officials said Mr Simitis was
keen to encourage US Inves-

tors to make use of Greek
expertise in the Balkans by
channelling funds to the region

through Athens-based subsid-

iaries. However, he must first

give assurances that Greece

will smooth difficulties encoun-
tered by US companies aver
copyright, taxation- - and
accounting practices;

Mr Simitis must also allay;'
US concerns about 1

anti-Ameri-
can terrorism -In Greece and

.

security at Athens airport
While he is. certain to seek

US support for Greece's posi-
tion in its. disputes with Tur-
key. his decision to leave the

'

combative defence minister.
Mr Gerasknos Arsenis, behind
in Athens signalled that the
Aegean quarrel which brought'
Greece and Turkey to the

'

brink of war January is not the
overriding priority of his trip.

The premier has ignored
recent calls by Mr Arsenis for
a tougher policy- towards Tur-
key, including making alli-

ances -with other countries that
are

:

at Odds With Ankara, in
favour hf a softer strategy that

- would bring Greece closer to
its western allies.

.
.. Greece now appears closer to
accepting a US proposal for
holding direct talks with,Tur-
key on a broad range of
disputes, provided -that the
Turks agree that questions of
sovereignty over Aegean
islands should be settled by the
international court at The
Hague.
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Chirac urges
EU to boost

Mideast role

Industrial conflict in west at 50-year low
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By James Whittington fn Cairo

President Jacques Chirac of
France yesterday completed a
two-stop tour of the Middle
East by promising to give “a
new vitality" to French sup-
port for the Middle East
process, particularly “the aspi-
rations of the Arab world".

In an address given at Cairo
University, which was billed
by his delegation as an impor-
tant indication of France’s new
visum for the region, he said
Europe should live up to its
responsibilities by playing a

• more influential role in the
Middle East
Europe must "no longer be

just a dispenser of funds", but
should “bring, more than ever,
its political contribution to a
peaceful solution in which it

should be a co-sponsor,” he
" aairi -

The president called for a
summit of Mediterranean

*4- fvjpJ.’ ' heads of state to follow up on a
*=4. foreign ministers’ mooting in

- Barcelona last November. The
i* <W-- summit would work out a

regional zone of stability and
economic development.
He also refloated the idea of

an international institution

which would oversee the distri-

bution of water resources fol-

lowing a proposed regional
pact on the issue.

Mr Chirac’s speech was wel-
comed by Egyptian officials

and commentators who hope a
more proactive French and
European stance on Arab
issues in the Middle East will

help counterbalance the per-

ceived bias by Washington
towards IsraeL

Arab states have been partic-

ularly annoyed by US support
for Israel’s tough line against

the Palestinians in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip after a
wave of suicide bombings in

late February.

Playing to bis audience, Mr
-Chirac warned Israel against

\4Preneging on its agreements
with the Palestinians. “Com-
mitments already must
be respected, and the agreed

timetable adhered to in peace

By Robert Taylor, .

Employment Eefitor

Industrial conflict in the
western indnstrialised world
has fallen to its lowest level for

more than 50 years, awwwting
to the latest international sta-

tistics cm strike activity issued
by. the Paris-based. Organisa-
tion. for Economic Cooperatkai
and Development and pub-
lished by tbs UK’s department

of education and employment
Only an annual average 122

working days were lost to
labour disputes per thousand
employees between 1985 and
1994- Ihe strike rate in the five

years after 1990 was an annual
average at 100 working days,

compared with 145 working
days for the five years before.

The sharpest fell in indus-

trial mnfKct since 1990 was in
Denmark (an 85 per cent

decline compared with the
1985-90 period), followed by
New Zealand and the UK (79

per cent).

Greece was the most strike-

prone country in the OECD,
with an annual average of 3,729

working days lost per thou-

sand employees between 1985
and 1904.

It was followed, by Spain,
which averaged an annual 565

working days lost per thou-

sand. and Canada (326 days).

The mast industrially peace-

ful country since 1965 has been
Switzerland, which recorded
an annual average of only one
working day lost per thousand
employees. Japan came second,

claiming to have an annual
average of a mere four working
days lost per thousand employ-

ees, followed by Austria with
five and Germany and the
Netherlands with 12.

The UK. with an annual
average of 108 working days

lost per thousand employees,

came in llth out of the 22
countries on the OECD strike

league table, slightly below the
OECD average of 122 working
days lost However, in 1994 the
UK recorded its lowest number
of working days lost to indus-

trial conflict since official

records began in 189L
The study points out that the

international statistics on
strikes exclude the secondary

effects on other workers
affected by shortages of materi-

als supplied by establishments

in dispute. It also omits go-

slows, wmk to rule and over-

time bans. Strikes involving a
small number of workers are

also excluded by some coun-

tries.

Labour market trends, April

1996. HMSO £5.45

Benefit of tariff reduction ‘not fully recognised’
By Guy do JonquMrw,
Business Eefitor

Countries which reduce their impart
tariffs gain bigger and longer-lasting
economic lwmotif fhim has been gen-
erally recognised, an Australian gov-
ernment study has found.

It suggests that differences in
industrialised countries’ economic
performance since 1970 have been
determined more by the speed at
which they have cut tariffc than by
the vigour with which they have
faw'Mwi domestic »**»
The study, by the Economic Plan-

ning Advisory Commission, finds

that every 1 percentage point fall in
tnifadriaikpri countries' fairWh has,

on average, raised their total produc-
tivity by more than 3 per cent and
gross domestic product by 2 per cent
The rnmTniwioii, which is attached

to the prime minister's nffiee, says
these increases are about 10 times
greater than most economists had
previously believed.

It says the gains were even bigger
in countries, such as Finland, which
started with exceptionally high tar-

iffs. More awn half the imi gin by
which Finland’s growth rate
exceeded the average for industria-

lised economies in the 1970s and

1980s is attributed to the impact of
tariff cuts.

The study concludes that Austra-
lia’s relatively poor economic perfor-
mance during the same period was
due mainly to it being slower
than other rich countries to lower
tariffs.

But the study estimates that tariff

cuts planned for the rest of this
decade will raise Australia’s produc-
tivity by 25 per cent, boost its gross
domestic product by as much as 17
per cent and sharply reduce its cur-

rent account deficit over the longer
tom.

It finds that, in most countries, tar-

iff cuts have only started to affect

economic performance about four
years after they were introduced.
However, they continued to yield
benefits for about 20 years.

The authors say that although the
benefits of reducing tariffs can be
increased if countries also pursue
domestic reforms, these explain little

of the difference between the produc-
tivity performance of industrialised

economies since 1970.

They find that France obtained
some of the largest economic gains

from cutting tariffs during this
period, while continuing to pursue a
dmgiste industrial policy and main-

taining large public monopolies in

important Industries.

Many previous analyses bave
argued that dismantling tariffs

encourages higher productivity by
stimulating increased investment
However, the study says there Is

little evidence that this has happened
in industrialised economies, instead,

trade liberalisation has enabled coun-
tries to Increase output from existing

capital investments.

Tariff Reform and Economic
Growth; Economic Planning Advisory
Commission. PO Box E4, Queen Victo-

ria Terrace, Parkes, ACT 2600. Teh
(616) 270 24/4. Fax: 270 2442

Chirac: seeks ‘total peace*

talks with tiie Palestinians,” he
said. “There wiQ be no durable
peace unless the rights and
legitimate aspirations of the
Palestinians are respected," be

He also called for Israel to
restart stalled talks with Syria

so that a peace accord can soon,

be reached on the basis of a
"total retreat from the Golan
in return for a total peace”.

The. tour was Mr Chirac’s

first to the Middle East since

he took bffice in May. Last
week he made the first official

visit to Lebanon by a French
president since it won indepen-

dence from France in 1943.

There he urged a withdrawal

of Syria’s 40,000 troops in the
country after an eventual end
to Israeli occupation in the
south. He also said French
troops would be available to

help secure any peace agree-
j

menti

Central Asians reach common ground over water
T republics announced an An agreement signed at the weekend will improve cross-border should not be for sale," said MrX agreement at the week-

deliveries of water^ energy, writes Sander Thoenes
“
b"B wh*T hree central Asian

republics announced an
agreement at the week-

end arimnaindging fhat in a
region where rain is a rarity

water can be as valuable as
coal or gas.

Mr Zhenishbek Bekbolotov,

Kyrgyzstan’s minister for

water resources, said yesterday
that bis count? bad agreed
with neighbouring Uzbekistan

and Wfl«ik>mt«n to improve
cross-border deliveries of water

and energy.

Short on details, the accord
c*tik an Kyrgyzstan to guaran-

tee supplies hydmeJertriaty

and sufficient flow of water
through the Syr Darya river to

the cotton fields of Uzbekistan
and ffanlfhgfam, in return for

unspecified amounts of Uzbek
gas and Kazakh rav>1

“Water is a commodify,” Mr
Bekbolotov “Any natural

resource that is used should be
paid far.”

The break-up of the Soviet

Unfan has forced local leaders

in central Asia to reconsider

how to share natural res-

ources.

Kyrgyzstan is dependent on
its neighbours for gas and coal,

hut owns a large hydroelectric

power statical which controls

the flow of the Syr Darya, a
significant source of irrigation.

“When the Soviet Union
existed all this was run by
Moscow,” said Mr Koposyn
Kudaibergenov, deputy chair-

man of the Ka»kh Water Com-
mittee.

“There was a command sys-

tem and we all followed orders.

Now each state is sovereign
and each has its own problems
to deal with."

Since 1992 Kyrgyzstan has
opted to let water Sow through
its hydroelectric dams in win-

ter, when it needs to heat its

homes. The country stares

water in spring and summer,
when Tfehririfijan and Kazakh-
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stan are desperate for water to

irrigate their cotton fields.

Uzbekistan, in turn, has fre-

quently reduced or cut off sup-

plies of gas to its neighbours

because of huge payment
arrears. At one point, Kyrgyz-

stan siphoned off Uzbek gas en
route to TTazflkhgtjm in an
attempt to guarantee supphes.

Kazakhstan has been worst

hit, because what little water it

receives from Uzbekistan is

polluted by drainage from the

cotton fields, which are heavily

sprayed. Its capital. Alma Ata,

is poorly lit and hit by frequent
power shortages.

Excessive use of the Syr
Darya and the Amu Darya riv-

ers for irrigation has drasti-

cally cut supplies to the Aral

Sea, which has also been
heavily polluted with pesti-

cides. However, the new accord
makes no mention of increas-

ing the water flow to the AraL
Mr Abdurahlm Zhalalov,

Uzbekistan's acting minister
for water resources, denied
water had become a commod-
ity in central Asia. "Nobody is

trading water,” he said. “The
commodity is hydroelectric-

ity.”

But Uzbekistan and Kazakh-
stan would be unlikely to buy
hydroeiectricity in summer if

not to ensure water supplies.
The new agreement fails to

create a priring mechanism for

the various commodities, the
main source of conflict in a
region where such trading is a
novel business. Kazakhstan
received only 70 per cent of

pledged supplies of water from
the Syr Darya last year, and

much of it in winter. “Water
should not be for sale," said Mr
Kudaibergenov, “because who-
ever sits upstream will demand
as much as he wants, as a
monopolist”
A study into ways to save

the Aral Sea, funded by the
World Bank and due to be
released soon, calls for co-ordi-

nation of water and agriculture

policy between the three
republics but keeps the issue

separate from the energy dis-

putes.

The three republics have
invited neighbouring govern-

ments to join in and solve a
host of other water and energy
disputes.

Uzbekistan and Turkmen-
istan struggle to share the
Amu Darya river, Kazakhstan
has asked China to stop over-

using the Irtysh, which flows
through Kawirhgfam to Russia;

and Moscow recently cut off

electricity supplies to northern

Kazakhstan to press for pay-

ment of $400m (£263.lm) In
energy bills.

Can you put up a Economic development and environmental
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pOWer transmission conservation are often seen as natural

system without enemies. But by taking environmental con-

annoying siderations seriously early on in a project,

yOUJT neighbors? ABB keeps any impact to a minimum. For

example in southern Africa, ABB was asked to erect 410

kilometers of transmission lines without disturbing an

indigenous colony of Cape vultures. The project was

executed with minimum disturbance during the breeding

season between April and September. It is somewhat

surprising therefore that this neighborly respect did not

slow down the project.

In fact planning ahead combined with local knowledge

and advanced technology meant the Zimbabwean section

of the Marimba Bulawayo interconnection was completed

ahead of schedule.

ABB is committed to the core principle of sustainable

development Balancing mankind’s needs with those of

Yes, yOU can. a delicate environment takes foresight and efficient,

ecologically sound technology. This is what ABB offers to

neighborhoods all over the world.
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India poll study sees worst result

for party since independence

Record low
in Congress
vote forecast
By Mark Nicholson

in New Delhi

India's governing Congress
party is heading for its lowest
share of the popular vote since

independence in general elec-

tions which start towards the

end of this month, according to
a nationwide academic study
of political attitudes.

The National Election Study,
a joint effort by Indian social

science institutions collecting
data from 9.700 respondents,
shows Congress can expect the

support of 32.6 per cent of the

electorate in the April-May
poll, against 36.9 per cent in

the 1991 elections.

The survey, the first such
enterprise in 25 years, makes
no attempt to translate the
likely vote into probable par-

liamentary seats. However, its

co-ordinators said a hung par-

liament appeared certain.

They added that results also

suggested the national swing
against Congress could
increase.

“1 expect it to be more, up to

7 percentage points." said Mr
Yogendra Yadav. the survey's

national co-ordinator, a swing
which would take Congress to

below 30 per cent of the vote.

The survey, conducted after

election dates were announced
but before candidates were
decided, found 45 per cent of

respondents undecided.

Congress's previous low of
34.5 per cent came in 1977.

when voters rebuffed Mrs Ind-

ira Gandhi in the first poll

after her autocratic declaration

of a national state of emer-
gency in 1976.

Until then the party which
has ruled India for all but four

years since independence could

rely on 40-48 per cent.

The survey found the Hindu
nationalist Bharatiya Janata
party to be the chief benefi-

ciary of lost Congress support,

with its share seen rising to 25

per cent from 20.9 per cent in

1991.

The BJP this week launched
its campaign with a strong
appeal to “cultural national-

ism" based on four central slo-

gans of security, self-reliance,

social harmony and probity in

public life.

In an 80-page manifesto, the

party welcomed foreign invest-

ment to gain "world class tech-

nology" but - rejecting "unbri-

dled consumerism" - it also
said it would not welcome for-

eign investment into "non-
durable consumer items”.

Foreign investment would be
favoured in sectors which pro-

moted exports and where for-

eigners took Indian partners.

The party promised to

deepen domestic deregulation
begun four years ago under the

Congress government by prun-

ing government and removing
the residue of industrial licen-

sing.

On tariffs, it would “ensure
that the domestic sector gets a

level playing field and does not
become uncompetitive". It

would also proceed further
with divestment of public sec-

tor assets while not endanger-
ing jobs, and said it would ori-

ent tax and fiscal reforms
towards augmenting domestic
savings.

The manifesto offers some
stings in its foreign policy,

confirming that the party
would “correct" what it said

was a weakening of India's

armed forces under the Con-

gress party and “exercise the
option to induct nuclear weap-
ons”.

A BJP government would
not agree to the comprehensive
test ban treaty, the fissile

material control regime or the

missile technology control
regime.

It would accelerate pro-

grammes to develop both
medium and longer-range
Indian missiles.

Sedition trial clouds Korean election
Seoul court case may affect outcome of Thursday’s poll, writes John Burton

F or the past month former presi-

dents Roh Tae-woo and Chun
Doo-hwan, once the most power-

ful men in South Korea, have made
weekly appearances in the dock of the

Seoul district court dressed in powder-

blue prison uniform.

Their trial for sedition has transfixed

the nation, while being hailed in the

rest of Asia as a rare regional example
of political leaders being brought to jus-

tice for abuses of power.
But that uoble image has been

obscured in Seoul as the trial becomes a
bitter political issue that could affect

the outcome of the general election on
Thursday.
With his government in danger of los-

ing its parliamentary majority. Presi-

dent Kim Young-sam is telling voters

that the trial of his two military-backed
predecessors reflects his strong commit-
ment to democratic reforms and “right-

ing the wrongs of history”.

The opposition parties have a more
cynical view of the president’s motives,

alleging that Mr Kim has put his two
former political allies on trial in a bla-

tant attempt to win votes, while pro-

tecting himself against damaging
charges concerning illegal political con-
tributions.

Mr Chun and Mr Roh are involved in

two sets of trials. They are being tried

separately on corruption charges for

allegedly accepting a combined total of

more than SI bn in corporate bribes dur-

ing their successive terms of office from
1980 to 1993. They are also being tried

jointly on treason charges for leading a

1979 army coup and suppressing a 1980

pro-democracy protest in which at least

200 demonstrators were killed.

The two main opposition parties, the

centre-left National Congress for New
Politics and the conservative United

Liberal Democrats, suspect that the
government scheduled the treason trial

right before the election to gain the

maximum advantage as voters prepare

to go to the polls.

In addition, the trial represents a
potential threat to both opposition par-

amassed by the two former presidents.

In 1990 Mr Kim, a former dissident

joined the ruling party established by
Mr Chun and Mr Roh and became its

successful presidential candidate in

1992. Mr Kim has repeatedly denied per-

sonally receiving any money from his

predecessors, although he has not dis-

closed sources for the 1992 campaign.

The election debate over the trials

underscores that the arrest and impris-

onment of Mr Chun and Mr Roh last

‘President Kira is seen by some as turning on
the political benefactors who helped him get

elected in order to save himself

ties. The NCNP's largest urban strong-

bold is the south-west city of Kwangju,
where the 1980 massacre of protesters

occurred. It believes the government is

using the trial to attract votes in the
Kwangju region.

The ULD worries that the trial could
prove embarrassing since many of its

politicians are former supporters of the
two ex-presidents.

Meanwhile, the opposition parties

have criticised the leisurely schedule of

the corruption trials, which began in

December and are not expected to end
until May at the earliest.

They believe the slow pace of the

corruption trials is intentional to

prevent any pre-election disclosures

of alleged illegal links between
Mr Kim’s election campaign finances

and the huge political slush fund

autumn have had strong political over-

tones from the beginning.
After faking office in February 1993,

Mr Kim publicly opposed demands for

an official review of possible abuses by
his two immediate predecessors. He
explained that investigating the 1979

coup and 1980 Kwangju massacre would
harm national reconciliation.

There were also good political rea-

sons for caution. Mr Kim controlled a
minority faction in the ruling party and
any attempt to probe the ex-presidents

could cause the majority faction of their

supporters to leave the party, which
would result in the government losing

its parliamentary majority.

However, the disclosure last October

that Mr Roh had collected S650m in

political donations during his 1988-03

term forced Mr Kim's hand because it

raised awkward questions about

whether he had received some of this

money for the 1992 campaign.

The president skilfully used the slush

fund scandal to his advantage. Mr Kim

enjoyed the widespread support of an

angry public to arrest Mr Roh and later

Mr Chun. This enabled Mr Kim to con-

duct a purge in the ruling party of the

ex-presidents' supporters, which consol-

idated his political control

Their subsequent highly publicised

trial has distracted attention from the

allegations concerning the financing of

Mr Kim's 1992 campaign.

In spite of opposition worries that the

trial may harm their election chances,

Mr Kim's strategy could still backfire.

The trial has deepened the regional

antagonism that bedevils Korean poli-

tics. The south-eastern Taegu region,

the political stronghold of the two for-

mer presidents, regards the trial as

unfair retribution. The formerly pro-

government area is likely to elect ULD
and independent MPs next month.

Mr Kim's actions have also strength-

ened a perception of him as a political

opportunist, which has contributed to a

slump in his popularity.

“The concept of loyalty is important

in Korean society. You do not betray

those who have helped you,” explained

the editor of a leading Korean newspa-

per. “But President Kim is seen by
some as turning on the political bene-

factors who helped him get elected in

order to save himself."

It has also set a dangerous precedent

for Mr Kim if any illegalities are ever

found in his political past

Crime adds to business risks in Vietnam
By Jeremy Grant in Hanoi

Doing business in Vietnam’s
commercial capital. Ho Chi
Minh City, is getting a little

riskier, but not because of

more usual reasons such as

unwelcome taxes or new layers

of red tape.

Foreign businessmen and
Vietnamese police are worried

about an alarming increase
over the last six months in

crime, aimed at foreign and
Vietnamese businesses as well

as tourists

.

Last year. New World Group
of Hong Kong erected watch-
towers. a fence and floodlights

at the site of a 500-room hotel

it was building in the dty cen-

tre. after theft of construction

materials and hotel furniture

got out of hand.
In recent months the former

director of a police security

unit has set up his own own
company. Long Hai Body-
guard, to combat a surge in

cases of factory break-ins and
theft

One Ho Chi Minh City-based

shoe manufacturer was
reported in an official newspa-
per last week as having signed

up for 10 of the company's
bodyguards, who are trained in

martial arts and the use of fire-

arms. “stun guns and blinding
lights"

Retired Maj Gen Phan Van
Xoan, who set up Long Hai
Bodyguard, said: “We have
recognised a need of society in

a timely way and are prepared

to meet it"

Pickpocketing and bag
snatching are becoming com-
mon in the city, as well as dar-

ing swoops by motorcyclists on
foreigners wearing jewellery,

often carried out in broad day-

light in the city's main streets

and near large hotels. Highly

skilled pickpockets loiter on
street comers, masquerading
as chewing gum sellers.

“Our company has experi-

enced two attacks where neck-

laces have been ripped off peo-

ple's necks. It's happening to

Vietnamese just as much as

foreigners." said one executive

with a US company with
offices in Ho Chi Minh City

and the capital. Hanoi

Ho Chi Minh City, known as

Saigon before the Vietnam war
ended in 1975, has seen a big

rise in foreign visitors and resi-

dents since the early 1990s,

after the country officially

embraced market-oriented eco-

nomic reforms 10 years ago.

About 15,000 foreigners live in

the city, whose population is

6m.
Foreign residents say crime

levels are still well below those

in other Asian and western
cities. However, the authori-

ties, as keen to promote the

dty as a tourist destination as

much as a safe place to do
business, are struggling to

limit a rising crime rate.

A year ago, taking a tour of

Ho Chi Minh City in a pedal-

driven cyclo-rickshaw would
have been uneventful save for

the occasional near-miss with

wayward motorcyclists. But
some resident foreigners say

they avoid taking cyclo-rick-

shaws. particularly at night,

for fear of mugging.
At the US embassy in Hanoi,

a notice posted in the consular

section mentions reports of

cyclo drivers kidnapping pas-

sengers and extorting money.
“We've been telling people to

be more cautious,” said one
consular official.

Last week, the Youth Van-
guard newspaper reported that

police had arrested leaders of
gangs using mobile phones to

co-ordinate armed confronta-

tions near Saigon Port.

Chinese Airbus order would threaten Boeing dominance
By Tony Walker in Beijing

Premier Li Peng of China tomorrow
begins a three-day \isit to France
during which Airbus Industrie hopes
he will announce a $l.2bn order for

at least 30 new aircraft and signal an
end to Boeing's dominance of the

Chinese market.

Mr Li. who is to visit Airbus head-

quarters at Toulouse later this week,
discussed the aircraft purchases in

Bangkok last month at the Asia-

European summit with President

Jacques Chirac of France and with
Chancellor Helmut Kohl of Ger-
many.
The Chinese official may also indi-

cate Beijing's preference for Euro-
pean involvement, including that of
Airbus Industrie, in China’s plans

for a domestically produced 100-

seater passenger aircraft.

A large Chinese Airbus purchase
will worry Boeing at a time of

fraught Sino-US relations over trade

Issues, human rights, Taiwan and
arms proliferation.

Boeing has had a $2bn order for

China of some 2830 aircraft pending
since last year, but an announce-

ment has been stalled for months,
raising suspicions that difficulties

between Beijing and Washington are

a factor.

A Chinese decision to spend more
than Jilbn on new Airbus aircraft

would also coincide with last-minute

lobbying over renewal of China’s
Most Favoured Nation trading status

in the US. Companies such as Boe-

ing are at the forefront of efforts to

persuade the administration and
Congress to renew MFN.
China's passenger fleet is domi-

nated by Boeing with about half the
400 aircraft in service, but Airbus
has been making inroads and in the
past five years has secured about 30
per cent of new orders.

The European aircraft consortium
made a breakthrough in February
when it signed an agreement with

Air China to supply three A340-300S.

These will be Air China's first Air-

bus purchases and signal the end of

Boeing’s monopoly. China's flag car-

rier had been operating an all-

Boeing fleet.

Fuelling US concerns about Chi-

nese intentions was the postpone-
ment last month of a trip to the US
by Ms Wu Yi, China's trade minister,

who was to have visited Boeing and
McDonnell Douglas. Boeing has been,

negotiating to sell China 10 777s, five

747-400s, and 15 737s.

A Chinese moratorium on new air-

craft purchases, which was imposed
two years ago because of concerns

about safety and the rapid growth of

the domestic airline business, is

expected to be eased soon. An
announcement by Mr Li of Airbus
purchases would indicate China is

back in the market.
Airbus Industrie forecasts that

China will acquire 1.320 aircraft

between now and 2014. This would
represent 35 per cent of all pur-
chases for the Asia-Pacific.

Airbus has a total of 26 aircraft in

service in China, including A3QQ-

600Rs, A-3 10s and A-330s.

Manila to
*

prosecute

mining

executives
By Edward Luce in Manila

The Philippine government

vesterday said it would file

criminal charges against at

least five executives of a min-

ing company which leaked

toxic waste into a river last

month, cutting off hundreds of

families and causing wide-

spread environmental damage.

The company, Afarcopper.

which is 40 per cent owned by

Placer Dome of Canada, would

also be "blacklisted'’ from the

country's recently liberalised

mining sector because it bad
flouted mining, water and
environmental regulations,

said Mr Victor Ramos, secre-

tary of state for natural ^
resources.

The copper mill, which bad

the capacity to process 30,000

tonnes of copper ore a day,

released tonnes of liquid "tail-

ings" into the Boac River in

central Philippines, harming
wildlife and causing fears of

permanent damage to resi-

dents' health.

Mr Ramos (no relation of

President Fidel Ramos) did not

specify whether Placer Dome
would be separately debarred

from operations in the Philip-

pines, bnt said an expatriate

manager at the copper mill

where the spillage occurred

would be prosecuted. Those
convicted con Id face op to six

years' imprisonment for each

violation.

"I have ordered my mines
director not to process any
[Marcopper] application for

exploration or development
anywhere in the country," said

Mr Ramos. The company,
which has been operating in

the Philippines for 27 years,

would also be liable to unspe-

cified fines for damage to the

environment
The Philippine government,

which last year opened up the

country’s gold- and copper-

rich mining sector to 100 per
cent foreign ownership, has
received 69 foreign applica-

tions for exploration and
development rights in the 5
country, three of which were"
submitted by Marcopper. It Is

not clear whether the political

outcry resulting from last

month’s accident will mider-

mine the remaining 66 applica-

tions.

The liberalisation drive,

which has been accompanied
by measures to lower mineral

export taxes and allow duty-

free imports of capital equip-

ment, is aimed at quadrupling
.earnings from mining to about
20 per cent of total Philippine

exports.

Gold, copper and nickel
exports dropped from 20 to 6

per emit of Philippine export

earnings In the 1980s because
of the collapse of world metal

prices and environmental and
labour disputes in the mining
industry.

Japan’s central bank listens to

whispering from the grass roots
William Dawkins on managers with subtle and ambiguous influence

T he Bank of Japan, the

world's largest holder ot
foreign reserves, yester-

day broke out the green tea

and biscuits for what must be
one of the least known - but
far from least interesting -

events in tbe international eco-

nomic calendar.

Tbe bank’s main conference

room, in a grandiose 19th cen-

tury stone building in central

Tokyo, a rare survivor of earth-

quakes and wartime bombs, is

host to the quarterly meeting
of its 33 branch managers, a

forum at which they report to

the BoJ governor on the grass

roots health or the world's sec-

ond largest economy.
The managers' conference is

one of the many Japanese
institutions that, officially,

have no power and yet influ-

ence decisions that affect the

rest of the w’orld economy. At
stake at the meeting, which
continues today, is the timing

of the prospective tightening of

Japanese monetary conditions,

the prospect of which sent

tremors through world finan-

cial markets just before Easter.

Also on the managers'
agenda is the growing swell of

opinion, fostered by Mr Yasuo
Matsushita, its governor, that

the bank should have more
autonomy in setting interest

rates. This follows examples
set in recent years by central

hanks in countries from France

to New Zealand.

Mr Matsushita told his

regional colleagues yesterday

that even though the economy

was recovering from the worst

recession in 60 years, he saw

no need to change the official

discount rate, which has been

held at a record low of 0.5 per

cent for the past six months.

Yasuo Matsushita: no need for

discount rate change

He also calmed some of the

market anxiety aroused last

week when he said he was
unworried by the rise in long
term rates, which are not
directly guided by the BoJ.

He repeated that a change in

the bank's legal status was
needed, confirming that the
bank is serious in its latest

attempt to distance itself from
its constitutional master, the

finance ministry, whose
responsibilities are being criti-

cally reassessed in the light of

the banking crisis.

But given the BoJ's success
in keeping Japanese inflation

among tbe lowest in the indus-
trialised world, even under
the Influence of the finance
ministry, independence is not
seen by the ruling Liberal

Democratic party as urgenL
Formally, branch managers

have no direct say on either of
these matters. Accordingly, Mr
Matsushita's speech, the only
part of tbe meeting to be pub-
lished. would have been
greeted with polite assenL
One senior securities indus-

try executive who used to be a
BoJ manager recalls how a for-

mer branch chief once broke
the stiff etiquette usual at

these meetings and objected
that the central bank had
changed the official discount
rate before the session, rather
than listening to the news
from the regions first. The gov-

ernor of the time told the
upstart to keep his mouth
shuL
Even so. central bank offi-

cials insist that branch manag-
ers' views matter, because of

what they know and who they
are. The quarterly meeting, say
officials, is one of the bank's
two most valued sources of
intelligence on the short-term

economic outlook, the other
being its own quarterly survey
of businesses, the next issue of

which is due in Jane.
And the branch managers

who turn up to it are part of

Japan's wide flung and diffuse

policymaking establishment or
candidates for it.

The first person to speak
after the governor is, by tradi-

tion, general manager of the

Osaka branch, currently Mr
Eiichlro Kinoshuta. He was for-

merly head of the domestic

banking division, a suitable

background for supervising the

region with the majority of

Japan's weakest banks. Mr
Kinoshuta also watches over a
regional economy larger than

that of Canada. Next to speak

is his colleague from Nagoya.
Both men can expect promo-

tion to departmental ahead -

after another internal job -

when they return to Tokyo
after postings lasting up to

three years. If all goes well,

they could end up on the six-

man executive committee,
which prepares monetary pol-

icy for implementation by the

policy board, the top decision-

making body.

The other managers from
smaller branches, around 10 of

whom will speak, come from a

less senior stream and are seen
as on test for promotion to the
fast track, says a former man-
ager.

BoJ branches tend to be
breeding grounds Tor senior
officials rather than the very
top. This is in part because BoJ
officials' chances of landing
the top job are limited by the
tradition of taking turns with a
candidate from the ministry, of

which the current incumbent,
Mr Matsushita, is an example.
Only two bank governors since
the war were trained as branch
managers.

In short, BoJ branch manag-
ers’ influence on policy is

ambiguous, as is much of the

structure of Japanese govern-
ment Much of the real busi-

ness of the meeting takes
place, in Japanese tradition,

behind the scenes, over a tray

of sushi and glass of beer after

official hours in the directors’
dining room.

But the quarterly meeting is

worth watching for policy
clues to the much gossiped-

about change in Japanese mon-
etary stance, late this year or
early next, and to the central

bank’s search for indepen-
dence.
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New-look Peruvian Clinton set to defend Brown’s legacy

cabinet to TMF ^onitriei:ce department remains leading target of Republican budget cutters

O t | T fie raourninghad just Ington sport of speculate

By SaNy Bowen fn Lima

An International Monetary
Fund delegation due to return
to Lima this week will find it is
dealing with an extensively
overhauled cabinet, a new
prime minister and less resis-
tance to free-market reforms
and privatisation.

The surprise resignation last
week of Mr Dante Cordova,
prime minister, gave President
Alberto Fujimori the opportu-
nity to give the cabinet a mare
homogeneous and technocratic
look.

The new economic direction
Is likely to be appreciated by
the IMF mission, which will
renew negotiations over a
three-year extended fond facil-

ity being sought by Peru.
Within 36 hours of Mr Cor-

dova's resignation, half of his
cabinet had their formal offers
to step down accepted. Those
replaced generally shared the
concerns of Mr Cordova on the
social impact of the economic
reform programme.
Four engineers and an econ-

omist were sworn in as minis-
ters on Wednesday evening,
leaving the education and
health ministries unfilled.

Mr Daniel Hokama, who has
headed the government team

Alberto Fujimori: opportunity

in negotiations with Shell and
Mobil over development of the
huge Camisea gas fields,

returns to his earlier post at
the Tnlnns and energy mmiefry

Ms Elsa Carrera, formerly
head of Mr Fujimori's massive
school-building programme.

was given the transport and
communications portfolio.

Both she .and Mr Hokama are
loyal to the president
The appointment of Mr

Alberto Pandolfi to the pre-
miership - and the
ministry - was unexpected but
welcomed. .

He has been involved in sev-

eral successful privatisations
and has presided over the sen-

sitive process of selling, off
Petroperu, the state oil pro-
ducer refiner.

Several key ministers were
ratified in their posts, notably
Mr Jorge Carnet as economy
aVyj finanM* mintefar

. Mr FTfl T,
7

dsco Tndela at foreign affairs,
apd Mr Jaime Yosbiyama in

the ministry of the presidency.
Peruvian businessmen and

foreign analysts have backed
the composition of the new
cabinet International investor
confidence Is crucial at present
as Peru is soon to launch an
estimated $1.4bn offering of

state-owned shares in now-pri-

vatised Telefonica del Peru. :

With disappointing produc-
tion and inflation indicators

for the start of the year, and
large trade and current-
account deficits, the Peruvian
government is keen to present

an iTWBgft of unity.

T he mounting bad just

begun when US Presi-

dent Bill Clinton last

Wednesday went to the com-
merce department to console
employees after the death of
Mr Ron Brown, whose aircraft

had crashed into a Croatian
witeidg that day.
' Mr Clinton brought a mes-
sage from Mrs Alma Brown,
the commerce -secretary's
widow. MTelT them Ron was
proud of them, that he hked
them/ that he believed in them
and he fought for the com-
merce department And tell

them you are going to do that
now."
The message was welcomed.

Despite Mr Brown's achieve-
ments, or perhaps because of

the department remains
the leading target of Republi-

can budget cutters. Both -

houses last year passed bills

promising to dismember the
department, but these have
been held at bay by a threat-

ened presidential veto. The
House _ of Representatives
majority' leader, Mr Dick
Armey, bas vowed to return to
the attack when Congress
returns from its spring break.

By the time the Republicans
took control of Congress last

year, Mr Brown had largely

succeeded in his aim of making
his department “a power-

Among the ^victims of the air crash In

Croatia wasMr Lee Jackson, a director of the
European Bank tor Reconstruction and
Development, writes Kevin Done. East Europe

-

Correspondent Mr Jackson, 37, was appointed
a& the US director of the EBRD by President
Clinton in August last year.

Mr Jacques de Larosifire, EBRD president,

said Mr Jackson’s death was “a terrible loss”
for the bank and a great personal loss. “He was
respected and admired for Ms unwavering
commitment to the goals of the bank and his

warm engaging personality.”

Mr Jackson had joined the EBRD as US
alternate director in September 1963 after a
five-year period as treasurer of the city of
Boston, Massachusetts, At the EBRD he

emerged quickly as one of the leading forces in

the board and played a key role in negotiations

with the US administration over the bank's

recent plans to double its capital base to

EcuMbn ($25bn).

The increase is expected to be approved at the

EBRD's annnal meeting in Bulgaria later this

month.
Mr Jackson had been a chief advocate of

greater openness at the EBRD and was playing

a leading role in plans for promoting pnblic
access to EBRD project information.

In the US, be had specialised In public and
munldpa] finance in a succession of posts at

Kidder Peabody, Salomon Brothers and the

first Boston Corporation, where he was a
vice-president

bouse” in Washington. The
secretary brought in talented
blacks. Latinos and Asians and
used them to promote trade
ties in the countries of their
ancestors.

Mr Brown was the first sec-

retary to make sense of com-
merce's many and varied agen-
cies - ranging from the census
bureau to the technology
administration and the
weather bureau. He laid out
the department’s missions vary
simply. It was to promote
exports, new technologies, the

information superhighway and
economic development for
troubled regions of the US.

“I believe we will look back
at this time, and Ron will be

seen as someone who defined
the mission in a way that made
sense in ihig economy,” gain

Sis Marge Searing, deputy
assistant secretary for Japan.
Mr Brown did much to boost

employee morale, said Ms Sear-

ing who bas served under
seven administrations. One of

his early acts was to reopen for

all employees the “secretary's

entrance”, more convenient
than other entrances to the
building in Washington but
which was closed by one of his

predecessors to all but
high-level officials and distin-

guished visitors.

The department's career
bureaucrats, ridiculed under
previous administrations, grew

accustomed to Mr Brown drop-

ping by for a Chat and drinking
coffee in the staff cafeteria. In
the past few days these work-
ers have wandered from office

to office consoling each other.

Ms Anne Alonzo, a deputy
assistant secretary, went ahead
with a meeting on Friday
between representatives from
40 US companies and a Russian
delegation shopping for envi-

ronmental technologies. “The
pro-activity, the dynamism is

Ron Brown's legacy," she said.

"He was so dear in his mission
that we didn't have to be told

what he would have wanted to
have done.”

No one has yet publicly

engaged in the savoured Wash-

ington sport of speculating

about the succession, but two

possible candidates to replace

Mr Brown, perhaps temporar-

ily, are at hand; Mr Stuart

Eizenstat, a farmer EU ambas-
sador, who was sworn in as

under secretary last week, and
Mr Thomas “Mack" McLarty,

the president's boyhood friend

and White House adviser.

"Time will be needed for

those involved to catch their

breath and think about filling

the leadership vacuum,” said

Mr Joseph Grandmalson, direc-

tor of the US trade and devel-

opment agency. "The job is dif-

ferent now because of Ron
Brawn. He took what was an
irrelevant agency and made It

a bey player.”

Mr Clinton seems particu-
larly shaken by the loss of his

commerce secretary, whose
political counsel he sought os

much as his policy advice. At a

ceremony on Saturday, when
the bodies of the victims in the
Croatian crash were brought
hack to the US, Mr Clinton
spoke of his resolve “to con-

tinue their mission of peace
and healing and progress” in

Bosnia. But he will also need
time to find a replacement to
fill the very large shoes of his

friend.

Nancv Dunne

Quebec secession

threat is ‘fading’
By Robert Choto,

Economics Ecfitor

The referendum
' on

independence for Quebec last

October might be the last and
the threat of secession Is fad-

ing as Its economic costs

become clearer, according to

Mr Paul Martin, Canadian
flrmnro minister.

In an interview, Mr Martin
welcomed the fact that Que-
bec's new leadership had cho-

sen to make the economy,
. rather than the constitutional

Vf question, its first priority.

"There appears to be a growing
recognition In the province
that you cannot just keep hav-

ing referendums Indefinitely

[until you get the result you
want}. One can coneeivq tJ»t

the era of ongoingreferendums
Is gone.”

But he conceded “itwould be

premature to say today that
the political debate is on Ice”.

It was clear to Quebeckers
that calls for secession had
deterred investment and
involved other economic costs,

Mr Martin said. But he noted
that even the separatists fr«d

said Quebec would accept its

share of Canada's debt obliga-

tions, knowing this .would
affect their own financial credi-

bility.

Mr Martin argued that an
early election in Canada was
unlikely, even though the lib-

eral government was popular

and the opposition parties,were
divided. He said he was sur-

prised by the reaction of politi-

cal commentators to his fiscal

package in February: “People

calleft.it jjpMHction $igdgptf

Iwould be very surprised if we
saw an early election.

"
.
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HK group wins
Shanghai deal
Shui On, a Hong Kong property and construction group,

yesterday announced it had signed an agreement to develop a

HKSSbn (3660m) housing estate in Shanghai. The project, to be

known as Rainbow City, is expected to provide housing for

80,000 Shanghai residents. It will be completed in phases over

the next ID years and will also include commercial and

recreational facilities.
.

, ,,

The site will be developed through a joint venture between

Shui On and the Zhong Hong Group, a company controlled by

the Hong Kou district of Shanghai where the housing estate
.

will be built Mr Xue Quan-rong, head of the Hong Kou district

PovarnrwgTit,
said redevelopment of the older areas of the dty

was an urgent task and was necessary to improve living

standards. Housing demand in Shanghai has increased rapidly

as a result of strong economic expansion.

For Shui On. the project is the latest m a series in Shanghai.

Since 1985 it has built the City Hotel, the An Ming Mansion

and is working cm the Shui On Plaza. It also has developments

in Beijing. Wuxi, and Guangzhou. John Riming, Hong Kong

Sri Lanka extends emergency
A state of emergency was Imposed throughout Sri Lanka

yesterday, in a surprise move described by Ite opposfflon as

an attempt to scuttle local council elections billed as a crndal

mid-term test for the government

“Your own experience.”
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Minister appeals to Japan on imports
By WiHlam Dawhfns in Tokyc
and George Parker at Westminster

Mr lan Lang, UK trade and industry
secretary, yesterday urged Japan to
deregulate its import markets as he left
London with more than loo senior exec-
utives on Britain's largest trade mission
to Japan.

The mission marks heightened UK
pursuit of a Japanese domestic market
which is showing an increased appetite
for imports in the wake of five years of
recession and a strong currency.
Mr Lang; the fourth UK minister to

visit Japan this year, will tour Tokyo
and the industrial centres of Nagoya,
Osaka and Kobe for four days until
Friday. Trade as well as regional inter-

ests will be pursued by Mr Jeremy Han-

ley. the Foreign Office minister respon-

sible for Asia, who will arrive tomor-

row.

The delegation with the British min-

isters represents sectors Including tele-

communications. power generation,
financial services, electronics, health-

care and garden equipment Among the

companies present are British Telecom-
munications. British Nuclear Fuels,

Guinness and Kleinwort Benson.
Mr Lang will address a seminar on

Britain's experience of economic
deregulation at the Keidanren economic
federation. He will also take part in

trade promotions and meet senior
Japanese ministers and business
executives.

Mr Lang said in London that a
priority of his mission would be

Improved access to the Japanese
telecommunications market, where the

Japanese government last month
promised to ease restrictions in 1997 on
the connection of international leased

lines to local networks.

“I am keen to get more access into

the Japanese market, to see more
deregulation in Japan," Mr Lang told

BBC Radio. “You don't break into a
market like Japan overnight. It does

need a bit of patience and persistence."

British companies accounted for 45
per cent of investment in Japan, which
was more than most other European
nations. Air Lang added. Britain
exported more to Japan than France
and Italy. Britain has improved its

share of Japan's domestic market in the
past year, and has followed the

European Union's policy olavoiding the

threats of trade sanctions used by US
trade negotiators.

UK exports to Japan rose by 26.1 per

cent to £3.77bn ($5.73bn) in 1995,

outstripping Japan's average import

growth rate of 22.6 per cent in the year.

Britain's imports from Japan grew
more slowly, by 9.4 per cent to £9.73bn,

leaving a £5.96bn UK trade deficit with
Japan.

Investment in the UK. which' attracts

envy elsewhere in the European Union
for having the single largest share of

Japanese plants in the region, will also

be on Mr Lang's agenda. The 232

Japanese manufacturing plants now
based in the UK represent 40 per cent of

Japan's manufacturing investment in

the EU.

Offer to Names
soon to increase

by at least $300m
By Ralph Atkins,

Insurance Correspondent

Lloyds of London is set to

increase to more than £3bn the

proposed out-of-court offer to

Names which forms part of the

insurance market's ambitious
recovery plan due Tor Imple-

mentation this summer.
The increase of at least

£200m (S304m; from the cur-

rent £2.8bn will fall short of

expectations of many Names,
individuals whose assets have
traditionally supported

LLOYD’S
LLOYD'S OF LONDON
Lloyd's. But Lloyd's hopes any
disappointment will be offset

by revisions to the costing of

the establishment of Equitas. a
reinsurance company which
will take over heavy US asbes-

tos and pollution-related liabili-

ties.

Provisional figures agreed
with the UK government sug-

gest that the cost to Names of

drawing a line under their

affairs at Lloyd's by shifting

liabilities into Equitas will be

lower than expected. Hie out-

of-court offer, as well as ending
litigation for damages, is

meant to soften the cost of

Equitas.

Still to be decided is whether
to include auditors Involved in

litigation at Lloyd's in the
offer. Auditors are understood

to have offered about ElOOm, a

figure considered derisory by
many Names. If auditors are

excluded. Lloyd's may be able
to find similar funds from
other sources. Names could
then continue pursuing audi-

tors in court
The ruling council or Lloyd's

will meet tomorrow to discuss

revisions to the recovery plan
,

launched a year ago. But fur-

ther meetings may be required

before a revised offer is

launched. Names were given
first indication of their Equitas

bills and settlement offer allo-

cations last month. Final state-

ments are due to be dispatched
at the end of May.
Excluding auditors could

have knock-on effects, prompt-
ing the agents which run
Lloyd's syndicates to lower
their proposed contributions

because of fears they might be

joined by auditors in outstand-

ing court actions. Names are
already dissatisfied at the pro-

posed £200m contribution from
agents and are threatening to

call a divisive extraordinary
general meeting if the total is

not increased. Insurance bro-

kers are close, however, to

agreeing a ElOOm contribution.

US chemicals group aims
to double sales by 2000
By Peter Marsh
and Jenny Luesby In London

Huntsman, the privately-

owned US chemical company,
plans to invest up to $300m in

the UK as part of a $i.5bn
worldwide investment pro-

gramme intended to double its

output by the end of the
decade. Roughly half the UK
investment will be spent on
Huntsman's biggest British

plant - at Carrington in north-

ern England - which makes
polystyrene.

Huntsman plans to add
150.000 tonnes a year of capac-

ity to the plant's existing

135.000 tonnes a year. The pro-

duction of plastics is not
labour-intensive, but the
expansion will create 30 perma-
nent jobs. The company
intends to double its global
output of polystyrene to L17m
tonnes by the end of 1998.

Huntsman is the second-

largest producer of the plastic

in the US. The planned expan-
sion could make it the largest

producer in the world, though
its main competitors, Dow,
BASF and Elf Atochem, are
akn pursuing expansion plans.

Mr Jon Huntsman, chairman

and majority owner, said the
company aimari to double its

sales over the next five years

from $13bn last year. Hunts-
man has expanded strongly in

recent years through acquisi-

tions of other chemical compa-
nies. However, the recovery in

Jon Huntsman: many potential acquisition targets too expensive

the chemicals industry last

year had made many potential

acquisition targets too expen-
sive, Mr Huntsman said.

He did not rule out more
acquisitions, but said most of

the company's growth in the

next few years would come
from increasing output at

existing plants.

The company was also keen
to boast its European presence.

Europe accounted for less than
15 per cent of sales last year,

but would receive more than a
quarter of the new investment,

he said.

A “disproportionate amount”
of this would be in the UK, Mr
Huntsman added. Three of the

company's six European plants

were in the UK, where they

formed a base for the whole of

Europe - with the majority of

Carrington's polystyrene out-

put sold outside the UK.
The company also has a

packaging plant in Skehners-

dale, north-west England, and
a speciality chemicals plant in

Llanelli in south Wales.

The expansion plans come
amid fears that the polystyrene

market Is becoming over-

supplied. Mr Huntsman
acknowledged that the market
was “heading for a crunch".

He said: “As a private com-
pany. we do not need to moni-
tor our performance quarter by
quarter. This is an investment

for the long term, and we
believe the long-term outlook

for polystyrene is excellent"

Kawasaki
hails

purchasing

success
By Metre*! Cassell.

Business Correspondent

One of Japan's largest

engineering and consumer
products groups says Us cam-
paign to buy more British

component and material sup-

plies has been an “outstanding

success".

Kawasaki Heavy Industries
teamed up with British minis-

ters last July to launch a high-

profile initiative aimed at

extending the company's UK
procurement programme.
Kawasaki said at the time that

it spent about £40m
a
($61m) a

year in the UK, but wanted to

raise the proportion of compo-
nents and materials purchased
in Britain for use in a range of

manufacturing activities in

Japan.
Sir Suematsu Hondo, manag-

ing director of Kawasaki
Heavy Industries (UK),
claimed during the weekend
that the expanded purchasing
programme had fulfilled the
company's expectations
despite early concerns that it

might prove too ambitious.

He said the value of pur-

chases far the UK had already
risen by about 20 per cent
since the launch. He expected

an even higher rate of increase

during the remainder of 1996,

a performance which should
lift Kawasaki's annual pro-

curement bill in the UK to

almost £60m.
“We have been particularly

successful in securing supplies

in sectors such as marine
equipment, rolling stock and
aerospace,” Mr Hondo added.
“We Insist on high quality,

competitive prices and good
delivery performance and we
are getting them from UK sup-

pliers.”

When Kawasaki announced
its purchasing drive, Mr Ian
Lang, UK trade and industry

secretary, expressed hopes
that Kawasaki’s UK purchases
might double to £90m in the

following 12 months. The
Department of Trade and
Industry said this weekend,
however, that the figure repre-

sented “an aim rather than a
set target” and that the pur-

chasing programme was “mov-

ing in the right direction”.

UK NEWS DIGEST

BBC terminates

Arabic contract

SSSlSSilSt^S^Xgt
television news and current affairs in Arabic to the Jfflddle

eSlEZBw* service, BBC Arabic

under contract to Orbit Communications, a Rom^based com-

pany owned by the Mawarid Group of Saudi Arabia.

The issue that has prompted the BBC to begin termination

negotiations was the interruption of the “"If®
when reports were being broadcast on the case of Dr

Mohammed al-Masaari. the Saudi opposition "bo tea

been fighting deportation from the UK. Last TCnffSdW

Arabic Television broadcast to the Middle East a Panorama

programme showing secretly shot film of executions in Saudi

Arabia of people found guilty of adulter)-. As a result the

terminationTabout 250 Jobs, most of them involving Arabic-

speaking journalists, are threatened at BBC Television Centre

^London. Raymond Snoddy. Consumer Industries Staff

Latin America drugs curb urged
Mr Malcolm Riflrind, foreign secretary, began an eight-day

visit to f-atin America and the Caribbean to press for new

measures to tackle the drugs trade. “What we have been

finitinp is that when routes are cut off, new routes spring up

around Latin America." said a Foreign Office official. “That is

why we have widening dialogue with countries that are not

producers but are transit countries." Mr Rifitind will visit

Barbados, Jamaica, Mexico, Brazil and Bolivia.

George Parker. Westminster

Teachers9 union leader defeated
Leftwing delegates at the National Union of Teachers defeated

a bold attempt by its executive to weaken the power of the

union's conference. The executive had proposed putting all

measures adopted by the conference to a ballot by the whole

membership. The vote came as the union, the biggest teachers'

union in Britain, committed itself to balloting members on

industrial action in support of any teachers “victimised" by

inspections from Ofoted, the schools inspectorate, which will

from next term have the power to name individual poor

teachers.

The vote against curbing the power of the conference is a

serious setback to attempts to curb the excesses of the NUT’S

national conference, which has repeatedly in recent years

generated embarrassing press coverage with calls for indus-

trial action on a range of issues, and demonstrations by

extreme leftwing fringe groups. Mr Doug McAvoy, the union's

general secretary, said it was a “sad day" for the union, but

refused to resign. John Authers, Cardiff

Editorial comment. Page 17

Bank unlocked: A woman customer of Barclays Bank was

surprised on Friday to find a branch of the bank in Muswell

HOI north London, open even though all banks traditionally

close on Good Friday. She entered the unlocked building

where the alarm system had not been switched on, and called

the police. “We are very concerned that a branch has been left

open," said Barclays after establishing that nothing had been
stolen before the woman arrived.

Rocket theft Royal Navy rockets and a horsebox were among
items worth almost £5m (S7.6m) stolen from government
departments in the past five years, according to figures com-
piled by the opposition Labour party. The cost of theft to the

taxpayer has risen from £416,000 in 1992 to almost £2m last

year, a series of parliamentary answers revealed.
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DIRECT INFORMATION
Fax polling service: ++49-511-288 87 50

Via Internet: hDp/wwwjrHSSedfl

Future-proof your plans and

projects with a visit to the

HANNOVER FAIR . the world's

biggest exhibition of industrial

technology and the annual

rendez-vous for around 7,000

exhibitors from 60 different

countries. Get a taste of the

latest technology, a preview of

the newest trends and youll

find just the spark of inspiration

you need to lead your business

straight into the new miilenium.

Be there at the HANNOVER

FAIR.

Further information: Amokt Rustemeyer, 25 Hurst Way, South Croydon, Surrey CR2 7AP, Tel.: (01 81) B 88 95 41, Fax (01 81) 6 81 00 69 Your company depends on new ideas.

HANNOVER
MESSE 96
22nd-27tii APRIL
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the week ahead
UK COMPANIES

TODAY
COMPANY MEETINGS:
Fairway, 35. New Broad
Street, E.C.. 11.00
Lloyds Abbey Ufa, Royal
Horticultural Halls, Greycoat
Street, S.W., 12.00
Pendragon, Derbyshire County
Cricket Club, Nottingham
Road, Derby, 10.30

BOARD MEETINGS:
Finals:

Dewtwrst
Henderson American Cao &
Inc Tst

^
Tor-day & Carlisle

TOMORROW
COMPANY MEETINGS:
Lazard Smaller Equities Inv

Tst, 21
, Moorfietds, E.C., 2.45™k Org, Queen Efizabeth II

Conference Centre, Broad
Sanctuary, W.C., 11.30
BOARD MEETINGS:
Rials:

Alpha Afrports
Chamos
Intermediate Capital
Moss Bros

Ruberoid
Sentry Farming
Smurfit (Jefferson)

YuleCatto
Interim:

Murray VCT

THURSDAY APRIL 11
COMPANY MEETINGS:
British Petroleum, Barbican

Centre, Barbican, E.C., 11.00
Lloyds TSB, Edinburgh Inti

Conference centre, Edinburgh,
10.30

Mersey Docks & Hirebour,

Maritime Centre, Royal
Seaforth Dock, Liverpool,

12.00

BOARD MEETINGS: -
.

Finals:

Amec
Eadte
Nunfin & Peacock
Rathbone Bros
SwaBowfietd
Tudor
Interims:

Cradtey Grp
Prestwick
Toye

FRIDAY APRIL 12 .

COMPANY MEETING:
St Modwen Properties,

Ironmongers Hall, Barbican,

EC.. 12.00

BOARD MEETINGS:
Finals:

Abbot
Tracker Network

Company meetings am annua]
general meetings unless

otherwise stated.

Please note: Reports and
accounts are not normally

available until approximately
six weeks after the board
meeting to approve the

prelkninary results.

DIVIDEND & INTEREST PAYMENTS

&

YESTERDAY
Barbour Index 3p
Barr (AG) 6.2p
Browning-Ferris $0.17
Bulington 0.7p
Cassidy Bros 0.75p
Finalist 1.9p
Flogas IR25p
Gibbs Mew 4p
Hawtin Ip
Intercare 2.8p
Jones Stroud 4p
Kleinwort Charter Inv Tst 4p
London Rn & Inv 0.7p
McMullen 6%% Cm Pf 3.25p
Do 10%% Cm Pf E25p
Mid Vtynd Int Inv Tst 2.75p
PhotDbrtion 2.6p
River & Mercantile Tst 2.73p
Shani 4.5p
Westminster Health Care 2.35p
Widney 2-5p

Yorkshire Chemicals 5.85p

TODAY
Abbey National Treasury
Services 9% Gtd Bd 2004
L450000.0
Acatos & Hutcheson 5.5p
Adscene 3.5p
Aoi Advertising FRN 1998
$3222.71
Ashtead 0.65p
Avesco 1.5p
BAT Cap 6% Gtd Nts 1998
$60.0
BP America 10%% Gtd Nts

1998 C$105.0
Bradstock 4.1p
British Assets Tst t.13875p
Brunner Inv Tst 3.2p
Bullough 4.3p

Burford l.lp

Carlton Comms 14.3p
Cavaghan & Gray 1 .5p

Chemical Banking Snr FRN
2000 $147.08
Chrysalis 2.75p
DCS 0.5p
DKB Fxd/FRN Jul 2004

$16113.98
Electronic Data Processing
1.483p
Eurodfe Section 1 .85p
Grand Metro!pofltan 9.4p
HSBC 9%% Sb Bd 2016
£987.50
Hanson 3p
Herton lR0.95p
Hill & Smith 4.1 p
Honeysuckle 0.5p
IAF 0.25p
Irish Permanent FRN 1998
£172.50
Kobe Steel FRN 1996
Y1 6879.0
Koito Mfg 6%% Bd 1999
Y650000.0
Lloyds Bank 9%% Sb Bd 2023
£96.25
Lorntio 1.25p
MBE Fin Gtd Dual Basts Bd
2004 $32154.14
Marshalls 1.5p
Matthew Clark 9p
Menvier-Swain 1.85p
Microgen 5.2p
Nippon Crecfit Bank Gtd Fxd/
FRN Oct 2004 $3326.04
Norsk Hydro 814% Bd 1997
$412.50
PWS0.25p
p0ol 2p
Photo-Me Int 1.5p
PizzaExpress 0.7p
Porvair 3.7p
Prospect Inds 0.025p

Rank Org 8%% Bd 2000
£837.50
Ryland 1.17p
Savflle Gordon (J)

Severn Trent 9.2p
Southern Water 9.8p
South West Water 9.8p
State Elec Comm of Victoria

11% Gtd Nts 2002 A$110.0
Svensk Exportkredit 8%% Nts

1996 $418.75
Sweden (Kingdom oi) 6% Bd
1996 Y60000.0

Takashimaya FRN Jan 1998
Y21402.0
UK Rents (No 1) 9.1% Bd
2025 £91.0
Unilever-Australia 12% Gtd Bd
1998 A$1 20.0
Warner Estate 7.9p
Wamford Irtvs 2.75p
Wessex Water 5p

TOMORROW
Alexanders 0.3p
Do A Rest/Vtg 0-3p
Bank of Melbourne FRN 1997
$15.67
Boustead 0.35p
Brooke Tool Eng 0.2p
Cofefax & Fowler 0.75p
Domino Prating 6.4p
Dudley Jenkins 1.1 55p
First Leisure 5.39p
GGT2.1p
Honlys 8p
Leo 1 Class B Mtg Bckd FRN
2035 £2167.01
Leo 2 Class B Mtg Bckd FRN
2032 £207.37
Lex Service 9p
Lothbury Fdg No 1 Class A1
Mtg Bckd FRN 2031 £991.50
Do Class A2 £1731.11
Do Class B £1930.02
Mitsui Fxd/FRN 1996 Y10S64.0
Morris (Philip) $1.0

NFC 2.6p
Newport Borough Council

8%% Ln 2019 £4.4375

Siebe 4.44p
Sperati (CA) 25p
State Bank of New South

Wales 11 Nts 1896
A$1 17.50

Stoves 1.7p
Syndicate Cap Tst Ip

THURSDAY APRIL 11

Abbey' National First Cap Sb
Gtd FRN 2003 $29.45
Asian Dev Bank 11% Bd 2001

£110.0
British Sky Broadcasting 2J>p
Budgens 0.35p

Collateralfeed Mtg Sec (No 11)

Class B Mtg Bckd FRN 2028
£206.68
Conversion 10% 2002 £5.0
DKB Fxd/FRN Apr 2005
$3237051
Flying Flowers 2.7p
Heavitree Brewery 3.75p
Do A Ljm/Vtg 3.75p
Islington 12.65% Rd 2007
£8.325
Manganese Bronze 2J5p
Pendragon 6p
Philips Elec FL1 .60

FRIDAY APRIL 12
AIM 1«5p
Alumasc 2.45p
Amstrad 1J>5p
Argentaria Cap Fdg Class A
9% Non-Cm DM Euro Pf
DM150
BWD Sec 3.3p
Centex $0.05
Conti Assets Tst 3p
Courts 2.1 p
Enterprise OH 11%% Un Ln
201 8 £5.8125
Eurotherm 4.5p
First Choice Holidays 2.45p
Gardiner 0.58p
Jacques Vert Z2Sp
Jos Hldgs 3.33p

Lazard Smaller Equities Inv Tst

055p
M-R Grp 1 2p
River Plate & Gen Inv Tst 2p
Singapore Para Rubber
Estates 3p
Stakis Ip
Tomkins 2.7p
Treatt 3.Bp
Trust of Property Shares

1.7403P
Wholesale Fittings 3.5p
Wyko Ip

M SATURDAY APRIL 13
Cornwall Parker CL3p

Do A N/Vtg 0.3p
Treasury 9% Ln 2008 £450
SUNDAY APRIL 14

Australia (Commonwealth of)

9%% Ln 2012 £23750
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International

financial afE

news from a

European
perspective.

NEWS

I
f you need to know what’s moving

Europe’s markets, you need

AFX NEWS, the real-time English

language newswire that gives the

latest international financial and

corporate news. With the resources

ofowners and partners, the

Financial Times Group and

Agence France-Presse to draw on,

you know AFX NEWS will always be

relevant reliable and right. Audit’s

available to you on-line through

most major market data vendor

systems, deliverable across your

network to your PC or workstation.

AFX NEWS has reporters across

Europe and in other key markets

feeding over 500 news stories a

day direct to your system. So, for

independent and succinct

reporting on economic, corporate

and market news, contact

AFX NEWS direct or your local

vendor today.
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The FirtanciaJ Times plans to publish a Survey on

Jersey, C.l.
on Wednesday, May 22.

This survey will be an overview of Jersey, providing a

comprehensive analysis of the economic and political situation,

together with in*depth comment on key areas such as

manufacturing, offshore business and tourism.

To advertise in this feature please contact:

Patricia Olefs

Tel: 0171 873 3472 Fax: 0171 873 3204

FT Surveys

SEND USYOUR
OWN PAPERCLIP

And while you are at it, please attach your

cheque to fund more Macmillan Nurses

in the fight against cancer.

(Did you know over one million people

are living with it?)

|

Cheque amount £ made out to *CRMF (FI)’

Send to:

CRMF FREEPOST LONDON SW3 3BR

^j&ITlacmillan^ W APPEAL
Cancer ReliefMacmillan Fund exists to support

people with cancer and their families.

Rcgd. Charity No. 261017

CONTRACTS & TENDERS

CONTRACTING AGENT TO ACT ON
BEHALF OF THE OFFICE FOR

STANDARDS IN EDUCATION (OFSTED)
From September 1996, nursery education settings* registered lo offer

vtajchcr-funded education places will be inspected by the Office for

Standards in Education (OFSTED).

OFSTED is planning to appoint a contracting agon id arrange for the

inspection of approximately 16.000 nursery education settings within

England by giving advance notice of inspection to the settings and by

securing inspection contractors to cany out the inspections. The contracting

agent may also have a role in the payment for inspection contracts and will

need to provide management information and reports on a regular and ad

hoc basis to OFSTED and other interested parties. Detailed records will

need to be maintained for scrutiny.

The contract will nm for two yean with services commencing at various

times; completion wQ] be to tight timescales. Criteria for the award of this

contract will include quality control procedures; proposals to manage all the

services effectively lo the required timescale: demonstration that the

specification has been understood; quality and numbers of personnel

proposed; track record; financial standing and value for money.

To qualify for invitation to tender, applicants will be asked lo complete and

remm a business questionnaire by 29 April. 1996. The suitability of

applicants to tender win be assessed on information from the completed

questionnaire. Applicants not invited to tender will be notified.

To obtain a business questionnaire, please write or fax, giving your

complete postal address, not laier than 16 April, 1996. to Adam Godwin.

Floor I. Nursery Education Project Management Team. The Office for

Standards in Education, Alexandra House, 29-33 Kingsway. London

WC2B bSE. Tel: 0171 421 6569 Fax: 0171 421 670S

Between 6 and 12 potential contractors will be invited to tender after

consideration of the completed questionrmins. The contract will be

awarded before the end of June 1996.

* Sertrxp' rater to nursery educational provision lortoyr-yaar-okte in a variety

of schools, miseries and ptaygroixs. These Indude stole nursery schools:

stale nursery, reception and Inlani desses; local authority day nurseries;

pnvate and voluntary schools, nurseries, playgroups and pre-schoote.
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Staples, Inc. E

4'/^Convertible E

Subontinated Debottnrcs E
dne October. 2000 E

(the “Debentures"! E

Suples. Inc. (ibe “Company') baa

etfocsed a 3-for-2 nock tflu in dm

form of i 505- uoci divide cut

payable March 2$. 1996 lo hoiden.

of record of is Common Stock on

March IS. 1906. Aa mull of du»

Stock iplil. purcaanl to lection 12.4

of ibe Indeumc daied u of October

S. 1995 between ibe Company and

Marine Midland Bank, at Trustee,

the Conversion Price of dw

Debentures bu been reduced bom
$33 00 per Share ofCommon Stock

to S2100 per Share of Common
Slock, effective at the opening of

bosmen oo Manta 26. 1996.

Principal Paying Agent

Midland Bank pic

FUTURES
&0PTI0NS
TRADERS
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Berkeley futures limitep

S8 D0VEB STREET, LONDON WK 3RB
TEL- 0171 628 liSS FAX’ 0171496 0022

L nion FUTURES AND OPTIONS TRADING
Clearing and Execution Service 24 hr*

Coatnet: Duacaa Duns
Tel: + 44 171 329 3030
Fax: + 44 171 329 3919

Union

Limited

MARGINED FOREIGN
EXCHANGE TRADING

Fast, Competitive Quote* 24 Hour*

H COrtret Ifarifri Donovan
- Ttat +44171 8160400 Fas *44 171 3283919

1 rraixiPAiRrf.'kviHflii

SECURIIItl AMD IUTU8E5 LIMITED

fa™ Bml ® TwtayhnaUMa ECU W
Futures & Options

Execution only
.Vi* 'T. r\

1
I L l fy

TEL 0171 4179720
[
FAX 01 71 41 7 971 5 |
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I WANT TO KNOW A SECRET? |
The ID.S. Gann Seminar will show you how the mattes REALLY
work. The amazing trading techniques ofthelegendary W.D. Gann can

increase your profiu and contain your losses. How? That's the secret.

Book your FREE place. Phone 017] 588 5858.
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Petroleum Argus Daily Oil Price Reports
‘An -r<- spot price information you recuire for Gfcbni CruhP

.-.op Frcuuas m^ryots—Petroleum Argus —
CALL mOVV :cr a FhEE T h!AL 1 71 ; 359 5792
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JamM Maxwell
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AHcrdable real-time equities, futures-, eptiens and news

Market-Eye tF
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THIS WEEK
of isolationism.

mjU and antagonistic propa-
^nda that obscures the Mor-

uiua church was drawn open an
JJich or two at the weekend.
Revealed was the outline of a mam-
moth project to build a '‘dedicated
nouse of worship" in Salt Lake Citv,

oi
seats for raore

20,000 - and the glimmerings of a
grander design to elevate Mormon-
ism into the religious mainstream.
The construction will dwarf the

6,000-capacity. 129-year-old Mormon
Tabernacle across the road in Salt
Lake Citv

-

. It will also seal the grip
of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints on the architec-
ture and tenor of life in the heart of
the Utahn capital, where religious
buildings and the likes of Zions
Bank and the old Hotel Utah,
freshly restored for church officials’

use in a dazzle of gold leaf and
costly masonry, already dominate.
The new building' will be a show-

piece gathering place for those of
the church's 9m-plus adherents

The saints go marching on - and on
who, although there is no spiritual

imperative - and despite the best

efforts of the leadership to fuel their

faith via satellite and cable - regu-

larly flood the city on pilgrimage.

For every member inside the Tab-

ernacle at the weekend there were
at least another four outside, jug-

gling uncountable infants, singing,

chatting and then silent as they

craned to catch the relayed words of

the elderly men who carry God's
message.

The occasion was the Mormon's
166th World General Conference, a
twice-a-year ceremonial at which
the likes of Gordon Hinckley, presi-

dent and chief prophet, revelator

and seer, and his cohorts of apos-

tles, elders and bishops, shore up
the defences of the “only true
church" against creeping tempta-

tions of caffeine, tobacco, alcohol.

DATELINE

Salt Lake City:

a new mammoth
tabernacle will serve

as a showpiece
gathering place for

millions of Mormon
pilgrims, writes

Christopher Parkes

adult films, free sex and Sunday
shopping.

“Brothers and sisters, let's not
shop on Sunday ” urged Elder Earl

Tingey. “It is best to stay on the

army rrr°a
’£$

•;
*

:i 7*V-
*

- />;

'

lAlftl'l i Vv,.

safe side of things," added President

Boyd Packer in a homily on the

omnipresence of “unseen spiritual

crocodiles".

Detectable all the while through
this catechism of folksy, immacu-
late conservatism was the steel

which pinions the church's faith

and followers alike. James Faust
deputy to the 55-year-old Hinckley,

warned coldly against dissent and
free-thinkers. There was only one
worldly channel for divine revela-

tion and authority: the president

“Stick with the brethren," he
demanded, quoting a warning to

wonld-be trouble-makers from a
recanting rebel elder in the

church's earliest days: "Prepare
your backs for a good whip-
ping . . . but if yoa take my advice,

you will stand by the authorities."

Such is the staple fare of the

PEOPLE

Maor rises above the macho
Julian Ozanne meets the self-effacing chief executive of Israel’s Bank Leumi

G alia Maor seems disarmingly
unimpressed with her own
achievements. As chief exec-

utive of Bank Leumi. Israel's second
largest commercial bank, she
recently joined an elite club of the

most powerful businesswomen in

the world.

Together with her husband, who
is president of IBM Israel. Maor is

an equal partner in one of Israel’s

most dynamic marriages. And. in

the macho world of Israeli business,

her rise to head one of the country's

most powerful companies has tri-

umphed over very long odds.

Yet in her modest Tel Aviv office,

in the heart of Israel's financial dis-

trict. the 52-year-old Maor down-
plays her stellar achievements in

Israel’s male-dominated hanking
business.

"It's always strange to be a

woman surrounded by a sea of

men,'' she said. She was dressed in

a conservative dark blue business

suit and sipped a diet cola. “But I

can honestly say that I have
enjoyed every opportunity, and
throughout my career I never faced

major male antagonism. 1 don't
think I was ever promoted because
- or in spite - of being a woman.”
Alaor is the ultimate gamekeeper

turned poacher, having spent the

bulk of her career as a central
banker before moving into commer-
cial banking. Her commitment to

her profession is absolute, her cur-

riculum vitae emphasising her total

immersion in banking and listing

her work on numerous committees
studying the financial sector, as
well as her article published on
banking and banking supervision in

Banking Quarterly Review.

The only exception to her devo-

tion to banking appears to be her
membership of the boards of gov-

ernors of three universities. And,
although she is widely seen as a
role model, Maor says she refuses to

play any part in women's groups. “I

never speak on women's issues. U
one is going to be successful and do
a good job. one must devote all

one's time to it.” she say's.

Throughout her 33-year career,

her only concessions to the world
outside banking appear to have
been to her husband and three chil-

Galia Maor. “It's strange to be a woman surrounded by a sea of men."

dren, including a two-year leave of

absence when her husband was
posted to France. “Of course there

is a real conflict between mother-
hood and a successful career, but
now that is a conflict for men, too."

she says. “For me the family has
been very important very support-

ive. We have shared everything.”

That support seems to have been
critical during the dark days of 1983

when Maor was the Bank of Israel

supervisor of banks during the big-

gest banking crisis of the Jewish

state. Her rise to supervisor of
banks came after 19 years at the
Bank of Israel, during which she
worked in various capacities and
studied at night to get her master's

degree in business administration.

When she was promoted to super-

visor of banks in October 1982, she

seemed an ideal candidate. She bad
already overseen the consolidation

of three failed banks in the late

1960s; she was well versed in bank-
ing supervision: and she was com-
mitted to a restructuring of Israel's

antiquated banking laws. She began
preparing new regulations to limit

credit to single borrowers, groups
and affiliated parties; improve
accounting procedures; increase

capital adequacy requirements; and
establish a clear division of respon-

sibility between management and
boards of directors.

All these things were a clear chal-

lenge to Israel's bankers who. in the

1970s and 1980s, were, according to
Maor. “the emperors of the econ-

omy”. But before the new regula-

tions could be put in place, the gov-

ernment was forced into a $7bn
bail-out and takeover of the major
commercial banks in the wake of a

share collapse.

The Bejski commission of inquiry

into Israel's banking crisis criticised

Galia Maor for negligence, but

stopped short of recommending her
dismissal "Throughout the crisis I

was in the hot seat," she says. “As
supervisor of banks, one key mis-
sion Is to survive, and to survive in

such a job Is a real achievement, as

any central banker, in the world
knows. It was a frightening time
preparing to testily before the com-
mission, because my whole career

was ahead of me and it was
extremely hard to prove my case."

She did survive, and although
others at the Bank of Israel were
forced to resign she was confirmed

in her job and went on to carry out
changes she had started.

Those changes, particularly credit

limits, created a powerful knock-on
effect at many companies that, by
the 1980s, were bloated and heavily

indebted to Israeli banks. The
changes also caused a shake-out in

the banking system and they seri-

ously curbed the power of the coun-
try's bankers. “In the 1970s and
early 19S0s...tbe finance minister
came to them to make macro-eco-
nomic policy. Today they are busi-

ness people who work hard and try

to play their role professionally and
decently," says Galia Maor.
She left the central bank in 1988

and joined Bank Leumi in 1991. She
was appointed managing director

and ceo last August and heads
Bank Leumi at a time when Israeli

banking faces continued reform,
including completion of the privati-

sation of the major banks and new
rules forcing hanks to divest some
of their non-financial assets.

She says her main goals are to

improve the retail services of Bank
Leumi. targeting hanking to indi-

vidual needs; continue to improve
the performance of the bank's loss-

making US operation; bring in

younger, more dynamic manage-
ment; and shore up the bank's
image among the public.

“It’s very rewarding, but also
very challenging. But the key to

success is the same here as at the

Bank of IsraeL You have to work
hard and give up some parts of your
life. Most importantly, you have to

appreciate those who surround you
and understand they are not
playing against you but are playing
for you.”

patriarchal, authoritarian LDS
church, which rejects ecumenism
and all modernising tendencies seen

in other Christian sects. Bat the

world is pressing in on the Mormon
havens on the flanks of the Wasatch
mountains. Utah's economy is

booming. The state's population

grew 40.000 last year alone, thanks

partly to an influx of LDS members
driven "home" by recession. In

turn, the winter Olympics in 2002

will bring thousands of visitors and

three new international-scale hotels

to Salt Lake City.

Although church and state are
nominally separate, the mark of the

LDS is all-pervastve. Dominance is

not a word officially favoured, but

the sum of the church’s influence Is

a state with the healthiest, longest

lived, hardest working and most fer-

tile population in the US.

Prosser keeps a
cool head as Bass

prepares to buy
Bass is the company most likely

to pull off the next big takeover

in London, and its chairman the
person least likely to effuse

about it reports Roderick Oram
In London.

Sir Ian Prosser, 52 years old and
27 years at the brewing, hotels and
leisure group, is reserved, formal

and speaks earnestly about his

responsibilities to company,
shareholders, customers and
employees. He talks like an
accountant not with the bonhomie
ofa brewer or hotelier.

Colleagues say, however, that

such a description misses other

qualities. Prosser might be
controlled and demanding but he is

not an autocrat, they say. He is

approachable and encouraging, an
enthusiast for his work.

The probable bid target is

Carlsberg-Tetley. the UK's third

largest brewer and a joint venture

between Allied Domecq and
Carlsberg, the Danish brewer. But
the City of London thinks there is

also logic to Bass buying Ladbroke •

Group for its Hilton hotel chain and
betting shops, or William Hill far

its betting shops.

Clearly the time is right for Bass
to buy. The group is hamming
nicely, having overcome initial City

scepticism about two events in 1989,

two years after Prosser became
chief executive.

First he paid S2bn for the Holiday
Inn hotel chain just before the

international hotel industry stalled

during the Gulf war. Moreover,

Holiday Inn clearly needed a lot of

work to weed out shoddy hotels and
uncommitted franchisees.

Second, he bad led the British

brewing industry's negotiations

Abroad, the multilingual skills

and ceaseless global roamings of

Mormon missionaries (50,000 are

active daily) are credited with con-

tributing to economic success by

creating networks which foster

export trade when the young door-

step preachers return home and go

into business.
, ^ .

However, as the church has lately

realised, globalising religion, as

with business, is not a one-way

street. Along with the benefits come

alien value systems, drugs, rising

crime and Sunday shopping- Salt

tjUa city, where roughly half the

population is “gentile", as non-Mor-

mons are known, is already known

as Salt Angeles. The church sees a

challenge and an opportunity in

absorbing these shocks, and, in

keeping with its heritage as a perse-

cuted society tempered by adver-

with the government over the

latter's attempts to lessen vertical

Integration between brewing and
retailing through brewers’

ownership of pubs.

Most in the industry were furious

with the government for forcing

them to dispose of thousands of

pubs. Prosser never wavered. Bass

is now well regarded as a

hotelier and its reputation as a

brewer is restored.

It Is not the best pub owner in the

country, but is learning to be more
innovative.

Prosser will present his next deal

to the City with conviction of logic

and command of detail. But he will

never regale even those he knows
best with a gossipy account of how
the deal was done.

Dealmaker hits

the jackpot
Fresh from completing one of the

world’s biggest IPOs (initial public

offerings) last week, Claes

DahMck, chief executive of the

Wallenberg industrial empire's

holding company. Investor, was
happy to admit that luck played its

part in the SKrl8bn ($2Jjbn) issue of

a 50 per cent stake in Swedish track

maker Scania, reports Hugh
Camegy in Stockholm. As a result

of the IPO, Scania became the

seventh largest company on the

Stockholm bourse, and the first

Swedish group to be listed an the
New York stock exchange.

For weeks beforehand, Dahlb&ck
had been among those suggesting

that Investor had missed a golden

opportunity to do the issue last

year, when the world's truck

markets were booming. But surging

interest in cyclical stocks meant
Investor hit the jackpot after all. “In

the end it was much better timing

than last fall." said Dahlhflck.

The Scania issue was the latest in

a long line of deals that Dahibflck,

49, has handled since he took over

as Investor chief executive in 1978.

He was originally picked by Marcus
Wallenberg, the legendary giant of
Swedish industry, who died in 1982.

Dahlhflck subsequently became one
of the closest advisers to Peter

Wallenberg, the present family

chief, who called him “a pearl" in

an interview last year.

Apart from Investor itself

Dahlhflck is on the boards of ABB,
Astra, Electrolux, Ericsson and
Store. He is also chairman of Vin &
Sprit, the state-owned maker of

sity, turning them to its advantage.

The new meeting hall may serve ^
as a potent symbol of the Mormon w
leadership's ambitions to sweep

aside the tangle of obscurity and

introspection which is hampering

its efforts to garner souls tn the

latter days of the material world.

The evolution of Salt Lake City into

“a Mecca, or rather a Rome” for

Mormons, as one local academic

puts it. could play a key role in the

church’s plans for wider influence.

Already using internal and external

public relations efforts to establish

Its claim as a "mainstream" reli-

gion, its missionary zeal has been

refreshed by independent conserva-

tive forecasts, based on its present

membership and a baptism rate of

250.000 a vear, that there could be

25oin latter-day saints in the world

by the middle of the next century.

“In the past we had a tendency to

circle the wagons whenever we

were approached," says one official

spokesman. AU of that may be

about to change.

Absolut vodka.

One of his key missions now Is to a
reduce the heavy discount to asset w
value that Investor’s shares have

habitually traded at because it is

mainly seen as a vehicle for

defending Wallenberg interests. A
likely nest step is a stock exchange

listing for Investor In New York.

Whiteacre nurtures

his new baby
Edward Whiteacre likes fishing, golf

and most other aspects of the

outdoor life, Alan Cone writes m
London. The 6ft 5m Texan with the

booming voice and forceful

personality also likes

masterminding the construction of

mega-companies.

Last week, SBC Communications,

formerly South Western Bell, of

which he is chairman and chief

executive, merged with Pacific

Telesis in an historic merger the

first between two Baby Bells, the

US regional telephone companies

created after the breakup of AT&T
in the early 1960s.

The deal which will result in the

second largest telecoms company in

north America, was kept well under

wraps. Whiteacre and his opposite

number in Pacific Telesis, Philip

Quigley, explored the idea last year

but decided to do nothing until

legislation liberating US telecoms

was passed. Then the two met in an
aircraft hangar on neutral territory:

Phoenix, Arizona, about half way
between SBCs Texas base and
Pactel’s Californian home territory. §

.

Just under a month later, the deal

Was ranwnmmatori.

Whiteacre, 54. was ban in the

small town ofEnnis, south of

Dallas. He studied industrial

engineering at Texas Tech and has

been 33 years in the telephone

industry, most of them working for

SBC. He was appointed to the top

job in 1990.

Colleagues credit him with two
coups which reshaped the company
before the PacTel merger. The first

was an early move into wireless

services, the second, its acquisition

of a 10 per cent stake in Telmex, the
Mexican state operator, which cost

$lbn and is worth $2bn today.

For all his entrepreneurial

acumen, Whiteacre is regarded as a
no-nonsense, unpretentious man.
His ambition over the next few
months, friends say, will be to make
sure the merger leaps the

regulatory hurdles.
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Peter Norman Economics Notebook

Germany’s statistical shambles
As upheavals caused by reunification continue to have effects, the essential building blocks for
understanding the economy are unavailable or incomplete and no solution is even in sight

Theo WaigeL confronted with wholly unexpected news

Germany prides itself on its

efficiency and modernity and its

position as the European Union's

biggest economy. But its official

statistics - the wacpntiai building
blocks for understanding the econ-

omy - are a shambles.
Take some recent examples. In

February, the Bundesbank was
unable to produce its usual winter
analysis of gross domestic product
trends because of the “limited
information content of the official

statistics". The monthly industrial

production and order figures pub-
lished by the Bonn economics min-
istry hare been subject to wild fluc-

tuations for more than a year.

Since last May. the Bonn econom-
ics ministry’s monthly report has
contained two nearly blank pages
where retail sales were once
detailed. A spokeswoman explains

that the figures are unavailable
because of a switch to a new sam-
pling method.
To some extent, Germany’s stat-

isticians are victims of circum-
stances beyond their control.
Reunification in 1990 prompted
upheavals that have yet to settle.

According to Reiner Stflglin, a sta-

tistics expert at the German Insti-

tute for Economic Research (DIW)
in Berlin, there are many areas
where comparable statistics still do
not exist between eastern and west-

ern Germany.
Conforming with European

Union rules has caused other prob-

lems. The erratic industrial produc-
tion and order figures reflect a
huge EU-inspired reclassification

exercise at the beginning of 1995

that has involved 6,000 specific

types of goods. Only a fifth of the
figures gathered and reported

today are directly comparable with
those reported 16 months ago.

The problems with the industrial

figures are being settled - gradu-
ally. Officials at the federal statis-

tics office in Wiesbaden expect to

iron out remaining inaccuracies by
the middle of this year while year-
on-year comparability will be
restored by the end of the year.

But there are other gaps which
will be less easily filled. The DIVTs
Reiner Stflglin says knowledge of
developments in eastern Germany
has been sharply reduced by a deci-

sion to produce national GDP fig-

ures from the beginning of last
year rather than split the data
between east and west.

The service sector, the engine of
growth in most developed econo-
mies, remains a largely unknown
quantify in Germany. There are no
official figures measuring the tele-

communications business, the soft-

ware and information technology
industries or the business activities

of such professional groups as
estate agents, tax advisers and
notaries. The Bonn economics min-
istry has drawn op a draft bill to

secure such information, but offi-

cials are unclear whether it wifi be
law in the forseeable future.

At the start of 1996, Theo Waigel,

the Bonn finance minister, was
confronted with the wholly unex-
pected news that Germany’s public

sector deficit had amounted to 3.6

per cent of gross domestic product
in 1995 and so exceeded the 3 per
cent Maastricht Treaty celling.

Germany's failure to meet the
Maastricht criteria gave rise to

widespread doubt as to whether
European economic and monetary
onion would start on schedule in

1999. The news would have been
less surprising if Germany had
monthly figures on the public sec-

tor borrowing requirement, such as
those in the UK which detail
income, expenditure and deficits.

Cost is a key factor standing in
the way of improved German sta-

tistics. With rising budget deficits

at federal and state level, there is

little political will to invest more in
figures. Bonn is looking for cuts in
official data even though the pro-
portion of the federal budget spent
on statistics fell to 0.05 per cent in
1995 from 0.077 per ran* in 1970.

Germany's federal structure
makes the gathering and evalua-
tion of official data complicated;
there are 16 state statistical offices

involved in the process as well as
the federal statistical office in

Wiesbaden, the Bundesbank and
various ministries in Bonn and the
federal kinder.

There are other self-inflicted
wounds. A turf dispute - the Bund-
esbank versus the DIW and federal
statistics office - may explain why
seasonally adjusted figures are
given so little prominence in com-
parison with other industrialised
countries. Both camps have devel-
oped their own method of seasonal
adjustment, with the result that
the user of statistics Is confused by
similar hut incompatible figures for
seasonally adjusted unemployment
or GDP. When Germany’s unem-
ployment figures for March are
published tomorrow, the number
grabbing the headlines will be the
seasonally unadjusted figure.

Little wonder official statistics in

Germany are relatively friendless.

Rather than rely on the monthly
production figures, the Bundes-
bank and financial market analysts
turn to the monthly business opin-
ion surveys of the Munich-based ITo

economic research institute for an
insight into developments in the
real economy. Yet the importance
of official figures cannot be denied.
In Germany, where the public

sector accounts for more than 50
per cent of all spending, defective
official statistics could have serious
budgetary implications. For exam-
ple, inflation-proofed pensions are
linked to the average increase in
net wages and salaries. A 1 per
cent error on the upside when com-
puting this statistic would cost the
state more than DM3bn a year,
which is more than the federal gov-
ernment has spent on statistics In
the past 10 years.

Without stronger political back-
ing, Germany’s statistical commu-
nity has only limited scope for
tackling the present malaise. Two
small steps would help. One would
be an agreement on a single
method of seasonal adjustment.
Another, which would be a boon to
financial markets and other users,
would be to produce a clear and
accurate calendar of forthcoming
data releases similar to that pro-
duced by the UK statistics office.

:

Above alL Germany hag to learn
that with ever closer European
integration and globalisation, sta-
tistics are no longer a parochial
issue. At present, Germany's offi-

cial figures may be bearers of bad
news such as record unemploy-
ment and declining economic activ-
ity. But they should not be allowed
to be bad news in themselves.
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T
tojgs got heated, says Joe
“laker, group technical
director, at Glaxo Well-

.
come. “There was shouting

fiJli.
60 inferences that went on

mto the early hours of the morning,
sometimes I just had to tell people
they were wrong."
Blaker is talking about how the

company's management struggled
to decide which plants should be
closed after Glaxo 's acquisition of
its UK drugs sector rival, Wellcome.
The deal, completed a year ago,

cost Glaxo E9.1bn. It was the UK's
biggest hostile takeover and created
the world's largest pharmaceuticals
company, with annual turnover of
more than EIQbn.
Prom an investor's perspective,

the takeover has been a success.
The combined market capitalisation

of Glaxo and Wellcome before the
bid was £26bn. Today Glaxo's mar-
ket value is £29bn and been as
high as £34bn in the past year.
But within the company, the

upheaval was a shattering experi-
ence. particularly for Wellcome
employees. The integration of the
two companies has led to the
announcement so far of 7,500 job

cuts, more than 11 per cent of the
combined workforce. WeUcome's
research establishment in Becken-
ham. Kent, one of the UK's foremost
centres for medical discovery, is to

close.

A joint venture in non-prescrip-

tion drugs was sold for Slbn (ESftjm)

to its partner. Warner-Lambert. The
vast US manufacturing plant at

Greenville. North Carolina, is up for

sale. All the directors of Wellcome,
bar one. have left. The combined
company has sold manufacturing
and research sites in France. Italy

and Spain.

At the outset Glaxo insisted that
the new entity would be more
merger than takeover, that there

would be no triumph of victor over

vanquished. Perhaps it should not

be surprising that the reality turned
out to be more complicated. The
task was greater than most manag-
ers can ever expect to race: to bring
together organisations with 62.000

employees in two separate research,

manufacturing, marketing and sales

organisations, operating companies
in 70 countries and sales in 120.

The merger planning began even
before the bid on January 23. 1995.

Devised with the help of Boston
Consulting Group, it involved a cas-

cade of decision making: each layer

of management made proposals
about which subordinates were to

go or stay and their areas of respon-

sibility.

One year after Glaxo's takeover of Wellcome, Daniel Green looks back

at the trials and tribulations of the integration process

The painful path from
hostility to synergy

S
ince Glaxo in particular had a

decentralised structure, a
mosaic of task forces put for-

ward a series of cost-cutting strate-

gies according to local markets,
laws and customs.
Members of a co-ordination team

jetted between different countries to

resolve problems. A steering com-
mittee led by Sir Richard Sykes,
chief executive, waved through - or
argued against - the proposals.

All divisions followed a centrally

set timetable. April was for informa-
tion gathering. May and June were
devoted to preparing plans of
action. On June 23. the executive

committee heard presentations from
the task forces. ''That was the defin-

itive decision-making event,” says
Jeremy Strachan, Glaxo Wellcome's

head of legal affairs. The period

since has been dedicated to imple-

menting those proposals that were
accepted. One challenge has been to

reconcile profound differences
between the two companies, both

structural and cultural.

“Wellcome was more of an aca-

demic culture and Glaxo more of a
commercial, business-driven cul-

ture." says Robert Ingram, Glaxo
WeUcome's US head.

“There was a feeling in the Well-

come organisation that this was a

company that took care of its peo-

ple. More so. being candid, than

there had been in Glaxo."

“Everything was different
between the two companies." says

Jean-Pierre Mangeot. chairman of

Glaxo Wellcome France. “From
finance to information technology,

the structure of sales reps and the

legal side.”

Corporate culture in this case

means more than feeling or atmo-

sphere; the differences were
reflected in widely different organi-

sational structures, attitudes and
lines of command.
“There was a strong sense of

research for research's sake at Well-

come. Its origins in the charitable

WeUcome Trust showed,'
1

says Stra-

chan.

Less diplomatic Glaxo staff saw
Wellcome as an over-centralised

organisation with employees who
were unrealistic in their expecta-

tions for the business's financial

success. Academia-like penny-pinch-

ing had saddled WeUcome with
out-of-date information technology.

Wellcome staff, in contrast, saw
Glaxo as overly-commercial merce-

naries assaulting their worthy
enterprise and driven by cash. This

showed, they argued, in its enthusi-

asm for the latest high-tech

research gadgetry while refusing to

study tropica] diseases where suf-

ferers could not afford western
prices.

To try to combat such sentiments,

management declared that both old

companies were history and decreed

that a new company was to be built

in its place.

In some areas, the means to that

end was straightforward. In

research and development, for

example, projects from both entities

were put in a single pot. Rival eval-

uation teams, each with members
from the old companies, assessed

every project for likely success and
commercial potential

The results overlapped closely

and those projects with least prom-
ise were scrapped. Researchers who
got the go-ahead could stay with the

new company knowing they had its

backing.

The equivalent sequence of
events in Blaker's manufacturing
division was less genteel His sector

is vast, employing 20.000 around the

world. No more than a score of dif-

ferent products account for most of

I Joe Blaker, group technical director
Robert Ingram, president and chief

executive of Glaxo WeUcome Inc

i Jeremy Strachan. legal and corporate

1 affaire director

the UK was a very generous

employer," says Strachan. "Some-

times significantly more generous

tbnn Glaxo." Some salaries were

lower at WeUcome. but the pension

plan was “the best in the country,

says Strachan. “It was more gener-

ous with holidays, severance terms

and health schemes."

The solution was expensive but

unavoidable, given that the Glaxo

management was trying not to give

the impression it was steamroller-

ing WeUcome. The scheme offered

allowed employees from both com*

panics to choose either Wellcome's

or Glaxo's redundancy terms.

In Germany, management wanted

to avoid the bad publicity that

might have arisen from cavalier

treatment of staff by a foreign-

owned business.

“The package we offered was so

good that when we presented it, the

head of the works council proposed

a round of applause far us,” says

Ralph Diehl, managing director of

Giaxn Wellcome in Germany.

In France, the company estab-

lished an organisation called Com-

petence Plus. comprising employees

who had been made redundant.

They were guaranteed up to 15

months on full salary and given

training courses on everything from
"networking" to hew skills.

They were also the first to be

interviewed for any vacancies that

arose within the new group during

that period. Employees hired by
other companies for trial periods

had their salaries paid by Glaxo
Wellcome.

ns®-*''

Employees

R&D spending

R&D sites

Production (primary sites)*

Production (secondary sites)*

61,500

£1.2bn

9

55,000

£1J?bn

8

3

7m

mm
• Manufacture of the drug's active Ingrecfant

- Manufacture of pills, liquids and packaging

11111

Glaxo Wellcome’s sales, yet

national regulations mean there are

11,000 product licences covering
such variables as packaging, insert

information and dosages.

The production structure at Glaxo
Wellcome, and in almost every
other large pharmaceuticals com-
pany, Is to hulk-manufacture active

ingredients at a handful of primary

sites. Production of pills and cap-

sules, as well as packaging, is done
at many more secondary plants,

usually in the market in which the

products are sold.

Consequently, after the takeover,

the new company had two second-

ary manufacturing sites in each sig-

nificant market, with primary man-
ufacturing duplicated in the UK and
US.
Blaker's response was to demand

from managers at each site a ratio-

nale for their existence. “They were
asked to demonstrate why they

should not change or close ” says

Blaker. However, the result was not
as black and white as the method
might imply. There were compro-
mises, lor example at Sophia Anti-

polis in the south of France. The
plant was sold to management on
the understanding that Glaxo Well-

come would use it as a supplier.

Blaker’s biggest decision was over

which of Wellcome’s two main man-
ufacturing sites - at Greenville in

the US and at Dartford, east of Lon-
don - would survive. It did not take

him long to see problems at the US
operation. “The Americans were too

headstrong, got their numbers
wrong and built their plants too

big," he says.

Greenville had to go, with the
result that savings in manufactur-
ing were higher than anticipated at

the start of the integration process.

By country, there was wide varia-

tion in the execution of the merger.

The actions taken in the US were

perhaps the most drastic. “The
infrastructures for both companies
had been built up over many years

and they were Just ripped apart.

We're trying to build a new one -

simple things like computers and
phones, making travel arrange-
ments, hotel arrangements," says

Robert Bell, head of research at

Glaxo Wellcome in the US.

Under US law, severance terms

bad to be offered to all employees of

‘

the combined company there,

“frankly, the take on those was
quite high." says Ingram. “Some
people took early retirement who
we wish hadn’t"
The phenomenon was noticed by

rivals. “I have never seen so many
good CVs land on my desk.” says

the chief executive of one pharma-
ceuticals company.
Employees in other countries

seemed to Care better. “Wellcome in

F
or those who remained, there

were improvements too.

Glaxo staff worked a 39-hour

week, whereas Wellcome did 37

hours. Now Glaxo Wellcome people

work 37 hours. “We were concerned

not to make mistakes in the social

sphere," says Mangeot
The issue has been sensitive for

Glaxo, not only because of the polit-

ical environment in Europe and the

social chapter of the Maastricht
treaty. Glaxo had had a chequered

relationship with the French gov-

ernment, previously having been
deadlocked with government negoti-

ators over the price of its migraine

treatment Imigrane.

Partly as a consequence of such
difficulties, Glaxo’s French opera-
tion was only slightly bigger than

Wellcome France, which did partic-

ularly good business there. Thus it

made sense for WeUcome people to

take the lead in the combined com-
pany. “That came as a shock to

many Glaxo employees here," says
Mangeot

France, however, was an excep-

tion in the integration of the two
companies, because Wellcome peo-

ple came out on top. The practicali-

ties of running the worldwide
merger made it all but inevitable

that Glaxo would be the senior part-

ner. Not only was it the victor in

the bid battle but it was also three

times WeUcome's size._

Even if Glaxo staff were suppos-'

edly no securer in their jobs than
those at WeUcome, sheer weight of

numbers was bound to tilt the bal-

ance in their favour.

“It has been a tumultuous year. I

don’t think any of us would like to

go through it again," says Robert
Bell “We're building a culture that
in two years' time will lead people

to say that this is a great place to

work. But it would be false to say

that we’re there right now."

The princely approach to leadership

P
rince Philip is not neces-

sarily one's favourite
royal. An overbearing
father to his sous, who

makes unfortunate remarks about
ethnic minorities, and who is a

fanatical lover of outdoor pursuits:

there is little to recommend him.
Yet aL the age of 74 he seems to

be coming into his own. displaying
considerable promise in a new
career as a management guru. I

have just got hold of what I believe

to be his first published writings on
management. He has composed the

preface to a new book from the
institute of Management called
Leaders on Leadership, yet another
collection or writings by iquite)

famous people telling us how won-
derful they are.

The contribution from HRH is

limited to u page and a half in

which he says that there is no one
thing that constitutes good leader-

ship. Leading, he astutely observes,

may amount: to more than saying
“Come on lads, follow me". For
instance, it could mean gaining con-

sensus on the board. Leading will

be different in different lines of
business: a politician and the head
of a voluntary organisation may
require different skills. However, he
identifies several traits common to

most leaders: initiative, original

thinking, problem solving and good
judgment “But i suspect one vital

factor is the indefinable quality of
character that creates confidence
and motivates and inspires others

to follow or to agree," he writes.

You could say that all this is

pretty obvious. But it has the
advantage of being brief and clear,

in marked contrast to much of the
academic literature on the subject
Whole books have been written on
leadership that make such a meal of

the subject that you feel it must be
highly complex, instead of quite
straightforward as Prince Philip has
correctly spotted.

I would very' much like to hear
what he thinks about other manage-
ment subjects such as teamwork,
change management or benchmark-
ing. I expect his views on these mat-

comply with Greenbury It was pay-

ing its directors an extra Elm relat-

ing to the ending of an old perfor-

mance scheme. So that's all right

then. No story.

Lucy Kellaway

ters could be written on the back of
a postcard - which would make
them as attractive to readers as
they would be unattractive to pub-
lishers of management books.

This time last year we were living

in a permanent state of deep shock.

Hardly a day went by without the
revelation that a chief executive
had received yet another enormous,
undeserved, corrupting, disgusting,

outrageous, scandalous (etc, etc;

pay rise. This year there has been
practically nothing in the papers to

celebrate the executive pay season.

Does this mean that a mixture of

Cadbury, Greenbury and fear of get-

ting the Cedric Brown treatment
has farced everyone into line? Not a
bit of it Managerial pay rises are

still comfortably above the rate of
inflation, and company after com-
pany is still granting ever more gen-

erous rises to chief executives.

The truth of the matter is that we
seem to have got fat-cat fatigue. So
long as the company is doing rela-

tively well, then anything goes.
Thus the recent revelation that Sir
Richard Sykes of Glaxo Wellcome
got £2.4m (for 18 months' work)
raised few eyebrows. The company
obscurely explained that in order to

Should chief executives be allowed
to sign their own expenses? Now
that Peter Robinson, the sacked
chief executive of the Woolwich,
has been caught allegedly using
company gardeners at his own
home, there is talk of tightening up
the system. But it is hard to see

who else might be suitable for the
task. Boards are overburdened as It

is without fussing ova- the chief
executive's taxi receipts, and under-
lings can hardly be expected to tell

the boss that he should not eat at

the Savoy Grill every day.
It would be nice if checks were

unnecessary: anyone who is trusted

to run a company could surely be
trusted to manage their expenses.
Yet experience suggests otherwise.

Far the few who get caught, there

will be lots of others who do not
One of the problems with

expenses is that they are a grey
area. Something that is permitted
by one company can be a sacking
offence at another. (Mr Robinson
was fired for allegedly using com-
pany money to do up his home,
whereas SmithKline Beechaxa will-

ingly gave Jan Leschly £833,000 in
expenses to move house.)
A more effective way of tighten-

ing the system would be for the
company - which means the chief
executive - to issue a clear state-

ment of which expenses are admis-
sible. That would make him more
likely to live by the rules and others
to notice if be did not
The present muddy system does

have some advantages however. It

makes it easier for fellow directors
to get rid of chief executives they do
not like. All they need do is track
down a few instances when he has
used the company car to pick up his
daughter from the airport, wait for
him to go on holiday, and tell him
to clear his desk when he returns.

FAST TRACK

GMV
Juan Jose Marilnez-Gflrcra has

brought the front edge

technology of the European

Space Operation Centre near
Frankfort to the police

department of a dormitory town

outside Madrid. A former senior

mathematician at the centre, his

principals that if as object can
:

be tracked ta the upper
atmosphere, everything that .

.

moves atground level can also--:

be monitored.
' Now a professor of flight

dynamics at Madrid university's

school of aeronautical
engineering. Martinez-Garcia

has applied the lessons he learnt

at the European Space Agency
to GMV, a firm which he created

in 1984 with Pta5Q0,00a<£2.64»

and five of his graduate

students.

“I became convinced: that

there wore specific areas where
investment consisted of putting

brain power together, not cash,”

he says. “Spain has a lot of

mathematical and engineering

brain power.” One of fats firm’s -

key assets is the competence it

has acquired in the development

and application of Global Posit-
' toning System (GPS) technology.

GMV reported a turnover of

Ptal-3bn last year and employs .

some 80 highly qualified

engineers. Headquartered at a
greenfield site that Ues half an

hour’s drive from Madrid, GMV
uses the adjoining new town,

Tres Cantos, as a showcase for

some of Its products.

Martinez-Garcfa has supplied
;

GPS equipment, developed by a
unit called GMV Systems, to the .

town’s police patrol cars and
ambulances. The equipment
permits real-time monitoring of

the exact location Of the vehicles .

and guides them along the

fastest route to whoever they .

are needed.
' The firm’s core business is to

.

- space flight dynamics and
satellite guidance and .

navigation systems.

Marttnez-Garcia says GMV is

“certainly the leader In Spain

and possibly inEurope” in GPS
r^eMrdMmd^q>pHcatiom-his-.
longassociation with the\

: European Space.Agency ensures
(SdlTs ability to compete

a

specialist supplier to tho-ES&at.-

aceeptable prices.

GMV Systems was orated to

“spread the risk” erf the niche

activity by bringing the firm's

mission analysis dexterity down
to tiie mundane level of

recognisable everyday life.

Martinez-Garcla, who has
grafted entrepreneurial

expertise onto his scientific

skiHs, talks about “a huge, /

incipient market".

Recently he sold a GPS
application to Sear, a parcel

delivery service, which uses it to

monitor its vans’ movements.
He also has a GPS product fine

'

designed for buses that, after

factoring in traffic jams and
other variables, wiH inform
waiting passengers, via panels

set np at bus stops, when their

bus will arrive.

Martines-Garcia, GMV*s
owner and chief executive, is

determined to remain
independent and believesthe -.r

firm’s profits are sufficientto V.
finance an acceptable pace of:

.

growth. In addition to its space .

sector profits, the firm has v.V-
tapped a steady income source *-

by developing “firewall" ^
software protecting Internet'-

;

systems. •

He expects GMV to grow by 2CE
per cent a year and to have i- '.sv-V

doubled its business over the
~

next five years. "That’s a "v/ - •

realistic estimate for ns - •- >•

although the sector will grow -
.

much faster. There is a real
*

explosion in the GPS business;’'.
'

Tom Burns

SAMSUNG, SIEMENS & FUJITSU
Share something special

More than 380 international companies have chosen to invest £6biilion in
the North of England - these include '50 Fortune 500' companies and one of
the largest concentrations of Asia - Pacific manufacturing investment in
Europe.

We pride ourselves on our attention to detail and have provided a level of
high quality support to hundreds of manufacturing and services investment
projects that we believe is second to none
No matter how large or small the project is, it your company is considering - -

expanding in Europe contact us - our track record speaks for itself.

THE NORTH OF ENGLAND NORTHERN
'lllpn

Tokyo Tel: 813 3450 2791 Fax: 813 3450 2793 Seoul Tel: 02 598 6071 Fax: 02 598 60773 Chicago: Tel 708 593 6020 Fax: 708 593 7127 Head Office: Newcastle upon Tyne (11 44 191
) 261 0026 Fax- (11 44 191

) 233 9069
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Della Bradshaw investigates an executive course where students have their minds set on travel

T
Jurftr-three students lounged in tbeleo-

Z* 1
,

Lajacaster
- in the

nortt-jest of England. Ten, or more,
white baseball caps embla-

Lufthansa logo which had been

rf one presentation a student

JJS® ^ceremoniously sum-
52S £ w*th seemingly tempera-

sSfcSrss; recorter' ““**
Just a typical executive education course von

JJJS* w?" 016 camaraderie may be

SfiSKw underlying philosophy of this
»urse, the hiternational Masters Programme inManagement (IMPM), is profoundly different.
Masterminded by Canadian veteran xnanage-

5?£2£?^iL
~ *** acknowledged guru -Hany

Murtebwg, the course is intended to bridge the
gap between traditional executive matriw of
business administration (MBA) courses, which
often indulge in theory at the expense of man-

°jpgement practice, and in-house courses, which
uack depth and perspective.

First, it puts particular emphasis on minimis-
ing the workload for the students, most of
aged between 35 and 45 and already playing
significant managerial roles in their wwnpawipa
“These are busy people, who become even busier
when they are doing the course. So we have to
use their work, not add to it,” explains Mtatz-
berg.

To add weight to bis point he tells the tale of
one course student who applied to a very
well-known business school to study on a modu-
lar course. The overworked manager received
7kg of books by return of post
Second, the taught element of Mintzberg’s

More work and more play
NEWS FROM

CAMPUS

course comprises five modules of two .or three
weeks - each on a different campus. The first
course was in Lancaster, the others mil be in
Canada (McGill University), Prance (insaad in
Fontainebleau), India (Indian Institute of Man-
agement in Bangalore) and Japan (Hftntsnbashi
University in Tokyo).
Students then, complete a thesis, related to

gramme. Once during each residential part of

the programme, and once between each taught
element, the individuals peel off into company
groups for discussion with a tutor.

Matsushita and Fujitsu, the two Japanese
companies, form one tutorial group; BT and
Telnor, the Norwegian telephone company
which has a Joint venture with BT in Sweden, a

their day-today work, to get a masters degree
from either McGill University, Mhrtzberg’s home
campus, or Lancaster. About 80 per cent of the
students on this first course will go for the
masters.
The course uses tutorials - a peculiarly Brit-

ish teaching method - to help weld the 12 weeks
of coursework into a cohesive 16-month pro-

second, the Indian companies a further group.
While Other courses In on fmanrrial plan.

ning. marketing or information technology, the

IMPM focuses on. what Mlntzberg «»ti< "mind-
sets” - the reflective mindset, the worldly mind-
set and the nataTyfir; mindset, for afgampip

“I don't think anyone's done two weeks on
reflection before,*' he says, a comment that

would lay open to ridicule any academic of

lesser status.

Unusually, IMPM is run collabarately by the
five institutions involved. This means none of

them “own” the programme, so that each school
and each academic can express their views in

their own style, says Jonathan Gosling, senior
watering fefiow at Lancaster.

The IMPM is marketed to individual compa-
nies - Alcan, Bobardier, Royal Bank of Canada
and Kurlon, in India, are just a few - who then
send a handful of students on the programme
The course content demands that companies

are folly supportive. While the students were in
the UK, for example, they visited BT to assess

the culture of the company and present their
results as part of the programme. Similar expe-
ditions are planned in of the other four
countries.

Comments from students indicate that the
IMPM stfll draws on «ami» of the best elements
of more traditional courses. The most valuable
thing is the privilege of being in this group of

people,” says Jane McCreary of Lufthansa. “Tve
learnt as much at the dintier table as I have
from the academics.”
Other students bring a different perspective.

Abbas Gullet is head of a sub-delegation of the
Red Cross in Tanzania, where he runs a camp of

700,000 refugees. His daily work has less to do
with accounting than ensuring the smooth run-
ning of schools and hospitals and guaranteeing
the supply of fresh water.

Gullet argues that the International Red
Cross, headquartered in Geneva, needs proper
management as much as any other organisation.
However, he acknowledges that his particular

contribution to the course has been “the multi-

cultural dement”

Harvard students will

sit GMAT examination

Students applying to study at

Harvard Business School
from September 1997 will

have to take the Graduate
Management Admissions test

(GHAT).
The decision by Harvard to

introduce the test after 11
years is due to changes in

GMAT, in particular the
Introduction of tests to

evaluate writing skills, says
the school. Applicants win
still have to submit essays

and recommendations and,
in many cases, be
interviewed.
Harvard: US. 617 495 6226

African high-flyers get
free education

Young South African
managers arc being offered

the chance to win bursaries
to study management
techniques in the UK.
Ashridge Management

College, in Berkhamsted,
Hertfordshire, is providing
11 annual bursaries for

students on its international
management development
programme. One bursary
win pay for all the
requirements of the course,

the other 10 for tuition fees.

Ashridge: UK (0)1442843491

Europeans’ case by
case approach

One of the long-standing

North American traditions -

the international case

competition - is being
adopted in Europe.

Iese, in Barcelona, is to
hold the Inaugural

competition in AprlL
Students firom schools in the

US. Canada, Mexico, the UK
and the Netherlands will

carry out a three-day case

study, assessed by a panel of

business people.

Iese: Spain, 3 204 4000

Tall stories on and
off the rugby pitch

Students from 25 business
schools donned their rugby
boots recently to converge on
the Duke School in Durham,
North Carolina for the
International Business
Schools Rugby Tournament.
The Darden school at the

University of Virginia took
the honours for the rugby.
However rumour has it that

the squads from Loudon
Business School,
Thunderblrd and Kellogg
took the honours in the
subsequent “networking” -

drinking, singing and
swapping tales of great play.

Fuqua: US, 9I9 6S42S23

ISF I

Fran
Bchule
- Main

At the ISF Internationale Schule Frankfurt-Rhem-Main your
child will become a ‘citizen of the world* in a motivating,

multicultural atmosphere. ISF is a member of the SABIS™-
SchooENetwork.

The ISF offers:

Full school day, Extended Day Program to 6 pun.

Pre-KG through grade 12 (13), prep. IB-, AP-exams and Abitur.

Small groupteaching furnishing incfivkiuaJ si^jport

Exchange programs. Bus and Taxi Service.

1998; New permanent faculty with indoor pool, tennis courts

and recreation grounds on a large scale In Frankfurt-

Sindlingen.

Please cal: ISF, Friedberger LandstiaBe 358, 80389 Frankfurt/M.

Tel. 069-2197-315^221 Fax: -441.

APRIL 15 -17
7th International DeHvary
Systems Conference

-

Changing Customers, Changing
Channels?
Lean: about the latest development* in

Distribution Management. Direct ft

Interactive Banking. Brandi Banking and

Sctf-Servicc Biking. Keynote ipeaken from

Chemical Bank. Bmque Coral, L3n ft Spar

Bank. Vtaa Babken, NMfflfciiand TSB.

Ccrtacn JW O’Brien. Lafferty Conference!

Tel: {+353-11 6718022, Fa*: {+333-1}

6713594 _ nunnu

THE NEW BUSINESS
EDUCATION SECTION

The Financial Times has created a new initiative designed to

give our advertisers the best medium for promoting their

business educational courses.

Every Monday we will be pubHshbig editorial dedicated solely to
Business Education. This feature wfll be packed with edKoriai

oovsraga on varied topics wttMn the Business Education area.

We intend to develop this p^e to the point where It becomes
the source of reference for aO who want Information on business

or executive educational courses; where to go for courses; who
to consult for advice; what MBA opportunities are around and

how other companies organise their executive educational

courses. :

Advertising Is available below this editorial at the rate of £35
per single column centimetre. A very competitive rate and to

make this opportunity even more attractive to regolar

advertisers, series discounts are also available for multiple

Insertions.

For more toftrnnatkm on advertising please call

KARL LOYNTON ON 0171 873 4874

An MBA of distinction from
Scotland's top Business School
An MBA is a major investment in your future - you will only do it once whid)
makes the decision of where to take it crucial - at SCBS, the MBA is designed

to develop the potential of today's talented middle-senior managers and
professionals to he the corporate leaders of tomorrow. If the challenge of an

MBA appeals to you - contact us free on:

STRATHCLYDE GRADUATE
BUSINESS SCHOOL

• PART TIME - Two evenings per week for

3 years starting in October

FULL TIME - 12 months starting in October

* OPEN LEARNING - Flexible completion time

(2-5 years) starting in April and October

Recent QMA Graduates
eligible for exemption

yf*

T
t\» .. .>.-4

CONFERENCES & EXHIBITIONS

Tbit conference on the management of risk feature* leading

practitioners, regulators and professional advisors. Arthur Andersen.

Bankers Trust Clifford Chance and CSFI sponsor a programme that

includes Gay Evans. Douglas Harris,. Charles Taylor and other

authoritative speakers.

Contact: Gtyforan Ltd

Tel: 01225 466744 Fax; 01225 442903
LONDON

u * LONDON

APRIL 16 517
Practical Dealing course -

Foreign Exchange
Heming in Spot and Forward RC Dcafing fer

Trainer/Junjot Dealers and Corporate

Treasury Personnel, alio ideal for ACl

Diploma candidate*. Highly participative

course including use of W1NDEAL lPC
Windows-based dealing timutaiMO. Tafaktg

effected by practitioner* with many yean'

marioa experience. GBP 533 + VAT.

Lywood David tewnotioeal Ltd.

Teh UK 44 10) 1959 565820

Fax: UK 44 <0| 1959564821
t^QNpoN

APRIL 18
Managing the International

Manager
About Hie conference:

i t Wc am to focus delegate* on the strategic

r
Issues of International H-R. policy and

planning and help companies to develop

global analogic* for effective HR
management in die fhture-

Contact: Sharon Brown, ECA. London

Td: 0171 351 5000 Fax: 0171 351 9396
LONDON

APRIL 22
Raising and Structuring

Finance For Property
Transaction
A briefing designed to lake account of to
rapidly dunging marital

,

cmuBnwIhg
practical and relevant conference tugn 7™*

what fund* can be raised, for

pmptMcs, on what term* and from whom. It

is essential for all property investors,

dealer* and developers, banks. Qmncws.
insurance cmnpank*. surveyor*, tolmun
and finance broken.

Contact Deborah Savin

Henry Stewart Conference Straws

toT0I71 40# 30*0 Fax: 0171

APRIL 25
EMPOWERMENT. A Strategic

Issue for Careful Consideration

A Practical Conference for Managing

Directors. Chief Executives, HRD
Director*. Employee Pevriojaacm and

Training Managers etc, who need to

ronuckr carefully the strategic trnpertan®

at evolving an empowered oqpnjujoan.

Speakers from

Ashridge Management College. Nnkml &
Provincial. Dritiah Railway* Board.

Pnidmuial. Royal nuih Investor* m peopte

and Harper Cofliw.
.

ronion The Strategic Planning Society

sbs,-”*

APRIL 25 _
Securities institute

Continuing Profesetonal

Development (CPE>)

4* 2.000 questionnaire* to

^organisation* end 10.000 ro

orKtiiieocn haw been dutribwed. A1 me

Sonehmhall. 87 Betjoteme* Clwft

London BI » 25 April

research finding

icsoks of strouiya will be dctcosmd mop®
forum SL3flpM n>5-30pm .

Free and open to alL See tin* space next

week or fa* Caroline Led on

0171 92» 242 tar ticket LONDON

MAY 7-0

How to develop competitive

advantage
Designed for senior executive* napamrihhi

for their organisation's success in the

marketplace. Interactive tutorials,

discusskm and exercises to establish an

undcnondSng of the tool* nerdrri to create

and successfully implement strategic

marketing plans to achieve real market

share growth.

£795 + VAX, inclusive of accommodation,

meals and refreshment*.
.

Contact: STRUCTURED TRAINING
01926337621

WARWICKSHIRE

MAY 12 -18
ACT Intro and Diploma course

One week lSun pm u Sat pm) rethfcnflal

course for candidates for June’s AC1
enminationa. Highly participative count

covering all syllabus topic* and featuring

WHMFOREX a new PC bleed study aid

designed specifically for the AC1

examinations. GBP 1.850 + VAT. iorf. 6

nights accom.. meals, tuition,

documentation pins free budget copy of

WINFOREX Regency HoteL South Ken.

Next residential rate abo available.

Lywood David Imerafwxial Ltd.

TUi UK 44 fOJ 1959565820

Ax: UK (Oj 1959 56S821

LONDON

MAY 13-15

Financing International Trade

Aa imenntkmoi trading activity expend* to

fair aft new trading blocs, such as central

and eastern Europe, a beric knowledge of

ftoKial transactions and docaneowkn i*

essential forany banker^ key skill* base.

* Tama of Trade, Curran Practice * Gan

and to impiicacorn * Trwflng Convendons.

Standard Documentation * bustmusn of

Trade Finance • Risk Assessment.

Management Tbdsriqoes * Barer. Cbcnw

TtwJe and Exotica

3 day* £695

Contact Fairpi«»

TH: 0171 623 9111 fine 0171 623 9112

LONDON

MAY 14
International Tax Confarenee-

Mlnlmlsfatg Your Global Tta

Burden
Conference to expltw planting ideas to

minimise gloW »* tankas and comw
Qw increasingly fctfenmtimutl outlook of

Revenue aalhorilie*. ftaming bnrakom

t~»4iwm eewer specific planning awes

tgriuding mnsfcr pricing, srif asaomunt.

financing multinationals after gUts and

bonds', as wall as desk clinics which

include North America, Europe and

DcwtoplngMataa*- .

price: £200 plus VAT

Cnnwai8eiyB«wu.8ro!,**^0,,a8

1Ut 0171 9313248 Ptoc 0171 Ml
LONDON

MAY 16-17

Derivatives Risk Management
This course grew out of Fairplsce'i

successful conference programme which

. H»gh liita«i in 1994 rflroy of the risks now

spotlighted by regulator* and sudara. This

comae is especially relevant to senior level

staff who need to know more about the

risks involved in volatile and highly

* Regulatory Requirement* • Accounting

for Derivatives. Crmnotlmg Ri*k»

2 days £595

Contact: Fhkptace

TO: 0171 623 9111 Fax: 0171 623 9112

LONDON

MAY 19-21

Business and financial analysis

lor executives

Increasing ioaighi vhfa mtemetive tutorials

upplemcwcd with Hve case studies of

actual congtamat. Tbpieal kauet of the day

will be using dm day's Ft £795

+ VAT biclnaive of accommodation,

refreshment*, and coerce support material.

Qattvs STRUCTUREDmUNZNG
01926337621

WARWICKSHIRE

JUNE 5-7

Business Finance

i mm Baric **"""—* finance in just three

.

day*!! A University equivalent course

hwHih Financial Statement*. Financial

Planning. Cash Flow and Break Even.

Costings. Present Wum, Ridk sod Rasas of

Ream. Share VUustton, and Derivatives.

No financial or academic background

required. Textbook included. Taught by

former Stanford and .UCLA professor of

*nw ...
3 days. 700 Storing +VAL

Contact: Melanie WoUatinn.

Business Seminars LrL

001 310456-6279 TO ft Fax

LONDON

JUNE 10-1.4

FlA/TOA International Derivatives

Week Annual Derivatives

Conference and Exhibition

Futures and options iatkany peniclpnim

exdmge views an the hoes imcrmnioul

business, regulation and comptiancc.

pn+mli^y and cfcwiugftaikmm jaaiBL The

'

wtw«i «4nSmmmk enMgingnatitas.
"

Comes: Future*IndustryAssociation

TO; 001 2D2 466 5460

-Rmns and OptionsAasodadon

TO; 44 0171 265 2154/2137

LONDON

JUNE 11

The intranet:

A Corporate Revolution?
Thetarmet- ttieintenud Intetnet- will be
the key development in IT for the
remainder of the decade. Intranet allows

companies to «vmm»mie— internally and
alio to the marketplace. JSB, Lota*
Barclays Bank, Id, Amrtunam. Hewlett

Padcaid and IBM provide expen views and

ewe studies from companies which have
iLfdfiy Tufunury up od XVDUlfa Find
out the hows, wtays and whynota. A
UWCCMburinuBsemtntc
C 01895 256484, ft 0189S 813095
emmfc nina®im iiwiiim ut LONDON

JUNE 11

Law and the Internet
Commerce op be Internet: can you afftud

to ignore the risks, threats and legal

npikancoi? Derision makers in induroy
win receive giidance an these and other

thorny issues from the expen panel of
international lawyers, consultants and
Internet service providers. Also find out

about security and compliance far

corporate tEgnel documents. A UNICOM

C 01895 256484. ft 01895 813095

rrnail: iiim#Hniwwi dCtMlk _LONDON

JUNE12
Indirect Tax Conference -

The Changing Face of VAT
Conference to examine the effect of
fundamental changes in the European
interpretation of VAT on UK law, the

commercial cnvtnmmcax and tbe impact
on your holiness. Tbe conference features

breakout session* covering Financial

Services, Lind and Property Customs Duty

nd Practical Flaming.

Price: £200 phi* VAT
Contact: Becky Brown. Ernst ft Youig
TO: 0171 931 3248 ftx: 0171 931 3602

LONDON

INTERNATIONAL

APRIL 22-23

Tte European Air Transport
Conference
Organised in sssoriuke willi The European

Conutnaion and now in iu tori year, the

conference will deal wide PROGRESS TO
DATE - Implementation of Third Package,

Slots, ATC and de Croo Report.

AFFILIATIONS - Opportunities, Strategy.

Partnership. Investment, New Entrants and

Mure LEGISLATION - Slots, Airports.

ATC, Environment, Passenger Right* and

Schengen. Programme and registration

details Grom CUve Rigdoc
THzOUH 8933795 Far 0181 893 3796

BRUSSELS

JUNE 10-12

Sub-Saharan OU & Minerals
The biggest annual gathering of Africa’s

energy ft mining decision-makers,

. mclmifag Mhtkterc (ft delegations) from

over 35 countries. An essential business

forum for anyone Involved m the African

oil ft mming naktsttn
Coomec Europe Energy Environment

TO: 44-171-600 6660 Fax: 44-171 6004044

JOHANNESBURG

JUNE 26-28

POWER-GEN Europa 96
Largest event for Electricity Industry in

Europe. Latest developments on Policies,

Investments nd Technology. 200 speakers.

The 250 Largest and leading companies

exhibit. Over 5000 visitors from 55
countries. Many high level utility

representative* from Central, Western end

Ctraem Strops.

Dcaimafcendhyon 25 Jtuse

Conan: FernWell

TS±*31 -30-2650963 Fmc *31-50-2650928

BUDAPEST; HUNGARY

SINGAPORE
offers excellent

back-up to

computer experts.

HERE'S data on
other exhibitions.

9-12 Jul Autofact Asia *96 22-25 Aug Comcx '96

10-12 Jul Pro Audio & Light Asia *96

20-28 Jul Asia Pacific Furniture Fair *96

25-26 Jul V^ves & Piping Asia *96

Compressors & Systems Asia *96

TbrboFower Asia “96

Filtration, Water & Waste Water Treatment

Systems Asia *96

Pumps fir Systems Asia ‘96

Heating, Ventilation, Refrigeration fir

Air-Conditioning Asia *96

Corrotex Asia *96

PoOutex Asia *96

2-5 Aug Jewels of Asia *96 - Singapore

30 Aug- 1 Sep Optics *96

31 Aug-8 Sep BookFair '96

3-5 Sep

5-8 Sep

Information Superhighway Summit Asia ‘96

Exposition

Moneyworid ‘96

11-14 Sep Applicances .fit Electronics Asia

18*20 Sep Intex *96 - International Textile, Trim and

Ready-to-Wear Exhibition

24-27 Sep Refining, LNG& Petrochem Asia *96

Offshore South East Asia ‘96 (AIF)

Am/PRTISE IN THIS SECT {(JN PLEASE CALL LUCY BATJZOVSZKY ON 0171-873 3507

7-11 Aug Made m Indonesia '96 a Q“*hore South ust Asia 96 (Air)

14-16 Aug Asia Pacific Theme Parks and Attractions *96 25-27 Sep COMDEX Asia at Singapore Informatics "96

Fn iiiwnd la the tottewhui t.m Ucac land uk
mgttfomatriP «bou> die Kifrriwmm reSnial SavaixrcCanrain&EihiMQnCricadn’ -

fr iir.iMf.mii

NraiE - 'swrucvuanwn'CBMa
. U y BONMrere emnwiMM luauu

TUte Qrepn»

• fBjjrm • —.——— n . EXHnmoN centre

y&Mrz bmgapon
Ca? c,-n—

"

— —

'

i«-f Where the world comes uaeetti

« . EXHnfnON CENTRE

s Singapore
Where the world comes together.
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BUSINESS TRAVEL
Travel News * Roger Bray
Violence prompts alert
Political violence in the Gulf
state of Bahrain has prompted
a new warning from the UK’s
Foreign Office. It advises
travellers to steer clear of
village areas, particularly
after dark, observe local
security precautions and
“respect religious and social
sensitivities". Recent incidents
have included bombs in hotels
and two arson attacks on
restaurants outside the
capital, Manama

Virgin’s no-snow show
If business commitments have
wiped oat the ski season,

compensation may be at band.
Virgin Atlantic bas installed a
skiing simulator in its already
quirky Heathrow lounge.

Using poles for balance, the
‘'skier" stands on two pads
which detect movement. As
the level of difficulty

increases, a screen shows the

piste ahead, with hazards

sncfa as rocks, trees and
blizzards. A sound system
provides the swish of skies

and a blower simulates the

rush of mountain air.

The Heathrow machine is

part of a re-vamp of the

Terminal Three Clubhouse for

Virgin’s Upper Class

customers. From next month

executives dragged oft the

golf coarse for urgent
business trips will be able to
practice putting thee; as well
- on an indoor green.

Peaceful airspace
France and Spain are out of

step with moves to cut flight

delays byallowing airliners

easier access to military

airspace. Military flying has
been reduced since the

break-np of the eastern

European bloc, and
restrictions are being eased.

Thirty other members of the

inter-governmental European
Cirfl Aviation Conference will

start phasing to the changes

immediately, shortening
journey times by enabling .

airlines to fly less tortuous

routes. Paris and Madrid,

however, need more time - for

“technical and institutional

reasons”. Despite the stutter,

aviation officials see the ;

agreement as a minor miracle

Picture of planning
Headed far Madrid cm
business? Fancy abandoning
the laptop for a peek at the

Prado's spectacular Goya
exhibition? Beware. Arrange
timed tickets before you go.

Queues for the exhibition

have been stretching to three

hours. The trick is to book in

advance (341 537 5800) and
get your contacts in Madrid to

pick up tickets.

The exhibition runs until

June 2. The gallery is closed

on Mondays bnt is open imtn

9pm the rest of the week.

Quelle heure est-il?

. French prime minister Alain

Jupp§ bas flown a kite which
will have timetable compilers

around the world tearing their

hairout Maybe, he suggests,

in an interview with

newspaper La Croix, France

should stay on Greenwich
Mean Time plus one hoar all

year round. So Paris would be
an hour ahead of London in

winter - but there would be'

no Hire difference iiLsuxinner
- apd the rest of western
Europe would be an hour .

ahead of the French in

summer - but not in winter.

Suggestions on a postcard,

please, from those who think

this is wrong. Yon should

have plenty of time to work it

out while you hangaround for

the flight you thought was
departing an hour ago. -

De-stressing JFK
Buses linking terminals at

New York'sJFK airport are to

be replaced by shuttle trains

as part of a $3bn (£L9Gbn)
programme aimed at nuking
cme of tbe world's most
stressful airports a little more
user-friendly. Construction is

unlikely to start before 1999,

by wirich time JFK will be _

coping with nearly 40m v
passengers a year, 25 per cent

mure than last year.
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W hen the “All
Aboard!" call
rang out on a
recent Monday

morning at Boston's South Sta-

tion. a suited and briefcased

Michael Lefferts rose from his

chair.

Lefferts. a consultant, was
on his way to an afternoon

business meeting in New York,

and had chosen Amtrak as his

mode of transportation. "£ like

taking the train." he said. “1

bring my laptop and get four

uninterrupted hours to work.
And I arrive in the centre of

the city. If you've ever taxied

in from La Guardia. you know
what 3 pain that can be."

Few business travellers

share Lefferts' sentiments.
"Most Bostoc-to-New York
executives would probably
take a plane.” says Clifford

Black of Amtrak. “But that’s

going to change."
Amtrak is rolling out an

ambitious campaign to lure

business travellers from cars

and jets on to the rail. Last

January the group launched a

new Executive Privileges

rewards programme to com-
pete with airlines' frequent

flyer miles, and the company
recently announced plans to

run its first high-speed passen-

ger trains in the US between
Washington, DC, New York
and Boston, starting in 1999.

Amtrak is spending Slbn
i£656.6m) on the project, which
wUl shave an hour off travel

time between Boston and New
York, and up to 45 minutes off

the New York-Washington, DC.
leg. By shrinking the Boston-

Your carriage awaits F
orget executive work-
places, tetecortts links

and expensive shops.
What business travel-

lers in Europe really want
more of at airports are play

spaces for children, personal
video screens and, when they
have finished with those, a

chair that converts to a bed to

get some rest

While they wait for airports

to provide these things, execu-

tive travellers' most frequent
activities on the way to a

flight are a visit to the duty-

free shop and the lavatory.

That at least is the finding

of a survey of the needs and
wants of travellers using Euro-

pean airports carried out by
VIIstrap Research for Scandi-

navian Service Partner,
Europe's leading airport
caterer, which is part of Com-
pass Group of tbe UK.
SSP was particularly inter-

ested to find tbat not so many
travelling executives unpack

, their laptops while waiting as

might have been imagined. US
travellers were the hardest-
woridng nationality, bnt only

39 per cent always or often

worked at airports. Just as

many never did. Sixty-six per
cent of Spaniards never
worked in the departure
lounge.

“The image of tbe busy trav-

elling executive is a myth,”
says Lena Andersson Hofsber-

ger, SSP's chief executive,

with a smile, no doubt seeing

the chance to lure more laid-

back businesspeople into her
hostelries as they wait for

their connections.

Aside from the demand for

more and better toilet facili-

ties (especially by Germans),
the features business travel-

lers wanted most to see more

Improved rail services are wooing US passengers
away from the airlines, says Victoria Griffith

New York journey from four to

three hours. Amtrak believes it

can meet the "threshold" at

which air starts to lose its

edge.

"Most air travellers count on
an hour at either end to get

back and forth from the air-

port. check iu. that sort of

thing " says Black. "We’d come
close to matching that."

Meantime. Amtrak hopes its

new incentive programme for

business travellers makes a

more immediate difference. A
total of two round-trips along

one of the north-east routes

now brings a 20 per cent dis-

count at Clarion hotels. Four
round-trips gamer gift certifi-

cates at Manhattan department

store Bloomingdale's. 30 min-
utes' free domestic calls on
MCI. or a $25 certificate for

travel on Amtrak.
Five round-trips mean a dis-

count on a Royal Caribbean
cruise, a magazine subscrip-

tion. or a free Amtrak ticket. If

the programme works well on
the north-east routes, the com-
pany plans to introduce it to

other parts of the country.

While most business travel-

lers shun the train, Amtrak
bas had noted success in
attracting executives on to its

Washington-New York route.

The company estimates that 65

per cent of passengers on the

three-hour Metrolirier service

between the two cities are
business travellers, and travel

/WR. SANDERS WAS RATHER
Dl SAPFOI/vfTED THERE JS NO H

OBSERVATION CARON THIS 1!

BOSTON TO NEW YORK
. f*

—A RUN V A t

agency Rosenbluth Interna-
tional says 90 per cent of its

business clients prefer rail to

air or car between Washington
and New York.

Tbe MetroLiner. which is

more expensive than the nor-

mal rati services, sports sleek

cars, roomy reclining seats and

special lounges for frequent
users at railroad stations. The
real pull for executives, how-
ever. is speed. “I use it because

it's faster than an airplane,

and taking a car to New York
Is unthinkable,” says Fred
Shaffer, chief financial officer

at Rohm & Haas, a Philadel-

phia-based chemical and plas-

tics group.
The success of the Metroli-

ner makes Amtrak believe it

can pull in large numbers of

business travellers on the Bos-

ton-New York route once
high-speed rail is in place.

Amtrak also hopes for good
business on a few other routes.

It is pushing the overnight rail

service from New York to

Atlanta, for instance, as a good
way for executives to travel.

The trains leave Manhattan at

6.45pm, and arrive in Atlanta

just before Bam the next day.

Later this year, Amtrak will

introduce new. more comfort-

able sleeper cars on the route.

The new cars will have bigger

windows, private showers and
toilets, and an expanded dining
service.

Speed of transportation is

obviously crucial to most busi-

ness travellers. Up to a certain

point, air travel is always fas-

ter than trains. Other problems
have also played a role in limit-

ing the attractiveness of rail

travel to US business execu-
tives. Until now. few trains

have been equipped with a full-

service dining car, limiting
travellers to hot dogs.

Train services were often
delayed, and travellers reserv-

ing seats less than 10 days
before departure were forced to

visit tbe station or travel agent

to collect their tickets. Amtrak
says it is now addressing these

complaints, and hopes the
planned Improvements help
rail travel win a growing share
of the business market, espe- i

dally in the north-eastern US. I

Time
to

dwell
Hugh Camegy
on a wish list

for those who
spend too much
time at airports

of were children's entertain-

ment and family facilities.

Both these items were cited by
more than 25 per cent of those

surveyed, ahead of any other

demand.
Hofsberger believes that

when executives are travelling

on business they want chil-

dren taken out of tbetr way.
and when on leisure they want
play facilities available for

their own offspring.

Underlining the emphasis on
relaxation, more than 20 per
cent of executives sun1eyed
wanted personal videos avail-

able id airport lounges and
almost 20 per cent wanted
chairs that convert to

beds.

The survey covered more
than 1,700 travellers of nine
nationalities sampled at

Copenhagen, Dnblln, Paris
Charles de Gaulle and Tenerife

airports. More than 600 were
business executives. The study
examined what these people
did - or wanted to do - in

what the Industry calls their

'-dwell time” - the time

between entering an airport

and time of departure.

The findings point to cm
donee of wasted time for com-

panies paying for the jour-

neys: the survey found
the average dwell time was »•'

minutes, with ll per cent ni

travellers spending more than

three hours at an airport.

Dwell time had risen S per

cent in 1995 over 1994.

What travellers do witii all

that time varies considerably

from nationality to national-

ity, according to the survey.

Taken together, more than 60

per cent visit duty free shops,

while 55 per cent nip to the

loo. Swedes are the biggest

duty-free shoppers, and the

biggest consumers of beer and

wine in airport bars, perhaps

reflecting the punitive taxes

on alcohol at home.

The French are the heaviest

buyers oT newspapers, maga-

zines and books and the heavi-

est users of fast-food outlets.

Some 20 per cent of the French

said they would like to spend

their dwell time with an
attractive stranger - com-
pared to less than 5 per cent of

Germans. Germans are the

least likely to lose their tick-

ets. the British the most likely

to.

Least surprising of all was

the list of dislikes. Most
unpopular arc queues or all

kinds and prices in shops and
restaurants that are generally

seen as too high. Interestingly,

neither smokers nur non-
smokers are satisfied at pres-

ent with airports' attempts to

delineate smoking from norw,

smoking areas. On average?
the survey found. 25 per cent

of all travellers get angry dar-

ing dwell time.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
READERSARE RECOMMEMJED TO SEEK APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ADVICE BEFOREBiTBBNG INTOCOHMITMENTS

BUSINESSES FOR SALE

Venture Capital Report Works!
Case No 279— Crusader Machinery

S May Mr Campbell's business plan arrives.

12 May Mr Campbell metis a VCR director, an article is written for

inclusion in the Report and sent to Mr Campbell for proofing.

I June Repan is sent to VCR's 600+ Business Angel investors, and

meetings are arranged.

4 July Two VCR subscribers offera total of£700.000.

21 Sept The deal is done! The first tranche of£397.000 is invested.

I Dec One investor is taking an active part in the business,and the current

order book is in excess of £500.000.

Are you looking for Are you a business angel

a business angot to invest looking foran investment

in your business? opportunity?

VTR l

so- contact Clare Walter at VCR
' .T.V5 Tel 01865 784411 Fax 01865 784412

"BUSINESS-AUDIT”
Audit & Consulting Company

Rating of "Association of Accountants and
Auditors of Russia"- the 2nd position

Offers coonerationto a foreign audit

Moscow, Russia. TcL (095) 262-9044; 262-5614

Fax (095) 262-5874

CHRISTIE & C2
Surveyors, Valuers & Agents

(KF
SPECIALIST DISTRIBUTORS

TOTHE RETAILTRADE

STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESSl

ISTOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS

PROJECT AND
COMMERCIAL

funding available to UK and

International clients. Anglo

American Group Pic.

Tel: 01924 201 365
Fax- 01924 201 377

PROFITABLE DISPOSAL
Maior wain treatment company

disposing profitable DhAswn salfcng lo

National specifiers. Local Authorities

etc Manuticturad products well

established throughout UK. Ideal boh
onto existing busfeiess

TO 5MM - 60% GP.

ANSA FAX 01484 517810

OFFSHORE
COMPANIES

trusts
FROfVJ £225

f-iw hwfiuir mJ mmrdiM irm.¥ imUft

Pryauti ZU, Dinner
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
SERVICES (UK) LIMITED

Standbrook House, 2-50W Bond SL,

London, W1X 3TB.

Tel: +441714934244
Fax: +44 171 491 0605

E-Mail: uk-info@icsl.corn

http://www.icsl.com

FORFAITING OF ^

TRADE DEBT

f.icntr Hnldinav I id.

TJ-.mIJs;- 55"S9i

JOINERY FACTORY/BUSINESS
London SE

Existing loinery facility occupying 5,500 sq ft and specialising in high

quality cabinet work. Currently part of a design and build company.

The owner wishes to set up a separate entity and seeks a working

partnership/or joint to increase turnover to £1m plus. £300.000

assured Itom present company in 1996.

Ptessa contact - MrM J Lodge FCCA

Telephone 8199? 471472 Fax - 01992 471474

Business in Benelux
British FCA Brussels

offers M&A services

UK/Ned/Bet. Also

set-ups and man.

Fax (32) 2.768.0030

San Domenico

Restaurant and buildings (824 sq. mlrs.) in 6 acres.

A3 close to Junction 10 on M25. Ideal entertainment

venue or development Not trading.

Offers in excess of £1,200,000 Freehold

Contact Ian Garrood or

David Newman Ref2lFT67lO

London Office 0171222 0700

INVESTMENT FUNDS REQUIRED
lndeptMKk.ul A^ct Finance Company

seek equity/loan finance 10 develop

low risk, niche riuifca loan book.

Rrpl) lo: Halpern and Woolf
Chartered Accountants

Td: 0IAI &M03U
Fur 0161 U2VM

HEALTHY, prime cade herds on north

American ranches. Entire ranches tor sale,

or purchase custom-cut beet directly hom
cattle ranchers, at bettor prices. Fax 0048-
2644-980-457 Mr. Seal Germany

RELEASE CASH FROM YOUR PENSION
FUNDll £35,000 min. Phone Easdtakf
101223) 4522*4

LIQUIDATIONS AND

Every week every company
that has gone Into liquidation

or receivership what they

did and who the

liquidator or receiver is.

or Fax 01 692 680887
For further detsBs.

BUSI
SERI

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

KICUH Callback Service withoutHE if kailback Prices
For unbeatable calling prices to the U.S., It's a

whole Rev World. Our rates are over 50% lower

than most other phone companies. They're even

lower than tailback™ almost everywhere In the

world. Plus you enjoy maximum clarity and

dependability no matter where you are.

Call Francis at ?ZL
1-201-996-1670 £
Fax:1-201-996-1870 ^

CHECK OUTSEW ftmil'S
JUTES70WE0S.

RESTAURANT
Additional unm-m rnpuml u complete
the financial [uckafc of a non modem
gounncl reuaurmu. Situated in a

mperh PuadiUi tocaliea this pcstipaui
projixl Kill be nurkulaJ u the Krima»
lunch and social evening clientele.

Savour the rcrumnl hnum.

Pnncipeis a*h pitmt mrar a Bat 84*15,
Fiautiil lime*. One Sam*

i

n k Brmlge,

Lm&m SEI OHL

SAVE ON INT’L

e-mafl: Hnanclak0newworWtele.com

httpiAwww.newwor1diele.com

telecomhonicatiohs
1402 tuned Road • Suite 114 • tuna*. HI • 07666 ’ USA

•wwmims
•esEcamauiHG
•MMDOOi CHARGES

•IDEAL FOR HQK.H0?EL
OFFICEOf C81UIM

MHUMEIttiBW
nRrawmnagT

comet warn

Ask about ournew tower rates

worldwide. Now featuring

Faxaway and int'l Internet

access!
Unas opan 24 hrsl

In the UK; (ML- 06004*4016
Fax: 0800-06-4015

bi Ota US; CM: 1-20646*8600
Fax: 1-20*2084066

‘Feng Sfvui
Use this powerful Oriental
art to help you attract new
business & increase your

profits NOW
Tel: Suzanne Harper

0171 249 2406

HARLEY STREET BUSINESS CENTRE
Forty servtcad oncea. uusmesa Uhm
bosArem, al wotteui smtoos pta baa
ntaptana and manga tBMng. on bg
armored ki jar canpoiy name. For kathar

deals phoneom G37 sSfi.

YourAddress In New Yavfc tam $1
(far- TaMRHNaWQrdar TsMntr 4 mors.

Tab 2124172 0617 Free 212-972 0637.

Marital E-msl* Mo&tyoffiacuxvn
http^mwjqnaicajMm

Caribbean Insurance

Company For Sale

No Liabilities. No Business

written. Statutory capital in place.

"Rem a captive* programme

entertained.

Fax enquiries To The
Caribbean International Group

an: (809) 462-1402

EyfXftlXljGQ (B^SdD Sti

fMXL'Mia tMaDGfTffQia

features

* Turnover ES MBAon

* ISO 9002

Or Modem Equipment anq

Experienced Stall

* Fufly Equipped Pre Press

Department

* FuHy Equipped Bindery

Writs to: Davarf Banks & Ca
Untt 11 St Saviours Wharf

London SEI 2BE

600+ LIVE BUSINESSES
FOR SALE - MONTHLY
Turnovers £100k -E1G0M

Bulletin
none: Ot71 434 9992

The Joint Administrative Receivers, Martin Shaw and Ian

Schofield, offer for sale the business and assets of

Stockfink (UK) Limited.

• 50.000 sq.ft, leasehold dedicated warehousing and

distribution facility near Barnsley, South Yorkshire

• fleet of 15 vehicles

• blue chip customer base
• experienced and dedicated service team
• comprehensive stock management and distribution

FT system

Interested parties please contact Martin Shaw a!

Pannel! Kerr Forster, Knowle House,

4 Norfolk Park Road, Sheffield S2 3QE. PANNELL
Tel: 01 14 276 7996 Fax: 01 1 4 275 3538. jqtrr
Rttpala^lDC^iMAuBMMhMwiadionaaiDcsiyailnvretiaft UflD C'l'li'UM»wi,reiirere riOiwrei»tB]i»«rei'BymiMiiM>re I V—/I\aJ X mIx
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BUSINESS WANTED

Family Run
Double Glazing & Conservatory Company
Breed in SE England with relec throughout Kotna Couniire.

Manufacturer*, wholcaalcre and mailcis

Freehold property breed

A year profit history

4- Citrrmi tries D-25m pa. Gras nmgin 40%
4- Owner* retiring

For further detail, pkree amr ur

Bax B44l6J Fmaa*Wnatet, One Soahvark .Bridge, Lomdoi SEI 9UL

Invitation to Tender
for the Selection of Companies with regard to the

Installation and the Operation of the Heat Supply System
for the Forest Paris of WOnsdorf/Zehrensdorf

According k) a decision adopted by trie government ot the Land ol
Brandenburg trie former m®tary property of WOnsdort/Ztfirensdort (app.
25km soutn of Berlin) la betng developed to become a forest park. The
overall area covers app. 600 hectares.

There are more Irian 3,500 flats, administrative buddings, infrastructural
faculties as weR as app. 240,000m11 ol developable Industrial area.

Within a short time ol the forest park at WQnsdort/Zehrensdorl wffl be
developed into an administrative centre. The modernisation of (he rust
objects has already started. Al present the demand for heating power
amounts to app.3.2 MW. It win Increase lo app. 40 MW by the year 2005.
The area Is paitfaffy connected to natural gas Enes.

Within I he framework of a tendaring procedure the EWZ -

EntwicklungsgeseHschaft Wakistadt WOnsdori/Zahrensdort mbh i.G. is
looking for a partner tor

theifnstanatton and the Operation of an Ecotogfcalfy Oriented Heat
Supply System for the Forest Park of WOnsdort/Zehrensdorl.

In aJdrtlon to the heal supply conditions, the compliance with energy-
strategic requirements, the technical sotutton and iris competence ol the
company are relevant to trie acceptance of the tender.

Submission of the tender In German language: 24th May 1896
The EWZ is not abSged to sward the contract to any tenderer

the tender documenls horn the engineering office chargedwn m© project

EWU Engineering GmbH
Stortower strafle 134, 10407 Berlin

GERMANY

BUSINESSES FOR SALE
BERING
ie Shop
Oyrs. tfo £i$00K

small bach

. . itt-Our Ref 01AEL | luiiriucul. i

:Breme*MrEwSdcpk:QI71 281 I27U •

Omanfoe tbalhabuaa
* COMFtDOraAlJTYGUARANTEED

Offset Commercial
Printers

Fast Mutiaods. i/o 020k, 56^gp. dkm
taciliik* inbouM. Mac owure. good location,

rctirnnem. £!45k onoXkir RcfniAfX

Trade Mark ^

Patent Agents

Chartered Accountanis

Higgins Fairbairn & Co
71 Duke Street

London IVIM 5DH
tel. 0171 355 4629

Manufacturer Wanted
Se*Wng nrfgr. to market & build

under US patent Boense,
‘Kar-KtooT, uses no freon or

Keep vehicle cool while
parked & Hi transit, low toofein
costs. Ideal far hot arid oftnute.
USD SI OK, Non-exdusive
USD S100K, Exclusive
Fax! USA 602-234-7874
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Tense visions of
future imperfect
Victoria Griffith eavesdrops on writers at
a conference about privacy and the Net

13

MEDIA FUTURES

T
am,, an overweight man in his
forties, goes to the comer store to
buy a few hems. He places on the

- check-out counter a pack of chicken
thighs. Ben & Jerry's ice-cream
savoury dip, and a few packs of Amstei
beer. “That will be 5165.47." says the
woman at the register. Tom Riir.1™,

there must be some mistake. “What are
you talking about? This stuff doesn't
come to more than 140." “Well, yes, but
then there are the taxes.” “Over 5100 in
taxes?" “Yes.” She consults the receipt
"It says here that you are in a high-risk
category for heart attacks. The fees will
offeet the cost of your future hospitah-

j,sation." “But this stuff’s not even for
Jene. It’s for my wife’s party." “Well,
next time maybe you should her to
the store. It might be cheaper."
That dialogue was dreamed up by

author Pat Cadigan for a panrf discus*
sicm of science fiction writers predicting
life under the Net The . Futurists’ panel
was part of a recent Massachusetts
Institute of Technology CMTT) confer-
ence on computers, freedom and pri-
vacy at which all the participants
seemed to be promoting their own
nightmare of cyberspace gone berserk.
New technologies often incite fear. In

the 1950s, the advent of computers
inspired science fiction writers to
invent robots which controlled the
world; later, rockets gave rise to stories

about aliens and humans lost in space.
The Net is already creating its share of
phantoms, as evidenced by last year’s
film The Net, in which a computerised
mafia robs the heroine of her identity

and tracks her down by tracing her
cyberspace connections.

Although many sense that the Net
poses a threat, few agree exactly what
that threat is. At one extreme, confer-

ence participants feared an electronic

world that gives everyone, including
hard-core criminals, nearly complete
anonymity. At the other end of the
Spectrum there was dread of an Orwell-

ian society in which the Net acts as the
all-seeing Big Brother.

Over four days, champions of the
information age clashed with guardians
of privacy, while civil libertarians

argued things out with those afraid of

electronic pomographers, money latm-

derers, drug dealers and political sub-

Yjersives.

Martha’s Vineyard-based author Sim-
son Garfinkel, for instanrw, came up
with a few terrifying scenarios about
Net crime for a discussion group with

David Chaum, the founder of the elec-

tronic money group DigiCash. In one, a
thief went on an electronic spending
spree with stolen digital cash. In
another, an elderly woman was elec-
tronically robbed of her life savings. In
the third, the stability of the US econ-
omy was at stake.

Garfinkel described it like this: “My
name is Agent Jenkins. I'm an investi-
gator with the secret service, working
on a counterfeiting case. And it's tough.
Last year, my office got a priority call
from an economist at Stanford. The
economist was looking at something
called the money supply anH velocity
and both were increasing a little too
fast They Just didn’t add up. The econ-
omist finally figured an organisation
was printing its own electronic money
- just like the US government does.
“This counterfeit currency looked

just like the real thing
, except it was a

fraud. She even found some of it - a
digital dollar that was signed and
sealed by the US government's secret
key, yet had a serial number that Ti«h

never been issued. The money that was
being made was on the Net. It was
everywhere and nowhere. And it was
encrypted, so that we wouldn't even
know it if we found it Last mrwth, we
estimate, the total fraud was up to
$900,000 a month, and it is increasing
stilL”

That scenario may seem bizarre, but
the technological commentators at the
conference insist that their terrifying

visions are not remote. “If you think

the story about Tom is far-fetched, I

don't know where you've been for the
last few years,” said Cadigan.

Advocates of free speech claim
that the Orwellian society is

imminent The desire for control,

they say. is in danger of going too for.

As evidence, they point to America’s
Communications Decency Act. passed
as part of the telecommunications hill

two months ago. The act bans offensive

material from any Net or online site

that can be accessed by a minor. Singa-

pore, China, and Saudi Arabia are also

trying to control what their citizens do
on the infdhahn. “Government is saying

"Dust me’,” said science fiction writer

Tom Maddox. “But it may not be a good
Idea to trust government:”
Author Bruce Sterling mocked the US

Congress for wanting to limit what he
sees as an uncontrollable phenomenon.
“The government wants to create elec-

tronic suburbanity," he said. “They
want to make it predictable, and neat.

and boring. Well, that's what the tmHna

services wanted to do, and that’s why
people are leaving for the unpredictabil-

ity and disorganisation of the Net”
Those who fear cyberspace as a

haven for criminals maintain that more
control is needed. In the middle of the

MIT conference, for instance, the news
broke that an Argentine student had
hacked into a Harvard University com-
puter to gain access to sensitive US
military and space agency files. And
local newspapers are filled with stories

about pornography and child abusers

who stalk their victims on the Net
Information is a scary thing to many.
Companies represented at the MTT con-

ference talked anxiously about how to

guard their secrets by means of cryp-

tography, while futurists worried about
how much information corporations

already have about regular citizens.

“Say I ride a motorcycle," said Cadi-

gan. “Some survey might notice that

motorcycle riders have a higher ten-

dency to be meat eaters. Soon. I’m get-

ting Oscar Mayra- advertisements [cold

meat products] in my e-mail. Then a

tobacco company may decide that,

because Em on Oscar Mayer's list, Tm a
likely smoker. So I-get on another data-

base. People may soon be distilled down
to a list of Web links. There's this lust

for information, and that information

may really be none of our business.”

Sterling thinks futuristic horror sto-

ries unnecessary. The nightmare is

here. “We're chasing these bogus phan-
toms like the menace of cryptography
and the threat of pornography in cyber-

space," he said. “But the real nightmare
is the hysteria the Net is producing."

Tim Jackson

Not surfing, but
stranded onshore

t
“Surfing the
Net” is a mis-

nomer. It's

supposed to be

a high-speed
pastime of

linking from
one page of

information
on the World Wide Web to the

next. But most Web users
spend nine out of every 10 sec-

onds simply waiting for mate-
rial to apprar - not so much
surfing as sitting sadly on the

beach, watching waves break
over their toes.

Numerous solutions have
been proposed: new telecoms
infrastructure that can cany
more data; new charging
systems to allow priority traf-

fic faster travel; and cable
modems allowing Net data to

flow at the breathtaking
speeds of today's cable televi-

sion. Yet instead of scaling
back the size of the images
they expect us to download,
Web site owners continue to

make their offerings more
elaborate.

However, some people are

starting to seek opportunities

in this inconvenience. At least

three companies now offer

software packages that allow

Web enthusiasts to order their

PC to download their favour-

ite sites while they sleep, so
that the information can be
accessed directly off their own
bard disk drive without delay
the next morning.
Most striking among these

“offline services” is Free-

Loader, which has launched a

beta version of its software

before a formal launch in

Jane. The company’s name
reveals the plan: to “freeload”

off what other Web businesses

are doing, rather than to com-

pete either with other people's

content or with the delivery

mechanism dominated by
Netscape browsers.

The FreeLoader package is

a file of 1.5 megabytes which
can be downloaded off the
company's Web site

(towwjreeloader.com) with a
fast modem in 15 minutes.
Installed in another three or
four minutes, it insinuates

itself on to Netscape by
adding a toolbar to the bottom
of the browser screen.

To put the package to work,
you simply look down a list of

Web sites on the FreeLoader
home page, click a button
marked “subscribe" for those

that seem interesting, and
then tell the program how
often you want these sites

downloaded and at what time.

You also specify whether you
want just a single page or lay-

ers of linked pages beneath it

At first, I mistook the com-
pany for a me-too competitor
to the PointCast Network,
covered in this column last

February. But there is a dif-

ference: FreeLoader does not
operate a separate delivery
mechanism. Instead, it makes
a more simple pitch to site

owners. Without paying, and
without having to change
their content, they can turn
occasional surfers into regu-
lar subscribers, thus avoiding
daily competition on the elec-

tronic newsstand. With Free-

Loader. they can also deliver

graphical content previously
unacceptably slow to down-
load. Among the names that

have already signed up are
ZDNet, HotWired, infoSeek.

Yahoo and Playboy.

Since the package will be
free, the money will come
from selling advertisements
downloaded with users' cho-
sen Web sites. FreeLoader’s
revenue model assumes that

if each user looks at 10 pages
a day, those “impressions”
can be sold to advertisers for

two cents apiece. With 200,000

users using the service 20

times a month, the company
hopes to achieve $10m (£6.5m)

in sales after a year. The idea

was dreamed up last autumn
by Mark Pincus, 30, a farmer
venture capitalist, and Sunil
Paul 31, previously of Amer-
ica Online. It evolved from an
early idea for a hardware
product that would serve -as a

kind of VCR for a network
PC. After putting in 550,000

each, the two men brought in

two partners far $3m: a New
York venture capital firm and
Softbank, the Japanese owner

of Ziff-Davis. FreeLoader has

23 staff now; its working capi-

tal should run to a payroll of

50 by the end of the year.

The name FreeLoader was
chosen after the two men
bought the use of the URL
free1oader.com from an indi-

vidual for $500. As a measure

of the growing scarcity of

“hot” Net domain names, Pin-

cus cites another name they
considered - download.com -

which he says became the
object of a bidding war
between two industry giants,

and allowed the bright spark
who had registered it for $100

to sell it for 550,000.

The company is odd in one
respect- it is based in Wash-
ington, DC. not in Silicon Val-

ley. Pincus boasts that Free-

Loader has just moved into
charming offices in George-
town, and talks disparagingly
of Silicon Valley’s "huge sub-

urbs” where you cannot tell

Net companies from hardware
manufacturers.

It is tempting to believe

that FreeLoader's opportunity
window could be swift to
close, if technology and Net
reform increase downloading
speeds from the Web. But Pin-

cus believes that site owners’
demand for bandwidth is like

software companies' demand
for processing power: it not

only keeps increasing but it

increases a little faster than
capacity. A year from now,
today's Web sites may down-
load in five seconds, but by
then, surfers will be drum-
ming their fingers waiting for

full-motion video clips.

A more worrying doubt is

that FreeLoader turns the

Web into a frozen, one-way
medium, removing many of

its possibilities for interactiv-

ity and forcing users to go
back online for the full experi-

ence. This is harder to refute,

but my own experience is that

the vast majority of Web sites

fail to make proper use of

interactivity anyway. My
guess is that the traditional

one-way approach to Web site

design will persist for many,
many months to come. For
the Net, that's long term.

Secure software race begins
By Paul Taylor

Open Market, a two-year-old

Massachusetts-based start-up

company, has developed a spe-

cialised software package
designed to facilitate secure

“industrial strength” business

over the Net
The software, called OM-

Transact, and a sister package

called OM-Axcess, enables

companies such as publishers,

retailers and banks wishing to

conduct business over the Net

to offer secure payment, com-

plete order management and

online customer services.

Businesses consistently cite

concerns about security as a

limiting factor in their use of

the Net

As a result, secure transac-

tion software is expected to be
one of the fastest growing seg-

ments of the Net software mar-
ket as businesses move from
operating, trial Web sites

towards true electronic com-
merce.

The overall market far Inter-

net software is expected to
grow from about $244

m

(£161m) last year to about

$2bn in 1997, according to

Goldman Sachs, the Wall
Street investment bank, and
Open Market Is hoping for a 10
per cent share of that
Among its particular fea-

tures, OM-Transact uses a sys-

tem of codes that registered

trading partners can use to

authenticate Net transactions

and creates real-time transac-

tion records for merchants and
online account statements for

customers.

Among its US-based custom-
ers are Time Warner. First

Union National Bank, Banc
One, Hewlett Packard and Dig-

ital Equipment, which are

using tbe software for secure
electronic commerce and intra-

Net applications.

Time Warner, tbe US media
group, is initially using OM-
Transact to sell content online

from its Pathfinder Web site.

In Britain, Unipalm Pipex,

the largest corporate Net
access provider, has
announced that it is installing

the first OM-Transact system
in Europe.

Richard Nuttall, director of

electronic commerce at Uni-
palm Pipex, says; “The agree-

ment with Open Market to
manage an OM-Transact sys-

tem delivers the final piece of

the electronic commerce jig-

saw. We now have the capabil-

ity to deliver a complete elec-

tronic commerce solution to

our customers.”

Meanwhile, Hewlett Packard
is implementing an interna-

tional system using OM-Ax-
cess that will allow customers
access to critical business
information on HP products
and' services. OM-Axcess
allows HP to provide selected

users with secure and exclu-

sive access to that informa-

tion.

Cyber
sightings

• The European Year of

Lifelong Learning site

lwtvw.eec.lu) provides informa-

tion about the year’s activities

through Europa. the European

Commission's server. It has an

excellent range of resources,

including details of training,

best practice case studies,

nationally oriented links ana

a feedback section.

• Britain's Chartered Insti-

tute of Management Accoun-

tants has set up a home page

iwww.dma.org.uklcima). aimed

at letting members, students

and customers communicate

with each other more effec-

tively. Not sure about the

green newspaper background.

though. . . ,

• The American Society for

Information Science (www.as-

is.org ) is the sort of good infor-

mative site you’d hope to see:

lots of activity information, a

good wbat's-new page, and
details of upcoming events as

well as articles and papers.

• For US investors, PRARS -

the Public Register’s annual

report service - has put up a

site (
toww.prars.com )

which

will allow you to order annual

reports online. It has a toll-

free number while it’s under

construction.

• Canoe, the Canadian
Online Explorer (umno.ca-

BofcCfl), has a range of infor-

mation sources for world and

local news, features and added

value stuff.

• Fleet Bank’s site

{timo-fleetcom) is well laid

out and easy to get around

with a user-friendly personal

navigator section. While tell-

ing you about the bank’s prod-

ucts, it is logically organised.
-

• First Book of the Month

Club. Now, would you believe.

the Potato erf the Month site

from New Penny Farm in

Maine (tpww.mainer

-

ee.camfnewpen.html).

• Bill Gates’s Personal
Wealth Clock {unmo.web-
ho.comIWealthClock) is a way
of reminding you of a statistic

you probably don’t need to

know, brought to you by
Philip Greenspan, author of

the inspirational Why Bill

Gates is Richer Than You.

• Whatever the reason for

Gates's wealth, it's probably

: not because he uses Bonehead
Finance ( http://
ounporld.compuserve.com/
JiomepageslBonehead^Fmance)
which has financial tips, a

glossary of financial terms

and references.

• Buoys will be buoys: there

Is now a Brent Spar Web site

(unoto.shellexpro. brents-
par.com) where you can keep

up to date with the continuing

debate over the controversial

piece of ironmongery.

• Designer City (www.desig-

nerdty.com) calls itself the

ultimate fashion experience.

In association with Esquire

magazine, it allows virtual

browsing, mailing list regis-

ters and has a fashion direc-

tory listing 6,000 stockists.

• If you're interested in col-

lectibles, the gold and cur-

rency exchange is worth a
browse (http:HmastermaU.com/
airrency/goldlexchange). It’s

searchable, with a good set of

other financial Hnfcs as well

• Business Broker Web
(http:libusiness-broker.com) is

a place far entrepreneurs and
venture capitalists to tist busi-

nesses for sale in the US and
Cjanarta,

steoe.mcgookimQifi.cam

www.ft.com

wrAv.usa.ft.com
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CA90s

The airline business is one of the

most competitiveon earth. So to

ensure their continued success.

KLM Royal DutchAirlines brought

Computer Associates onboard

With CA. KLM can take advan-

tage ofthe world's most

advanced diem/server

financial software:

CA-Masterpiece /2000.

As Executive Vice

President and Corporate Controller.

Hans Bruggink says. “KLM is an

international business with offices

ail over the globe. So we needed

financial software that was multi-

language and multi-currency. In both

cases. Masterpiece fit the billT

What's more. Bruggink appreci-

ates the feet that Masterpiece oper-

ates in “real-time’ giving his staff

immediate access to the information

they need right from their FCs.

Perhaps best ofall. Bruggink

sajs. GlandKLM ranked together to

customise Masterpiece to precisely fit

their needs: TA made sure they had

all the input they

needed to tailor

Masterpiece to our

specific require-

ments. And they

continue to refine

the software to

keepup with the

newdemands ofour business.*

Sounds like a good partnership.

“Flyingsky high'says Bruggink.

Spoken like a true airline executive.
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Torquay fears turn of the screw
Keith Wheatley on a family football club at which lager barrels finance the mid-field

Innovative financing is

the order of the day at
the bottom of English
soccer's Endsleigb
Insurance League,
which accounts for
three professional divi-

sions below the big-time

dubs, like Newcastle
and Manchester United, in the FA Carl-
ing Premiership.

Indeed, the boys at the bottom could
teach the derivatives market a trick or
two. For example, RifG Haddaoui of

Denmark made his debut for Torquay
United thanks to a couple of barrels of

free lager. Money is tight at Torquay,
which is at the bottom of the Endsleigh
third division and facing relegation into
the abyss of non-league football.

Torquay's chairman and club owner.
Mike Bateson, wanted the Danish
player on loan until the end of the

season, but wasn't too sure about bow
to find his wages. Eventually, be
tempted Carlsberg into a non-cash spon-

sorship. C-arlsberg gave United El .000

worth of lager, which will be sold in the

club's Boots & Laces social club to

finance the young mid -fielder.

“It's frustrating, but we can’t afford

to buy the kind of player who’d make
an instant difference." laments Bateson,

who says he has put £325,000 into Tor-

quay since last November.
This is the ultimate family club.

When I asked the smiling young recep-

tionist for Bateson, she dialled the

boardroom and said into the telephone:

-Dad. it's the chap from the FT." Miss

Bateson turns out to be married to Tor-

quay winger Richie Hancox, scorer of

United's 39th minute equaliser against

Hereford on March 30 (result: draw,

attendance: 2,034).

Ha ucox came across from the left

with a diving header to meet a pin-point

free-kick from the other side of the

pitch. It was almost the only entertain-

ing move the home side produced in 90

minutes - and the first goal Torquay
had scored in seven weeks.

My neighbours on the press bench
broke off from a long, erudite and pas-

sionate discussion of the novels of

Henry James to watch the action. “Han-
co\ used to be a really good player

every week, but playing for Torquay
has done his head in," observed one.

before returning to problems of charac-

terisation in The Turn of the Screw.

Many points adrift at the bottom of

the lowest division, and, with only a
handful of games to go. staring virtual

extinction in the face, an apathetic tear

has seized the dub. Torquay has been a
member of the league since 1927, never
higher than the old third division and
quite often kicking around the fourth.

Walking to the ground in bright

Survival is the goal: from left, Riffl Haddaoui, manager Eddie May, and Paul Williams at the Torquay ground

spring sunshine, with seagulls cawing
overhead and palm trees in the gardens
of whitewashed villas, it was easy to

believe that professional soccer never

quite belonged here anyway. On Satur-

day evening's BBC classified sports

results, Torquay United always
sounded an anachronism amongst the

gritty Tranmeres and Warkingtons.

Yet passim far the game exists on
the English Riviera, as much as else-

where. The day I was there, the Popular
Side terrace was seething with discon-

tent over the chairman's decision to

displace home fans with Plymouth
Argyll's more numerous followers for

yesterday's local derby, which Plym-
outh won 2-0.

A petition - how civilised: at Leeds
United they would have broken the
boardroom windows - was circulating

against Bateson's provocative decision,

taken on safety grounds. A banner
reading “Sold Out Again” surfaced
occasionally in the crowd.
“With Bateson it's all financial,”

raged Dave Hoult a supporter for more
than 30 years. “He's tried to make Tor-

quay into a business, but football isn't a
business. You can't make money at it."

When Hoult and his pals first visited

Torquay in the 1960s they would get

free admission and a pasty in return for

washing the half-time teamugs.
“Taking players on free transfer and

paying them with free
beer . . . They’re only available

because they’re bloody rubbish. How is

it going to save us bringing them down
here?” Hoult demanded. If you pay the

players peanuts you’ll get chimps. All

we've had for the last 30 years is

rejects."

Needless to say, the view from the

boardroom is rather different. Tve got
2,000 fans out there who claim they own
the dub, but when we tried a share
Issue they didn't want to know," said

Bateson. His former company. Mod-Dec
Windows, is Torquay’s main sponsor.

When he sold the business six years ago
for nearly £5m, Bateson decided to

invest in a small football club.

“It doesn't compare at all with any
conventional business,” he mused.
“Those things we do control are as good
as any other small company, but every-

thing really important happens out on
the pitch. It's highly frustrating trying

to influence things out there.”

If Torquay drops out of the Endsleigh
league and into the Vauxhall Confer-

ence, it will lose at least £100,000 per
season in league subsidies. And how

many of the 2,000 regular fans will stay

loyal? In turn, sponsorship income will

fall once regular television coverage
disappears.

Torquay’s best hope of staying alive

hangs on annthar team failing. Steven-

age, currently top of the Vauxhall Con-
ference and eligible for promotion to

the Endsleigb league, has a ground that

Coils to meet national safety standards.

If Stevenage declines the big time, Tor-
quay lives to fight another day.

When the full-time scores from
around Britain came over the loud-

speakers. Torquay's fans paid far mare
attention to the score at Stevenage than

to those of their third division rivals.

They were faintly ashamed, like people
who hope late’s fickle finger Is pointed

at their neighbour, not them.

In the dressing room it was just plain

awful Manager Eddie May was taking

the paint off the walls. “The second half

was a load of garbage,” he said. Tm
sure the fans are disappointed because
it’s not the way to win games. I warned
the players at half-time it would hap-

pen. and Tve told them now that if they

don't want to listen, fine. At the end of

the season they'll go."

Things at Torquay United are
starting to unravel

Britain’s finest pose

challenge for Chicago
Colin Amery finds 50 architects displaying

their talents in the birthplace of the skyscraper

I
t has bear described as "a

challenge to Chicago” by
the critic of the Chicago

Tribune, and is the first exhi-

bition of British architecture

to be held to the Windy City.

The Financial Times is the

chief sponsor of the exhibi-

tion called Contemporary
British Architecture at the

Art Institute of Chicago until

May 5, which has been pro-

duced by the Royal Academy.
It is a benchmark show in

that it contains the architec-

tural fruits of the labours of

the Royal Academy architects

from 1991 to 1996. Some 60
architects - the cream of the

British profession - are thus

showing their wares in a city

that is still the architectural

centre of the US.
Chicago is a city climbing

out of an architectural reces-

sion. It is the city of Frank
Lloyd Wright, Daniel Burn-
ham. Skidmore Owings and
Merrill and Mies van der
Rohe - a city where architec-

ture is still part of everyday
civic language. To be on the

shores of the lake where the

skyscraper was invented is

always thrilling.

1 do not think there is

another architectural sight to

beat the view from the air as
yon fly over the vast, flat

prairie and see the fields of

com tom slowly Into towers

of buildings, with the grid
pattern of the com fields rap-

idly transformed into the grid

of the city. That visual point

was not missed by the
designer of the exhibition,

Simon Templeton, from the
office of Nicholas Grimshaw.
He has hung the works on a
steel grid that ltoes the walls

of the art institute's Kuro-
kawa gallery.

The challenge to the dty
that invented modem archi-

tecture lies In the sheer range
and breadth of the British tal-

ent represented. They are all

there - the high-tech masters
and the pastlcheurs. Ove
Amp’s proposed design for an
Olympic stadium in Manches-
ter is shown in a dramatic

model that might have pro-

duced a full-scale masterpiece

of engineering.

In turn, there is nothing in

Chicago like the work of

Rtchard Rogers, whose

unrealised tower for Tokyo,

however, surely leans too

heavily on Meccano to be
foiran seriously. Yet the work

of Sir Norman Foster is a

beam of light in a city where

much recent architecture has

tended towards unsatisfac-

tory post-modern gimmickry.
Recent towers on Michigan

Avenue by Kohn Pedersen
Fox must have Mies van der

Robe turning beneath his

granite tomb in Chicago's

Graeeland cemetery.

In the land of the out-of-

town shopping mall there is

nothing as good as the Sains-

bury store designed by Jer-

emy Dixon and Edward Jones

at Plymouth. It Is shown as a

fine model - the romance of

Plymouth’s maritime past

echoed in the arcade of sails

marking the front of the

store, making the supermar-

ket an important landmark.
The Jeremy Dixon design

foT the bus station on the

Piazzale Roma in Venice con-

tinues the Sainsbury-PIym-
outh tradition of making a
mundane activity like park-

ing into a geometric and
ordered experience, while
Glyndebonrnc’s opera house
and the new extension to the

Houses of Parliament repre-

sent the work of Sir Michael

Hopkins, an architect
described as “the acceptable

face of modernism” but in

fact <me who has shown that

It is possible to apply eternal

lessons to contemporary

The work of the late Sir

James Stirling continues with

his partner Michael Wllford,

the competition entry for the

Los Angeles philharmonic
hall showing how the firm

breaks geometry apart in

order to breathe new life into

it The competition was won
by Frank Gehry, the Ameri-
can sculptor-architect, whose

work Is far more radical than
anything seen In this show.

Indeed, there Is an element in

the show which American
critics described as "the nos-

talgia zone" - represented by

Quinlan Terry’s- villas In

Regent’s Park, Loudon, and
by the farm buildings of Rob-
ert Adam.

In a city where a great new
public library has been built

in record time - the Harold
Washington memorial library

by Chicago architects Ham-
mond Beeby and Bahka - it is

shameful to see the 20-year-

old drawings of Colin St John^
Wilson’s design for the Brit- I

Ish Library that Is still being

built at a snail’s pace to Lon-

don. The Chicago Tribune
asked: "Will it resemble a
blockish factory or a sublime
machine for learning V Time
will tell The Harold Wash-
ington library. It should be

said, has more than a touch

of civic grandeur.

It Is exciting to see the best

of British architecture on dis-

play to this setting. But It

prompts an important ques-

tion about the status of archi-

tecture to the institute, which
ought to have a wing devoted

to the history of architecture

to Chicago - and, by associa-

tion. America.
The institute bouses some

wonderful fragments from
the demolished heritage of

the city but lacks a thorough
survey of the great architects

of its recent past Whereas
the British architects brought
a freshness of vision to Chi-

cago, it would have been
wonderful to compare them
with the best of Chicago's
brilliant past - especially as

the sources of so much con-

temporary architectural
thinking are to be found
there.

Incidentally, the best archi-

tectural bookshop in the
world is In Chicago and
should not be missed by visi-

tors. The Prairie Avenurfi.

Bookshop is at 418, South
|

Wabash Avenue, in huge new I

premises.
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InterForum'96 is your unique opportunity to join with IT world leaders in focusing on
the vision and business implications of new technology and advanced global communications.
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FIERA MILANO. NON STOP.
There’s no stopping at Rent Milano. One event fallows another, punctually and successfully. As always. Over70 exhibitions ami \5 million sq. m.

of stand space sold every yean 35,000 exhibitors and LG million visitors, with wok foiling ahead on new pavilions and the refuiUstuneat of

existing ones to make them even more functional. If you don’t believe us. just look up. The year 2000 is already on its way.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION CALENDAR FROM JANUARY TO JULY 1996

19-22 CHffil^

International exhibition of

gift articles, fancy goods,

perfumery items, costume

jeweflery and smokers'

supplies

19-22 CART *96

International exhibition of

stationery, paper and

cardboard products,

articles for school

and fine aits

24-28 34" SALONE DEL
G3OCATT0LO *%

International Toy Fair

Laccfandla, South PanSion

2W0 MIAS INVERNALE *96

International sportswear,

sport and camping

equipment exhibition

9-12 MACEF PRIMAVERA *96

International Exhibition of

Iableware, Household and

Gift Items - Silverware -

Gold - Watches

23-25 MIFLOR'SG

Floriculture, Plants and

Gardening Accessories.

International Exhibition

Lacchiarella. Sooth Pavilion

28 Feb. BTT96

3 Mar. International Tourism

Exchange

March

4-6 MODAIN
International dothing,

textiles and accessories

exhibition

IxduareOa, South PaaliaR

13-16 FLUnTTKANS
COMPOMAC
15th International biennial

exhibition of Fower

Controland Engineering

Design Equipment

7-11 GRAF1TALIA

Exhibition of machinery

and materials for the

graphics, publishingand

electronic publishing

industries

7-11 CONVERFLEX
International papa: paper

converting and package

printing machinery

exhibition

22-27 15
s INTERBIMALL

International biennial wood

processing machinery and

accessories exhibition

22-27 15°SASMTL

International exhibition of

components for furniture

.

14-17 69° MIPEL
International leather goods
maibit

14-18 EXPO DETERGO '96

Specialist international

exhibition of equipment,

services, products

and Aiypqinripg for

laundering, ironing,

dry cleaning and related

industries

27-31 3IFMQ5TRACONVEGNO
EXFOCOMFORT
International exhibition and

conference of Heating,

Air-Canditionmg,

Refrigeration, Plumbing &
Sanitary Installations,

Bathroom fittings

18-22 SALONE
INTERNA20NALE
DEL MOBILE
International Furniture

Show

18-22 EUROLUCE
18th International Biennial

Lighting Technology

Exhibition

3-

6 MJDO*%
fntsnationaJ optics,

optometry and

ophthalmology exhibition

4-

12 INTERNAZIONALE
DELL'ANTIQUARIATO
International Antiques Fair

4-6 ESMA
International knitwear and

clothing exhibition

6-

9 Lift *96

2nd International exhibition

for lifts, related components

and accessories - technical

press and services

7-

10 CHIBDUE '96

International exhibition of

gift articles, fancy goods,

perfumery items, costume

jewellery and smokers’

supplies

7-10 CHTBIMART '9ft

Selling Market of typical

croft products

12-14 BORTTEC
8th International

Cooperation, Devdopmetf
and Investment Exchange

1-2 MlASESTIVO'%
International sportswear;

sport and camping

equipment exhibition

UntFonan UK a a iHH-fof-profii orsannation.

The hoart of Milan.
fiera Milaao - Laico DaiwxIcssalB, * '^^^J^^j^*^^2^^-l *fi“H39)24997.7|79-Tx 331360-332231 EAFM
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‘Sheep and Cattle with Herdsmen by a Pool’ by Thomas Gainsborough

Two artists with a way with paper

T
wo exhibitions of works
on paper - by the young
modem painter Marlene
Dumas and the 18th-cen-

tury master Thomas
Gainsborough - could hardly pres-

ent a greater contrast Yet for all

their differences, of age, subject-

matter and technique, the two art-

ists also present a curious affinity.

On the one hand Dumas glosses her
rapid wash drawings of the figure

with a fashionable conceptual ratio-

nale, while Gainsborough tricks out
bis imagined and ideal landscapes

with all the conventional devices of

atmosphere and association. In the
end the work of each comes down

the quality of the mark laid down
on the page, and the disciplined

judgment of hand and eye.

The faces, heads and bodies of

Marlene Dumas, now on show in

the Tate, may carry a certain inter-

est for the thanes they represent -

“The Lover", “The Magdalene",
“Jesus Serene". But without their

particular qualities of drawing and
painting, they would be little more
than literal illustration. If a mes-

m w-.- :
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sage were the determining factor in
a work oT art we would be hard put
to find a bad Crucifixion or Annun-
ciation. It is a truth conceptual
apologists too readily forget.

So with the landscape drawings of

Thomas Gainsborough at the Cour-
tauld Institute, where the paint is

reinforced by comparative examples
from his peers, followers and lesser

imitators, along with some down-
right misattribntions, all from the
Courtauld’s own collections. For it

is not those picturesque cottages

and dumps of trees, those slowly

winding lowing herds that matter,

bat only that delicate, feathery
touch by which they are realised.

“Noman ever possessed methods so
various in producing effect,” wrote
William Jackson, “and all excellent.

The subject, which is scarce enough
for a picture, is sufficient for a
drawing, and the hasty, loose han-

dling... is rich in a transparent

wash of bistre and Indian ink.”

The vogue for Gainsborough's
drawings in his lifetime and follow-

ing his death was a remarkable epi-

sode in Ebitish art It was not his

studies from life that were so popu-

lar so much as the landscape idylls.

What made them Irresistible was
their combination of apparent
eccentricity of manner, their loose,

mopped and scribbled effects, with
the,bucolic charm of their imagery.

7hey were all too easy to imitate,

which the Courtauld here wryly
acknowledges.

Marlene Dumas, now in her early

forties, is by origin South African

but completed her studies in the

Netherlands, where she has lived

ever since. Her essential subject is

the tinman figure and the SAP** of

an immediate presence, registering

moods »nd attitudes from tender-

ness to violence, innocence to guilt.

Sex inevitably, and sometimes
explicitly, comes into it. and indeed
Dumas feels shp must be sensually

attracted to her subject of the
moment Here she takes the particu-

lar themes of “The Absent Lover”,

“The Perfect Lover", and “The
Daughter", treating them in
extended series of heads and fig-

ures, such as the “Jesus Serene"

group, which is intended to convey
an intense but yet entirely spiritual

sensuality, or the more obviously
sexual “Magdalena".
She works loosely and freely from

photographs in newspapers and
magaTinpg

, her approach romantic
amf expressionist The only pity is

an insistent conventional need to

justify the weak In terms other than
painterly. "Dumas addresses issues

of enduring interest race, sexuality,

violence and tenderness . . . Her
works have been described as
centring on people at the intosec-

tion between experiences, feelings,

ideas and their connections with
the world around them.”
She gets into the act herself. “I

experience human beings as very
untrustworthy creatures, because,

even if not consciously or deliber-

ately, they do much harm to one
another." How very true. ““We
can't know what is going to happen
at first glance, but the question is

not so much is the other person
good or bad, but who are we?”
Hmmni. “When I am attracted to
someone specially when it is an

\V*“?
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t is tempting to say the Royal
Opera has lost a good deal in

jettisoning its plan to co-pro-

duce U corsaro with Turin.

Verdi’s Byron opera has just been

performed to considerable acclaim

at Turin's Teatro Regie, and was to

have been re-staged at Covent Gar-

den as part of the 1996 Verdi festi-

val. Lack of money has forced the

Royal Opera to limit itself to two

concert performances in June.

So London audiences have lost

the chance to make a proper assess-

ment of one of Verdi's least known
works. We can listen to the music

on record or in concert, bnt Verdi's

theatrical instinct was such that his

operas meet their true test only

when they reach the stage. For

about 100 years critics dismissed II

corsoro without having a proper

chance to judge it. The tide turned

the 1960s, since when a handful
fof robustly sung productions has

encouraged critical opinion to

swing the other way.

International
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GUIDE
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AMSTERDAM
CONCERT
Concortgoboinv
Tel: 31-20-5730573 .

• Bengt-Ake lundin: thep^ft
performs works by Mozart, L.art. De

Frunwrie and Ravel; 8.1 5pm, Apr

EXHIBITION
Stedefyk Museum
Tel: 31-20-5732911

• Munch and After or The

Obstinacy of Painters: exhibition

showing a selection of kfe work by

Edvard Munch (1863*19**) in

|

combination with work by several

contemporary artists who have

either expressed great admiration for

|ihim or whose work expresses

influences from Munch.

come from me coHectioreof the

Stedeiijk Museum and Oslo s Munc

Musset; from Apr 16 to Jun 3

ATHENS
CONCERT
Athens Concert Hell

Tel: 30-1-7282333

• Athens State Orchestra: wj
conductor Nikos Afoinaeos ana

Opera in Turin/Andrew Clark

Full house for ‘II corsaro’
Hie Turin production, conducted

by Evelino Pid6 and staged by
Mauro Avogadro, offered an anti-

dote to both extremes. It underlined

that while Jl corsoro may not be a
great opera, there are enough traces

of Verdian genius to justify occa-

sional performance. It is concise

and melodious in a workmanlike
manner, and it allows us to fill in

some important gaps in the extraor-

dinary development Verdi under-

went between Nobucco (1842) and
Rigoletto (1851).

Verdi showed less interest in 17

corsaro than other operas of his gal-

ley years: he wrote it to rid himself

of an obligation to one of Riccvdi's

rival publishers, and’ did not attend

the premiere at Trieste in 1848. But

pianist Jants VakareRs perform

works by Papaioannou, Dvorak and
Rachmaninov; 8.30pm; Apr 10

BALTIMORE
concstt
Joseph Meyerhpff Symphony HaB
Tel: 1-410-783-8000

• Baltimore Symphony Orchestra:

with conductor David Zhiman and

pianists Leon Fleisher (Apr 11, 13)

and Gary Graffman (Apr 12, 13)

perform works by Paine, Bolcom

and Beethoven: 8.15pm; Apr 11. 12,

13

BERLIN
concert
Konzerthatis Teh 48-30-203090

• Symphony No.6: by Mahler.

Performed by the Serflner

Sinfonie-Orohester wfth conductor

Michael Gteten; 8pm; Apr il, 12, 13

DANCE
Staatsoper untar den Linden

Tel: 49-30-2082861

• BaMett unter den Linden: perform

Maurice Bert's choreographies

Nacht/Verklarte Nachtto music by

Arnold Schoenberg and Der

wunderbare Mandarin to music by

Bartbk; 7pm; Apr 10 (7.30pm) , 12,

13

jfojrische Oper Tel: 49-30-202600

• La Traviata: by Venfl. Conducted

by Shao-Chia LO and performed by

W? Komsche Oper. Soloists indude

Nadetmann, Oertel, Fedin and

Dobber 7pm; Apr 12

Staatsoper unter den unoen

Tel: 49-30-2082861

1 II Barbiere di Snrigffa: by Rcesinf.

conducted by Sebastian Weigteand

^SrnS^by the Staatecper Unter

we know equally well that when he
started the project, he was seized by
the dramatic possibilities of Byron's
poem. Here is a swashbuckling cor-

sair who leaves his beloved to

attack the Turks, is captured and
imprisoned, finite an unlikely ally

in the favourite member of the
Pasha’s harem, and returns home to

find bis beloved has poisoned her-

self. Verdi captures the corsair's

vitality and romantic introspection,

and there are some rousing duets
and nahafletag

Those were the moments which
came across most effectively in

Turin. Jos£ Cura's Corrado cut a
suitably virile figure, his bronzed
timbre sounding glorious in the

tenor cantilena at the end of the

Act 3 prison duet. Every perfor-

mance finite this singer gaining in

confidence and polish: all he needs
is a stronger director to develop bis

stage personality. He was well part-

nered by Maria Dragoni, whose glit-

tering soprano was a match for Gul-

nara’s demanding coloratura.
Roberto Frontal! made a hectoring
Pasha, Silvia RanaHi a pale Medora.
Thanks to Pido’s control of the

opera's swinging moods, the music
sounded both subtle and brazenly

confident It would have made an
even bigger impact if the momen-
tum had not been undermined by
inexplicably long pauses between
scenes. Carindo Giammello’s decor
- a pier-end with silhouetted sailing

ship for the opening and dosing

scenes, a forest glade for the harem,
a handful of rahimn stumps for the

Pasha's lair - was of the minimalist

variety, its chief attraction being
the sophisticated colouring of the

illuminated backdrops. Avogadro’s

staging was far too passive for
north European eyes, and would
have looked risible at Covent Gar-
den.

So perhaps London has not lost so
much after aH The Royal Opera
could probably have staged a “bare
essentials" Corsaro, with a good
deal more dramatic authenticity, for

half the price. Either it did not like

the look of Turin's production
plans, or it belatedly decided that

trying to fill the house for seven
performances with an unknown
Verdi was too great a risk in the
current economic climate. No such
risk exists in Italy. There was not a
spare seat at the Sunday matinee I

attended in Turin, and the audience

lapped it up as if it bad been
Nabucco.

Theatre/Sarah Hemming

The Thickness

of Skin

T
he Royal Court's little

Theatre Upstairs is cer-

tainly on a rolL Scarcely

has Martin McDonagh's
wonderful The Beauty Queen of
Leeneme vacated the space, when in

moves Clare McIntyre's fine new
play. The Thickness of Skin. Per-

haps not such a cracker as the Irish

play, this is still a beautifully writ-

ten, humane piece about a group of

people struggling with what hap-
pens when charity begins at home.
McIntyre keeps her focus tight

and her scenes sharp and to the
point. She homes in on one
well-heeled, middle-class family: the
shrewish Roanna (Elizabeth
Garvie), her pinstripe-suited hus-
band Michael (Rupert Frazer], then-
teenage son Jonathan (Toby Ross-
Bryant) and Michael's sister Laura.
Roanna and Michael discover that

care in the community has arrived
on their doorstep in the shape of 1

Imogen, their next-door neighbour,
’

who has enough marbles to keep
her out of hospital, but not enough'
to keep her out of their house,
where she rabbits on about her
“voices” and and shows uncomfort-
able interest in young Jonathan.

Laura, meanwhile, actively seeks
out her problem. A teacher, nicely

spoken and well brought-up. she
volunteers at a centre for the home-
less and her life turns a sharp cor-

ner when - against regulations -

she takes in one of the homeless
men. She soon discovers that good
intentions are not enough to clear

up other people's mess.
What is so appealing about the

play is McIntyre’s honesty. Her
characters are far from perfect:

Laura may be well-meaning, but
she is also unintentionally patronis-

erotic attraction, I am struck by the
complexity of my emotions. It is a
mixture of beauty, vulnerability,

love, fear and disgust, almost simul-

taneously; buthow to paint or draw
that*” Oh dear.

But to her credit, her common-
sense then gets the better of her
“...the medium, the colours, tex-

tures, gestural marks and the
brushstrokes most have freedom
too, embracing chance and sur-

prise ... My paintings are also
about material (patties, about the

pure joy of making a work of art”
Nowhere is this more obvious than

in that set of large female figures,

the “Magdalena”, ambiguously
fecund and seductive. Stated with
so swift and confident an authority,

they are the best things in the
show.

William Packer

Marlene Dumas: works on paper.

Tate Gallery, London SWl. until

June 30. Thomas Gainsborough:
drawings; Courtauld GaEQery, Lon-
don WC2, onto May 26.

ing; Eddie, her unconventional

lodger (Mark Strong), has charm
and self-respect, but a huge chip on

his shoulder about being told what
to do by women. McIntyre raises

prickly questions about the motives

for doing good, the nature of
responsibility and the value of help,

without ever abandoning her admi-
ration for those who do at least try

to do something.

Dialogue is acute and funny:
McIntyre has a wonderful ear for

embarrassed English attempts at

communication. Hettie ftlacdonald's

beautifully clear production wrings
out every drop of humour from the
script and is performed by a strong
cast Amelia Bullmore's Laura, in

particular, is so painfully nice you
feel yourself blushing on her behalf

as she tries to express herself: while
Maggie McCarthy's babbling Imo-
gen is toe-curlingly good.
The play has Saws: the character

of Michael, the authoritarian pater

familias, is a stereotype, mostly
there to supply the laughs: the end-

ing seems to have more to do with
wish-fulfilment than truth; and
there is the niggling problem that

the play itself cannot avoid a degree
of bleeding heart liberalism - in the
end. the dilemmas of tbe homeless
and the mentally unstable are far

more important than the agonies of

conscience of the would-be do-good-

ers.

All the same, this is an admirable,
moving play that attempts to grap-

ple fairly with issues that stare you
in the face the moment you step

back out onto the street.

Continues at the Theatre Upstairs,

Royal Court, Loudon SWl (0171-730

1745) to April 2Q.

Concert/Richard Fairman

Kremer and the

Philharmonia

I
t is sometimes a good idea to

have a major soloist to lead the
audience by the hand. Tbe
Philharmonia was rewarded

with a very respectable following

for the last in its series of concerts

with the violinist Gidon Kramer last

week - even though the programme
wandered off course and ended up
in the depths of late 20th-century

modernism.
Kremer is a thinking musician.

He wants to go beyond playing the
obvious pieces, even when he is

choosing his 20th-century reper-

toire. This strange Russian pro-

gramme included one piece that

was written for him, and another
rarity that Kremer arranged for

himself to get it a wider hearing.

His Brahms recently may have been
less than ideal, bat this is a class of

music he has made his own.
Every slight wisp of a musical

idea in the Suite from Lourifi’s

opera The Blackamoor of Peter the

Great was filled with expression,

which was just as wen, as wisps
were all that was on offer. Mention
of blackamoors immediately brings

to mind Stravinsky's Petrushka and
there were musical recollections of
that here as weD - circus-like drum
rolls, solo woodwind chatter and so
on. But Lourie’s score is a stop-go

affair that can barely go a minute
without running out of breath.

The only passages to go beyond
atmospheric doodling were Bre-

mer's two short “arias”, which are
his reward for putting together this

suite from an opera that is still

waiting for its first performance. It

was a neat idea to pair that with

Stravinsky’s arrangements of two
discarded brief sections from Tchai-

kovsky’s Sleeping Beauig.

The main work, however, was
still to come. This was Schnittke's

Violin Concerto No. 4, a gothic

extravaganza, into which Schnittke

tips everything that the concerto
form might be or ever have been.

The soloist sometimes plays with
tbe orchestra, sometimes against it.

In the central movement he engages
in competitive showmanship,
playing faster and faster until he is

left flailing wildly in the air like a
madman. In the finale he turns to

subdued Mahlerian angst, as
thnngh to show that he nan still

touch the heart even after every-

thing that has been thrown at him.
It is a larger-than-life solo role. No
wonder Kremer refers to it as “my
piece".

This performance with the Phil-

harmonia sounded well prepared
and is due to be recorded. Kremer
finds worlds of expression among
tbe theatrical excesses of the violin-

ist's part In typical Schnittke style

the orchestra is gigantic, including
everything from a harpsichord to a
saxophone in its desire to set off

momentary resonances from every
era in the history of music. Chris-

toph Eschenbach did what was nec-

essary to keep the ranks in order.

He also conducted a heavyweight
Prokofiev Symphony No l (the Min-
uet was danced in Russian army
boots) and an all-or-nothing perfor-

mance of Tchaikovsky’s Francesca

da Rimini.

Sponsored by Motorola.

clan Linden. Soloists include

Katharina Kammertoher (Apr 11),

Dagmar Peckova (Apr 14), Isabella

Nawe, Jeffrey Francis, Gerd Wolf

and Kwangchul Youn; 7pm; Apr 1 1

,

14(6^0pm)

BONN
OPERA
Oper der Stadt Bonn
Tel: 49-228-7281

• Manon Lescaut by Puccini.

Conducted by Eugene Kohn and

performed by the Oper Bom.
Soloists include Karen Nctere and

Fablo Aimlfiato; 8pm; Apr 10, 13

(7pm)

BRUSSELS
THEATRE
KaaWiester Tel: 32-2-2015959

• Brace Up: Finished Story: based

on Anton Chekhov’s Three Sisters.

Directed by Elizabeth LeCompte and
performed by the Wooster Group.

The cast indudes WiQem Dafoe, Ari

Fflakos, Karen Lashinsky and
Beatrice Roth; 8.30pm; Apr 11, 12,

13. 14, 16

HELSINKI
EXHIBITION
Amos Anderson Art Museum
Tel: 358-0-640221

41 L-G Nordstrom. Years
1946-1996: retrospective exhibition

devoted to the work of the Finnish

artist Lars-Gunnar Nordstrom. The
display shows the artist's work over

a 50 year period, including paintings,

sculptures and prints as well as

Sketches of wodts-fri-pragress end
preliminary drafts from foe artist's

personal storehouse. Nordstrom was

one of the pioneers of abstract

geometrical art in Finland; from Apr
10 to Jun 16

LEIPZIG
OPERA
Oper Leipzig Tel: 49-341-1261261
• Carmen: by Bizet Conducted by
Jiri Kout and performed by the Oper
Leipzig and the Gewandhaus-
orchester. Soloists Include Cornelia

Helfricht Hendrikje Wangemann,
Ernesto Grisales and Tomas MOwes;

7pm; Apr 13
• II Trovalore: by Verdi. Conducted

by Neuhold and performed by the

Oper Leipzig and the

Gewsndhausorchester. Soloists

indude Makris, Hoffstedt, Grisales,

Tsumaya, Noack and Gaviola;

7-30pm: Apr 10

LINZ
CONCERT
Brucknertiaus Tel: 43-732-7612

• Wiener PhjJharmoniker. with

conductor Andri Previn perform

works by Vaughan Williams, Cerha

and Beethoven; 7.30pm; Apr 15

LONDON
CONCERT
Barbican Hail Tel: 44-1 71 -6388891

• Gothenburg SymphonyOrchestra:
with conductor Neeme J3rvi and
violinist Cho-Uang Un perform

Sibelius' Symphony No.7 in C. Violin

Concerto In D minor and Symphony
No.3 in C; 7.30pm: Apr 12
• The Royal Philharmonic

Orchestra: with conductor Jun'Jchi

Hirokaml and vk^mist Boris BeDrin

perform Berlioz’s Ljb Corsaire

Overture and Symphony

Fantastique, and Brahms’ Violin

Concerto; 7.30pm; Apr 10
Wigmore HaB Tel: 44-171-9352141

• Emma Johnson and Friends: foe

clarinettist and friends perform

Schubert*s Octet in F. D803; 6pm;
Apr 10
EXHIBITION
Design Museum
Tel: 44-171-3786055
• Paul Smith True Brit this

exhibition features the works of the

British fashion designer and
businessman Paul Smith. Tbe
display includes 18 fashion shows
on touchscreens, a Paul Smith True

Brit internet site, a conveyor belt

which demonstrates how the Smith
operation works and Paul Smith’s

personal notebooks; to Apr 10
OPERA
London Coliseum
TeL 44-171-8360111

• Orfeo: by Monteverdi. Conducted
by Nicholas Kok and performed by

the EngDsh National Opera. Soloists

include Guy de Mey, Sarah Connolly

and Nays Jones; 7.30pm; Apr 12,

17 (7pm), 19

MUNICH
DANCE
Natfomffoeater
Tefc 49-89-21851920
• Shannon Rose: world premiere of

a choreography by Youri V&mos to

music by Sibelius, performed by the
Bayerisches StaatsbaUetC 7.30pm;
Apr 10. 12

NEW YORK
CONCERT
Carnegie Hall Tel: 1-212-247-7800

• American Composers Orchestra:

with conductor Dennis Russell

Davies and pianist Cristina Ortiz.

This alV-Braziiian orchestral concert

features in "Sonidos de las

Americas”, the American Composers
Orchestra's third annual festival of

music from Latin America; 3pm; Apr
14

PARIS
CONCERT
Salle Pteyd Teh 33-1 45 61 53 00

• Orchestra et Chorale Pali

Kuentz: with conductor Paid Kuentz

perform Mozart's Requiem and

Charpentiers Te Deum. Soloists

include sopranos Heftne Obadia and

Brigitte Vinson, alto Catherine

Cardin, tenor Herve Lamy and bass

Philips Langshaw; 5.30pm; Apr 14

OPERA
L’Op6ra de Paris Bastifle

Tel: 33-1 44 73 13 99
• Billy Budd: by Britten. Conducted

by Gary Bertini and performed by
the Op^ra National de Paris. Soloists

include Robert Tear, Rodney Gitfry

and Eric Halfvarson; 7.30pm; Apr 10,

12.15

STOCKHOLM
OPERA
Kungliga Teatem - Royal Swedish
Opera House Tel: 46-8-7914300

• The Maids: by Bengtson. Cond-
ucted by Niklas Witten and
performed by the Royal Swedish
Opera. Soloists Include Anna
Bciund, Eva Pilat and Gunilla

SOderstTOm; 7pm; Apr 10

WORLD SERVICE
BBC for Europe can be
received in western Europe
on medium wave 648 kHZ
(463m)

EUROPEAN CABLE
AND SATELLITE
BUSINESS TV
(Central European Time)

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

NBC/Super Channel:

07.00
FT Business Morning

10.00

European Money Wheel
Nonstop live coverage until

15.00 of European
business and foe financial

markets

17.30
Financial Times Business

Tonight

CNBC:

09.00

Squawk Box

10.00

European Money Wheel

16.00

Financial Times Business
Tonight
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Martin Wolf

difficult bomb to defuse
Emu is certain to create serious political tensions in Europe that can only be

contained by a willingness to move further towards political integration

For UK politicians. European
economic and monetary nninn
is a bomb with a delayed fuse
or uncertain duration. Mr
John Major, the prime mini*,

ter. hopes it will never 50 off.

He is almost certain to be dis-

appointed. He also hopes the
proposed referendum will beep
his party together while it

waits anxiously for the explo-
sion. But Emu is not politi-

cally explosive for the UK
alone. It is politically risky for

the whole European Union.
This is not how Emu has

usually teen presented. In par-
ticular. Mr Helmut Kohl, the
German chancellor, saw Emu
as a sacrifice made by Ger-
many in return for moves
towards greater political inte-

gration. On this view. Emu is

an essential part of the move-
ment towards the wider inte-

gration Mr Kohl seeks.

A somewhat different view
is that Emu. regardless of its

own impact on political union,
itself requires such a union.
Mr Hans Tietmeyer. president

of the Bundesbank, argued in

April 1995 that, “after a cer-

tain point, economic integra-

tion cannot realistically be
expected to advance further

without the prospect of fur

ther progress in the field of
politics. The transfer of an ele-

mentary sovereign right such
as monetary policy to a Euro-
pean Central Bank is likely to

mark that point."

Ou similar lines. Mr Otmar
Issing. the Bundesbank's chief

economist, notes in a pam-
phlet for the Institute of Eco-

nomic Affairs, a London-based
think tank, that “historical

experience shows that
national territories and mone-
tary territories normally coin-

cide.-* In explaining why this

should be so. Lord Lawson,
the former LTC chancellor of

the exchequer, notes that "if it

is to be workable at all. mone-
tary union requires full politi-

cal union”. An independent
central bank, “without
full-blooded political union",

would, he argued in July 1995.

"be constitutionally and demo-
cratically unacceptable".

There is yet a third perspec-

tive: that Emu and political

integration are entirely inde-

pendent aims. Mr Kenneth
Clarke, the UK chancellor, for

example, argued in February

1995 that "it is a mistake to

believe that monetary union
need be a huge step on the

path to a federal union".

So will Emu lead towards

greater political integration,

require such integration, or be
independent of it? The answer
to these questions is that Emu
is neither a necessary nor a

sufficient condition for further

political integration: but the
ability to achieve further polit-

ical integration is a necessary
condition for a workable and
enduring Emu.
Emu is not necessary for

further political integration, it

would be possible to develop

common foreign and security-

policies and common policies

on justice and immigration
without Emu. Similarly, more
powers could be transferred to

the European parliament and
the scope of qualified majority

voting in the Council of Minis-

ters could also be expanded
without Emu.
More important. Emu is also

not sufficient to secure further

integration. On the contrary,

both in the transition to Emu
and in its ultimate operation

Emu is as likely to tear the

European Union apart as to

bring its members dose
together. Emu would impose
pressure on the ability of EU
member states to co-operate
harmoniously m at least 10

different ways.

First. Emu must either

exclude some of those which
want to enter or include some
which others want to leave

out. IT several big countries

are excluded, they will resent

that exclusion. If almost all

are included, other countries

are likely to resent the threat

to monetary stability.

Second, the judgmental
nature of the criteria in the
Maastricht treaty, particularly

on fiscal policy, will make the

division among member states

more painful, because more
arbitrary.

Third, the Germans will sur-

render the independence of
the Bundesbank in return for

How unemployment diverges In the EU

4.0%

6.2M io.7%
Unemployment rale

seasonally adjusted
(excluding Oreace and Austria)

what one German politician

has condemned as "Esperanto
money". Such a sacrifice must
undermine their devotion to

the European ideal.

Fourth, the French have
wanted Emu because they
have frequently found the
Bundesbank's monetary policy

too tight. Either they will fail

to obtain the more expansion-

ary policies they seek within

Emu or the Germans will be

forced to accept more relax-

ation than they wish.

Fifth, the European Central

Bank is certain to impose
inappropriately inflationary or

deflationary monetary policies

on particular member coun-
tries from time to time. The
more economically diverse the

membership, the more fre-

quent that wifi be.

Sixth, successful policies to

lower unemployment could, in

the words or Mr Eddie George,
governor of the Bank of
England, "have a significant

impact on the sustainable pat-

tern of real wages and of real

exchange rates within Europe.

And in these circumstances
some independence of mone-
tary policy, and some nominal

exchange rate flexibility, could

be useful in rebalancing the

different national economies."

This is important because, as

Source: Eumstafl. Nov 1985

the chart shows, European
unemployment rates diverge
substantially.

Seventh, a "social union”,
aimed at raising standards in

the labour market, is also
likely to weaken labour mar-
ket adjustment to changing
economic conditions in partic-

ular countries. Pressures for

more expansionary monetary
policy win be the inevitable

consequence.
Eighth, in an irrevocable

monetary union, the risks

from fiscal incontinence fall

on all participants, not just ou
the irresponsible country.
Concern over this explains
why Mr Theo WaigeL, the Ger-

man finance minister, has pro-

posed a "stability pact", with
fiscal deficits normally at l

per cent of gross domestic
product and never over 3 per
cent. But he is unlikely to

obtain sufficiently tough sanc-

tions to achieve such targets.

Ninth, Emu must also allow

countries the fiscal room to

respond to country-specific

shocks or divergent cyclical

conditions. In the absence of a

flexible mechanism for fiscal

transfers within the EU or
substantial labour mobility

across frontiers, substantial

flexibility in government bor-

rowing seems the only hope.

But this would create a con-

flict with the need for fiscal

discipline.

Finally, the European Cen-

tral Rank will both determine

its objectives and how to

achieve them. As the child of

a treaty, it will almost cer-

tainly be the most powerful

and politically unaccountable

central bank in the world.

What all this means is quite

simple: in and of itself Emu is

certain to create significant

political tensions within indi-

vidual member states, among
member states and between
member states and the Euro-

pean Central Bank. Emu will

prove compatible with a

healthy EU only if these vari-

ous tensions are contained by
a strong belief In the legiti-

macy of all the various deci-

sions it involves.

Provided members were pre-

pared to acoepL the legitimacy

of decisions over which they

would have, individually, little

control. Emu would require no
greater political integration
than Is already contained in

the Maastricht treaty. Yet this

would be so only because
members had such confidence

in one another and in the EU
that further political integra-

tion would be quite simple to

achieve. Further political inte-

gration would not be neces-

sary only if it were quite easy.

But it is demonstrably diffi-

cult. which is why Emu has

advanced much further than
political integration.

“Do resolute courage in

monetary policy and timid

hesitation in the area of gen-

eral politics complement each
other to produce a promising
integration strategy?" asks Mr
Issing. The answer to this tell-

ing question is “no”. Emu is a

bomb. The explosive force it is

bound to generate can be con-

tained only by a strong com-
mitment to deeper integration

among its actual and potential

members. Does such a com-
mitment exist? On present evi-

dence. it seems unlikely.

*Otmar Issing, Europe: Polit-

ical Union through Common
Money?. Occasional Paper 93

[London: The Institute of Eco-

nomic Affairs, 19961

Philip Stephens

Blair and the gospel

according to Clinton
Tony Blair

needs Bill Clin-

ton to win in

November. I

suspect that

the Labour
leader would
tell you that

the outcome of

the US presidential election is

irrelevant to his own prospects

of replacing John Major. But.

assuming the prime minister is

not forced into an autumn poll.

Mr Blair would be wrong. If

the 72-year-old Bob Dole wins

the White House then Mr
Major's stubborn optimism will

seem just that little bit less

incomprehensible.
f doubt somehow that the

voters of middle America have
ever heard of the Labour par-

ty's youthful leader. But to

middle England, Messrs Clin-

ton and Blair are two of a kind.

They are the modem face of

left-of-centre politics. New
Democrat. New Labour. Both
have shaken up their parties

and given a hard edge to their

policies. They preach a similar

gospel of active rather than big

government It will count in

Peterborough if the voters in

Peoria decide that it is the

Republicans, after all, who
have the answers.

Mr Clinton won in 1992

because he was a different sort

of Democrat. If Mr Blair emu-
lates that success it will he
because his instincts are just

about as distant from those of

his Labour predecessors as you
could reasonably imagine.
Take away the lines etched on
the president's face by the rig-

ours of office and the two men
even look alike.

So there is scarcely-con-

cealed excitement in the Blair

camp ahead of their meeting in

the Oval Office later this week.
There are no votes in the
encounter for Mr Clinton, little

reflected glory for a US presi-

dent in welcoming the opposi-

tion leader of a quaint little

country on the other side of
the Atlantic. But the signs are

that he intends to be generous
in his reception.

When the two met In London
last November they got on
well. As one US official

remarked at the time, there

was "generational chemistry"

between two near-contempo-

raries at Oxford. And Mr Blair

is uot Mr Major. The White
House, it seems, has still not

forgiven Mr Major's Conserva-

tives for their crassly overt

support for George Bush.

Back in the dark days of

Labour's fourth consecutive
election defeat in 1992, the

Democrat victory offered :t

last flickering, flame of hope

for Labour. It broke the spell of

tiie free market politics which

had kept the Republicans in

the White House and the Con-

servatives in Downing Street

throughout the 1990s.

Crucially. Mr Clinton had
dumped the politics of interest

groups and minorities which
bedevilled the old Democrats
and still paralysed Labour. He
had distanced himself from the

big unions. He had preached
the gospel of enabling rather

than oppressive government
And he had won. During subse-

quent pilgrimages to Washing-
ton before be became leader,

Mr Blair drew the obvious con-

clusion. As he told John Dam-
ton of the New York Times last

week, there was a shared diag-

nosis in Washington and Lon-
don. Both parties had reached

an impasse during the 1960s

and 1970s: “We were big-gov-

ernment, special -interest-run
parties.”

That is not to say that New
Labour has been constant in

its affections. They are a fickle

lot. these modernisers. Mr
Blair's election as leader in

19W gave him the opportunity

to put the lessons into practice.

But it also coincided with a

dramatic slump in the presi-

dent’s fortunes. His domestic
programme had collapsed and
Newt Gingrich's Republicans
were sweeping the Congress.

Suddenly, Mr Clinton was
not quite such a fashionable

commodity among Labour's
Islington intelligentsia. There
was scarcely-disguised scorn at
the president’s failure to
develop a coherent programme
for government before the elec-

tion. With all the arrogance of

those who have never been
close to real power, some of Mr
Blair’s friends assured us he
would never make such an ele-

mentary mistake. So Mr Blair

headed first for Australia,

where Paul Keating appeared

to be a left-of-centre Leader who
understood not only how tu

win power, but also to use It.

But now Mr Keating has

been swept aside, and Mr Clin-

ton is riding high in the opin-

ion polls. The policy parallels

are again being drawn between

New Democrat and New
Labour. Welfare-to-work, a cen-

tral Clinton theme in 1992. is

near the top of Mr Blair's

agenda four years later. The
Labour leader's stakeholding
pliilosophy contains important

echoes of the "responsible cor-

poration" and "responsible

investment fund" ideas bcimg.

promoted in Washington. Both

attempt to address the short-

termism and under-investment

which threaten employment
and prosperity on both sides ot

the Atlantic.

There is a broader common
understanding that, if left-of-

centre governments are to

eschew Keynesian demand
management, they must dem-
onstrate that there are other

ways in which government can

make a difference. Gordon
Brown. Labour's shadow chan-

cellor. has built good relation-

siiips with the thinkers in the

US Administration, notably

Robert Reich and Larry Sum-
mers. Education, training, and
investment are the constant

themes of their conversations.

And it is here we come to the

essential link between Mr Clin-

ton and Mr Blair. For all the

cultural and political differ-

ences which come with 3.000

miles of the Atlantic, both will

be fighting elections dominated
by the nightmare of the 1990s -

economic insecurity. The
choice lies between the right's

prescription of small govern-

ment, low taxes and an ever

more flexible marketplace and
the centre-left's promise of
proactive partnership between
state and private enterprise.

Mr Blair will gain most from
this week's encounter. It still

matters in Britain when politi-

.

clans are treated well at th#
White House. But in his posi-

tion 1 would have only one
question for Mr Clinton. How
does the president plan to win?

ISTANBUL ANKARA ADANA « IZMIR BURSA * DUBLIN

Banking in the Single Market

Turk Boston Bank A.§.
is pleased to announce

its acquisition of

AB Anker Bank GmbH
effective

January 1, 1996.

1

1

1

1

i

TURK
BOSTONBANK

l_.

Contact:

In Istanbul: Mark Foley or Salim Amal (0212) 274 52 22
In Koblenz: Dr. Ulrich Colsman-Freyberger (0261) 91 23 O

In Dublin: Christopher Chesney (0353) 1 676 3890

KOBLENZ BONN HAGEN MANNHEIM
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We are keen 10 encourage letters from readers around the world. Letters may be faxed to +44 171-873 5938 (please set fax <

to 'fine'). e.mail: letters.editor#ft.com Translation may be available for letters written in the main international languages.

Support social clause in trade agreements
From Mr John Monks.

Sir. Your editorial “The road

to Singapore" (April 3) argues

that it is better for those who
oppose protectionism to engage
with the debate around
international trade and labour

standards, rather than to stand
in the way of change.

The Trades Union Congress
heartily agrees. So do trade

unions in the developing

countries, even if in some
cases their governments do
not

Trade unions in both the

developing and the

industrialised countries

advocate a social clause in

trade agreements to ensure
tbat certain basic standards
are observed in all countries.

These core standards -

freedom from forced labour,

freedom to organise
independently, freedom from
discrimination, and measures
to reduce dependence on child

labour - are among the basic

rights that every country

should be able to observe,

regardless of Us level of
development
Our view is that the

expansion of trade and a core
of establisbed labour standards
ore mutually reinforcing and
provide the best opportunity to

raise living standards in the
developing world for all

workers, whether union
members or not.

If the UK government wants
to tackle the protectionist

pressures that clearly exist, it

should work with those of us
who want to see a social clause

introduced through the
multilateral mechanisms of the

World Trade Organisation,

rather than imposed by
unilateral action by the

industrialised world.

John Monks,
general secretary.

Trades Union Congress.

Congress House,
Great Russell Street,

London WC1B 3LS, UK

Russian nationalisation would be real fear

.

•9
Resignation

essential
From Mr Peter FrankeL

Sir, Chancellor Kenneth
Clarke has only one choice
after his statement to the

House of Lords Committee on
Monetary Union ("Minister

warns against hasty Emu
rejection, March 29 1 - resign

from the government.
No-one should remain a

minister who has the following

three policies in mind;

• The removal from the Bank
of England of all rigM-
determine interest ra'.*.. jr any
matter which today is its

exclusive prerogative;
• To remove from parliament
all power to make decisions
affecting the economy and
make it a surrogate of a

central bank located in

Frankfurt. Germany;
• To mortgage the future of

the British people to the point
where they will lose their

sovereignty, the right to make
their own decisions, and will

be subject to the
determinations of unelected
officials and a small group of
people sitting in Brussels
running the new federation.

Mr Clarke’s statement that
there would be an investment
loss Is incorrect On the

contrary, German hanks and
Industries are increasing their

investments in the UK because
they are confident that we will

neverjoin any economic union
as proposed by the Maastricht
treaty.

Peter Frankel,
“Elmstead",

Chapel Road,
Limpsfield Common,
SurreyRH8 0SX.UK

From Mr Morgen MonguslL
Sir, In her article "Yeltsin

signs Belarus pact” (April 3}.

Chrystia Freeland said closer

ties established by President
Yeltsin with Belarus was a
tactic In his campaign strategy
- which included a promise to

re-build tbe Soviet Union. I

hope this does not frighten
readers as being a sign of a

U-turn in Russian policy.

The signing has become just

another celebration in a long
list of such events that
appeared before, during and

From SirDavid Walker.
Sir, I am writing with regard

to the article “Investors win
round in $44m suit" (April 2)

about the Global Opportunity
Fund. I wish to draw attention
in particular to the following.

• The Global Opportunity
Fund is a Cayman Islands

fund, not a Luxembourg fund.
• Tbe root cause of the
problem is that the fund and
its investors were let down by
Intercapital Asset Management
Limited, the fund manager.
The position taken by Lee &
Allen's clients in tbe current
litigation is that, following

trading losses sustained by the
fund. Intercapital over-valued
certain of the securities in the
fund and therefore overstated

the value of the fund as a

whole. Intercapital is now in

liquidation. Neither

Intercapital not its managing
director, Geoffrey de Sibert,

was connected with Morgan
Stanley.

• Morgan Stanley Bank

after the Soviet Union. The
Soviet Union was first of all a
country with a strict, planned
economy based on Lenin's
utopian idea of a society where
it is possible for a group of
people in a planning body to

envisage demand and supply
for the nation, and plan it alL
That was based on Marx's

equally utopian idea of state
ownership which would lead to
idyllic crisis-free production,
similar to that of a single

producer which could
manufacture all tbat was

Luxembourg (MSBL), as the
fund's administrator, received
and reviewed asset valuations
provided by IntercapitaL The
valuations were supported by
independent confirmations
from outside market makers,
on which MSBL relied in good
faith. MSBL had no reason to
believe those confirmations
were inaccurate, or to attempt
to second guess them by
calling for data based on
secondary’ sources used
elsewhere in a completely
separate entity within the
Morgan Stanley Group for a
different purpose (day-to-day
monitoring of collateral for
loans).

• A number of investors owe
Morgan Stanley International
Limited (MSIL) money that
was loaned to them. Mstl jg
entitled to have that repaid.
• The description of what
happened in relation to the
fund since the beginning of
this year is misleading. The
directors of the fund concluded

needed. A real attempt to

re-build the Soviet Union
would have begun exactly as it

was built in the first place - by
speedy nationalisation and
plans written by pro-

Communist economists and
forced by the entire state with,

as Trotsky put it, military

discipline. So watch out for

nationalisation in Russia -
that is what you have to fear.

Mergen Mongnsh.
Ratnaya 8-1-118,

Moscow, 113628, Russia

in January year that the
proper course of action was to

place the fund in liquidation.

We are frankly puzzled as to

why the claimant investors
took a different view by voting
against liquidation at an EGM
in February. We were promised
details of why the claimants
believed the appointment of
so-called “independent"
directors (to be proposed by
the claimants) was more
appropriate than allowing an
obviously independent
liquidator to wind up the

outstanding affairs of the fund.

These details have not been I*

forthcoming. Morgan Stanley
'

continues to take the view that

liquidation is the most
appropriate course.

David Walker,
chairman.
Morgan Stanley Group
(Europe).

25 Cabot Square,
Canary Wharf,
London E14 4QA. UK

Factors behind Global Opportunity Fund
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Anglo-German
attitudes

Mr JQrgen Schrempp, chairman of
Daimler-Benz, has never made any
secret of his desire to entrench the
Anglo-American notion of share-
holder value in Germany’s biggest
industrial company. Yet the deci-
sion by the supervisory board last
week to sanction the introduction
of an executive stock option
scheme despite the protests of
most of the board’s employee rep-
resentatives stm looks a surpris-
ing departure for the group.
The post-war corporate culture

in Germany has been character-
ised by a high degree of trust
between the different stake-
holders, together with low wage
differentials in the workplace. To
adopt a stock option scheme when
the payouts from -such arrange-
ments are causing political uproar
in the US, and to a lesser extent
the UK, might appear quixotic.

Yet the case for seeking to
establish a closer alignment
between the interests of owners
and management is not difficult to

make here. One of the disadvan-
tages of a bank-dominated corpo-
rate system is that banks may
have a greater interest in promo-
ting size rather than profitability.

It is certainly striking that Deut-
sche Bank, the biggest share-
holder in Daimler-Benz, was inti-

mately involved in the disastrous

conglomerate strategy pursued by
Mr Schrempp's predecessor, Mr
Edzard Reuter.

Nor does bank representation on
the board appear to have provided
the guarantee of close perfor-

mance monitoring that some Brit-

ish admirers used to claim. Recent

crises at KlOckner-HUmboldt-
Deutz, MetaBgeseUschaft, Schnei-
der and Sfidmflch have cast seri-
ous doubt on the effectiveness of
supervisory boards generally. And
at Daimler-Benz problems were
allowed to fester for far longer
than a market-based governance
system would have tolerated.
As the maturing of Germany’s

book reserve system of occupa-
tional pensions imposes greater
needs for external capital,

German companies aspire to a
greater international presence, it

is inevitable that gnwma^y^ and
accountancy wQl shift further in
an Anglo-American direction.
Daimler-Benz’s decision to obtain
a listing in New York was an early
indication of the trend.
Yet such moves are not without

wider costs. The «u»na»» of commu-
nity in the German workplace cre-
ates valuable social Mptai winch
has contributed importantly to
competitiveness in world maHrptc
But such capital is anyway threat-
ened by increased international
competition, new technology and
an overvalued exchange rate.
These are probably more impor-
tant threats to social consensus in
industry than stock options for
top managers in the relatively
small part of the economy that is

in the hands of quoted companies.
The idea that property owner-

ship entails duties as well as
rights is firmly embedded in the
German constitution. It follows
that decisions on such matters as
dividend policy at Daimler-Benz
and elsewhere will always be tem-
pered by social conscience.

Mandela’s rand
It does not compare with the
election victory that brought Nel-

son Mandela to power, or the
Springbok triumph in the world
rugby cup, hut it is none the less a

Y landmark for post-apartheid South
Africa. Last Thursday the African

National Congress (ANC) became
the custodian of the South African

rand, with the appointment of Mr
Trevor Manuel, the former trade

and industry minister, "to- the
finance portfolio vacated by Mr
Chris Llebenberg.

For the first time since the gov-

ernment of national unity took
office in May 1994, the holder of

this critical job comes from the

ranks of the ANC - much to the

market’s alarm.

The rand fell 10 cents in one day

to a historic low of 4.11 against the

dollar. Over the last six weeks, the

currency has dropped 12 per cent,

prompted by speculation about Mr
Mandela's health, as well as

rumours about Mr Liebenberg’s

impending departure.

It was a baptism of fire for Mr
Manuel, obliged to come to the

defence of the’ rand at his first

press conference. Yet there is no
reason to believe that he is any
fcgs committed than his predeces-

sors to the fiscal discipline that

has marked the country’s eco-

nomic management. Far from

being seen as a liability, Mr Man-

uel's record as a black anti-apart-

heid activist can be turned to

advantage, for he can speak with a

frankness denied his apolitical

predecessors.

First he should hammer hmnft

the economic realities. Although
the economy grew by &5 per cent
last year, the highest for a decade,

only 12,000 formal sectorjobs have
been created in the past three
years, while some 300.000 school

leavers enter the market annually.

Foreign investment has been
disappointing; The reason is dear.

In a recent study of global compet-

-ftrveness by -the World Economic
Forum, South Africa ranked 42nd
out of 48 countrhg, assessed.

K the government iato achieve

its target of 6 'per cent annual
growth by 2000, Mr Manuelhas no
time to lose. Privatisation, which
Is encountering trade union resis-

tance, must move fester. The bud-
get deficit, currently 6 per cent of
GDP, targeted at 5.1 per cent in

1996-7, must be reduced further.

The new minister must also

press ahead with the phased relax-

ation of exchange controls. And
perhaps above aD, he must urge
the Congress of South African
Trade Unions, which successfully

lobbied against an increase of
VAT by 1 per cent in the recent

budget, to accept tbe need for

more revenue raising measures.
Few political parties have come

to power feeing such formidable

challenges as the ANC But then
few parties enjoy such an ovea*-

whelming mandate from their

electorate. If Mr Manuel does not

use this asset in the months ahead

to speed up the pace of economic

reform, the rand may be in for a
rough ride.

Better teaching
Nothing exemplifies the

fragmented and unprofessional

state of Britain’s teaching profes-

sion better than the annual Easter

charade of the teachers' union

conferences. By the low standard

of previous years, the 1996 confer-

ences have not been too bad so

far. The government’s schools

inspectorate has come in for

abuse, with culls for its abolition

and threats of isolated industrial

action. Delegates to the conference

of the National Onion of Teachers,

the most militant union, yesterday

defied their leadership and voted

against a move to give rank-and-

file teachers a more direct say

over union policy. -

Both are retrograde steps, but

nothing decided so fer will inflict

serious disruption on schools

themselves. However, the creation

of a general teaching council - a

single body representing the pro-

fessional interests of all classroom

teachers - cannot come too soon.

Government and opposition alike

now stress tbe need fer improve-

ments to Britain's educational per

formance. They are right but con-

structive dialogue with teachers is

not to be had through the current

union regime.
, ,

That said, better teaching is not

only a 'Sanction of better teachers.

The environment within which

pupils learn is equally vital Much

of this is beyond the control of

any government. But one impor-

tant element - financial resources

for school infrastructure - is a

direct state responsibility. .

Mr David Blunkett, the shadow
education secretary, addressed
this issue in a thoughtful week-

end speech. In effect, he called for

a new version of the government's

Private Finance Initiative to be

applied to improvements in state

school infrastructure. Schools

would club together and sign con-

tracts with the private sector for

“planned maintenance pro-

grammes” to upgrade teaching

facilities. In return for the capital

and associated maintenance agree-

ments, schools would make lease-

type payments over the duration

of the contract. Mr Blunkett

talked of "hundreds of minions” of

pounds being raised for school

improvements in this way. and

said the shadow Treasury team

agreed that such spending would

not “fell foul" of tbe public sector

borrowing requirement

Thee is a strong case for extra

capital spending on state schools,

a large proportion of which are in

a poor physical condition. How-

ever, Mr Blunkett's outline plan

haa nil the hallmarks of the FFI at

its most dubious. The purpose of

the PFI is to transfer real risk to

the private sector in return for

better service: it is not to act as an

off;balance-sheet device for dis-

guising government spending.

The provision of new schools

might involve sufficient risk

transfer to justify recourse to the

PFL But refurbishing existing

buildings is unlikely to do so.

Alas, school improvements are not

to be had on the cheap.

The storm on the horizon
Germany’s pensions system may need radical reform as the workforce

declines and the number of pensioners rises, says Andrew Fisher

W ith their economy
straggling and jobs
threatened, Ger-
mans already have
plenty to worry

.about But now they are beset by
another nagging anxiety; how gen-
erous will their pensions be? At a
time of weak economic growth,
record unemployment and high tax
and social security costs, tbe viabil-

ity of the state system enahHng peo-
ple to retire in comfort is being
increasingly chaTTongpd

The debate no longer concerns
only the financial crunch to be
faced in coming decades when more
Germans retire and fewer are in
wesk. It has forced its way «n+n
today's agenda because the govern-
ment is striving to make immediate
redactions in the state’s burden on
the economy.
hi the political hot seat is Mr Nor-

bert Bitten, the Christian Democrat
(CDU) labour minister, who has
promised to defend the pension sys-

tem “tooth and nail" - a pledge
locking ever more difficult to fnlfiL

The state of the economy and
strains on the federal budget have
given the issue a new urgency.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and his
cabinet win discuss how to cut the
cost of the pension system later th?.«c

month. The proposals are likely to

include a higher TetU ’

eynftnt age for

women, larger contributions for
those spending long periods in
higher education, and lower pen-
sions for ftgrrnflnLitoBftPnflpri immi-
grants from eastern Europe.
The government has already had

one attempt at cutting pension
costs. In hfarrh, it fTwashffri out a
minting to of the Ttingt Hrffimlt

problems: the steep cost of early

retirement. Last year, nearly 300,000

people retired early under a scheme
introduced in 1984 to help cut job-

less figures. Big companies, which
bear little of the cost, have made
increasing use of it to shed labour.

“Companies have laughed them-
selves sTTTy that they could do this

so easily” says Mr Johann F.ekboff,

a former economics ministry official

and now economics professor , at
Cologne University. Last year’s

early retirees wfll cost the pension
system DM38bn (£17bn) more over

the next three years than if they
left work at 63. In future, mere of

tiie cost win be shifted onto compa-
nies and individuals. This should
save the pension system DM17bn
between 1998 and 2003.

But without further action and
revived economic growth, the state

system - originated by Chancellor

-Bismarck in 1891 - wifi have a -defi-

cit ofDMlObn next year. This would
meana further rise in contributions

from the present 19.2 pea; cent of an
individual’s gross income (of which
employer and employee pay half

each) to 20 per emit or more; in 1993,

the rate was 17.5 per cent
The government is determined to

avoid this. Mr Blilm has drawn up a
package of savings, but is opposed
to basic changes in the pay-as-

you-go system under which pen-
sions are paid from current contri-

butions and not from funds built up
over previous yeare.

. Many experts do not believe, how-
ever, that the pay-as-you-go system
can survive without extensive
reforms. The low birth rate means
the number of workers paying con-

tributions is dwindling fast, while

the number ofpensioners is increas-

ing. As the post-war baby boomers
retire, the situation will worsen.

The most severe test will not
come until around 2030, when there

will be about one worker fer every
pensioner. But policy initiatives

must be enacted early since they

can take years to have an impact.

There are already about two work-

Pension-fund assets

Sbn. - - As percentage of GDP

BO% 80%

Old-age dependency ratios

PtopqrtoR Of retirees (60 years +) to people of working age {20-60 year olds)

100%..

US 31% 49%

Canada 28% 50%

Japan - 31% *1%

AusbafayrC ^29% 44%

Benelux 33% 66%

France 36% 55%

.GoTnariy («fe^ 36% . 65%

;369f 68%

Scandinavia 39% 53%

Spain/Portugal 36% 54%

WD 73 . 80 8S

Soon* l*K«s*y&COfnp*v

ers for every pensioner compared
with three in the 1960s. Germany's
old-age dependency ratio (the pro-

portion of retired people to those of
working age) is expected to rise

from 35 per cent now to around 70
pm- cent by 2030.

“Since the rate of active participa-

tion in the workforce is naturally

far less than 100 per cent, every
worker would have to finance more
than one retiree, resulting in an
absurd social tax rate,” says Mr
Hemo Fassbender. a director of the

German operation of McKinsey, the

management consultancy.

The government has already
taken some steps. Under a 1992 law.

early retirement will be discouraged
by making it less worthwhile to

stop working before 65; this was to

start biting after 2001, but Mr
Blthn’s proposed reforms could
advance this. Increases in the state

pension are also now linked to rises

in the net, rather than tbe gross,

income of an individual. This wifi

slow their rate of increase as higher

Sowce McMnaey a Company

taypK and social security contribu-

tions eat into after-tax income.
But the government is being

forced to think harder. The Bundes-
bank has called the level of tax and
social security contributions after

German unification “a serious
impediment to economic growth".
The cost of doting the east German
pensions gap with the west is a bur-

den, though a diminishing (toe.This
year, state pensions will cost

DM323bn, around 10 per cent of
gross domestic product and a third

A boost for capital markets

I
f private pension provision
took off in Germany, the conn-
try’s capital markets would
benefit significantly. German

companies have huge interna] pen-
sion reserves: they amounted to
DM270bn in 1994, equivalent to a
third of the country’s stock market
papftn’KKattrrp .

By setting aside these “book
reserves” for retirement commit-
ments, companies defer tax liabili-

ties and have a ready-made source

of finance. Mr Alexander Schrader,

an economist at Deutsche Bank

Research, says: “If this money was
put into the capital market, it

would be used much more effi-

ciently." Instead, the reserves,
often held in bank deposits or other
short-term assets, are generally
used to finance companies’ own
investments.
The absence of these funds from

the market - pension funds are far

smaller in relation to the economy
than in many other industrialised

countries - “is a significant

structural hindrance to tbe
development of German financial

markets” . adds Mr Schrader.
Even the most steadfast defend-

ers of the state system admit more
private provision is required.
Nearly half of German workers are

in company schemes, paid out of

book reserves or from special funds
and insurance-linked schemes,
which add 20 per cent or so to their

state pension.

But because of the increased cost

of pensions, many companies find

their schemes are inadequate and
make up the gap from ordinary
cash flow.
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T.-p Evtir Wonderedwhat it is that
' rerztiymotivatesinvestment- -

bankers? F&rastart, it's not the "

- bonuses, saysMichel DavichWefll.

the moves between file

, threeLazarf banks'in New York,
London and'Farls.- .

-ftttdab* Gamingfinmlhfl urbane
' Larardbosswho has'just cooked

_trp-a complexscheme for V

"

redistribnltagjHu^
colleagues, thatscurnds a trffie. _ .

w^iricfc^^raidlhainke-says
the scheme hasbeen the subjectof

tong, intenud debate, butadds that
there is nwre.to debates over

: bramsesthanjUeds tbeeye:- “ft's

translated intomaney-terms;

'. .bat it’s not really about

•money”-.
_ 'So what fait all about?

•

.

: Davld-WtiH saysthat American
• bankere care most about fairness;

"• everything hastobesharedfairiy.

.

'Nothing pails them moreihan
sedngthe othergwy getmere than
-he’s.wcffth. Frencbbaiikers, on the

.

• othe- hand, are motivated by- •

.

• respectA healthy bonis stows a.

healthy level ofrespect fromone's
superiors.

And the British? frrDayid-WeOTs

universe, they«re driven by a
: search ferhappiness^
V/ Come again? fTfce British want
• tofed good about wbothey are

-andwheretitfywtek,” he .

says. A bad bonusrundenainas „

that sense of well-being.
So now youknow.

.

Dirty mbney
;

\
Here's a chance to make a

complete yahoo of yourself. An "

.

Internet directoryservice going by
the name Yahoo! finsweek hopes .

to raise as much as$4&nina share
offer, underwritten by Goldman
Sachs..

•Yahoo! is based -where else?- •

inSramyrale. California. The; •

company provides something
calleda “search engine” which, in -

flmbiy, afiows internet useis to

ekide some <£the enennous heaps

rifrubbish already dogging .

cyberspace. Foundedby two
Stanford University graduate

students - Jerry Yang, 27, and

David Fflo,29 - the one-year-old

Yahoo! plans tbsell If) per cent of

Bb stock, 2.6m shares, at a price of

perhaps $18.

Wtird business, damn funny
name. Are Yangand Fflo laughing

up their sleeves? We rally ask out

of curiosity, tineathe word yahoo
™im from Jonathan Swift’s novel

Guttaxr’s Tiiwels. In the fourth

section ofthe novel Gulliver

travels to a-land where he
encounters a race ofcivilBed

horses, calledHouybnhmns.
Gulliver also encounters a nasty,

hairy, dirty, smelly race of

casuafiy-defecatingbrutes called

Yahoos. Gulliver find the

Houyhnhnms soappealingthat it

lakes himawhlle to twig that the

Yahoos are, in fact, human beings.

So what’s tire message? Money
stinks?

Two mad cows
A couple of nightmare - sorry,

‘'enormously challenging” - jobs

currently available. For more than

£100000 you can join ING Barings
in Hang Kong - as bead of

information technology. Special

expertise in settingup
computer-based derivatives scams
presumably not mandatory.

If that's not your cup of tea, try

this. A “home economist” is

wanted in &Etoo Keynes, salary up
to SSOfiOQ. You will need a "proven

track record in the creative

preparation offood fer

photography and promotions, as

wefi as the initiative and flair

required toInnovateand develop

naw products and recipes." Given

the current panic however.

Observer would want a
Barings-type wad. Thejob is with

British Meat, part of the Meat and
Livestock Commission.

Educated guess
South Africa is cross about what

it regards as unfair US competition

in a country where both have tong

meddled - Angola. .

Luanda’s government was long
criticised by Washington for

employing the Sooth African
TnMwmary outfit gyumting

Outcomes to fight theguerrilla

force Unita. It finally buckled to

pressure last year and sent then
home.
Now there’s a new US company

- Military Professional Resources
Incorporated - bidding to train and
re-organise Angola’s army. US
nffirflaiiy claim the relationship will

be “completely different": while

Executive Outcomes killed rebels.

MPRI will largely be teaching

English.

MPRI has fanner US generals on
its staff, and was proposed by a
consultancy firm run by Herman
Cohen, former US assistant

secretary for African affairs. The
assumption in Luanda - and
Pretoria - is that MPRI has mure
onto mind than verb endings.

"NOw, pay attention class. Today
we shall be learning how to spell

'central intelligence agency
1
".

.

.

Dream machines
Who saysBMW owners remain

wedded for life to the “ultimate

driving machine”?A survey by-

venture capitalists 3i asked 1,000

UK business owners what they
drive; BMW came equal tops with

Mercedes. But when asked what
car they dream of driving,

Mercedes moved effortlessly ahead.

Any satisfaction among tbe boys
from Bavaria in finding that Rover,

now pert ofBMW, emerges as the

.

third mostwidely driven executive
car will be short-lived; it isn't even
on tbe list of dream machines.

of the total social security budget
The main proposals for stream-

lining the pensions system are:

• Encouraging people to stay at

work longer. “If people live up to 20
years longer than they used to, yon
can't say the}' shouldn't work lon-

ger.” says Mr Eekhoff. Only 40 per
cent of pensioners in west Germany
stop work at the official retirement

age of 65 - the average leaving age
is 59.

• Shortening the length of educa-

tion so people start work earlier and
contribute longer. Many well-
educated Germans do not start

work until nearly 30.

• Encouraging people to make
more provision for their own pen-
sions to supplement those from the
state system. Proposals range from
modest changes to a wholesale shift

to funded schemes, as in the US and
UK. State pensions are the main-
stay of retirement provision in Ger-

many. accounting for SO per cent of

payments. But shifting to a fully-

funded system could cost up to

DMlO.OOObn. One generation would
pay twice - for retirees’ pensions
and tbeir own.
• One way to encourage individ-

uals to make their own savings for

the future would be for the state to

provide only a low basic pension,

worth about 40 per cent of final net

income. The present state pension
is worth about 70 per cent and aver-

ages DM2.000 a month for a west
German who has worked 45 years.

The latter notion, proposed by tbe

Bonn-based think-tank lnstitut for

Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft (IWG)
with a 25-year transition period, is

generally regarded as politically

unacceptable. Yet most of the above
proposals will have to be imple-
mented in some form if the pay-as-

you-go system is not to founder.
“None of these ideas is enough on

its own to get a grip on the prob-

lem, but together they can provide

a solution,” says Mr Franz Ruland,

director of the German association

of pension insurers.

Without action now, pension con-

tributions could rise alarmingly to

nearly 30 per cent of gross income
in 2030. (Without the 1992 law. they
might have approached 40 per cent

in that year). “If nothing is done,

(he system wifl come apart at the

seams,” says Mr Eugen Mfiller,

head of the social security depart-

ment at the employers' federation.

“If people are not made aware early

enough of the need to do mere far

themselves, they can lose out”
Some critics say Mr BlOm has

done employees a disservice by not
drawing attention earlier to cracks

in the system. According to Mr
Fassbender, who favours much
more private provision, “Mr Blflm
seems to think there’s some kind of

magic cake that can be baked to

make everybody happy”.
While there is no all-purpose solu-

tion, the size of the economic cake
is crucial. As well as warning about
pension costs, the Bundesbank and
others have called for greater eco-

nomic flexibility and deregulation

to promote jobs and wealth.

With a dynamic economy, low
unemployment and high immigra-
tion, Prognos - the Swiss research

institute commissioned by the asso-

ciation of pension insurers to assess

contribution trends - reckoned in

its optimistic scenario that, without
further policy action, contributions

would have to rise to 25.5 per cent

by 2030. Its pessimistic scenario
envisaged nearly 28 per cent
Several experts think tbe optimis-

tic scenario far too favourable. “It

was based on fine weather condi-

tions.” says IWG’s Ms Stefanie

Wahl For German pensioners, the

outlook is stormy rather than mild,

and they had better take cover now.

100 years ago
Germany/Japan treaty

By the signature of the new
Treaty of Commerce between
Germany and Japan, the latter

has scored the second great step

in its advance to the position of

a civilised trading Power - the
first step being the

Anglo-Japanese Treaty of 1894.

Previously Japan has been
regarded as a land apart, special

Consular jurisdiction and so ou -

being insisted on by the Western
Powers; but now all that is

waived, and not only so, but

Japan is to be allowed to come
under the “most-favoured-

nation” clause in the matter of

tariffs. In return, Japan opens

her doors more hospitably to

foreign settlers.

50 years ago
An air taxi?

An aircraft which can operate

easily from confined spaces will

doubtless have even more
attraction in future than it has
now. The Fairey Aviation

Company is fortunate in having
in hand, as Mr. R.T. Outen
revealed at the annual meeting,

the design and manufacture of a
rotating wing aircraft which is

believed to have some for both
civil and military purposes. With
its power ofhovering, as well as
moving in various directions, it

may be an air taxi of the future.
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Korean theatre of war
stages an unreal drama
By John Burton in Seoul

The trace village of PanmuoJom
that lies astride the demilitarised
zone between North and South
Korea should currently be one of
the tensest places in the world.
Last week the North announ-

ced that it no longer respected
the armistice that ended the
1950-53 Korean war and almost
every night since Friday, large
numbers of heavily armed North
Korean troops have entered Pan-
munjom, in violation of the truce

agreement. They have staged sev-

eral hours of choreographed mili-

tary exercises before disappear-
ing back into the dark.
Tet this latest Korean crisis

has an air of unreality to it. By
day. busloads of foreign and Kor-
ean tourists still travel to Pan-
munjom to photograph the North
Korean guards that normally
patrol their side of armistice lime.

“It’s business as usual," said

one official of the US-led United

Nations Command. But that is

not the impression being con-

veyed by the Seoul government.
President Kim Young-sam has

convened a national security

council meeting lor the first time
since the tense 1994 nodear dis-

pute with North Korea. He
warned yesterday that South
Korea "would not tolerate it if

reckless acts of provocation by
North Korea continue".
South Korean military forces

have also been placed on a
heightened surveillance status
for the first time in 15 years,

although this has not been
reflected in a corresponding
increase in military readiness
along the heavily fortified demili-

tarised zone.

Many political analysts believe

Seoul's reactions are primarily
aimed at a domestic audience
ahead of a general election mi
Thursday. A resolute response by
Mr Kim's government, which is

in danger of losing its parliamen-

tary majority, could win back
badly needed conservative voters.

North Korea’s actions are prob-
ably also not what they at first

appear to be. Instead of a prelude

to war, they are being seen as a
negotiating tactic to press the US
to begin talks on signing a formal
peace treaty ending the Korean
war. Pyongyang hopes this will

eventually lead to the withdrawal
of the 37,000 US troops from
South Korea.
South Korea military officials

describe the latest North Korean
action as part of a psychological
warfare campaign to gain conces-
sions on a peace treaty, following
recent statements by North Kor-
ean officials that war an the Kor-
ean peninsula is only a matter of

time.

Nonetheless, concerns remain
that North Korean measures
could create the conditions for an
accidental outbreak of fighting.

Trial clouds election. Page 4

French bank’s

longer hours
Continued from Page 1

hanks such as the large Credit

Agricole. It is also a measure of
the pressure that Mr Jean Feyre-
levade. the Credit Lyonnais pres-

ident, is patting on his staff to

agree desperately needed produc-
tivity improvements.
Credit Lyonnais recorded only

a symbolic FFrl3m (&L55m) net
profit last year after being res-

cued twice by the government In

1994-95. It is still baulking at the

large asset sales it is supposed to

make as a condition of those
bail-outs.

On a wider plane, the Credit

Lyonnais accord will encourage
the centre-right government and
socialist opposition to pursue
redactions in working time in
order to create new job slots.

Hie government once derided

this as artificial "work sharing”,

hot now excludes no option in its

desperate quest to lower the
country’s 1L8 per cent jobless

rate. Last week prime minister

Alain Juppl invited former
Socialist prime minister Michel
Rocard for talks on the latter’s

ideas for reduced working time.

Credit Lyonnais’ partial accord
with the unions, reached on Fri-

day night, may create about 150
jobs. Bnt this wonld not stop
overall employment at the bank
shrinking for the next three
years, Mr Peyrelevade said.

Sinn Fein may take

part in elections to

Ulster peace forum
By John Murray Brown in Dubfin
and George Pailter in London

Sinn Fein, the political wing of

the Irish Republican Army, sig-

nalled yesterday that it might
contest next month’s elections to

a peace forum, raising hopes that

proposed all-party talks on the
future of Northern Ireland will go
ahead in -Tune
Mr Martin McGuinuess, Sinn

Fein's chief negotiator, said the

organisation was likely to partici-

pate if the mainly nationalist

Social Democratic and Labour
party decided to take part
"We actually believe that the

best way forward for the nation-

alist community is for the nation-

alist political representatives not
to participate in the election or
the elected body.” he said.

"But the SDLP is a party in its

own right, and if they decide to

contest the elections, then Tm
certain that Sinn F6in will do
likewise," he told BBC radio.

Mr McGuinuess. who earlier

said he would seek SDLP support
fear a boycott of the polls, insisted

Sinn F6in had a right to take part
in the talks whatever the IRA
did. The British and Irish govern-

ments have said Sinn F6in can-
not take part unless the IRA
restores its ceasefire.

Mr McGuinness said his party
was willing to play its part in
helping to bring about a fresh

ceasefire.

Mr Jonathan Stevenson, the
SDLP chairman, said his party
wanted to see the legislation on
the elections before deciding
whether it would take part In

them.
“We will wait to see whether

we can move immediately and
without further preconditions to

all-party talks," he said. “If we
can, then the chances are that we
will take part in the elective pro-

cess - reluctantly, because it is a
bit of a dog’s breakfast”
Meanwhile, Ulster's annual

marching season got off to a vio-

lent start yesterday as loyalist

demonstrators clashed with
police In south Belfast

The province now faces a tense

period, mlminating in the loyal-

ist commemorations on July 12
marking the defeat of the catho-

lic King James II by forces loyal

to King William, his protestant

successor, at the Battle of the
Boyne in 1690.

New technology ‘will boost oil production’
Continued from Page l

included more accurate seismic

images of oil fields, advances in
drilling techniques and 'a new
generation of robust sensors and
valves capable of operating per-

manently at the extreme depths,

pressures and temperatures of

modern oil wells.

These would have to be sup-

ported by sophisticated software

and powerful computers. Schlum-
berger has close links to Intel,

the world's biggest maker of com-
puter chips, from which it

receives regular batches of the

latest experimental devices. The
company has also bucked indus-

try trends in recent years by
maintaining research and devel-

opment spending.

.

Mr Baird said the prospect of

permanently placing a wide

range of sensors in oil wells

should enhance productivity, by
allowing oil companies to take
early action to prevent them
from drying up.

“The key thing is to prevent
wells from dying. With perma-
nent downhole sensors we will

know when it is starting to

develop the flu, when it is close

to getting bronchitis and when it

is about to die."

Argentines

wrestle

with new
misery of
deflation
By David Nfing in Buenos Aires

Argentines, survivors of two
recent bouts of hyperinflation,
are coming to grips with a new
source of misery - deflation.

Retail prices dropped 0.6 per
cent in the first quarter of 1996,

and the increase over the 12

months was a mere 0.2 per cent
The government announce-

ment last week, which
murfia boasts that Argentina now
had the world’s lowest inflation

rate, was almost apologetic in
tone, in sharp contrast to the
public joy shown when the coun-
try overcame bouts of hyperinfla-

tion in i960 and 199L
"The reason for deflation is

that no one has a bean to spend,

no one takes a tavi
, no one is

buying anything,” said Mr
Ricardo Castro, a 56-year-old con-

struction site manager who has
not found a job in his field for 654
years.

Deflation for Mr Castro is

merely the flip side ofa recession

that saw the economy contract

by 4-4 per cent last year, bringing

the jobless rate to nearly one in

five. "Businesses are lowering
prices because, if they don’t,

they’ll go to the wall," he said.

"That's how we see it, those who
are suffering this thing-”

According to Mr Marcelo Zlo-

togwiazda, writing in Pagina/12
newspaper, the government is

beginning to regard its much-
vaunted price stability as some-
thing of a liability, a "mirror of

crisis".

Many economists disagree.
Argentina's rigid monetary sys-

tem. in which devaluation is pro-

hibited by law, needs to squeeze

wages and prices in order to
make exports internationally
competitive, they argue.

Mr Domingo Cavallo, economy
minister, concedes deflation

could delay recovery - because
people might be encouraged to

postpone purchases - but argues
it also reflects greater price com-
petition and consumer choice in

a newly deregulated economy.
"Somebody who wants to buy a

car now has many choices,” said
Mr Cavallo, explaining file 30 per
cent drop In car sales last year.

“So he shops around and looks

for the best-quality car and the
lowest price. It takes longer to

decide, because in any case his

money is not being destroyed by
inflation. In the past, he pur-
chased any car at any price as
soon as he had the cash.”

Mr Wilbert Surco, whose fam-
ily owns a comer shop in the

Buenos Aires district of San
Telmo, argues he was better off

in the days of fast rising prices

when "at least people earned
more or less decent wages”.
But he also remembers with a

shiver the dark days of 1989
when his wages were wiped out
and people stormed supermarkets
in search of food. "Stability does
count for something," he admits.

"At least it allows you to plan
ahead a Utile.”

FT WEATHER GUIDE

Europe today
Most of Europe will have frequent sunny
periods with warm spring temperatures.

Southern France, Spain and Portugal will have
fine spring conditions with temperatures

between 20C and 25C.
A zone of cloud from Germany to the French

Alps win mark the boundary between mild

spring conditions centered on Poland and
cooler air near the Benelux and Britain. This

zone will have occasional rain and thundery
showers.

During the aftemopn cloud will increase over
Ireland. Elsewhere in the British Isles there wiU

be sunny periods.

A low over the Black Sea will direct cool air into

south-eastern Europe bringing showers and
temperatures ranging from IOC in northern

Turkey to 19C in southern areas.

Five-day forecast .

A persistent high over Scandinavia will bring dry

conditions to most of Europe. Western and
central areas will be spring-rare with

temperatures between 12C and 17C.

Western France and the British Isles will

become unsettled. Spain and Portugal will aba
have some rain and thundery showers 'm the

latter half of the week.
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Bangkok shower 3T Cafto wn 24 Dubrovnik fair 17

Barcelona sun 17 CapoTown fair 21 Edinburgh cloudy 14
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Fan far 21 Madrid far 22 Rangoon tar 37
Frankfurt fair 16 Majorca far 18 Rsyfcjm* daudy 8
Geneva to* 16 Malta shower 18 Ho tar- 27
GXnltar far 20 cloudy 14 Rome tar 18
Glasgow (ted 14 Manila daw 32 S. Praoo far 17
Hambtrg cloudy IS Mnfcoume Shower 18 Seoti sun 15
Helsinki sun 13 Mexico Ctty cloudy 22 Srgapore cloudy 32
Hong Kang raki 26 Mami shower 28 Stockholm sun 14
Honolulu fair 30 Man shower 17 Strasbowg cloudy 16
Istanbul cloudy 12 Montreal anow 1 Sydney shower 22
Jakarta cloudy 33 Moscow sun 13 Tangier ffar 24
Jersey far 14 Munich cloudy 11 TalAvfv sun 21
Karachi sun 34 Nairobi thund 28 Tokyo 3U1 15
Kuwait sun 37 Naples showar 17 Toronto sleet 3
LAngafas sun 20 Nassau shower 29 Vancouver shower 14
Las Palmas sun 23 Nan York rain 6 Vartca faT 18
Lima cloudy 22 Nice fair 18 Vienna far 14
Lisbon sun 21 Nicosia sin IB Warsaw GUI 13
London fair 15 CMo sun 10 MftBHngton cloudy 7

fafr 14 Paris Mr IS WaBngton rain 19
Lyon Mr 17 Perth sun 31 Winnipeg tar 10
Madera far 20 Prague fair 15 Zurich tfund 14
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Telecom tangles
Why is the global telecoms industry
swept up in a frenzy of deal-making?

Hie single most important reason is

the fligfntegraHnn of the fatematirmal

phone carteL Until now. telecoms
operators have normally kept rigidly

to their monopoly territories. With an
international call, one operator carries

it half-way - sometimes to the middle
of an ocean -wha* another picks it

up. The complex financial arrange-
ments used to divvy tqp the revenue
makes intemoHrma? traffic thp most
profitable part of the industry.

But, as markets are opened to com-
petition, the more aggressive opera-

tors are sorely tempted to invade each
other’s patches. Where possible, they
Want to hamtlp both P'nrin of the
The most far-sighted know competi-
tion will rati prices; but they
may still make good money if they can
benefit from the industry’s vast econo-
mies of scale. Hence, the urge to cre-

ate supercamers. If BT merges with
Cable & Wireless, it will carry around
4L5bn minutes of international traffic a
year. Add in BTs US ally MCI and the
total rises to 8bn - the same as AT&T,
the world leader. The same logic

applies to last week’s SSObn merger
between SBC and Pacific Telesis; half

of all US to Mexico originate in

the two Baby Bells’ territories.

The merger boom is likely to accel-

erate: First, because liberalisation is

gathering pace. Second, because deal-

making Creates a mnmwrtiim of its

own. Other Baby Bells win feel the

pressure to mimic SBC/PacTeL And if

BT merges with C&W, there could be a
domino effect - not least because Mer-
cury, CAW’S UK arm, wiD cams up for

sale.

US equities
For the second month in a row, the

US non-farm payroll figures have
knocked the staffing out of world
equity markets and brought out die

usual band of soothsayers predicting

the end of the boll market But such
predictions look premature. The resur-

gence of the US economy ha* been
reflected in a near 100 basis point
increase in 30-year benchmark bond
yields during 1996. Hopes of another
interest rate cut have evaporated, and
this is written into share prices. But
while economic activity has been
stronger than pandits had been
expecting in early January, it is not
that strong; and a rate rise remains a
distant prospect
The US equity market has been

going through a process of adjustin&nt

throughout the year. Defensive, or
yield sensitive, stocks such as utilities

and Insurance nmnpanipq have weak-

Mew York

Dow Jones Industrial Average

6.000 —

—

—r

ened. but the slack has been taken up
by the cyclical sectors, where earnings

growth prospects are improving. This

trend ghrwM continue.

In 1994, US equities withstood a 200

basis point rise in long bond yields,

and the bull run sbraild be able to

survive further weakening in bonds.

After all, the differential between
bond equity yields remains com-
fortably at tiie low end of the historic

range. While markets will clearly be
sensitive to any signs of inflation,

equities are underpinned by two phe-

nomena: the weight of mutual fund
gash looking for an investment home
and growing corporate cash flows. The
corporate sector will continue to

plough cash fain share buy-backs and
mergers and acquisitions. And as the

pace of M&A activity continues, equi-

ties should regain same of their lustre.

German demergers
Hoechst has admitted that doing the

splits would make sense. Bayer has

decided against it. Meanwhile, at

Thyssen, the new supervisory board
rhairmnn chry^pH his fthief executive

last week by publicly suggesting a
three-way separation of the steel, engi-

neering and trading group. None of

these companies has fully subraced
the idea of a demerger, but at least

they are thinking about it In a coun-

try where diversified holding compa-
nies dominate the corporate landscape
this is a big step forward. On top of

the introduction of executive share
options at Daimler-Benz and Deutsche
Bank, it shows the concept of share-

holder Value gaining ground
A demerger may not be appropriate

in every case. But where there is a
hidden jewel to unlock, it can create

considerable value. Thyssen and Man-

npsmann, which both own embryonic
but rapidly growing ' telecoms
operations, are potential examples of
thk The computer service operations

of Daimler-Benz's Debis unit may be

another. Separating businesses brings

greater focus and makes joint ven-

tures .easier. It forces management to

work harder by removing the veil of

membership of a larger group. Share-

holders also benefit if one of the.'

demerged divisions attracts bid specu-

lation.

Tax problems, often raised as an
objection, do not appear insurmount-

able. And investors should give short

shrift to the argument that diversifica-

tion reduces risks and smoothes Gam-
ings. At Thyssen, losses on the steel

side between 1992 and 1994 swamped
profits elsewhere. Investors can bal-

ance risks more easily and cheaply 6*

the stock market than company man-
agements can on the ground.

Spirits
The spirits sector has underper-

formed the .UK market by 45 per cent

over the past four years, as liquor

prices were slashed in the foco of

dwindling demand. But after numer-

ous false dawns, the tide is turning.

This year, the bulk of the largest

spirits producers have started reining

in discounts and pushing list prices

upwards. Of course, Remy Cointreau

increased cognac prices sharply In

China last year, only to see sales

slump. And discounting against listed

prices remains a core part of the sec-

tors' so-called "promotional expendi-

ture”. Nonetheless, now that the big

names are all having a go. price

increases look set to stick.

The knock-on effects could be dra-

matic. For Guinness, the impact of a a

per cent price Increase is more than

£40m of operating profits, and Grand
Metropolitan would do better still,

Furthermore, a continuing process of

restructuring and cost cutting is fund-

ing increased expenditure on advertis-

ing, in turn helping to promote some
increase hi sales volumes. This is hap-

pening while the sector has sunk to a
discount rating against the market
The background of stagnant demand

in developed markets - reflecting

health concerns more than economics.
- argues against a return to the heady
ratings of the early 1990s. And it will

be some time before improving market
conditions feed through to profit
None the less, the stocks look cheap.

Guinness offers the best value, due to

its emerging markets exposure. And
Allied Domecq looks the most expen-

sive. Its shares have been helped by
the approaching sale of Carlsberg-

Tetley. But incoming chairman Sir

Christopher Hogg has much mare to

do before be can transform the sec-

tor’s ugly duckling.

Rolls-Royce
OVER £50M WORTH OF
INDUSTRIAL ORDERS

Rolls-Royce companies have won substantial orders for

electrical and marine equipment

In Dubai, Reyrolle,part of the Industrial Power Group, is

extending three substations by providing 4O0kV gas-insulated

electrical switchgear in business worth £40m. Work on the

contracts has already started and will be completed in a

year's time to allow the Dubai Electricity and Water

Authority to meet peak electricity demands in 1997.

Rolls-Royce Industrial & Marine Gas Turbines

also secured a new order worth £llm for four Spey

SM1C engines to power two new air defence/command

frigates for the Royal Netherlands Navy.

Delivery of die engines wOJ start in 1998. The

Royal Netherlands Navy has used Rolls-Royce mating

gas turbines in every class of major warship since 1975.

TRENT POWER RECORD
The industrial Trent has set a world record for power from

an aero-derivative gas turbine. The engine, which is designed to

be rated at50MW In production units, reached more than 55MW
during testing.

The industrial Hunt is a derivative of the Rolls-Royce Trent 800, the

world's most powerful aero engine, with a certificated thrust of 90,0001b

Rolls-Royce
1906-

most Famous
Name In Engineering Rolls-Royce pic, 65 Buckingham Gate, London SW1E 6AX
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LEGAL DEFINITinMR
.key money n. 1 the cost of harbouring
one s yacht 2 expenses incurred in changing
loci# tusu. after burglary

) 3 premium paid
by an incoming tenant for premises, see
ROWE & MAW: asap (ph 0171-248 4282)
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List of potential suitors for Mercury lengthens
By Alan Cane in London

The list of potential buyers for
Mercury Communications,
chief domestic rival to British
Telecommunications, is length:
ening as negotiations which
could lead to a merger between
BT and Cable and Wireless

. intensify.

Many of the world’s larger
. telecoms operators, as well as a

- - number of Independent consor-
. tia which are seeking finance

Komatsu
to spend
Y20bn on
buy-back
By WBKam Dawkins hi Tokyo

' Komatsu, the world's second
largest producer of construc-

tion equipment, yesterday
became the latest in a queue of
cash-rich Japanese companies
to buy back its own shares. .

- The group said it would
spend up to Y20bn (S189m) on
buying and then liquidating
its own shares, representing
about 2 per cent of the total at
the current price, after seek-
ing shareholders' approval at
the annual meeting in Jane.
The move, popular in the UK

and US but until recently pro-

hibitively expensive in Japan,
is intended to support the
share price by reducing the
number of shares available.

Komatsu wants to lift its

return on equity, targeted at
2.6 per cent in the fiscal year
just ended, to 8 per cent in

1998.

This comes less than a week
after Toyota, Japan's hip car
producer, announced plans to

buy up to YlOObn of its shares.

It was the country’s largest
buy-back and was seen as set-

ting the fashion.

Buy-backs are welcomed in
Tokyo because they help to

reduce, the oversuppjy of
shares and equity warrants
created during the 1980s. -

Buy-backs were, however,
unpopular in Japan until last

year, whoa the finance minis-

try suspended its disapproval

of them and shelved a share-

holder tax which had been put

In place as a disincentive.

Previously, shareholders

who elected not to sell their

stocks back to the company
were taxed on the increase in

their investment's value

deemed to have occurred after

the buy-back. That tax has

been frozen until March 1999.

Companies have been eager

to take advantage of this new
freedom, partly because they

are better able to afford it.

Corporate cash flow is posi-

tive, and many, including

Komatsu, are sitting on piles

of cash which they are unwill-

ing to invest with the domestic

market growing modestly.

Komatsu reported Yll5bn of

cash at the end of September

last year. That has probably

.«»grown since then, given that

•the group is expected to make

a profit, before tax and
extraordinary items, of YlSbn

in the year to end-March, up

from Y16.68bn.

Japan's record low interest

rates have been another incen-

tive for Japanese companies to

buy their own shares. With the

official discount rate at a low

of 0.5 per cent, many compa-

nies are in the unusual posi-

tion of paying more to share-

holders in dividend yields than

they pay the hank in debt

Interest This is a dear incen-

tive to exchange equity for

debt

to fund the purchase, are
included.

Stet, the Italian state-owned
telecoms group, and Deutsche
Telekom are independently
considering Mercury as a base
for their ambitions in the UK.
At least two separate consor-
tia, one comprising a number
of US and European invest-
ment companies and the other
a group of senior telecoms
executives, are also planning
bids.

Both consortia are believed
to see Mercury as fee centre-
piece of an alliance with the
UK’s cable operators which
could mount an effective chal-
lenge to BT.
Cable and Wireless holds an

80 per cent stake in Mercury,
the remaining 20 per cent
being held by BCE, the Cana-
dian telecommunications
group which owns Bell Can-
ada.

An inevitable regulatory con-

sequence of a merger between
BT and C&W would be the
disposal of Mercury and Mer-
cury One-2-One, the mobile
phone company in which
C&W and US West hold equal

stakes.

The prize for the buyer
would be a bridgehead in the
UK’s fast evolving business
telecoms market. AT&T is. an
obvious candidate but it has
refused one offer on price
grounds. It is furthermore.

heavily committed to its own
reorganisation and to protect-

. mg its home territory follow-

ing the liberalisation of the US
telecoms market
Deutsche Telekom, the larg-

est European telecoms opera-
tor, is BT*s preferred choice
and has discussed the prospect
in informal talks with BT.
The position of BCE, Mercu-

ry’s minority shareholder. Is

unclear. A condition of pur-
chase of its 20 per cent stake in

Mercury was that BCE and
C&W were prevented from
buying further shares in each
other's business for five years.

Meanwhile, Mr Pets: Howell-
Davies, Mercury’s managing
director, has announced a new
management structure includ-

ing the appointment of two top
managers from Bell Canada.
He said last week after two
days of discussions with man-
agers and sales staff that
morale was good.

Shareholder rights plans are under scrutiny as corporate America searches for an antidote

US grows sick of its anti-takeover device
I

n boardrooms across corpo-
rate America directors are
asking themselves a burn-

ing question. “Should we
renew our poison pill?"

If they do, they risk antagon-
ising shareholders who are tak-
ing up the issue once more
after their interest waned in
the first half of the 1990s. But if

they do not, they may be open-
ing their companies to a hos-
tile takeover in an increasingly
active merger market.
The decision cm March 28 by

Chrysler to revise its poison
pill so that it would not be
triggered if the group received

a fully-financed, all-cash bid.
deemed to be at a fair price by
an investment bank, may
become the middle road direc-

tors can follow. The Chrysler
moves echo those made by
some other companies.
The shareholder rights plan,

as the anti-takeover device is

officially called, was invented
by Mr Martin Lipton, a top
takeover lawyer, in the mid-
1980s.

After a couple of dozen com-

!

panics adopted them in 19®, a
:

flood followed in 1986 as the
number of hostile bids surged
in the mid-to-late 1980s and
companies sought ways to pro-

tect themselves. Now two-
thirds of the companies in the

Standard & Poor's 500 index

have rights plans.

Since most plans have- a 10-

year life, many are due to
expire this year. According to

figures from Securities Data
Company, there are hundreds
of companies with poison pills

up for renewal this year or

next
Already more than 100 com-

panies have either renewed
existing pills or adopted new
ones this year.

Yet, although the share-

holder rights tag implies pills

are goad for investors in a tar-

get company, many institu-

tional shareholders are ques-
tioning the merits of poison

The poison pill has changed
little over the years. They are
cheap and simple to put in
place - it is a matter of law-

yers and corporate financiers

customising an off-the-shelf

legal document - and a board
can adopt one without share-

holder approval.

Pills work to an acquiring
company’s disadvantage usu-
ally by allowing investors in a
target company to buy more
shares' in it at a large discount,

often 50 per cent, or to buy
shares in the bidding company,
again at a sizeable discount
Either makes a takeover bid

prohibitively expensive.

A pill would generally be
triggered if one shareholder's

stake rises above a certain per-

centage, often 20 per cent but

increasingly a lower percent-

age.

The pill is such an effective

deterrent that: “I do not
believe one has ever been trig-

gered,” says Mr Frederic
Escherich, managing director

in JP. Morgan’s mergers and
acquisitions group.

Mr Escherich says he cannot
recafi an instance when a prop-

erly financed bid has been
defeated solely because of a
poison pill.

When a takeover does come,
the pill forces the bidder to

negotiate with the board of the
target company, since only the
board of a company can
remove a pilL It gives the tar-

get company a chance to

gather its defences before a

bidder has built a stake larger

than the trigger percentage.

Mr Escherich has examined
245 takeovers of more than
SfiOOm completed in the US
between 1988 and 1995- “This

analysis shows that the
median takeover premium at

firms that have a poison pill in
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place is nearly 16 per cent
higher than for companies that

do not have one."

That would suggest share-

holders should be in favour of

poison pills. Yet many are
against, and the issue is being
raised by a number of institu-

tional investors.

Their concern was shown
recently when investors in

Baker Hughes, an oil, gas and
mining services company,
voted overwhelmingly to ask
the board to redeem or put to a
vote its shareholder rights

plan. Corporate governance
experts believe that Fidelity,

the large mutual fund group,

was a leading Baker Hughes

shareholder to vote against the
company's management on the
issue.

Shareholders’ opposition
stems from a belief that the
adoption of a p£Q depresses a
company’s share price, makes
a takeover less likely and
allows poor management to
become entrenched. They par-

ticularly dislike the 10-year life

of most pills, and suggest they
should be shortened.

Some investors suggest that

Hasbro’s poison pfli helped it

fend off a bid from Mattel, in

the battle of the toy companies
earlier this year.

The Council of Institutional

Investors, a corporate gover-

nance activist group, calls for

companies to seek, shareholder

approval for a rights plan. Last

year, the council wrote to a
number of companies whose
pills were due for renewal, ask-

ing what they planned to do.

Most companies responded by
saying they intended to renew
the pillSu

However, shareholder activ-

ism has persuaded some com-
panies to drop their rights

plans.

Kmart, the troubled retail

group, redeemed its poison pill

in April last year. Earlier, it

bad brought forward its end
from 1998 to 1995 shortly after

Mr Joseph Antonini. chief

Volvo confirms US commitment
By Haig Sfmortian,

Motor Industry Correspondent

Volvo, the Swedish cars and

trucks group, remains com-
muted to its $500m (£329m) US
investment programme in spite

of a 36 per cent drop in North
American truck sales in the

first quarter.

Mr Kari-Erling Trogen, presi-

dent of Volvo’s truck division,

said it would continue its US
spending “to create an overall

healthy profits base".

T.ikp Mercedes-Benz and Ren-

ault. the two other European
truckmakers in the US, Volvo

has suffered from poor profit-

ability since acquiring produc-

tion capacity in the US.

Tbe investment would be

used to develop new products

and restructure the group's

North Carolina plant he said.

The piain aim was to share

more common parts between

tbe Swedish group’s US. Euro-

pean and South American
track ranges.

The steep decline in Volvo’s

North American sales this year

has exceeded even the most
pessimistic recent forecasts,

which have predicted fells of

between 25 and 30 par cent in

the Class 8 market for trucks

over 15 tonnes as demand fal-

ters after the market reached a

peak in 1395.

Mr Trogen said such
short-term economic cycles

would not deter Volvo from
investing heavily until the

turn of file century to expand
its international coverage. The
group is spending $150m to

raise output and build a cab

facility in Brazil- Another $80m
is earmarked far a joint ven-

ture to build up to 4,000 trucks

a year in India.

Mr Trogen said Volvo was
now selecting a short list of

Kari-Erling Trogen: wants a
healthy profits base in US

possible sites in India. He said

the formal investment decision

would be taken shortly.

Meanwhile in China, the

company is planning to build

up to 12,000 trucks a year with

a local partner. Mr Trogen said

the project description had

been approved by the Chinese

authorities, and Volvo was
now working on a detailed fea-

sibility study.

The Indian and Chinese ven-

tures will form a new axis for

Volvo in the buoyant Asian
market

“It is my mission to establish

a regional base in Asia," Mr
Trogen said.

In Europe, by contrast, the

group's focus will be on introd-

ucing a small, 7.5-tonne truck
this year. Mr Trogen confirmed

the new model would be
revealed this year.

The tighter truck has been
eagerly awaited by dealers,

which say they need a range of

vehicles from 7.5 tonnes for

their big customers with mixed
transport needs.

However, Volvo’s previous

attempt to break away from its

heavy vehicles with a lighter

product was poorly received.

Maggie Urry
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He pointed out. however,
that although the industry reg-

ulator would insist that a
stronger, more competitive
Mercury emerged as a result of

a BTC & w merger, tbe uncer-

tainty was not helping rela-

tions with prospective custom-
ers. In November. Mercury
published interim results
showing operating profits of

£l03m (8156m) on revenues of

£833X0.

Lex, Page 18

INSIDE

Chrysler

The US carmaker has
agreed to sell its defence
electronics and airborne

systems businesses to

Raytheon for 817am.
marking what is likely to be
the largest of tbe disposals

it promised when reaching
a truce with Mr Kirk
Kerkorian. the company's
biggest shareholder, in
February. Page 21

Signet

executive, resigned under pres-

sure from shareholders.

In March last year, Philip
Morris, the tobacco and food

group, redeemed its poison pill

under pressure from sharehold-
ers led by the Teamsters pen-
sion fund, which has also per-

suaded other companies to
redeem pills.

The Council of Institutional

Investors says that 45 per cent

of propositions filed this year
by its members - who have
$900bn in assets in aggregate -
have dealt with poison pills.

Meanwhile, the Investor
Responsibility Research Cen-
tre, another corporate gover-
nance group, reports that its

annual survey of investors
shows a high level of opposi-

tion to poison pills.

Even so, investment bankers
continue to advise companies
to renew existing pills or adopt

one if they do not have one in

place.

In cases where investors fear

the pill is a device to entrench
existing management, compa-
nies are often advised to add
features to calm their fears,

such as the Chrysler qualifica-

tion. If even that would be too

much for shareholders, direc-

tors can at least prepare a
shareholder rights plan so it

can be put in place rapidly if a
hostile bidder appears.

Mr Escherich draws a paral-

lel between the poison pill

debate and that over gun con-
troL

In the right hands, he says, a

poison pill is safe. Sharehold-
ers who fear their company’s
directors are unsafe with a poi-

son pill generally have more
pressing gripes with their

boards such as composition,

compensation and poor perfor-

mance. In such cases, share-

holders have more to argue
about than a poison pilL

CINVen. ihe

UK venture

•"% capitalist.

emerged as
a bidder for

USS? Signet's UK

frwLsr
H. Samuel and Ernest
Jones. It has also been
confirmed that Argos, the

catalogue retailer, is among
the bidders, which are
thought to number seven.
Mr James McAdam (above),

chairman, has said he
would only sell “if the price

was right". Signet is

thought to be seeking about
£300m ($456m). Page 20

Fund
Management

Corporate governance is

becoming an issue of

pressing concern in the
Netherlands as pension
funds redefine their role as
shareholders in the

country’s companies. But it

is not clear that either

shareholders or companies
are prepared to adopt the
muscular approach to

corporate governance which
has characterised US
investors. Page 23

Faces

Mr Tony Houghton, partner

at Deloitte &Touche, the
UK accountancy firm, is

packing his bags for Riga
for one of this year's most
exotic liquidation

assignments - Latvia's

Bank Baitija. Mr Houghton
and his colleague Mr David
Berrey. director of Deloitte's

Latvian practice, were
appointed liquidators of

Baltfia last week by the

Riga regional court. Until

its collapse last year, Baitija

was the biggest bank in the

Baltic republics. It is

reputed to owe more than
S40Qm. Page 23

Digital phone usage surges
COMPANIES IN THIS ISSUE

By Paul Taylor in London

A sharp decline in the price of

digital cellular mobile phones

and improvements in coverage

helped lift the number of cellu-

lar subscribers in western

Europe by more than 60 per

cent to almost 23m at the end

of 1995.

According to Dataquest, the

market research firm, the num-

ber of cellular subscribers in

western Europe increased by

8.S1UL 10 22.6m last year repre-

senting a penetration rate of 6

fer cent. ,

Mr Adam Zolden, author oi

the Dataquest report note the

number of new -subscribers

was equivalent to 2.3 per cent

of the population maintaining

cellular telephony’s position as

one of the fastest growing seg-

ments of the information tech-

nology industry.

Last year was also the first

year that saw more additions

to digital networks than to the

older style analogue networks.

Sixty-six per cent or 5.5m of

the new subscribers were to

digital networks based on the

GSM (Global System for

Mobiles) or DCS-1800 stan-

dards. Given that 43 per cent of

all European subscribers now

use a digital network, this year

Is expected to be the first year

when there are more digital

than analogue subscribers.

The Dataquest numbers

underline the speed of the

switch from analogue systems

tn digital networks. Analogue

additions fell from 800,000 in

the first quarter to less than

600.000 in the fourth quarter,

while digital additions reached

2.1m in the final quarter, from

860.000 in the first

The UK, Italy, Germany and

Sweden remained the four larg-

est markets and accounted for

almost two-thirds of both the

European subscriber base and
new subscribers. Norway, Swe-

den and Finland all topped 20

per cent penetration, with Nor-

way reaching 2> per cent after

a price war.

Among the digital networks

those in Germany, France and

Sweden added the most sub-

scribers with Germany topping

the list with over Lim addi-

tions. Following the licensing

of operators in Belgium, Aus-

tria and Ireland, all the main
European countries now have

at least two licensed or com-
mercial GSM operators.

Telephone handset ship-

ments rose 51 per cent last

year with Motorola of the US,
Nokia of Finland and Ericsson

of Sweden continuing to

'

account for two-thirds of these.
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CINYen to bid

for Signet’s

UK chains

COMPANIES AND FINANCE; UK

Rentokil

undecided
Investors fear there’s only one Man United

,

Football shares have a new popularity. Patrick Harverson and Simon Kuper report

on raising

BET bid

By Simon Kuper

CINVen, the venture capitalist,

has emerged as a bidder for

Signet's UK jewellery chains.

The company is thought to be
acting on its own account, with
Mr Graham Keniston-Cooper. a
director, leading Us bid Cor the

H Samuel and Ernest Jones
chains. CINVen has refused to

comment.
It has also been confirmed

that Argos, the catalogue
retailer, is among the bidders,
which are thought to number
seven.

Signet has offered its UK
arm for sale under pressure

from rebel preference share-
holders owed £l00m in unpaid
dividends. The group has debts

of £350m.
Early this week Signet will

tell the interested parties

which of them have been
shortlisted. It is possible that

no bid will meet the asking

price, thought to be about
£300m. Mr James McAdam. Sig-

net chairman, has repeatedly
said be would only sell "if the

price was right". One potential

bidder is said to have been
stunned at the amount of

money being demanded.
Goldsmiths, the jeweller, has

S3id it would prefer to take

only the Ernest Jones chain. It

hopes to form a consortium

with another bidder, expected

to be Argos, whereby it would
take Ernest Jones and Argos

would take H Samuel Gold-

smiths is known to have ven-

ture capital backers, including

Apax Partners and Schroder
Ventures.

However, analysts have
questioned the wisdom of split-

ting the two chains. They say
Signet achieves savings from

sharing some of the chains'

warehouses and brands.

There is speculation that

Apax would buy both chains

for Goldsmiths, take the com-
pany private, and then refloat

it after about two years. Gold-

smiths’ market value is £66m_
Mr Jurek Piasecki, Gold-

smiths chairman, chief execu-

tive and largest shareholder,

has a long relationship with
Mr Jon Moulton, the Apax
director backing his bid for

Signet In 1988. when Mr Moul-

ton was a Schroder Ventures
director, he backed Mr Piaseck-

i's £30m management buy-out
of Goldsmiths from Oriflame.

the Swedish cosmetics group.

Goldsmiths refloated in 1990.

Mr Stephen Hinchliffe. the
entrepreneur who has quickly
built Facia into one of the UK's
largest retail chains, has ruled

himself out of the bidding.

By Geoff Dyer

Rentokil. the Industrial

services group, said yesterday

that it had not made a decision

about whether to raise its hos-

tile takeover £l.9bn bid for

rival BET.
The group was responding to

reports over the weekend that

it was prepared to lift its

204Vip cash and paper offer by
a farther lOp.

Rentokil has until Friday to

decide whether to raise the

offer, declare the existing one
final or let ft lapse. It is not
expected to make its final deci-

sfon until then.

Mr Clive Thompson, Rento-

kil's chief executive, begins
a round of presentations to

BET institutional shareholders
today and the decision about
the offer will depend in

part on the reception he
receives.

BET'S chief executive, Mr
John Clark, will also be meet-
ing institutions this week to

state the group's case for

remaining independent
Rentokil is offering nine

new shares and £8 in cash for

every 20 BET sbares.

At close of trading on
Thursday. BET shares were up
lKp at 207p and Rentokil
shares were 6%p higher at

368&p.

VCR’s US buyer plans growth
By Roger Taylor

Venture Capital Reports, the UK's leading

business angel introduction agency, has been
bought by Mr David Amis , a US entrepreneur,

who plans to expand the operations overseas.

VCR publishes newsletters and organises sem-
inars to help raise money from private inves-

tors. called business angels, for companies
which, are too small to apply for traditional

sources of equity finance, such as venture capi-

talists.

Although VCR is a small business - over the

past 18 years, it has raised about £16m for 184

companies - it has been very influential. Mr
Amis describes VCR as "the most profitable and
successful company of its kind in the world"

and adds: ‘The UK is by for the most advanced

country in their approach to this type of busi-

ness".

WEEKEND
SHARE WATCH

Greycoat

A digest of

Saturday and
Sunday

comment on
UK companies

!

Lonrho

Lonrho was unavailable for

comment on a story in the

Sunday Times that Anglo
American wants to secure an
option over the 18£ per cent

stake held by Mr Dieter Bock,
Lonrho's chief executive. The
Financial Times reported

three weeks ago that Mr Bock
had given the South African

group first right of refusal on
his holding should he sell.

Anglo has said it has no plans

to bid for Lonrho as a whole.

Greycoat the property group,

has pulled out of the £165m
sale of its biggest asset to a
Deutsche Bank investment

fund, the Observer reports.

The buildings, at 123/151

Buckingham Palace Road,

account for 40 per cent of the

company's portfolio. There
was no comment from the

company. “A serious

approach” for the properties

was first reported last month.

expected for some time but
the company was unavailable

for comment on speculation

that Beazer Homes. Redraw,
Wilson (Connolly) or Taylor

Woodrow would be the buyer.

Sir Alan Cockshaw. the
riiairmnn. said last year that

sustained recovery in the

private housing market was
unlikely while consumer
confidence remained fragile.

Amec
Amec, the construction group,

is expected to announce the
£170m sale of Fairclough. its

housingsuhsidiary. when it

reports full-year figures on
Thursday, according to The
Mail on Sunday. News of

restructuring has been

Eurotunnel
Refinancing talks between
Eurotunnel and its 225 banks
are unlikely to be completed

before the autumn, according

to a report in The Sunday
Times. Negotiations over

Eurotunnel's £8bu debts have
missed the company’s initial

March deadline and bankers
have said there was little sign

of breaking the deadlock.
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The Real Alternative

S
pring is in the air and the

stock market’s romance
with football is blooming.

Only a few years ago. the

tiny handful of listed clubs

tended to be regarded in the

City as high-risk investments,

best left to diehard fans with

more money than sense. The
professional investors stayed

well away.
Mr Nigel Hicks, leisure ana-

lyst at Panmure Gordon, says:

"Fund managers didn't want to

hold the stocks because trust-

ees would ask. ‘What the hell

are you doing holding a foot-

ball club?"’

Today those same investors

seemingly cannot get enough
of football club sbares.

Last week three directors of

Manchester United sold 2.7m
shares, and such was the
pent-up demand from institu-

tions for the club's stock that

the sales were completed with-

out lowering the share price

from its all-time high of 292p.

A few days later, the small

but growing band of football

clubs on the stock market wel-

comed a new addition in Chel-

sea Village, the company
which owns Chelsea football

clnb. In the first two and a half

days of trading more than 6m
of the 9m shares available were
snapped up as demand pushed
up the price from the introduc-

tory 55p to 60p.

A few days before Chelsea's

debut, shareholders in West
Bromwich Albion had voted to

float the Midlands club and
increase the number of football

clubs quoted on the stock mar-
ket to seven.

That list will almost cer-

tainly lengthen in the coming
years. Several of the sport's

biggest names, such as
Arsenal, Everton. Liverpool
and Leeds United, may well go
public soon. When Leeds
looked into a flotation last

summer it was told by its

financial advisers that there

was probably room for three or

four more big clubs on the

stock market
Mr John Sedgwick. Totten-

ham Hotspur's finance direc-

tor. says: "Football clubs will

become a sub-sector on the

stock market within five

years." Several clubs' shares
are already available on a lim-

ited basis via Ofex. the service

which matches buyers and sell-

ers in shares of companies not
quoted on the established stock

market
Such has been the interest in

the sector that shares in the
three clubs on Ofex have risen

sharply. Between mid-Febru-
ary and mid-March, Arsenal
rose 14 per cent. Manchester
City 19 per cent (despite the

club's poor performance on the

field! and Rangers, of the Scot-

tish Premier league, jumped 25
per cent
Although most shares on

Ofex are held by only a few
investors and are thus suscep-

tible to volatility, the recent

gains seem part of a broader
pattern.

Celtic, quoted on the Alter-

native Investment Market, saw
its shares jump 38 per cent in

the same period while even the
shares of lowly Preston North
End rose 7.5 per cent in March.
The biggest quoted clubs, Man-
chester United and Tottenham,
have also enjoyed exceptional
gains since the start of the

year. Only Millwall. the strug-

gling first division dub. has
failed to cash in.

Behind the surge in demand
has been a shift in investor

attitudes to the sport. Football

can now be described as a
high-growth leisure sector. At
least it can at the top of the

game, where the big Premier-

ship clubs congregate.

Huge sums of money from

Market is his goat Andy Hunt, right, of West Bromwich takes on Sheffield United’s Roger Nielson

the sale of television rights,

grants for stadium redevelop-

ment and greatly increased
revenues from merchandising

and other commercial activi-

ties have helped football re-in-

vent itself.

Mr Hicks points to the qual-

ity of the new earnings. “A
very large proportion of Man
U’s revenues - shoe contracts,

TV deals and so on - are guar-

anteed years in advance.” Few
retailers can say the same.
Mr Sedgwick says: “We’re

not so reliant on gate receipts

now, or even on the perfor-

mance of the football team."
Life insidp the grounds has

changed too. Violent crowds
standing on crumbling terraces

in tatty grounds have been
replaced by well-behaved, more
prosperous spectators sitting

in modern stadiums. In the

past, said Mr Paul Wedge of

Collins Stewart, house brokers

to Tottenham, "it took you half

an hour to go for a pee and all

you could get to eat was an old

sausage roll" Now many clubs

offer banqueting facilities.

And sportswear manufactur-

ers, corporate advertisers and
television broadcasters have
created a new. glossy image for

tiie game built around glamor-

ous foreign and home-grown
stars. It has become fashion-

able to like football

Institutional investors are

finally waking up to these

changes, and want a piece of

the increasingly lucrative

action. Even the notoriously

conservative Scottish invest-

ment community is taking an
interest. This week a group of

senior Manchester United exec-

utives travelled to Scotland to

promote the club to local insti-

tutions and received a warm
welcome.
But the boom could end.

"The risk always is that a club

gets a listing and doesn't per-

form because it doesn't suc-

ceed with its transfer policy."

says Mr Sedgwick. Also, pli-
ers’ salaries are rising fast

Mr Wedge says only about a

dozen British clubs are large

enough to impress the stock

market. “1 don't think Tran-

mere Rovers, say. would be a

very attractive investment.

Mr Hicks adds: "There's only

one Man United."

How times have changed
since its flotation in 1991 when
less half the shares on offer

were taken up.

PowerGen in Indian IBAe finance director to

power station deal become Amersham chairman
By Roger Taylor

PowerGen, the UK's second
largest electricity generator, is

part of a consortium which has
won a contract to build and
operate a £460m power station

in the Indian state of GqjuraL
PowerGen is investing about

£30m giving it a 20 per cent

stake in the project The other
members of the consortium are

Siemens, the German engineer-

ing group which will build the
station, and two Indian compa-
nies. Torrent Group and the

Gujurat Power Corporation.

The deal is backed by an
agreement from the state of

Gujurat to buy electricity from
the new station for 20 years.

This is the first large Indian

electricity project agreed with

Western companies since the

$2bn (£1.3bn) Dabhol project

ran into difficulties. Confi-

dence was damaged last year

when the state government of
Maharashtra cancelled a con-

tract with US group Enron to

build a S2bn power plant at

Dabhol The contract has now
been renegotiated.

The rapid expansion of
India's electricity industry
offers an opportunity to inter-

national power companies. The
Indian government has plans

-

to improve electricity supplies

and has set a target of increas-

ing generating capacity by 50

per cent over the next 10 years.

The Gujurat project is

PowerGen's first venture in

India. However, it is also in

negotiations for the develop-

ment of two further power sta-

tions and has a joint venture

with AV Birla group. India's

second largest business.

The deal will help PowerGen
increase its overseas earnings

at a time when competition at

home is increasing.

By Bernard Gray,

Defence Correspondent

Mr Richard Lapthome. finance

director of British Aerospace,
will take over as non-executive
rhairman of Amersham Inter-

national the medical diagnos-

tics company, after Amer-
sham's annual meeting this

summer. However, the move
does not herald Mr Lapthome’s

departure from BAe, or any
shake-up of the BAe board.

Mr Lapthome has made it

clear to institutional investors

and the BAe board that he
does not regard his Job with

the group as finished.

Equally, he has been keen to

extend his external interests,

and has served an the Amer-
sham board for several years.

As a result he will take over
from the current chairman. Sir

Edwin Nixon, when he retires

later this year.

With BAe’s worst financial

problems largely sorted out,

Mr Lapthome has stepped

away from some of the
day-to-day financial manage-
ment and is now sharing that

work with his deputy, Mr
George Rose. Despite that Mr
Lapthome has always main-
tained that he has no ambi-

tions to become chief executive

in succession to Mr Dick
Evans, the current chief execu-

tive.

In any event such an issue

is unlikely to arise for at least

two years as Mr Bob Bauman,
the chairman, may well extend
his contract beyond April 1997,

its current expiry date, which
also implies that Mr Evans's

role is unlikely to change. The
BAe board is thought to feel

that the current combination
of Mr Kariman, Mr Evans and

Mr Lapthome works well, and
is keen to avoid further distur-

bance after the turbulence of

recent years.

The next two years are also

viewed as crucial for the com-
pany's strategy, with the

future shape of the European
defence industry likely to

become clear. BAe is taking a
leading role in discussions

about how the industry might
rationalise and consolidate,

and the company feels it needs

both Mr Evans and Mr Lap-

thome in their current roles to

complete any negotiations.

“With everything that is

going on in Europe, the com-

pany may well have a very dif-

ferent shape in two years time,

so speculating about who
might run which parts of the

European defence industry so

far in the future is pretty idler

said one BAe executive.

PLM
The quality r.amc around quality brands

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
PLM AB (PUBl) WILL BE HELD ON THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 1996 AT 4:00 P.M.

AT SLAGTHUSET', JURGEN KOCKSGATAN 7A, MALMO, SWEDEN.

WORLD
ACCOUNTING

REPORT
Agendo:

• To present the annual report, auditors'

report, consolidated accounts and audit

report on the Group

• To pass a resolution to adopt the income

statement and balance sheet as well as

the consolidated income statement and

consolidated balance sheet; to pass a

resolution on the allocation of profit in

accordance with the adopted balance

sheet, and to discharge the Board of

Directors and the President from liability

for the year 1 995

• To pass a resolution regarding the

number of Directors and deputy Directors

• To fix the remuneration of the Directors

and auditors

• To elect the Directors and appoint

auditors and deputy auditors

.Dividend

The Board of Directors propose a dividend

of SEK 2:00 per share. It is proposed that the

final dividend be paid out by the Swedish

Securities Register Centre (VPC) on Wednesday,

May 8, 1 996, to shareholders registered on

Tuesday, April 30, 1996.

World Accounting Report is succinct and
accurate and has a reputation for finding out
what its readers need to know. Using its world
network of professional correspondents, this

monthly newsletter provides you with
comprehensive coverage of new

developments in accountancy and their

practical implications for your business.

Right to participate

To participate in the meeting, shareholders

must be on the list of shareholders maintained

by the VPC by Monday. April 15 and must

notify PlM of their intention to participate

no later thon 3.00 p.m. on Monday. April

22. 1996.

As a subscriber to World Accounting Report,
you will be kept abreast of:

International developments in

accounting practice

Changes in national and international
financial reporting requirements

Election of Directors and auditors

Shareholders who together represent slightly

more than 70% of the total voting rights in

the company intend, on the recommendation

of the nominations committee, to vote for

the reflection of Jan Blomberg, Jan Elanan.

Bo Arson Feltner, Hakon Frisinger. BerthaId

Lindqvist and Clos Reuterskiold, and ibr the

election of current deputy director CarfOfof

By and the new in-coming President and

CEO, Fredri It Arp.

Further, the same shareholders intend to

vote for Hie re-appointment of the auditors

Ulf Petnvi and Bertil EdJund as well as

Ihe deputy auditors Ake Christiansson and

Anders lundin, authorised public accountants

with Ohrlings Coopers & Lybrand.

Notice of intention to participate

Notice of intention to participate should

be given by mail to PLM’ AB, Box 836,

S-201 80 Malmo, Sweden, by telephone

on +46 40 20 90 00 or by fax on

+46 40-23 78 85.

The list of shareholders only carries the

names of shareholders whose slock is regis-

tered in the shareholder's name, lo participate

in the meeting, shareholders whose stock

has been registered in the name of trustees

must arrange to hove their stock reregistered

in their own names no later than Monday,

April 15, 1996. Reregistration should be

arranged in good time.

Malmo, April 1996

Board of Directors

The impact on business of
accounting developments

New national and international
opportunities

Techniques for dealing with accounting
problems in other systems

To receive a FREE sample copy, contact:

Charlotte Green
FT Financial Publishing, Maple House,

149 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9LL, UK
Tel: +44(0) 171 8962314 Fax: +44(0) 171 8962319

FT
**•**?• WIT ba an opponunuy lo vtsft

ftM t wvwuye cuTHnaiing plant m Fata, Malmo. Bum
pionde o jWta unto bamJapan Koduanan n PiM

rale andbod everyhdfbate betnem 12:30pa and 2.00
pm r**K* cl pcrttdpaWon "«* be rsqvirad. trgttf rWwK
mtma be uned at Slagthmet fro* 2.30 pm.
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Financial Publishing
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“I - S Airtouch to acquire
rest of Cellular One

amomcea

^sssjasaasar^
- Ssassasar.'gsr-w^.-

determined by an appraisal process
CelMar 0015 more than lm subscribers, and bad

iSSSf
re

<̂

6
^.

eS °f 5580111^ cashflow of $284m last year,

^b^PJircba5e V™*' wMch inciudJtbe
jassumption of S200m of net debt, will be met in large part by
1

'2®J?2Lf- **»» shares. withaSSn^of
CaSh‘ of

• • ^ in 1993 by Pacific Telesis. the WestC^^phone company which announced a merger with
rival SBC nommupj/^Hnrvg iag^ week.

Richard Waters, New York

]
IBM, Matsushita in network link

*’-
'• 3L'’- f.

ai
ff

Matsushita are to co-operate in providing mmrmtoir
.
.ir1

; .
netware services in Japan in a link that could extend to

- international markets. IBM Japan, the subsidiary of the US
computer company, and Matsushita, the Japanese <y>rwiTTn«r

i. •

... T _

electronics group, are pufling their respective network
services together to offer a more eompwhw>rii>p service to
customers in Japan.
IBM Japan, which provides a domestic value-added network

service, will incorporate into its menu of offerings
Matsushita's VAN services, which have so far been used
mainly by Matsushita group companies. IBM Japan will have
access to Matsushita's voice services, which the consumer
electronics company has been providing since 199L

Mtdayo Nakamoto, Tokyo

Daiei boosts full-year forecast
Daiei, Japan's largest supermarket chain, tins increased its

consolidated earnings projections for the year to February
ahead of its official profit announcement later this mnnth
Low interest rates led to a decline in funding costs for the
group, although sales estimates were reduced because of
weaker-than-expected consumer confidence.

The company increased its estimate of consolidated pre-tax

profits 184 per cent over its initial forecast, to Y37hn ($344m) -

4-9 times that ofthe previous year. Group sales were cut 4.1

per cent to Y3A5&6bn, down 2.1 from a year earlier. Net profits

are expected to remain unchanged at Y5bn.
Bmiko Terazona, Tokyo

Gold mine setback for North
Plans by North, the Melbourne-based resources group, to

f *.» f j
develop an A$177m (US$139m) gold mine at Lake Cowal in

i »'} | \ J
central New South Wales have been dealt a blow by the state

government which has decided to block the project on
environmental grounds. Environmentalists claim the lafrp and

i - - p its surroundings are wetlands of internatianal gignificance

n if Irm A spokesman forMr Bob Carr, theNSW premia:, said the
t * t ft i 1 1 ilia. government did not believe sufficient safeguards had been put

in place, given the «agnificancp of the area. The government
expressed particular concern over the use of cyanide for

processing the are, so dose to the wetlands. The decision came
as a surprise to North, which bad earlier had the green light

-s, from a commission of inquiry.
i Hie company - formerly known as North Broken Hill Peko

- has yet to be officially informed of the government's

decision, although this is expected to happen today. North

indicated that it would consider its options when it had a
fuller understanding of the reasons behind the government’s

decision. . . _ '.
. n . .

The project - an in-house disoovery - was due to come into

production in 1997 and has an estimated resource of more than

2m ounces of gold. Annual production was likely to be about

230,000 ounces over the Brings seven-year life,and then 100,000

ounces fora further four years, as lower-grade ore was
processed. Nikki.Toot, Sydney

Kenya Airways float popular
The Kenyan public's interest In the Kenya Airways flotation,

the laigest in the country's history, has exceeded all

expectations and the lead stockbrokers in charge ofthe offer

say it could be oversubscribed by up to 200 per cent. He vast

majority of applications returned so far are retail, with the

institutions expected to hold off until the dosing days.

About 34 per cent of the state-owned carrier’s stock has been

reserved for tide Kenyan public and Institutions, with another

14 pa" cent allotted to international investors. The government

retains a minority stake of23 per cent. •••_

Investors appear to be drawn by the low offer price of

Ksll.25 per share, sharply discounted on the asset value of

KS17.38, last year’s $17m profits and the partnership with

Dutch national carrier, KLM, which bought a 26 per cent stake

t "O in Kenya Airways last January.

L U Another important fector was the public perception that the

flotation, in contrast with past privatisations in which the

N
- F lV government remained a majority shareholder, represented a

| t' true state divestment “The perception out there is that the
- ’

„ government really is taking iis hands off this time and you're

, , -'a f? J buying into private sector management and an internationally
:

\ '* £> * reputed airline," said Mr John Mungo, of Shah, Munge and

^Afierthe offer doses a committee will study how to allocate

the shares. Priority in the foreign tranche wifi be given to ^
emerging funds and institutional investors whilethe domestic

offer will aim to reach the widest possible market
ffidtela Wrong. Nairobi

Viacom joins Kirch

in five-year alliance

mor
hi amm

VORi-£ .-
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By Wolfgang MOnchau

in Frankfurt

Viacom, the US entertainment

giant, and Kirch-Gruppe. the

German media group, have

formed a five-year strategic

alliance.

He deal is aimed at giving

Viacom a foothold in Germany

and strengthening Kirch's grip

on the distribution rights of

US-produced films and televi-

sion shows. The agreement

was signed in New York yes-

terday and took effect retroac-

tively on January L The two

sides did not disclose financial

details. .
Under the terms, Kirch has

secured the television rights

for German-speaking territo-

ries on all films and TV shows

produced by Paramount Pic-

tures, a Viacom subsidiary,

during the five-year period.

These rights will be extended

to cover the whole of continen-

tal Europe for some TV shows

and films. He agreement also

extends Kindi’s existing rights

to Paramount's programming

library.

Chrysler to sell defence activities to Raytheon
By Richard Waters
m New York

Chrysler has agreed to sell its

defence electronics and air-

borne systems businesses to
Raytheon for $475m, marking
what is likely to be the largest

of the disposals it promised
when reaching a truce with Mr

.
Kirk Kerkonar^ in February.
The US carmaker had said as

long ago as 1980 that it planned
to sell its. non-automotive
businesses.

However, it took pressure
from. Mr KerkprfoTi

. the compa-
ny’s biggest shareholder, for

Mr Bob Eaton, Chxysler’s

chairman, to deliver on that
promise.

Raising cash through asset

sales was one of the conditions

for the five-year standstill

agreement reached between
the Las Vegas-based investor

and Chrysler.

For Raytheon, meanwhile,
the purchase is the latest in a

string of acquisitions in the

defence and electronics areas.

Last year, the company paid

$L3bn for E-Systems, part of

whose business operates in
direct competition with tbe

Chrysler operations being
acquired.

Raytheon is buying two of

the businesses of Chrysler
Technologies, while a third.

Pentastar Electronics, will be

retained by the carmaker.

Chrysler Technologies as a

whole had sales of nearly

$500m last year, Raytheon said.

After the sale, which is sub-

ject to anti-trust review, Chrys-

ler’s non-automotive busi-

nesses will comprise Pentastar

and two rental car companies.

Thrifty and Dollar.

The carmaker has also

attempted in tbe past to sell

some of its parts-maklng
operations, though opposition

from the United Auto Workers
union has blocked the move.

Like Ford Motor, for instance,

Chrysler has been prevented
from selling Its glass-making
business.

News of the disposals comes
before next week’s release of

first-quarter earnings, which
are expected to show a strong

performance at the smallest of

the big three carmakers. A
year ago, Chrysler's earnings

were hit by a sluggish new
vehicle market in the US and
the cost of switching to a new
model of its popular minivan.
Tikis year, the minivan
been selling strongly, as has

another high-margin vehicle,

tbe Jeep Grand Cherokee.

Mr David Healy, an auto
industry analyst at Burnham
Securities, predicted Chrysler

would report earnings per
share of $145 for the first quar-

ter, well above the $1-63 of a
year ago and ahead of the $2.30

Chrysler recorded at the begin-

ning of 1994.

The company’s margins
could eventually come under
pressure from growing compe-
tition in its most profitable

vehicle lines. Mr Healy said,

with a new minivan from Gen-
eral Motors this autumn and
an array of manufacturers
targetting the luxury sports-

utility market
Bob Eaton: following through

on promise made in 1990

Komercm Banka plans executive share options
By Vincent Boland in Prague

Exponents of Anglo-Saxon brand
of capitalism are about to score a rare
and notable success in the Czech
Republic after the country's leading
bank said it intended to introduce a
share options package for senior
executives as part of their annual
rdmnjgrstUHL
Komerini Bai2k&« tbd domiBdfit

commercial bank, will reward seven
members of its management board
with share options on the h«g|g of its

1995 results, which were greeted
warmly by the market when they
were unveiled last week.
Komsrtni, which has broken new

ground for Czech banks in other key
areas, is the first big privatised
company to introduce such a scheme.
It amounts to a revolutionary step in

the conservative Czech business
world, which to the disappointment of
USetyle bankers and stockbrokers is

developing along German or
pppHnpntai lines.

Dt Richard Salzmann, rhairman
and chief executive of Komerfini, said

the options scheme was offered and
approved by the bank’s supervisory

board.

It was considered appropriate, he
said, “on the basis of experience from
Anglo-Saxon countries”.

The package’s value win be based

on the bank’s ammai profits on
the achievement of targets, jpcTirrifng

an increase in Komer&nTs share price,

which has risen sharply since the
beginning of tbe year.

“It is a form of motivation that is

very advantageous for the bank." Dr
Salzmann said.

The share price rose 6 per cent last

Wednesday, after the bank disclosed

bpt£er-than-expected profits of
Kc5.1bn ($l86m) after tax and a
dividend that could reach 20 per cent

of each share's nominal value of

Kc500. Profits for this year are
forecast to be higher again.

Dr Salzmann would not disclose the
value of the scheme to the executives.

which include himself. He said the
size of each director's 1995 options

package would be disclosed in the
annual report for 1996.

KomerCni is considered to be the
most restructured of the four main
Czech banks. It was tbe first Czech
bank to undergo an audit by
internatianal accountants, the first to

launch a global depository receipt

programme, and the first to issue a

eurobond, which CS First Boston is

about to bring to the market.
The bank’s success in provisioning

its loan portfolio - the Achilles heel

of every Czech bank - has attracted

strong interest in its shares from
foreign portfolio investors, who

regard it as a bellwether of the
growing economy.

It remains to be seen whether
Komertnl’s move to give its senior

people a stake in its success will be
followed by other Czech companies.

There are obstacles to the widespread
advance of share options packages,

Including tbe fact that at many
companies management Is not
independent of its main shareholder

for whom the performance of the
share price is often less important
than control of the company.

Nevertheless, experience has shown
that where Komerini ventures, other

Czech companies, and especially
banks, usually follow.

For Kirch, the deal is

another step in the race for the

leadership in digital TV, which

will offer interactive television,

including home shopping and

video on demand.

As part of the deal, Kirch

agreed to carry several of Via-

com’s networks, including

MTV Europe and the VH-1 to
many music channels, and a

programming blo<* of Nickel-

odeon, a Viacom children's TV
network-

Viacom has also secured an

option for a 12 per cent stake

in Gestevision Telecinco,

which owns Estudios Tele-

dnco, a Spanish television net-

work. The two companies said

they planned to launch other

co-operative ventures.

Kirch, which runs the Sat 1

television network in Ger-

many, owns the largest film

and TV archive in Europe. Via-

com is one of the world’s larg-

est media companies. It

includes Paramount Pictures,

Paramount Television, Block-

buster. the video rental group,

MTV, and Simon & Schuster,

the publishing company.

You Need A Bank

That Delivers

Across-Thle-Board Quality;

Around The World.

Eoi years, SmithKline Beerhajn has relied

dt) Citibank loi high-quality execution of

innovative solutions, \rotmci the world.

Citibank is helping one of the world s

leading health rare companies sharpen its

competitive edge.

CITIBANK
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THERMO INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS INC.

CONVEETIBLE SUBORDINATED DEBENTURES DUE 2001
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redemption ofthe debentures
RrdnnplSan Hole: May II, IKK
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ao" P™*- TTie rcUcroplkin price or the l*h»mtna a Iff* of tte>
principal amount of the Debentures, togeihpr with Inlerwi accrued from

«^Uaiy 10 May 9' l!% ,n 11,17 amowt *f SI* 10 pit SUttO prtrv.-ipalamoum of Debentures, makmg total ofll.lHiMO payable on May fl. 1990,
?r ®U?
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'
IKHJ principal amount of IVheniLUes nut cnnviTH-d prior to the

,7**»e ot business on the Redcmppr^i Date.

Ceasation or Interest and Rights of Debenture holders. On the
Redemption Date, the redemption price of the Debcnnirva not converted on or
prior to the close uf bu.siai.se, on the Redemption Lhilc wilt become due and
payable and imeresi on the DetanLure* will itsw in accrue. Tile Debentures
wlU no long'.f be deemed mustariding after rite R.*iienipnrwi Dace and aft right
with naqpocf thereto will erase, except the right oT the holder* to receive the
redemption pnee and mlerest accrued to die Redemption Dali-.

Redemption Procedure. Payment of tile amount iu be received on
redemption will be made by the Companv upon pn'Scmmont and surrender of
the Debenture* iwith coupons ituinl Aupca li. |

,i% mid »ubsi.|ueiil tln-ncto

tuia,-h<vl on any Bearer Ddvnlure*) at any time uii i*- oiler the Redemption
Date ai any of the lunuions set forth below at »ho end nr this noun.-.

CONVERSION OF DEBENTURES INTO COMMON' STOCK
Convention Prirr. Prior in ihr eJnsr ofludJuNS nn lire Rnhng*im Dae the
principal amount of any Debenture*, or any portion lltcri-of ihm fc> ? 1.000 ora
multiple of it.iM.i. may be converted a the option of the I wider into shares of
i.'ommun Sloth >>f the Company at a conversion pnev or CL177S per share tor

approximately l PC.id share* f.’ir iwh 61.UQU pnncipal amount of Debentures
converted i.

Conversion Procedure. Tliv Di.-tH.-i muxs- may hi- snm.-mh-n.-l tor convcnsKti
pnor ip a*- iHiew .if Iiusuhms iw thi* ltiiih.-nipu.jri Date in .iccunlsmce wiLh die
eunversnin pmccdure* mi lunh In the Debenture- -at miy of the locations set

forth at the end of this notice. Holder- will be paid suv-nlcd interest from

February l.">. IKK to lhc Hale rhe Deh«min»s an? surTcndisvil fur eon*union.

THE RIGHT TO CONVERT THE DEBENTURES SHALL TERMINATE AT
THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON THE REDEMPTION DATE.

bearer ami Registered Debentures may lie pMcnud fur redemption or
convention nr any ofrhe following locuuon*.

<- hemiciil Bank Banquc Inu-niauoru] a Luxembourg
Ttinily Tower <3*. nmjie if&di
l* Tliunuis JI-hw Sm*K L-I-I7U LuxemlmnrjJ \ilie

Djielun El !*VT Uixciiibc-urp

England

Rtp*i<n.if fM 'limit* may be ptes+iuM fnr rrv£.-in(iiwn and Oiun-r«r Regwemf
1 etatMIK* nuiy be pnN -med for conversion at lhc fnl lowing aikllil>.<nai k>rati'*L

Oii-mieil Hank
llXil Mam Street

Ibih Floor
[alias Texatrcft:
I :niled Stale*.

Carrefour <b
SALES. TAXES INCLUDED AS OF MARCH 31. 1996

\Urdi

nn FF

miQiorc)

MjiUi *•/

March ^

3 month- ended

Man* 31. Mm.
tin FF null hut-.)

V
cumulated

Mjich ‘.•0/

March

13.9*1 +0.33* OlO

S.32*» 2+.im * 1

ill
'»7

In March, Carrefour opened: its 2nd store in Malaysia

(Johor Bahru, 88. 100 square feet), its 1st store in Thailand

(Sukhap&an, 75.400 square feet), its 8th store in Mexico

(San Luis Potosi, 120,700 square feet) and its 51st store in

Spain (Alcobendas. 108.800 square feet). At the end of

March, the Group manages 250 hypermarkets in the worfd.

£25,000,000

(g^^C^ieltenham&GIcxicester

Floating Rate Subordinated Notes due 2005

Notice is hereby given that for the six months interest

period from April 3, 1996 to October 3, 1996 (183 days)
the Notes will carry an interest rate of 6.7875%. The
interest payable on the relevant interest payment date
October 3. 1996 will be £3,393.75 per £100.000
denomination.

The InduitiialSank of Japan,
Limited, London
Agent Bank IBJ

Samsung Electro-Mechanics Co., Ltd.
incorporated in f/w Republic of Korea with Limited Liability/

USX 40,000.000
414 per cent. Bonds due 1997 with Warrants

NOTICE OF THE CONVERSION PRICE ADJUSTMENT
Wo hereby give notice to the holders of the above described Bond wiih
Warrants m accordance with the terms jnd conditions of the Instrument
dated 3ih October. 1992. the Subscription Price was decreased from
Korean Won 16.356 to TB.255 effective after 28th February, 1996. This
adjustment is a result of the Free Distribution ol Shares resolved at the
meetings of the Board of Directors of the Company held on 20th
Occambar, 1995.

AomlA I3W
By. Citibank IV.4 . Principal Payvy Apowr CmBANtO

AJAPAN AIRLINES
COMPANY, LTD.

I Ir.vpT.Ii .1 u iffl Wlh J Ju/'Jjf l« Juvu»»

VI0.000.000.000
Floating Rate Notes due

April 1998

For the penod
9 th April 1996 to

5th July 1996
in accordance) with the Terms
and Conditions of the Notes,
nooco ia boiobv given that the
tote of interest has been fixed

at 0.65939 pet cent, per
annum and that tba intoieet

payable an tho relative

pavzoonl date being 5th July

1996 will be ‘>207.663 per
Y100,000.000 Note.

Tht ywritratiHa'I Bwnh af
Jwnm TJwttod
(UndanBNMb)

v an Agent Bank y

ALTUS FINANCE SJL
]PY 20,000,000,000.-
FIXED/FLOATING RATE

NOTES DUE 1999

BowBwIden « hereby Infonued

dial (be me for the coupon N‘7
has been Hxed at 0.90938 %

for the period mrdng on
09.04.1996 «a 08.07.1996
tadujhre (representing a period

of 91 dayi).

The coupon wffl be pqeMe OH
09.07.1996 ac the price of

JFY 229,871.-

The Fiscal and Principal

Paying Agent

CREDIT LYONNAIS
LUXEMBOURG BA.

Appear in the Financial Times on Tuesdays,

Fridays and Saturdays.

For further information or to advertise

in this section please contact

Lesley Sumner on +44 0171 S73 3308

COMPANIES AND FINANCE: INTERNATIONAL

Enersis aims to turn Light into profit
Chile’s power conglomerate is

preparing a bid for the Brazilian

company to maintain its high

growth rate, writes Imogen Mark

Enersis

Operating revenues (Sbn)

2.0 ^.._

Net Income (Sm)

2S0

Customers, 1985 (m)

as

E nersis. Chile’s largest

power conglomerate, is

moving into the spot-

light as it prepares a bid for a
much bigger Brazilian state

company.
Its target is Light, distributor

for the city of Rio do Janeiro,

which sells 19,981 GWh (giga-

watt/hours) a year. By con-
trast. all of Chile consumes
only 19,940 GWh of electricity a

year. The minimum price tag

on Light is S2.5bn.

Enersis is no stranger to
restructuring state utilities. It

acquired Argentine
distributing assets for $l94m
when Segba, the Buenos Aires

generating and distribution
companv, was privatised in

1992.

Enersis and its distribution

subsidiary' Chilectra - which
serves lm clients - acquired
19.6 per cent of the distribution

network for the southern half

of the Argentine capital in

1992.

The Argentine assets, which
became Edesur, serves 2m
customers. Chilectra has
invested $490m in it and has
turned losses of S82m in 1993

into profits of $74m.
This, maintains Enersis. Is

its strength: turning
over-weight, under-invested,
state-run utilities into
profitable private distribution

companies. It first moved on

Chilectra. which was already

privatised, in 1987. It Is now
working on Edelnor, a Lima
distributor acquired in 1994.

It is also speeding up the

turnround process. At
Chilectra it took nine years to

reduce energy losses from
theft, leakage and
over-consumption from 19.5 per
cent to last year's 9 per cent
The same process took only
three years in Argentina, from
26 per cent in 1993 to 12 per
cent last year. In Lima, there

has been a 4J5 per cent gain in

little more than a year.

In Argentina, for example,
power cuts were averaging an
hour a week in 1992 but are
now down to an hour a

quarter. Cutting staff has
proved politically sensitive. In
Argen tina it has been a source
of conflict - the Chilean flag

was burned by angry
employees on one occasion.
Chilectra is the company's
benchmark for an efficient

customer-to-staff ratio, at 615:1.

Edesur had to dismiss almost
half its employees to reach
514:1. Light has 12,000
employees, so its numbers
would have to fail to about
3,600 to achieve the same ratio.

Enersis had sales of $l.8bn in

1995. double the 1994 figure,

with the increase coming from
a bigger share in Edesur. It has
been taking on new debt and

capital to cover past and future

acquisitions. with an
additional S280m in new
shareholder capital, and a

5500m syndicated loan from an
international banking
consortium.

Enersis is expected to go for

a controlling stake plus
management in Light through
a consortium with Brazilian

and possibly US partners.

The Chileans are awaiting
clarification of the estimated

rate of return in the formula to

be used for setting tariffs. If

this is less than, say. 85 per

cent airtight, says Mr David
Hurd, senior analyst in Merrill

Lynch's Santiago, then
“Enersis doesn't need Brazil

just now” and would do better

to focus on other possibilities

in Colombia and Mexico.

B ut Enersis needs new
outside investments to

maintain its growth
rate. The bulk of its revenues
will come from its Chilean
business the end of the

decade, says Mr Hurd. He
regards the possibilities for

faster growth outside Chile as

important in maintaining
investor interest in the
company.
Chilean consumption, at

1,351 kWh per head per year, is

still far from Hong Kong’s 4.418

kWh. But Brazil
,

with a

population of 161m, consumes
only a shade more power, at

1,406 kWh per capita than

Chile, with a population of
14m.
In Chile, apart from

Chilectra and a second small

distributor. Enersis has a real

estate arm, a software
subsidiary and a controlling 25

per cent stake in Endesa, the

biggest generator. Endesa
supplies almost half the power
in the central electricity grid,

which covers 93 per cent of
Chilean consumption.

Its main competitor,
Chilgener, mainly has thermal
generators, which are less

cost-efficient than hydro.
Chilgener has been the driving

Ctdki Argenttae Peru

force to bring natural gas from

Argentina to Chile, via a
pipeline being built across the

Andes to Santiago.

Cheaper power from gas will

cut the base price for

electricity by an estimated

20-25 per cent - benefiting

Chilectra and the other

distributors, though reducing

margins for the generators.

Endesa will build its awn
gas-fired plant in 1997. but the

bulk of its production will still

come from hydro, with two
new plants in the offing.

A third new competitor

should come on the scene

towards the end of the year,

when Colbun. the last

state-owned electricity utility,

sells a stake to a private

owner-operator. The
government wants greater

competition, so suppliers to the

central grid will not be allowed

to bid. Instead, the government
wants to attract a big foreign

utility to develop Colbun - and

give Enersis/Endesa more of a

run for its money.

Codelco-AMP venture to woo pension funds
By Imogen Mark in Santiago

An alliance between Codelco,

the Chilean state-owned copper

corporation, and AMP. Austra-
lia's biggest pension fund man -

ager, plans to become Latin
America's first mining bouse,

according to Mr Jorge Bande.

managing director of AMP
Investments, Chile.

“It will be a step towards
forging a link between the
Chilean capital markets and
the Chilean mining sector
which has been almost entirely

absent until now," Mr Banda
said, adding that the venture

hoped to attract the support of

institutional investors, and
more specifically the Chilean

private pension funds.
The venture aims to become
one of the top 20 companies on
the domestic stock market. It

will be formed as a holding
company with initial assets of

520m. AMP will contribute $6m
in cash, and take 51 per cent of

the company; Codelco will take

the other 49 per cent stake, and
contribute four mining proper-

ties from its portfolio of explo-

ration prospects. These are
either copper, gold or mixed
deposits.

Once the venture has devel-

oped or acquired workable
deposits, it will seek new capi-

tal from domestic institutional

investors, according to Mr Ivan
Valenzuela. Codelco's

vice-president for exploration.

Most of the big mines in
Chile are foreign-owned. Only
one, Mantes Blancos, which is

majority-owned by
Anglo-American, has a float on
the Chilean stock market, and
that is very smaiL

Mr Valenzuela said Codelco

had been holding talks for

some months with the superin-

tendency of pension funds,
which monitors the funds'

investments and operations, to

find ways in which they could
invest in this or other ven-
tures. For example, Codelco
has a medium-sized deposit,

San Antonio, near its Salvador

mine. By the end of the year it

expects to have a clear idea of

the reserves and the type of

ore, which will determine how
it can be mined and at what
cost.

At that point, Mr Valenzuela

said, they expected to be able

to offer bonds on the local mar-
ket for institutional investors

without the need for changes
in pension fund law, which
limits the amount the funds
ran invest directly in raining

projects.

The funds manage assets of

about $25bn, but are strictly

regulated.

However, they need to diver-

sify their share portfolios,

which are heavily concentrated

In the electricity sector,

because they represent such a

large proportion of the compa-
nies which trade in the Chilean

stock market.

Mr Valenzuela said there

was considerable interest
arrtnng the pension fund man-

agers in the possibility of

investing with Codelco.

There is no question of
privatising the state-owned
company's existing operations,

which contributed gl.Sbn to fis-

cal revenue last year, equiva-

lent to 40 per cent of the 1995

health, education and housing
budgets.

Codelco, which reported
sales of S33bn in 1995. is the

world’s biggest copper raining

company, with production last

year of 1.2m tonnes.

Barney’s
could put t

Isetan

in the red
By Etniko Terozofta in Tokyo

Isetan. a leading Japanese

department store operator,

could go into the red for the

first time in 35 years because

of losses resulting from the

bankruptcy proceedings of its

US partner, Barney's of New
York.
The Japanese department

store operator said It had yet

to be decided whether or not

or how much of the losses

relating to Barney's, whose
Chapter U bankruptcy
proceedings began in January,

would be included In its

consolidated earnings.

Bui Mr Knnihiko Mur&ta, an
Isetan official, said the

company might post net losses

Tor the first time since Its

listing in 1961.

The Japanese retailer tied

up with Barney's in 1989, ant
has since provided the New w
York retailer with Y6ll6hn
<$573m) in investments and
loans, funding its expansion in

the US.
The dispute over the joint

venture agreement and the

ownership of the chain of

Barney's stores tn the US, has

prompted litigation from both

sides. Barney’s filed a suit for

$50m against Isetan in

January and the Japanese
retailer countered with a
$16Sm lawsuit against
Barney’s last month.
Isetan bad expected Its core

business to be in the black far-

the year ended March after

posting its first recurring

profit in four years in the year

to March 1995.

Sales at Barney’s Japan, in

which Isetan holds an 80 per

cent stake, have also been
brisk.

But 1sotan’s stock fell Y80,

or 1.9 per cent to Yl.530 on

the Tokyo stock exchange
yesterday because investors

were concerned at reports over

the weekend that the company
would suffer a net loss of

Y20bn for the past business

year because of a Y30bn
write-off of losses stemming
from Barney's bankruptcy.

The company, which will

release Its annual earnings
statement at the end of May,
refused to confirm the figures,

saying an official decision on^
Its annual accounts was yet to

be made.

HIGH GRADE COPPER (COMEX)

Sou Day's 0PH
price danse Mon UN* Vd M

Apr 11360 a30 11340 113.10 214 "2563

11355 - 11185 11280 1.666 19.123

Jon 11240 11270 112.45 37 967

Jul 11210 -0.1S 112.50 111.70 328 0.512

Ml 11150 -0.15 - - 5 537

Sen 110.80 -0.15 11120 11060 44 3,443

Total 2295 42/JB2

Precious Metals continued
GOLD CQMEX (100 Troy oz.. Sftroy oz.1

Sett Days Op*
price change Mg* tow VW M

Apr 3985 +3.1 397.5 3954 148 753

5m 4007 +11 401.0 397.1 10.783100.644

ABB 4031 +32 403.1 3994 636 20.117

Oct 405 5 4016 4010 259 5240
Dec 408 0 +3.4 W32 404.4 2J86 22817
Feb JI06 + 34 4082 *08-3 M> 5.01 r
Total 20474196,752

PLATINUM NYMEX (50 Troy oz.; 3/tray oz.)

Apr 4104 +24 4150 408.5 32 308

Jul 412.4 +24 4125 4098 1.326 19432

Oct 415.4 +16 416 0 4140 10 1138
Jn 41B2 +16 - - 5 1466

Apr 420 7 +24 - - 6 655

Total 1488 24499

PALLADIUM NYMEX (100 Troy oz.: Sftroy oz.)

Jun 14260 1.35 142 60 141 50 322 5573
Sep 144 00 13S - - 22S 1446
Doc 145.10 +1.45 145.00 14100 1 111

Total 547 4730

SILVER COMEX (5.000 Tray oz.: CenlsAray oz.)

«W 555 0 +134 5500 550.0 1 1

Hay 5565 +130 5570 547 0 29420 57.280

Jd 581 6 +J32 583.0 5514 2.605 19495

S«P 566.6 +13.6 564.0 5578 B31 11 512
DOC S74i +14.1 5720 5664 490 7.BB1

Mar 5820 +146 - - 1 3,195

ENERGY
CRUDE OIL NVMDC (46.000 US gaHs. S/ban-aft

GRAINS AND OIL SEEDS
WHEAT C8T (5,000bu min; oeruABOfc bushoQ

SOFTS
COCOA CSCE (10 tOVWK S/tomes)

Uteri Bay'd Open Seri B»fl <JP«® sou Ore* opm
price dong* Hgh I* M U price dens* High tam W Ini price ichange Mon low Vri M

May 2349 +084 2340 2247 38.424 81916 Bay 275 53500 S2040 4265 18428 re 1331 -10 1348 1330 7502 20,316

Jrm 2116 +136 2129 2082 24,051 85434 M 49240 +540 49650 46525 17J59 51431 Jnl 1342 -12 1356 1341 6,737 21471M 1948 +016 2003 19.76 11403 49429 Sep 49450 +540 49750 48740 1.764 12422 Sap 1362 +4 1375 1362 989 11782

Are 19.17 -am 1023 1947 9439 33277 Dae 50425 +325 50740 40940 2296 10434 Dae 1373 -10 1383 1375 749 15.907

Sap 18.79- -044 1845 1877 6426 30.491 Us 50240 +5.00 50740 48840 90 659 Mar 1387 -It 13S6 1387 1409 11,134

Oct 1955 -aio 1865 1843 2,061 15411 M 43540 +100 43840 432.00 62 635 re 1403 -11 - - 68 44B8
ToW 104482450215 THU 25437 91423 Trial 17J44 98431

M HEATING OIL IWMEX (42.000 US gab; cAJS DaOs.) MAIZECBT (5400 bu inh: oentaftSOb buaheQ COCOA {fCCOj (SOfTa/lcme)

Softs continued
QRAHQE JUICE NVCE |15000B»: centaflba)

Iby T3255 +2.70 13400 130-80 626 IZ272

M 130.75 *220 13150 129.70 22S 4.712

Sop 129.85 *220 13000 12800 ' 14 2233
tkm 12630 *200 12630 12630 4 794

Jan 124.00 +205 124.00 12250 51 29E9

Ms 12535 +200 12600 12670 - 178

T0CH 831 2431

sajisaviun

Latest Day's Open

price dang* Ugh Low Vri tat

re 61.75 +2.18 61.75 5925 11.047 24,950

An 55.85 +1 44 55.90 5440 4237 14429
Jri 5325 +0.64 53.40 5270 1465 12660

Are 5270 +044 52.70 57 3(1 484 9.066

Sep 5275 +004 5290 5250 222 4J537

Oct 5345 +0 J4 53 45 5325 579 3446
Trial 10621 82573

M NATURAL GAS MdCX j10.000 nnAa; STnanOuj

Latest Ibyte fif»H

price change w* Low Vri tat

May 2310 -an» 2315 2285 12123 32007
Jon, 2280 -0009 2280 2260 5245 21.188

Jul 2235 -0.01

B

2240 2225 1708 21,051

*re 2200 -0.010 2205 2190 652 15443

2160 -0.005 2160 2155 370 12787

Oct 2145 -0XB5 2145 2135 579 11473

Trial ZW3Z 158,789

UNLEADED GASOLINE
MYMBt (42400 US gaib.; dUS garia.)

Latest Days Open

pries rings Ugh ipw Vri tat

«*re 702S +1.49 70.30 6840 11119 2B20S
-k» 67.40 +126 67.45 65 75 5272 16811
Jri 6420 +om 8440 8X20 2722 10826

ore 6090 +0.81 6090 G0 15 2103 5.940

Sep 58.30 +076 58.45 58.10 727 1234
Oct 5515 +0.66 55.15 55.15 4 725
Tata 24JG2 8WSS

VOLUME DATA
Open Intoned and Vohana data srtwi«n for

1

contracts badod on COMEX. NYMEX. 3ST.
_MYCE-CME 3nd-C5CE ot one <tav In amaare. 1

Hq 435.75 +425 437.75 42600 51205151.414

M 42650 +925 42775 41600 34,434145550

Sap 374.50 +11.00 37550 363.00 10290 46,494

0k 34225 +450 343.00 33250 18538111.033

Ms 347.50 +925 340 00 336S 1.647 9.758

May 348.75 +975 35050 34050 138 995

Total 116506471538

B SOYABEANS C8T feOPOOn ata; cenWBOl) butted

Hay 78125 +1575 78600 78200 14.089 56980
M 79075 +1850 79600 77230 29578 B6.171

Aug 79200 +16.75 79740 77550 1.465 8.404

Set 7B3.75 +1925 79600 70550 391 4.473

Koa 77950 +1850 78350 75840 12804 61.172

Jaa 79675 +1675 79600 78750 394 3.896

Total 59586206829

Apr3
DBly_

Pika

.9742)

Prw. day

970.83

COFFEEV CSCE (37.500faK corta/taa)

re 11345 -1.70 115.40 111.00 6.496 15.437

Jul 114.10 -1.00 11540 11140 1.906 8200
Sap 11340 -1.30 115.00 11200 400 4475
Due 11360 -0.80 114.75 11200 99 2JM6
Mar 11340 -0.40 114.00 11340 25 503

re 11295 -040 HIM 11250 54 1B9

Total

GOFFS (ICO! (US cwsWpaund)

9JK2 30,754

MEAT AND LIVESTOCK
M LIVE CATTLE CME (40,000tos centsflba)

3

Comp. tUr—
15 itay swans

Price Free, day

..103.92 104.11

.10643 10698

M SUGAR 'ir CSCE niEXOOtoK centortM
May 25.96 +044 2640 6400 30416
Jo* 2841 +043 X 4(1 2548 8468 37.713 May 1141 +0.02 11.1ft 11.7610.152 41274

Are 26.48 044 2645 2805 729 7,137 Jri 1146 +020 11.30 11.04 5461 45.449

Sep 2642 +041 26L60 2028 125 34« Oct 1042 +018 1096 1077 1.420 29.404

Oct 26.77 +045 27.00 2841 196 1383 Mm 1041 +017 1045 1048 885 10474

Dec 27.12 +044 2745 2648 2112 12176 Stay 1043 +015 1053 1049 247 4.962

Total 17570 94,741 Jnl 1841 RM 1047 1027 73 2373

M SOYABEAN MEAL C8T (100 tons; S/tar]
18y484 148,196

May 2487 +54 2514 2413 11484 32JB7 —

—

Jri 2524 +54 2581 2444 14490 38426 •are

Are 2527 +88 2554 2487 2,169 7,058 Jri

8ap 2514 +87 2534 2454 386 4403 Oct

Oct 2484 +6.4 2504 2412 232 3404 Dae

Dae

Trial

2484 +84 2502 2424 1433 II^DI

31713 97333

Mar
May
Trial

8722 -023 8820 869011434 16728
8685 -0.1 B 8950 860510226 16272
83.45 +028 8350 8220 477 2588
8050 +637 8680 8045 3268 19208
8153 +028 8150 81.15 89 2253
81.88 +023 81-90 81.75 92 1459

a/ns azflu

Sail Dayte Qpaa
Price dongfl Hfgb Lm VM W

Apr 63«75 -0300 60775 63.150 3404 17,718

Jen 61400 -0475 61675 61950 92 35103

Aug 613K +0025 61650 63.050 36 20400
Od 64400 +0.300 64 550 64050 GO 11124

Dec B3J25 +0150 63.450 63.025 1 10422

Feb 63.625 +0375 61800 61175 160 4457

TeW 3480 88B85

M LIVE HOGS CUE I40.0CXMJK ewUsAW

AW 53.950 +1475 54 075 51050 904 ttzi
Jun 51400 +1500 58.400 57 000 32 18467

Jri 56.375 +1.150 56700 B.325 22 6406

Are 51750 +0 775 53 300 52.200 23 840
Oct 49400 +6850 49.450 48150 7 18S7
Dec 50.375 +0.875 50.650 48500 7 2491 M

jsjnsVreTrial 1481

PORK BELLIES CME WOOOtos; centoftbsj

May 78400 +2400 78400 74400 106 8130
Jri 75475 +2400 75 575 71400 61 156a
Aug 72475 +2J*M 71375 70.400 6 1,208

Feta 69.950 +2400 69450 68600 2 301

Mar 70JQO +1000 70300 70400 4 B

toy 71.000 +1.400 71.000 1 1

Trial 175 11,214

I

I

New Zealand

USS IfiOOjOOOjOOO Heating Rate Notes due 1999

In accordance with the Terms end Conditions of The Notes, nonce
is hereby given (bar far iho Interest Penod from April 08. 1996 to

July 06. 1996 me Notes wiH carry an Interest Rate of 5.33594%
per annum.

The Coupon Amount payable on the relevant Interest Payment
Dale. July OS. 1996 wiH be USS 134 88 per

JSS 10.000 principal amount of The Reference

Note and USS 1.348.81 per XTvN AgerK

USS 100.000 onncoai (PTtfn Kiwtietbank
amount of Note H *M j .) f hwmmTiwj

CHEMICAL BANKING CORPORATION
US$200,000,000 SUBORDINATED
FLOATINGBATENOTES DUE 2000

In arrorrlanrc with the provisions of the Notes, notice Is hereby Riven that
Tor the interest period Cram 9 April IS**' to 8July 199G the Notes carry an
Interest rate of5.61094’i per annum.

U.S. $140,000,000

(Incorporated with Gmfted SabOty In the Kkigdam ot Sweden)

Subordinated Floating Rate Notes due October 2002

Notice is hereby given thattar the sbe months Interest Period from
April 9, 1996 to October 7, 1996 the Notes wffl carry an Interest
Rrfe Crf 5.375% per annum. The Interest payable on the relevant
interest payment date, October 7, 1996 win be U.S. $135.12
and U.S. £2,702.43 respectively tor Notes in denominations of
U.S. $5,000 and U.S. $100,000.

By; The Chase Manhattan Bank, NJL
Lcndon, Agent Bank

April 8,1996

CHASE

JUPITER TYNDALL GLOBAL FUND, SICAV
Registered Office

Unanfauirg 13. me Goethe
R.C UixanbomB B 3*393

DIVIDEND NOTICE
The Directors resolved on 29 Man* 1996 10 pay i dividend or £0.02 per share to
rinreftoUen of itic High Yield Portfolio on record on 29 Match 1996 with an ex-thvideod
dale i>f 30 March 1 996 payable on 9 April 1996.

-

By order of the Board

BANCO TORNQjTist

BANCO TORNQUIST S.A.
(Formerly Banco Credit Lyonnais Argentina SJL)

US* 7<MXH>,000
7-50 per cant. Negotiable Obligations due 1996

NOTICE TO NOTEHOLDERS:
Banco Tomquist SA (formerly Banco Crgdft Lyonnais Argentina
S-A.) (the ’Issuer) hereby informs hokters of its USS 70,000,000.-
7.50 par cent Negotiable Obligations due 1996 Issued on Octo-
ber 4th, 1993 (the “Notes') that

a) Redemption of principal: In accordance with the terms
aid conditions of the Notes, the Issuer shall repay the thW

of P*11105? 111 - In an aggregate amount of USS
1 7,500,000.-,on April 4th, 1996.

b) Payment of Interest; payment of interest for the six month
period endng March 1996 wUI also be made on April4th, 1996.

Principal Paying Agent
CnSdlt Lyonnais Luxembourg SJL: 26 A, Boulevard Royal,
L-2449 Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

Paying Agents:
Banco Tamquist SA; Bartotom6 MUre 531 (1036) Buenos Aires,
Argentina

Cr&flt Lyonnais SAj 19 Boulevard das Itafiens, 75002 Paris. France

Paying Procedures: holders of the Notes will receive any pay-
ments of principal end Interest which they are entitled In accor-
dance with their holdings as registered with Cate da Vatores SA.
Cedsl SA. and/or Eurodsar.

The Board of Directors

u* v£p\
-J

t )
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The consensus way
with governance
Norma Cohen on changing relations between
investors and companies in the Netherlands
The Amsterdam Stock

5£?*
ange’

s top Priority for
1936 is corporate governance.
Corporate governance? In

the Netherlands?
In his turn of the year

address to stock exchange
members, Boudewijn Baron
Van Ittrnum, chairman, said
that relations between listed

companies and their sharehold-
ers must be improved.

“I deeply regret that - partly
as a result of the long-running
debate on these issues - the
relations between listed compa-
nies and shareholders' repre-
sentatives are not all they

I could be," he said.

“The more active role being
taken by investors is still expe-
rienced by too many compa-
nies as a threat, while it could
- if taken seriously - function
to support an effective corpo-
rate policy.”

In recant weeks, the Amster-
dam exchange, in co-operation
with the Dutch Association of

Stock Exchange lasted Compa-
nies, set up a committee to
make recommendations on
best practice for company
directors and supervisory
boards.

Bat the interesting question
is why corporate governance is

now becoming an issue of such
pressing concern in the
Netherlands.

Unlike their German coun-
terparts, Dutch companies
have been relatively free from
the sorts of corporate banana
skins which have fueled a

drive for higher standards of

corporate governance there.

They have also avoided the
corporate corruption scandals

which have dogged some
French companies and sparked

an outcry among their inves-

tors.

Moreover, by European stan-

dards at least, the Dutch mar-
kets have provided good
returns over the years.

However the Netherlands
looks undervalued when

^viewed on a p/e basis with
Tcompanies trading at only 12.9

against 15.6 for other European
exchanges. However. Mr Rich-

ard Davidson, European equity

MANAGEMENT

strategist at Morgan Stanley
International, says thin may
reflect differences in account-
ing practices.

There Is one facet of the
Dutch market which may lead
to undezperfonnance. "Dutch
anti-takeover mechanisms are
tougher than most continental
countries,” Mr Davidson notes.
For instance, companies are
allowed to issue a block of new
shares to a “friendly" company
to prevent a hostile bid.

And many shareholders are
issued “trust” shares which
give them economic rights but
not voting rights over a compa-
ny’s affairs. The trusts are
appointed largely by manage-
ments themselves and share-
holders have no mechanism for
making their views heard.
Moreover, there is no system

of proxy voting at Dutch corpo-

rate annual meetings.

The Dutch finance Tnimcter

has said that the anti-takeover

mechanisms are not good for

domestic industry and has pro-

posed modifications to allow
hostile takeovers in some cir-

cumstances.

But these protective mea-
sures have been in place for

years. Government prodding
aside, the question is why cor-

porate governance has only
now become an issua Observ-

ers say the answer lies in the

changing nature of domestic
investment
“The pension thuds them-

selves haven't used their influ-

ence up until now,
1
* says Mr

Robert Ten Voids, general sec-

retary of the Association of

Industry-Wide Pension Funds.
But in recent years, the need
to obtain higher rata of return

has prompted pension schemes
to diversity out of fixed-inter-

est securities and into equities.

“Some pension schemes have
25 to 30 per cent of assets in

equities and some will move to

40 per cent" be says. “Pension

funds are mine and more con-

sidered profit centres for com-
panies."

Pension fund investors can-
not afford to be complacent in

the face of corporate medioc-
rity, he adds.

Only this year, the ABP pen-

sion scheme, tin world’s sec-

ond largest with F1198bn in

assets, has been freed of all

government restrictions on its

investment decisions. By 2000,

its total equity Investment is

expected to rise from FI 31bn to

FlfiSbn.

According to Mr Michel
Meijs of ABP the pension
scheme is “recently redefining
its position as a shareholder in

Dutch companies in order to

protect long-term shawihnldBr

value”. It intends to appoint a
member of staff whose sole

duty will be to concentrate on
corporate governance matters.
He adds ^nt m CArno nwa.

sure, Dutch, shareholders are
sfaxmly adootme a n»gp from
the textbook written by their

US and UK counterparts who
argue that active shareholders
can force complacent manage-
ments to improve performance.
But it is not clear that cul-

turally, either shareholders or
companies are prepared to

adopt the muscular approach
to corporate governance which
has characterised US investors.

ABP, for instance, says it “does

not intend to intervene in a
company’s strategic manage-
ment derisions”.

Mr Ernst Enschede, bureau
director of the Dutch Associa-

tion of Stock Exchange Listed

Companies, says that the
Dutch concept of the corpora-

tion win not be readily amena-
ble to too much bending of the

current structure.

“There are more stake-

holders than shareholders in a
company,” he says. “If share-

holders are unhappy, they can
vote with their feet."

But if large shareholders are

unhappy with the way a com-
pany is being run, he says, it is

unlikely that management will

turn a deaf ear. “We are a con-

sensus-driven society,” Mr
Enschede says.

FINANCE

Picking winners:

Hambrecht
looks to home
Foe Bffl Hambrecht, one of California's

most successful high-tech investors,

life ha« settled into a famitiar pattern,

Richard Waters writes. First, he puts

up the money for a new business; then,

picks a moment when the stock
market has whipped itself into a

hysteria over the money to be made in
high-tech industries, and sells out.

thp difference thfc tfnw fa that the
company Hambrecht is considering
taWng public is his own.

Hambrecht & Quist is one of a
handful erf San Francisco banks the

fortunes of which have blossomed
alongside those of Silicon Valley.

Recent H&Q companies to have made a
splash include Netscape, which
exploded on to the stock market last

year. Though, as with most other
public offerings handled by a boutique
investment bank, a better-known Wall
Street house was in tow - in

Netscape’s case, Morgan Stanley. Fast
H&Q successes have included Apple
Computer and Genentech, the US's
second-biggest biotech company.
Hambrecht, 60, has always been

more of a venture capitalist than a
banker. Hie is said to spend most ofhis
f-hnt* marshalling investments both tor

the hank and his own portfolio. But
the two sides of BiB Hambrecht seem
to sit comfortably together. As
mementos, H&Q slaps “tombstone”
awnounewnentg for its rtpnig on bottles

of Cabernet Sauvjguon produced at

Hambrechfs own Belvedere winery.

IfH&Q does decide to go public later

this year, it is likely to mark
something of a paying of the

generations. It would give Hambrecht
a chance to cash in some of his stock,

along with the bank's other principal

shareholders, who include the widow
offormer partner George Quist, who
died In 1982.

Deloitte’s Baltic

banking rendezvous
Tony Houghton, partner at Deloitte &
Touche, the UK accountancy firm, is

packing his hags for Riga for one of

this year’s most exotic liquidation

assignments - Latvia's Bank Baltija,

George Graham writes.

Hrmflhtnn and his colleague David
Berrey, director of Deloitte’s Latvian

practice, were appointed liquidators of

Baltija last week by the Riga regional

court Until its collapse last year,

Baltija was the biggest bank not only

in Latvia but in all the Baltic

republics. K is reputed to owe more
than $400m to some 350,000 creditors.

Richard Sermon: minding the European PR shop at Goldman Sachs since 1992

Putting Latvia’s brand new
bankruptcy law into practice should
not prove too challftnglng for

Houghton. As coauthor of Deloitte’s

“Guide to Insolvency in F&rope, "he can
turn his hand to the full range of

bankruptcy codes.

Houghton promises to "bring to bear
the techniques successfully employed
in dealing with the global asset-tracing

requirements of BCCL”
The Riga court must be hoping that

the fees don’t climb as high as for

BCCL Deloitte has already billed

nearly {300m, while recovering {3.31m

of assets for creditors, and is having to

contest a Luxembourg report claiming

it overcharged in the iTmm»rH«tP

aftermath of the bank's collapse.

The Latvian liquidation business

could be a promising sector. Alongside

Baltija, nine other banks became
insolvent last year. European Union
advisers to the Bank ofLatvia say the

number of banks is likely to halve,

though the next wave of consolidation

could be achieved in a more orderly

way than the last

Veba’s Lauk cracks

US accountancy code
Kurt Lauk. finance director at Veba,
used to quake at the thought of having
to visit Scottish Widows, the

Edinburgh-based pensions fund with

holds a stake In the German
conglomerate, Michael Lindemann
writes.

There. Lauk says, young and “very

tough” analysts used to pull apart

Veba’s figures and want toknow the

reasoning behind everymove the
Dflssridorf-based group made in order

to justify the fund’s investment
His Edinburgh visits should

henceforth be rather less intimidating.

following completion of two-year

negotiations with the US Securities

and Exchange Commission, as a result

of which Veba has become only the

second German company after

Daimler-Benz to file accounts which

meet the US-based Generally Accepted

Accounting Principles standards.

No doubt the 49-year-old Lank picked

up some of his stamina while studying

theology at TQbingen University. He
honed his skills at Boston Consulting,

and has been at Veba since 1992.

As to when his efforts will be
crowned with a New York Stock
Exchange listing, T-ank remains silent.

It will only happen, be says, when
Veba can accompany the listing with a

rights issue so that more equity stays

in the US.
That could be at any time. Veba has

a 10J> per cent stake in Cable &
Wireless, the London-based telecoms
group which is in mezger talks with
British Telecommunications. If the
deal comes off Veba is unlikely to be
content with a diluted stake in a larger

group, and may reach for more cash.

Investment banks
brush up their image
It is all change at the public relations

departments of the investment banks,
Nicholas Denton writes. No fewer than
four large institutions have been
searching for new heads of corporate
wirmwimiraHnnn in London.
The number of changes reflects a

combination ofnatural turnover and
the growing importance placed by
investment hanks on their reputations
- not just among their closest cheats,

but in a wider business community
which is often reached through the

media.
Morgan Stanley, the US investment

bank, and SBC Warburg, the division

of Swiss Bank Corporation, are
understood to have identified outside

candidates to take the positions. The
appointee to the new Morgan Stanley

post will report to Amelia Fawcett, an
executive director.

The new head of corporate

communications at SBC Warburg will

replace Jens Tholstrup, who is

returning to the corporate finance

department from which he was
plucked last year.

Meanwhile Goldman Sachs is

breaking with its farmer practice and
is discreetly looking for its first

in-house head of corporate

communications for Europe. The
appointee would take over from a team
led by Richard Sermon, on secondment
from Shandwick, the British PR outfit,

since 1992.

And JJP. Morgan is still in the
market for a number two who would
likely take over from Joe Evangelist!

when he returns to the US next year.

*

We’re willing to takea risk. Jwriwg our successful temsformation from a heading house

to a major corporation with a turnover of DM 24 billion

adhering to these principles, we've never once lost our

balance while weighing out die risks of doing business.

Butnotatany price.

AUinfi ventured, nothing gained- Popular Worn it you riA too muck, it', all too easy to rtunAle «nd tall,

t ’to proverbial Lest. And any entrepreneur worth his During its more than 240 years of corporate history,

«Jt Jrtiows that risk iB an intrinsic part of business life. But Hamel's approach to entrepreneurial rish has always been

and a world-wide workforce of 35,000 employed in pro

ductian, trading and services, we'veobviously taken more

than a few risks- But not at any price.

We've never gone in for speculative operations, and

have always sought a healthy balance between the potential

risks and benefit* Moreover, we see to it that our liquidity

HANIEL
Fronz-Haniel-Plafz I, D-47119 Duisburg
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Against conventional wisdom

Total return in local currency to 3/4/96
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G ood contrarians should
always be betting
against the conven-

tional wisdom.
On the subject or commodi-

ties. most people's views are

pretty clear cut Raw materials
are no longer a significant con-
tributor to inflation. The expe-
rience of 1994, when a sharp
rise in many commodity prices

failed to feed through the pro-

duction chain is fresh in most
economists' minds.
The sudden surge in the gold

price earlier this year has
come and gone, proving to be
full of sound and fury, but sig-

nifying nothing. Commentators
are even sanguine about the

rise in the price of that 1970s

inflationary bugbear, oil,

which took West Texas Inter-

mediate to more than $22 a

barrel last week.

It is easy to see why the oil

price might fail again. The
resumption of talks between
Iraq and the United Nations
over the ending of sanctions
might lead to the return to the

market of a main supplier.

Even ignoring the Iraq issue,

the market clearly sees the
recent rise as a blip. OH has
been in a state of backwarda-
tion for some time, the techni-

cal term for when spot prices

are higher than forward prices.

As Mr Keith Skeoch, chief

economist at broker James
Capel. says “this has been the

first time in many years that

oil has followed the seasonal
pattern, thanks to a combina-
tion of a cold winter and a

shortage of stocks."

Mr Geoff Pyne, oil analyst at

UBS, says there was extra
demand for beating oil of

600,01)0-700.000 barrels a day
because of cold weather in the

US and Europe in January and

in Europe in February. Also,

companies had moved to just-

in-time inventories, putting
pressure on supply.

Oil's effect on inflation is

muted these days by heavy
taxation, especially in Europe,
which makes the cost of crude
only a small component of the

price at the pump. A sluggish

world economy, in which pro-

ducers find it bard to pass cost

increases on to consumers also

softens the impact
In any case. Mr Mehdi Vara,

director of oil and gas research

at Kleinwort Benson, expects

the spot price to slide back to

$16-317 by the end of the year
and to remain subdued for

some time, as production by
on-Opec members continues
its steady rise.

Oil is set to slip back and few
other resource prices are

motoring. The Economist com-

modity index fell 7-3 per cent

in 1P95 and has risen a measly
0.8 per cent this year.

So why are some people still

bullish on commodity invest-

ment. to the extent that new
specialist funds are reportedly

being launched in the US?
There are some technical fac-

tors. Mr Steve Strongin of

Goldman Sachs in New York
points out that, even though
the one year forward price of

oU has gone nowhere for a
year, it was possible, because
of backwardation, to make
profits of more than 50 per cent
last year by buying the
short-term forward contracts
and rolling them over.

More fundamentally, some
believe that world economic
growth is set to rebound, par-

ticularly in the light of the

monetary easing in Japan, the

US and Europe. “Current fore-

casts have the major econo-
mies at or above trend growth
rates at the end of 1996. or the

beginning of 1997. This would
be the first time since the early

1970s when all parts of the
world were growing at reason-

able rates at the same time",

says Mr Strongin.

Longer term, the demand for

commodities from emerging
markets, where economies are

often growing at 6-10 per cent a

year, may put pressure on sup-

plies. The potential demand
from China alone Is likely to

have massive effects on com-
modity markets.

The standard answer to this

issue is that in the past new
supply has consistently been
produced, or discovered, to

meet increased demand. But
maybe the picture is changing.

An example could be the grain

OH price

Brent blend erode. $ per barrel

1995 96

Source: Datastreem

markets. There was a bad har-

vest in 1995 but according to

Mr Strongin, “since 1988-89, the

rate of increase in yield per

acre has levelled out. The
trend in demand is exceeding

the trend in production."

“In previous years", he says,

“if one grain had a bad year,

farmers could take land out of

production from other crops

and switch- But that Is difficult

when all crops are tight."

The result has been that

world wheat stocks are reach-

ing their lowest levels far 20
years, according to projections

from the International Grains

Council. According to Datas-

tream. the wheat price has
risen by 42 per cent, and the

com price by 70 per cent over

the last 12 months.

But given the rule of hedge
funds, and the increasing use
of commodities as a diversifica-

tion play within institutional

portfolios, physical demand for

commodities may be less
,

important that speculative

demand.
The liquidity which has been

flowing through world finan-

cial markets, and has played a

significant part in taking the

Treasury bond yield down to G

per cent and carrying the Dow ..

Jones Industrial average up to

all-time highs, might yet flow

into commodity markets. Con-

trarian investors could at least

spare the idea some thought

COMPANY RESULTS DUE

Suez fails to

meet previous

chairman’s

commitment
Suez: The French industrial

and financial holding com-
pany, will today report a 1996

net loss erf FFr3.7bn-FFr4.lbn

(3740m-$820m). according to

analysts’ forecasts.

The results will mean the
group is unable to deliver on
last year's commitment by Mr
Gerard Worms, previous chair-

man, to achieve an “accept-

able" level of earnings in 1995

after four “hellish" years of

losses in the property sector.

Suez made a net lose of
FFrlShn in 1994 after taking
what were then described as

once-and-for-all provisions on
its exposure to the property
market

However, after a change of

chairman in July, Suez went
on to set aside further property
provisions of FFr-Llbn in its

first-half 1995 accounts, leading

to a first-half net loss of

FFr3.9bn.
New chairman Mr Gerard

Mestrallet said at the time of

the first-half results that he
expected the group to break
even in the second half, lead-

ing to a full-year net loss of

around the first-half level. Ana-
lysts' forecasts are centred on
this figure.

Most analysts are looking for

Suez to maintain its net divi-

dend at FFr82 as a mark of

confidence in the future, as it

did in 1994. AFX Paris

Fortis: The Dutch-Belgian
financial services group, is

expected to report on Thursday
1995 net profit of Ecu630.3m-
Ecu696m ($756m-$835m) com-
pared with Ecu549.1m a year
earlier, according to Dutch
analysts' forecasts.

Dividend forecasts are in a

range of F13.95-FI455 for 1995

and FI 4.40-F1 -L80 in 1996 for

Fortis Amev, agains t FI 3.80 in

1994. and BFr82-83 in 1995 for

Fortis. against BFr74.25 in

1994.

Belgian analysts said they
expected a BFrll.3bn-
BFrll.5bn ($373m-$379m) net

profit for Fortis AG against

BFrlO.lbn in the previous year.

Analysts said they expected

Fortis to report net profit up
14.8 per cent at Ecu6302m, a

sharper rise than the 7-12 per

cent increase forecast by the

company at the time of its

third-quarter report
Analysts expected Fortis

Amev’s net profit to rise 11 per
cent to FI 695.2m from
FI 626.4m a year earlier, with

earnings per share up at FI 9.65

from FI 8.74, and a 1995 divi-

dend of FI 4J0 against FI 3-80.

The group's life insurance
activities would put in a good

performance, helped by “excep-

tionally good" cost controls,

Suez

Share price (FFr)

400

Source: FT Extol

analysts said. Non-life results

would be favourable as the
company has restructured its

portfolio. AFX Amsterdam

Dewhirst International: The
UK garment supplier to Marks
and Spencer, Is today expected
to announce pre-tax profits of
gZ2m ($33m). giving earnings of

about U.5p.

Jefferson Smurfit

Share price relative to the Paper.

Packaging and Printing sector

Source: FT Extol

Analysts will be looking at

the impact of raw material
price rises cm profits and an
outlook statement on the likely

direction of these costs this

year. The unusually hot
weather last summer is likely

to have had an effect on
demand as well as the grater-

ally weak consumer market.
Margins will be examined and

compared with other M & S
suppliers, some of whom have

been forced to announce hefty

restructuring charges in their

accounts for 1995.

Jefferson Smurfit: The Irish

paper and packaging group, is

tomorrow expected to report
annual pre-tax profits between

I£405m and I£415m ($65Sm).

Further news on management
changes are also expected fol-

lowing reports that Mr Michael

Smurfit, chairman and chief

executive, is about to appoint a
new operations director.

Alpha Airports: The loss of

a flight services contract with

British Airways at John F.

Kennedy airport in New York
last August is expected to hold

bade profits at the UK airline

services company. Pre-tax prof-

its of just under C2im (332m)
will be reported tomorrow,
compared with £2l.4m. The
City is also expecting an
increase in the dividend and an

upbeat statement on DynAir,

the US aviation services group
acquired in August.

Yule Catto: The UK chemi-

cals and building products
group, is expected to announce
pre-tax profits of £35m (S53m)
tomorrow, giving earnings per

share of 2(L3p. Analysts will be

looking to see how the group
has weathered raw material

price pressures which have
been experienced by the sector.

At the interim stage, the group
said it had been able to pass on
most of its raw material costs

and offset margin squeezes

with strong sales growth.

Amec The UK contractor, is

expected on Thursday to
annnnnce annual pre-tax prof-

its at or slightly below last

year's £20m ($30m). In a
December defence document
against the Kvaerner bid, it

said it expected to make £20m,

but the costs of fighting off the

bid may have hit that Demand

levels will also be examined for

the effect of de-stocking by cus-

tomers. Amec is expected to

rebound in 1996. with profits

reaching £33m or higher, as it

has restructured its housing

wing and settled the loss-

making Tiffany oil platform

contract.

Nixrdln & Peacock: The UK
cash and carry operator, win

report profits on Thursday of

£19m-£20m (330m). This is in

line with the profits warning

in February, when Mr Nigel

Hall, the finance director,

resigned alter losing the confi-

dence of the board. In 1994,

profits halved to £16£m after

exceptional charges. The share

price has been supported by
bid speculation for at least a

year. Booker, which has 23 per

cent of the market compared?*
with N&P's 17 per cent, said

last month that one or more of

its cash and carry competitors

would disappear aver the next

lew years.

April 1996
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INTERNATIONAL

A rash of Latin American issues
Latin American companies are

taking advantage of the
increased investor enthusiasm
for emerging markets.

Last week’s 3100m issue of

American Depositary Receipts

by Euridis-Disco, an Argenti-

nian supermarket chain, fol-

lowed hard on the heels of

Quilmes Industrial which in
late March raised 3166.7m with
Argentina's first equity issue

since August 1994.

Chile’s Enersis, an electricity

generator and distributor, tins

also raised Slllm this year,

while Mexican companies have
raised 3310m. If a $250m issue

of mandatory exchangeable
debenture securities, a note
which has to be converted into

equities, by Nortel, the holding
company of Telecom Argen-
tina, is included, issuance
already outstrips activity for

all of last year. IFR Securities

Data lists 18 issues in 1995 for a

total of $754zel

There are other big issues in

the pipeline. Bankers in Lima
say that Peru’s biggest equity
issue, the government's sale of

its 29 per cent cent stake in

Telefonica, is on track to. take
place before the end of June,

bringing it to the market ahead
of other large international

telecommunications issues
such as Deutsche Telekom.
Although there was some

concern about the timing of
the issue, developments over
the past few weeks make the
issue more rather than less

likely to take place on sched-

ule. Last week's resignation of
Mr Dante C&dova, the Peru-

vian prime minister associated

with the more populist wing of

Mr Alberto Fujimori's govern-

ment, should reassure foreign

investors about the administra-

tion's economic direction. Iron-

ically, earlier concerns about
government divisions appear
to have helped the privatisa-

tion process.

Bankers say these worries
help explain a fall of some 15

per cent in the prices of both
the Uina stock markot as a
whole and Telefonica shares
since early February.
In turn that has reduced gov-

ernment expectations about
the amount that can be raised,

with bankers now expecting to

raise $1.3bn rather than the
31-5bn suggested earlier.

The Peruvian programme to

raise funds from retail and
institutional investors is now
expected to raise between
3200m and 3900m, reducing the

amount being sought in inter-

national markets possibly to as

little as flbn. Bankers say that
global coordinators - Merrill
Lynch and JP Morgan.
togBthar with Peru's Banco de
Cr6dito which will handle a
domestic offer - are confident
they can raise these funds in

one operation. About 70 per
cent of the international
tranche is expected to be
placed in the US market

Despite this, there are still

some grounds for caution. The
depositary receipts of Qnllmes,
the first Argentine issuer to
come to the markets since July
1994, were sold at a 12.5 per
cent discount to the group's
underlying share price, while
the coupon on the Nortel con-

vertible was also higher than
market talk had indicated.

Investor demand for new
issues is still coming mainly
from specialist Latin American
funds, rather than the broader
group of investors, including

US mutual funds which
plunged into the market in

1993 and 1994. And even these

specialists investors are more
wary than they were.

“Investors are very cautious

about increasing their expo-

sure. A lot of people were
burned big time in 1994 and are

sceptical about dipping their

toes into the water," says one

New York-based syndicate

manager. He adds that apart

from Telefonica and the Brazil-

ian Companhia Vale do Rio

Doce, the Brazilian mining
giant which could come to th^
market this year, deals of
3l00m-3l50m are likely to be

the norm for Latin issues.

He predicts a likely overall

issuance from Latin America
of no more than $2.8bn. a long

way short of the $6bn-plus
achieved in 1993.
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Limited s Tarkwa concessions, Gold Fields has agreed to the Ghanaian Government’s
request to advance the date for additional Ghanaian equity participation, which
participation was catered for in the original agreement between the parries. In terms of
this agreement, Gold Fields will own 70 per cent of the equity of Gold Fields Ghana
Limited; the Ghanaian Government and Social Security and National Insurance Trust
(SSNIT) will now hold a combined total of 25 per cent of the equity. SSN1T will hold 1

5

per cent of the equity and rhe Government will continue to hold its original 10 per cent
of the equity which in this latter case is non-contributory.

The Ghanaian Government has agreed with respect to operations in the Tarkwa
rancessmns and Abosso deeps that this constitutes complete and final dischatge of Gold
Field s obligations with respect to both Ghanaian parricipuion and the Government's right
to take up equity in terms of Ghanaian law including the mineral* and mining laws.

Gold Field, Ghana Limited ha, drilled our a measured sur&ce mineable sold resource of
13 m.11,00 ounce* and following the fovoumbl. retries of the pre-feasibility study. , full
feasibility scudy has been commissioned for completion in I99<S.

Johannesburg
9 April 1996
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: This Week
^By Riphafcl Waters

AlWte pounding induced by
last Friday s employment
figures, and ahead of news of
an expected pick-up in
inflation, US financial markets
are likely to remain in
distinctly jittery mood.

It wastbe bond market’s
reaction to employment
growth in March - as much as
the growth itself - that seems
to point to further pressure on
fixed income prices. While-
non-farm payrolls grew, on
average, by more than 200 000
in each of the first three
months, the increase was less
than in the first quarter of
1995. Other indicators, such as
hours worked and earning^
growth, seemed to point to
more modest economic growth.

If the bond market bears are
back in the ascendant, they are
likely to have more data to
feed their pessimism late in the
week. A rise in energy and
food prices is expected to have
boosted both producer and
consumer prices during March.
Most Wall Street economists

expect March's producer price
index, due on Thursday, to
register growth of 0.4-05 per
cent, or D.l-0.2 per cent
excluding the food and energy
components. The consumer
price index a da; later is

expected to show a rise of 0.4

per cent (or 0.3 per cent
without food and energy.)
March retail sales figures,

also due on Thursday, will also
be closely watched, after
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Takeover talk returned to

bolster the equity market in

the approach to Easter, helping

the FT-SE loo index climb tack
above 3,750 and the Mtd-250 to

record four successive all-time

BoeaoaFTBMi
.

February's Oil per cent jump. .

While stock market investors
are likely to remain fixated by
the mood in the bond market,
their attention will begin to
take in corporate ramtngg
with the advent of the
first-quarter results season.
The recent stirrings of renewed
economic growth are generally
expected to feed through, into
higher corporate gamings only
in the second half of the year.
Meanwhile, most companies,
particularly those in cyclical
industries, are expected to

register little profit growth.

The market will be keen this

week, as the new tax year
starts, for some of the talk to

turn into hard rash Some of
last week’s bid candidates,

such as Pearson, the media
group which owns the
Financial Times, have been
through the rnYmurr tnffl

before.

Dealers were suggesting last

week that heavy programme
trades would be generated as

institutional investors adjusted
their asset allocation at the
start of the new tax year and
invested the personal equity
plan money which normally
flows in before April 5.

With flaw corporate results

being published, attention is

likely to be focused on
macro-economic factors.

Eunities and gilts will have the
dance to respond to Friday’s
strong US non-form payroll

numbers, which were
published when London was
dosed.
hi domestic trams, the

important data is published
today, with details ofFebruary
industrial production and
manufacturing output
expected to reveal a modest
rebound. Last week’s meeting
between Eddie George,

Cocoa traders look for demand
The renewed strength of the

cocoa market just before the

Easter break could be given a
fillip today or tomorrow when
German and UK first-quarter

bean grindings figures are
published.

Last week's price rise, which
pushed second positron futures

at the London Commodity
Exchange through the £l,000-a-
tonne barrier, was helped by
news of a 10.46 per cent rise in

Dutch January-March grind-
ings, compared with the same
period last year, to 100,866

tonnes, at the top end of the
forecast range.

The German grind is expec-

'Vted to be little changed, so any
substantial rise could help to

give renewed impetus to

cocoa's rally, which flagged

somewhat in late trading on

Thursday. Dealers have pre-

dicted a 10 per cent year-on-

year rise in the UK figure, so
anything in excess of that
wonld be helpfoL

• Other events this week
include the publication today
of the Australian Bureau of

Resource Economics’ forestry

statistics.

Tomorrow London Metal
Exchange traders will be
looking out for the Interna-

tional Primary Aluminium
Institute's February stocks

statistics.

On Thursday the four-day
International Rubber Market-
ing Conference will begin in

Phuket,.Thailand.

Next Sunday sees the open-

ing of Metal Bulletin maga-
zine’s 9th International Copper
Conference in Salt Lake City,

Utah. Delegates at the three-

day event will be hoping to

hear something to change the
somewhat bearish perception

that has developed around the

copper market of late. As LME
warehouse stocks have contin-

ued to rise and the nearby sup-

ply tightness that had been

propping up copper values has

eased, analysts have generally

come to take a downbeat view
of the industry's price
prospects.

Last week's slide in LME
copper prices was halted on
Thursday, but traders told the

Reuters news agency that the

modest upturn reflected pre-

holiday book-squaring and saw
the move as temporary collec-

tion in an over-sold market
that remained in a longer term
downtrend.
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governor of the Bank of

England, and Kenneth Clarke,
chancellor of the exchequer,
brought no policy change and
many in the market believe
interest rates are unlikely to

be cut further.

Gilts, which recovered late

last week from the aftermath
of the BSE scare, are unlikely

to be helped by the south-east
Staffordshire by-election,

which is expected to result in

defeat for the Conservative
candidate and reduction of the

government’s parliamentary
majority to one.

The optimism of the last few
weeks appears to have
disappeared as analysts and
commentators warn that the

DAX share index has reached a
plateau from which it can only

descend.

The index has hovered

around the 2500 mark for some
time, and with trading

during the long Easier holiday
season few observers expect

the stock market to move
much in either direction.

Surveys show that a growing
number of analysts believe the

DAX may be close toils peak
for the year. There is even talk

among some analysts that the
chemical sector, a spectacular
performs- so for this year, may
be due for a revision.

Among German corporates,
most interest will focus on
Daimler-Benz, the automotive
group which this week will

hold its am««i news
conference to explain in

greater detail why it lost

DM5.7bn ($3.8bn) in 19% and
why it expects to a make a
substantial profit this year.

The week is unlikely to see

much interest rate speculation,

as the Bundesbank remains in
Easter mode until the nnrf of

the week, with the customary
rhythm of fortnightly council

meetings not due to resume
until next week.
In the meantime, there is

likely to be more bad economic
news, at least in headline
terms, with the forthcoming

Germany
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release of the unemployment
data for March. Forecasters
expect the headline figure,

which hit a record of *L3m in

February, to rise again, while
seasonally adjusted

unemployment might fall,

although this figure attracts

little attention inside Germany
itself.

Last week's news of a foil in

industrial production in

February confirms what
everybody knew anyway: the

German economy contracted
during the first quarter ofthe
year.

AAorglah

PARIS
While the equity market has
been showing all the signs of

coming to life with the spring,

some observers continue to

worry about the state of the
economy, writes John Pitt.

Recent data, notes James
Capel, hints “that the worst of

the country's growth pause
may be over”. The data sug-

gests that business confidence

is picking up, while manufac-

turing output is also improv-

ing. Also indicated is a trend
that the pace of increase in

unemployment might be fall-

ing once more. “Further point-

ers to the worst being over,"

says Capel's economics team,

“are a possible bottoming out

in the OECD’s leading indica-

tor for France, and, a pick-up in

Ml growth. Although the

recent indicators have pres-

ented a more upbeat picture,

they do no more than support

our soft L2 per cent growth
forecast for 1996. The indica-

tors are not consistent with the

economy taking off like a
rocket, and the picture will

continue to be one of rising

unemployment and an over-

shooting budget deficit, leaving

the franc vulnerable.”

ZURICH
Full-year results on Wednes-

day from Crossair, the regional

airline subsidiary of Swissair,

wifi keep attention focused on
the national flag carrier. Swiss-

air’s registered shares rose 60

per cent in the first three
months of the year before
pansing for hreath in the last

week of March. Last Thursday,

they were up again, jumping
4.7 per cent in response to the
company’s announcement of a

higher than expected rise in
operating profit, but also a

TOKYO By Emiko Terazono

Traders hope for more activity after quiet quarter
Traders will return to their

desks this morning hoping that

the second quarter will offer

more volatility than the unusu-

ally quiet first quarter.

In recent weeks, the market

has had two items to focus on:

the end of the Japanese finan-

cial year, and the March US
employment report Both have

now come and gone, and
excuses are running thin for

the absent dollar rally.

The week will doubtless start

with traders trying to assess

the foreign exchange implica-

tions of Friday’s stronger than,

expected US payrolls report It

has set back the prospect for

lower interest rates, but given

that the dollar has now
decoupled from the bond mar-

ket, the currency implications

are unclear.

Options market activity sug-

gests that the market still

believes the dollar is more
likely to break up than down.

but the trigger for such a move
is not yet apparent One bid

market sage believes that in

the past, such periods of calm
have never lasted beyond the

second week of May.
A survey last week by the

financial consultancy IDEA
found that the median forecast

for the dollar against the yea

in two months time was Y109,

the highest reading in more
than two years. The survey
contained further good news

far dollar bulls: 73 per cent of
respondents believed investors

and customers to be under-
weight in the D-Mark. The last

such reading was on January
27 1994; two weeks later the

dollar reached a significant

high of DM1.7685 against the

D-Mark.
In terms of data, dollar

watchers may well focus
on the Japanese current
account figures rather
than on the US inflation

and retail sales figures.

In Europe, the meeting of the

Bank of France council on
Thursday could result in an
interest rate cut The franc is

at its highest level against the

D-Mark in two years, so that
would not present an obstacle.

In the UK, meanwhile, the

by-election on Thursday could

cause some jitters in sterling

markets, given that it is likely

to result in the government’s
majority being cut to one.

much larger than expected
restructuring provision. UBS’s
response to the result was to

confirm its buy recommenda-
tion and to raise its 1996-98

earnings forecast. The bank
noted that the SFr340m ($284m)

charge for cost cutting and
profit improvement measures
over the next 2V* years were
taken as a one off, which con-

trasted with Swissair’s previ-

ous accounting policy. But it

added that the provision

should have a pay-back period

of two to three years and result

in an Increase in earnings
before interest and taxes of
SFr500m.
UBS will also be in focus on

Wednesday as the hank meets
financial analysts and the
press, before Its annual share-

holders meeting next week.
However, hopes that the bank
might be moving towards some
accommodation with Mr Mar-

Tokyo’s financial markets have
become increasingly sensitive

to news of rising interest rates

at home and overseas and
stock and bond prices are

expected to be influenced

particularly by the economic
outlook in the US.

Japanese shares are

vulnerable to a rise in US
interest rates since US pension
ftnuLs have been active buyers

of Japanese shares. Meanwhile,
a rise in Japanese short term
rates would also prompt
turmoil since US hedge funds

are investing money in

international finanrfat markets

by borrowing yen and
changing them into dollars.

Although comments last

week by Mr Yasuo Matsushita,
governor of the Bank of Japan,
were interpreted by market
participants as a move to pave
the way for higher interest

rates, most investors do not
expect the central bank's
monetary policy to change
immediately. Recovery in the
manufacturing sector remains
fragile while problems in the

banking sector are expected to

dragon.
The demand and supply

trend, meanwhile, is likely to

he affected by a move towards
stock investments by domestic
institutions. “The asset-

allocation pendulum is about
to swing back in the direction

of stocks because the over-

weighting of stocks at several

classes of institutions appears

tin Ebner, head of the Zurich-

based BZ banking group, and a
fierce critic of the bank's man-
agement and performance,
were dashed last week with a
further volley of shots from
both sides. Mr Ebner, who is

fighting a legal battle to stop

UBS introducing a single

bearer share structure, reiter-

ated that he would oppose the

election of Mr Robert Studer as
chairman of the bank. Mr Stu-

der said that the profit maxim-
ising strategy proposed by BK
Vision was short sighted, and
would lead to UBS’s failure.

HONG KONG
Brokers are bracing them-
selves for a potential sell-off

today after Friday’s release of

US jobs data, writes Louise
Lucas. When strong employ-
ment figures were reported in

the US last month - which

Japan
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to have come to an end," says
Mr Marshal] Glttler at Merrill

Lynch in Tokyo.
Life insurance companies,

which have been the leading
buyers or bonds in the past two
years, have drastically reduced
their allocations. However, the

allocation at the start of the
new business year may trigger

a short-term rally this month
os pension funds and other
domestic institutions place

new funds. Buying by the
finance ministry's trust fund
bureau may also give the bond
market a brief boost.

suggest a growing economy,
and a reduced likelihood of a
cut in interest rates - Hong
Kong’s benchmark Hang Seng
Index shed 820 points.

A cut in interest rates in
Hong Kong - whose currency
is pegged to the dollar - would
spur the moribund property'

market and this would feed
through to the stock market,

which is heavily exposed to

properties.

As the recent round of corpo-

rate results showed, internal

Incentives to buy are limited.

While earnings continued to

grow in double digits, an
increasing number of blue
chips relied on one-off excep-

tional to boost earnings.

Hongkong Telecom, majority

owned by Cable&Wireless, is

expected to remain a focus of

attention as its parent's merger
talks with British Telecommu-
nications continue.

1 CROSS BORDER M&A DEALS 1

BIDDER/INVESTOR TARGET SECTOR VALUE COMMENT

Mr David! 0»o (US) Sctlex Corp (IsraeO Printing

products

S856m Unwanted offer

AEA Investors (US) Metttar Totedo (US) Lab
equipment

$767m Crba disposal

Ashanti Goldfields

(Ghana)
IGR (Canada) Mining SI 00m Agreed bid

Sea Containers (Bermuda) loM Steam Packet Co
(UK)

Transport $7 1m Cash/paper deal

APN (Australia) Radio New Zealand

(NZ)

Broadcasting $61m Leads winning

bid

MasToc (US} Sintel (Spain) Telecoms $40m Tetefdnica

divests

KPN (Wands) Coventry Cable (UK) Cable S36m Cable
consoNdatton
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High-performance Japanese

investment isn't easy. Bur the right

team can certainly make it look

that way.

The right team is Hill Samuel.

Managed by Phillips Gould, rhe

Sunday Telegraph's 1994 Fund

Manager of the Year, both our

Japanese General and our Japanese

Technology trusts have proven top

quartile sector performance. Nor

just recently, hut over 1. 2. 3, 4 and

5 years*.

For further information on how

your diems can take advantage nt'

our investment skills, call John

Curry of our Broker Support Unit

on 0800 122 133.

Hill Samuel
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MARKETS: This Week

Czechs plan tighter bourse rules
A curious advertisement
appeared in a Czech newspaper
last month. In it a Russian-
born “financier". Mr Alim Kar-
lov, informed more than 2.000
customers of his Prague-based
Futurum Aunrm investment
house that he had “cheated"
them out of nearly $5m of their
savings, and begged their for-
giveness.

He also asked them for extra
funds to allow him to recover
what had been lost.

In the days that followed
hundreds of customers, many
of them elderly, crowded into
Mr Karmov’s office demanding
their money back. The hand-
some young entrepreneur, who
does not speak Czech, assured
them through an interpreter
that he would recover it, but
that he needed more of their
money to do so.

Meanwhile, the Czech
finance ministry, guardian of

the country's fledgling and
chaotic capital markets, looked
on in bewilderment The head
of the ministry's market super-
vision section said there was
no evidence that Mr Karmov
had committed fraud, even
though he had admitted as
much in the advertisement.
Eventually, the sight of weep-

ing pensioners forced the min-
istry to intervene and to assure
Futurum's clients that they
would not be left penniless. Mr
Karmov's activities were also

to be investigated.

In fairness this kind of thing

does not happen every day in

the country’s capital markets.
But the slow response of the
authorities to what many com-
mentators considered an obvi-

ous case of fraud sent a fresh

chill through the spines of
wary investors on the Prague
bourse, where the sharks have
taken to feasting on the
minnows.
Enter Tom&£ JeZek, an

expansive, burly member of

parliament and an architect of

the mags coupon privatisation

programme that has made the

Czech Republic perhaps the
biggest share-owning democ-
racy in the world. Mr Jeiek

took over last week as chair-

man of the Prague stock
exchange, vowing to clean up
the market and make the

world safe for minority share-

holders, whether they be pen-
sioners or portfolio managers.
Mr Jezek was appointed to

the post - indeed, he was the

only serious candidate - on the
strength of his claim to be the

champion of the small
investor.

His trump card was a pack-

age of new rules for regulating

the PSE, which he was instru-

mental in drafting and which
are expected to be approved by
parliament by the end of April.

The reforms seek to curb
the widespread insider
dealing and misleading trading

and price data that have
dogged the PSE’s development,

by setting new rules for the

conduct of large investors in
areas such as disclosure

and the obligatory buy-
out of minority shareholders.

Among the more important

changes, an investor who
acquires 50 per cent or more of

a company must offer to buy
out other shareholders; two-
thirds of shareholders in a
company must approve its

delisting from the market; and

an Investor must disclose

the size of any stake bigger
than 10 per cent as well as

notifying every change of 3
percentage points or more in

that stake.

Investors have said the
reforms, which are expected to

be approved by parliament and
to be in force by July 1, should

help ease concerns about the

fairness of the market
In particular, it is hoped the

new trading environment will

persuade institutions, such as
western pension funds, to
invest in Czech stocks, which
should boost share prices.

Mr Je2ek has the backing of

many of the PSE's independent
brokers and foreign portfolio

investors for his campaign to

regulate the market But he is

likely to find enforcement of

the new rules more diffi cult

than their drafting, although
as the bourse's first full-time
chairman he will be in a strong
position to try.

Enforcement is the key to

the success of the reforms, but
there is no guarantee that it

will be forthcoming. Mr Vladi-

mir Rudlov&k, deputy finance
minister in charge of capital
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markets, said the ministry was
planning “no substantial"

strengthening of its market
supervision section, which
has been attacked for lax

monitoring, to ensure greater

enforcement
The supervisory section cur-

rently has 65 people overseeing

a fast-developing market, but
few of them have any real

experience of capital markets
operations. The ministry has

rejected, at least for the
moment, the creation of an
independent market watchdog
- modelled on the lines of the

US securities and exchange
commission - to monitor the

activities of 450 investment
funds and thousands of indi-

vidual investors and portfolio

managers.
Mr Rudlovcak said the rules

expected in July would “take a
year to absorb”, after which
the ministry might reconsider

setting up an independent mar-
ket watchdog. He also said he
disagreed in principle with
aspects of the package, espe-

cially the rule on buying out

minority shareholders, which
he said could prevent a consoli-

dation of the PSE's 1,800
issues.

That view is not widely
accepted. Ms Petra Wendelova,
vice-president of investment
banking at CS First Boston in

Prague and an adviser to Mr
Jeiek an the reform package,
said the new roles “will not
have any drawbacks for either

liquidity or ownership restruct-

uring in the market”.

Bankers say the current lack

of adequate supervision is

hurting Czech shares. Mr
Zdenek Bakala. chairman of

the investment bank Patria
Finance, said that despite a
better economic environment,
Czech stocks were under-
performing those in Poland
and Hungary by a factor of
three or four because of the

market's structural problems.

In addition to regulation, Mr
Rafenia said, the exchange «i«i

needed to tackle misleading
price data, which suggests the
widely-quoted PX50 index of

leading shares may also be an
inaccurate barometer of mar-
ket activity.

“Nobody trusts the stock
exchange prices and the index
suffers from thi«L It is based on
figures that are dubious,” he
said.
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Convertible

issuance pace
begins to

accelerate
The pace of convertible bond
Issuance accelerated sharply in

the first quarter of 1996.

According to IFR Securities

Data, 62 deals worth $10-S3bn
were issued in the
international marketplace,
compared with 24 issues
amounting to Sl-81bn in the
first quarter of last year and a
total of $17J32bn in 1995.

“Market sentiment was at its

lowest in the first quarter of

1995. Issuance only picked up
after traders became convinced
that the bear market was over,

and this took a few months,”
said one strategist.

In January, analysts had
anticipated the resurgence of
equity-linked bond issues,

citing favourable market
conditions. Record lows in
bond and equity yields were
seen as encouraging factors for

borrowers, while investors
sought guarantees on their
capital after the substantial
gains achieved in 1995.

“Stock markets were looking
over-valued. Investors were
seeking buying opportunities,

but demanded downside
protection without having to

give-up potential gains,” said a
syndicate manager at a US
investment house.
Meanwhile, several

large-scale redemptions of
convertible bonds - including

early retirement of callable

paper - injected liquidity into

the already cash-rich market
Modifications in the

structure of recent deals
reflected a shift in the
requirements of issuers. For
example, conversion of the
bonds into the underlying
shares was made mandatory in

Convertible bonds

Origin of Issuers

Sbn

8 .

some recent issues, such as
Tokai Bank's YlOObn deal and
Nortel’s recent $250m issue.

The latter, convertible into

shares of Telecom Argentina,

is the first Latm-American
issue of mandatory
exchangeable securities and
only the second convertible

issue in the region.

"This type of structure
guarantees the Hming and the

amount or the capital input,"

said an analyst. The added
certainty mpans the funds thus

raised can qualify as tier-one

capital. Large banks are
therefore expected to be the

most frequent issuers in this

sector, in order to boost their

capital adequacy requirements.

Issuing mandatory
exchangeable notes could also

become an interesting
alternative to block-trades for

diversified groups looking to

spinoff Don-strategic activities.

Mandatory conversion is not

new: it has been used
successfully for many years in

the Japanese and US domestic

markets, where several liquid

issues are traded. But
ever-increasing funding
requirements, notably in
Japan, have recently led

issuers to start looking for new
sources of capital; thus the
incursion into the euromarket
Elsewhere, Rabobank

pioneered a “niche market" in

January by issuing the first

guilder-desomlha ted
convertible bonds whose
redemption price is linked to a
stock market index, in case the

holder decides not to convert

to the underlying shares.

The issue was followed last

month by a similarly-
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structured deal for
Nederlandse Gasunie. Tbe
combined amount of both
issues, FI 400m, is modest but

the transactions helped to

confirm the existence of

demand for such products. In

addition to the guarantee on
the initial capital and a coupon
yield of between 4 and 4% per

cent, what attracted investors

to these deals was the chance
to benefit from the

performance of the index,

should the individual share
underperform the market.

Although this market
segment is likely to remain
marginal ,

Rabobank says that

“there is room in the domestic

market for another couple of

issues".

Analysts agree that a shift

towards more complicated
structures in euro-convertible

bonds is taking place, but some
believe it might be just a

“passing fad". While this trend

allows deals to match
borrowers' needs more closely.

some market professionals

point out that “exotic”
structures - in particular

mandatary exchange - favour

issuers to the detriment of
investors, and warn that
buyers could be driven away
from, tbe segment
“The more we complicate a

deal, the more we reduce .the

investor universe," said a
continental European
syndicate manager. “Some of

them [investors] bought into

these deals reluctantly,” said

one trader, “because liquid

issues are scarce in the
secondary market”
According to the head of

syndication at an American
investment bank, “many
existing deals are now out of

the money and behave like

straight bonds. Dedicated
convertible funds look for

bonds with a conversion
premium in the 10 to 40 per

cent range, which is hard to ®
find on tiie secondary market.”

He believes the last three

months offered “exceptionally

good market conditions, which
allowed issuers to obtain
advantageous terms", but fears

that “we might be getting near

tbe peak".
Signs of slowing investor

appetite have been dear in the

past few weeks. An issue of

Deutsche Finance bonds
convertible into shares of

Allianz was twice
oversubscribed last week,
according to market sources,

compared with a FFr3bn issue

by Lyonnaise des Eaux which
was more than 10 times
oversubscribed a few weeks
earlier.

Furthermore, most recent

issues have shown poor
performance after their launch.

The Deutsche Finance paper
was trading below its issue

price at the end of last week
and TB Finance's bonds
convertible into shares of

Tokai Bank slipped to 99, a full

percentage point below their

initial price, despite generous
pricing at the cheapest end of

tbe range announced by the

lead manager.
The relatively cool reception

observed on some of the latest

issues is only one symptom of

the possible weakening of

demand. Heavy supply,
expectations that monetary^
easing is coming to an end itr

Europe and -the US, and
revisions to"- bullish
anticipations on stock markets
are bound to make investors

more selective in the future.

If these market trends are

confirmed, “only the strongest

names will be able to issue

successfully”, predicted a
syndication official, "and
over-complicated deals
imposing excessive restrictions

on the holders are not likely to

see much demand”.
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March 1996 All of these securities having been previously sold,
this announcement appears as a matter of record only.

Commerzbank AG
has sold 2.066.500 shares in

THYSSEN AKT1ENGESELLSCHAFT

for a consideration of DM 575 million.

These shares were distributed to investors worldwide
by Commerzbank AG and UBS Limited,

COMMERZBANK
aktiengesellschaft

UBS LIMITED
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LONDON RECENT ISSUES: EQUITIES
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Atari Trust Back 600
AS Bank —220
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BankoTBcmda — 620
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Jidan Hedge Bank..- 620

•LacpoUJoseph 8 Sena 600
Lbyris Baric 600
Megtn) BaricUd 620
NUandBanfc -620
Mauri Crecta Crap —. 635
MtiWuntanr 600

ReaBrethere 220
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•Smah SIAtonsn Seat 220
TSB 820
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Wostnm Trust —620
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• Mambaacl London
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SK8S*B=’i& :i

B3S8S5= 3
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-
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Dsn 8 trie 1*6—— «ifc “
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Trwj6^BCt«•-»»- 9^ M
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Inn Ho Rde 1690 |® —
^oSSr'lW— g2 «
asst^ 3 «
leetaMW '»* Sr
TiMlOoeKBT ,flW
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aoo HfiSMyis
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3.40S 1415 tout
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3J00 M81 Ft91

12* MM
£550 MrtSa

T

BSD no70eS7
32*
£150 SB30I990

1200 W1 »V*
BSS tUOMO

32M IWO*»
12* -WSJMfi

£708 BWCjOj
3250 S»28Ur2B
1252 toieHyie

6*0 ftlOMO
1.79BIWBIM2
52* Se3*a
£171 Ji14Jrt4

970 l*r2Z My22

7JM0 Ji7Da7
+406 ta26W*

27213*
9,101266
731311
3101240
1M2 1302
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2614491
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tl12 1273

2131786
25813*1
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16101259

11.013*7
2934945
1531264
1110 12*
133635

16101242

S£2 1244

£121290
161013*
31.104948
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Tm»8 fere 200S#

—

Trrea7>apc2006U

irara 7Ttpe200Btt

Tiara ape 2002-6*4:_
Trail 11 lipe 2*3-7—
Ttan 8%pe20D7tt
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Triretac20*—:
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Wlcta tart
PrkaE +/- Be
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13 83*
13 33*
12 £D*
07 3.150

13 7397

03 13*:
15 5821.

13 £450 1

1J 4J50 I

Head laat tty
d— ni tire

+7087 31.104946

«7Da7 31.101148

MS* 28.22300

«B0c5 2731334

ffi2Jri2 18121293

116 #16 11.121339

06 1126 1531301
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fiSS«B 14313*
2SW28 19.104*2
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tataa fttcaE +/- ga due
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4%petttH: (1*4 114A 63 ismMlOcZl
are** »»-5» in.i 64 1350 Jra#i0
aJape-OB (76N 163J. 03 1060 1*20 R*2C

2>2PCT1 (743) 1M 67 2350 HS3HC3
Ww-it 13® 07 2,760 F6UM16
Z^BTS fBIJ) 747% 83 USD #26#*
2hto)2D (83jqi4iAta is 23* apiaocia

2»zjx:74» 037.7) 117B 1.1 2J1B J»7#17
4%9eW—P35T) 116& 1.1 13* JMJfiB

(H Ftoune in penrihane ehnr BPI bon lor bid

raontha prior to baira) and hrara been ra^otod
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2ft12J3W
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11.121321
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ring, * 8
to reded

Caor Ope Ld2011 St—
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—
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.

13 . 5273

12 S3*
•M 13*
12 £1*
12 BOO

IT £5*
17 7350

L4 13*
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612 1215

261 1701

113T3S0

1832229

26121332

31.104902

1521992

6171280

rebaskra eti RPI to 100 bt February 1987. Comer

£945. RPf far July 1095: 149.1 and tor Facrttay II

OUmt Ptxad Interest
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—
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RMbbWjI*

Triai61rieMW
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67 10.750 WM fJ
0”;

SI SSlWOJJJ® |?1S? Mia* : 4713 18 350

3 SnSSA .5 m i*
“ SjS55‘ 1274 n»31»c-81«. «• « '«
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—
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btaMinr.Spc'V

113% 1J t* H24&24 m -

122 04 45 IMSNrlB 13.101B37

IO6T1 303 tolOCI -1485
104 735 JdOJldO - -

110% 315 tal 0C1 6*931428

M4£ 13 40 Manuo 10*93 -

131 0.4 40 tipi on 09 3148

38b 87 GUpfetaOa 1J -

33 05 26 IlfcJeSoDo 1W -

119 . — S Ap25 0c25 2&93Z79
741j QJ 25 HrtSel 103361

136% U 80 Jt30Jy30 23J346B
133 15 GO ta23FeZ3 T7J -

121% — 50 IHSal B*B3 -

A new Euroyen hedge

is coming.

Watch this space.

• •lap-raactatoTretrtataiwhrtrtdamanran

May re mdv bario.
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FT-SE 1«
FT-SE MW 250
FT-tt MJ SM “
FT-SM350
FT^F aarifito

37Mm 372».1U ~ - rrf„ ff.
graai «a>S.3U aram tarerai n-w

^435W»«»™^SSlS 4024404*1880 137830 FT-SE

441680 *390110 4376* 4384

^

1301816* 1*130 664* FT Or
t«T«1877J8D 187130 ^[KMaMiaeiTB FT 00
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Apr 4 Hr 2 AnrZ Apr 1 bhr 2fl Hgb Loe Ugh tow

117887 117738 1173LT2 117468 1174.13 117&87 110684 117887 94800

162939 1625.48 183038 1B2BA8 182003 1B3Q28 13MA0 183028 90045
' 1889L77 168533 168881 188832 1675.78 1693J7 1984.41 16B227 93882

279£70 278480 278650 278180 27660) 260730 2696J0 266736 4840

8282 fl£40 9£57 5229 9207 6634 9137 12740 49.18

11130 H1JM. 11138 1TW3 1«LB3 11423 11030 13337 BOSS

226031 23205923153423228 233402 258073 196887 252023 922.18
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Fi-SE sinriCto n nb
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> WB> Low VU M
EUROPE
*usnW(flpr4/SehJ

VnAir
Bwua
Btovn
BUAG
BrauUa
Oradtt

ClHPf
EACbi
EVN
Jnrttac

LwtJnc

isr
OsstB
PwEm
FtadeiH
StayrO
Untv0
VATBC
VMBm
VMMr
VASD
Wntg

Bate
150V
ass
62S
MB
_«s
3.575
1,*29
1.720
790
338
948
554
705
322
140
4H

I JOB
738
726
345

2.095

•- 1*5° 1.758 2.7- 8*8 70S 12
*85

— 855
627

_. 700
— eat

429 22
768 20
*81 _
563 1A
SIB 12

3.775 3.100 0.4— IASS 1.142 IB
- 1.700 1,530 S.B_ 817
~ *03— 008— 5£4
— 890
— . 375

1B1
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749 12
315 24
876 2l
4S9 27
680 20
312 31
1*0 4.0
487- I.*31 1266 12

- 738 BOB 22
- 727 548 1.1
- 377 282 _
.. 2*00 1 .988 20

BB£MWflXSBOUItt (Apr 4/ Fre.)
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3290

AuOfln 1.65S
B8L 5240
BnqNtB 43.000
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Bonn 26,100
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BadD
BtnAC
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OBL
08 Gp

2.475
1270
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10.400
4.120
1278
«.«W
3.000
3 BOO
4.135
1288

OanBtq 10.850
UWBl 1.050

3.700
3.450
2 ora
8.440
8.000
1235
8.800
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3.350
323
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6.380
15500
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18.0930
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. 5200 4.640 1 4
... 9.450 8.650 22
...3.650 MSB ...

... 1.655 1.380 _
5.950 5.060 17

....4ABOO 40X75 5 3
4245 3,430 12
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- 12525 11,875 32
.... 2.550 2.135 4 1

.. 1.146 1.014 5 0
. 1B2 158 6.0

....11200 7.070 12
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.... 1.400 <208 22
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_ 3.530 2.635 12
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. 7.310 6.470 3 0
.. 2.590 2205 4 7
_ 7.450 8.300 I 4
. 16.508 M.8S0 4 0

_ 2.150 1220 5 1

... 1B.580 '5275 3 7
44JU0S20D 12
I3.*W 11225 3.8
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HE 'A**aoor 099
ament teaOn S9B
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OodeF 909— Otoe 26790
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6*0 1.173
.... EBtafl 810— BUflu 347.40— Eiamet 382
- BOSav 879
. EssBT 1220

&K* 1.93
• EurDta 14
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firm) 271
FfeUO 7620
R»a.v 500
FrmBd 5.100
SFC 417
CIMErt 349.00

... GoLaf 1 j664
Surait 38G
QzEom 2.173

_ Gftfws 330
GrAndr 448 00
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1286
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334 80
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1.538
288
947
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86
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140 30
6.180

21 1JO
32'] 40
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108 GO
317 SO

7S2
1.404
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1350
S00
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- . . 1.150
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>7- US- TM WE . I - Low W HI >7- HU* Law TM HE + 7- */-
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AMERICA

US equities

react gloomily
to jobs data

j Wall Street
f “T 1

? US shares tumbled in early
1 trading as the bond market

;

trapped for a second consecu-
• tive session following surpris-

ingly strong figures on March
jmployment growth released
on Friday, writes Lisa Bransten
in New York.

The Dow fell from the open-
ing minutes of trading follow-
ing Friday's drop on the bond
market The equity market was
closed on Friday.

* Six minutes into the session
the Dow Jones Industrial Aver-
age was off more than 50
points, triggering the “uptick
rule" that restricts program
selling. Options on the Stan-
dard & Poor’s 500 were more
than 12 points lower before the
cash market opened, weaning
shares in that index did not
trade for the first five minutes
Of dpattng

At 1pm the Dow was off
134.76 at 5,548.12. the S&P 500
had lost 17.33 at 63a53 and the
American Stock Exchange
composite slid 9.26 to 567.84.

The Nasdaq composite shed
22.55 to 1.095.66. Volume on
the New York SE mme to 237m
shares.

The benchmark 30-year Trea-

sury slipped nearly 2 points in

a half-day session on Friday.

Yesterday the long bond gave
up of a point by early after-

noon, bringing the yield to
&917 per cent
Consumer goods companies.

which are thought of as safe
havens In times of slowing eco-
nomic growth, were among the
hardest hit sectors. The Mor-
gan Stanley index of consumer
companies shed 2£ per cent,
while the counterpart index
of cyclical shares was off L7
per cent

Falling consumer shares in
the Dow included Procter &
Gamble, $2% lower at $84%,
and McDonald's, off $1% at
$47%. Philip Morris was $2%
weaker at $89% and Sears Roe-
buck shed $1% to $46%.
Shares in interest rate-sensi-

tive financial groups were also
hit badly. Chase Manhattan
Bank fell $3% to $69%, Citicorp
lost $2% at $78% and Wells
Fargo shed $9% to $250.

The only company to post a
gain on the Dow was Alu-
minum Company of America,
which reported stronger than
expected first-quarter earnings
on Thursday. Shares in the
company added $1% at $63%
after Alcoa put its earnings at
$LQ1 per share, weaker than
the $1.08 It earned in the first

quarter of last year but above
expectations of 92 cents.

Canada

The equity market in Toronto
was paying close attention to

the situation on Wall Street
The TSE 300 composite index
was down 65.40 at L95L00 by
midday, although dealers
pointed to the fact that there

was very little volume.

Latin America falters
The markets in tbe region
reacted to thB Wall Street fall

with steep early losses.

MEXICO CITY extended its

opening losses in the IPC index
to stand at midday down 6453
or 2 per cent at 3,021.91. Vol-

ume was a weak 12£m shares,

ftfrith 33 issues falling and only
bne, Grupo Mexico, gaining.

The biggest declines were
those issues with ADRs traded

widely in New York, such as

Televisa and Telmex L shares.

SAO PAULO was also
sharply lower in the first hour
of trading and by midsessicm

the Bovespa index had weak-
ened 1,387.73 or per cent to

48588.

There was a similar story in
BUENOS AIRES, with the Mer-

val index off 5.84 at 504B0..

SANTIAGO was more robust

as the market took in last

week's increase in interest

rates. The blue-chip IPSA
index was 0.78 softer at 91.97.

ASIA PACIFIC

Nikkei off 1.3% as investors play waiting game
Tokyo

Fears of higher US interest

rates triggered profit-taking
and the Nikkei average closed

1.3 per cent down, unites
Enriko Terazono in Tokyo.
The 225-share index lost

27L60 at 21,42424 after touch*
ing 31.898.11 and 2L68KS5. A
decline in futures prices
prompted arbitrage selling,

while profit-taking, following
the Nikkei’s rise to a four-year
high on Friday, also depressed
share prices. Friday's rise in

US bond yields also alarmed
investors since US pension
funds have been a driving
force behind the Tokyo stock
market’s nlimh this year and

an interest rate increase could
squeeze the fund flow.

Volume totalled 343m shares,

against 489m. Most investors
remained on the sidelines due
to the uncertainty over the
state of the US economy and
waited for post-Easter holiday
trading in the US stock and

bond markets. Market partici-

pants were also waiting for fig-

ures revealing demand in the'

US semiconductor market
The Topix index of all first

section stocks shed 13.61 to
1,645.12 and the Nikkei 800 fell

2.76 to 305.67. Losers led gain-
ers by 826 to 251, with 154

issues lmrfiangpri

Taiheiyo Bank, the regional

bank which will be bailed out
by Sakura Bank, Fuji Bank,
Tokai Bank and Sanwa Bank,

was the day's most active
issue. The stock finished at Y6,
down from the Y290 at which It

last traded on March 29.

Other hanks were lower on
technical selling, with Indus-
trial Bank of Japan losing YlO
at Y2£90 and Dai-Ichi Kaugyo
Bank Y30 at Y2.060. Brokers
also weakened, Nomura Securi-

ties falling Y40 to Y2£10 and
Daiwa Securities Y40 to Y1.600.

Fisheries were picked up as
laggards. Nippon Suisan rose

Y5 to Y4ffi> but Maruha closed

unchanged at Y374.

High-technology stocks were

lower in spite of the yen's

weakness. Hitachi dropped Y30
to Y1.040 and Toshiba dosed
Y8 cheaper at Y811. Sony
dipped Y6Q to Y6^80 and Mat-
sushita Electric Industrial lost

Y20 to Y1.730.

Speculative shares were
actively traded. Shokusan
Jutaku, a housing company,
rose Y15 to Y475 and Nagasa-
kiya, a retailing group, gained
Y25 at Y568.

In Osaka, the OSE average

slipped 99.54 to 22,795.48 in vol-

ume of 47m shares.

Roundup

Fears of a sell-off in US stocks,

when Wall Street had its

opportunity to respond to Fri-

day’s strong employment data
later yesterday, pressured
manq r&£donaI markets.
KUALA LUMPUR fell 1.6 per

cent as confirmation of a large

trade deficit in January com-
pounded the downbeat mood.
After weeks of speculation.

Anwar Ibrahim, the deputy

prime minister and finance
minister, said Malaysia
recorded a large trade deficit in
January but did not immedi-

ately provide details.

That proved enough to leave

the composite index down 18.46

at L134J63. The second board
index retreated 19.40 or 4 per

cent to 468.65.

Asas Dunia was the most
actively traded counter, up 40

cents to M$10.60 in volume of

more than 9.5m shares.

SINGAPORE declined 1.3 per
cent as property stocks led the
losers after their recent gains.

The Straits Times Industrial

index shed 31.31 to 2565.17 in
thin volume of 7L5m shares.

The SES property index slid

22.75 or 3 per cent to 74182.

The property-based Wing
Tai, which set a new high for

the year of S$3.92 last week,
was the most active stock but
receded 12 cents to SS3.78.

SEOUL was unable to make
progress as government steps

to support prices helped to

calm worries caused by a

North Korean campaign to

destroy the armistice agree-

ment that ended the 1950-53

Korean War.

The composite index ended
just 0.17 higher at 877.03, as

investors discounted North
Korea's weekend incursion
into a sensitive border area as

a diplomatic gambit aimed at

pressing Washington to agree

to direct military talks with
Pyongyang.
Some primary blue chips

rose on institutional buying.
Kepco. the electricity monop-
oly, put on Won2QO at

Wou30,700 and Samsung Elec-

tronics Wool .600 at Won86.100.
Brokers added that switch-

ing was seen to companies
with large property holdings.

Sung Chang Enterprise rose
Won2.500 to Won68,000 and
Taeyung went Won3,000 limit

up to Won53,00Q.
TAIPEI finished higher, in

spite of profit-taking pressure,

as the heavily weighted finan-

cials sector continued to soar
on news that the index may

gain a Morgan Stanley listing.

The weighted index climbed

18.67 to a nine-month peak of

5^99.80 in heavy turnover of

T$82.46bn, the largest for a
single session since December
31, 19W.
The market, which bad risen

by more than 400 points on Fri-

day and Saturday, opened
lower as nan-financial sectors

encountered profit-taking. But
analysts said extreme bullish-

ness in financials subsequently

supported the market.
The banking sector rose 3.1

per cent, with tbe state-run Big
Three banks - First Commer-
cial. Hwa Nan and Chang Hwa
- all leaping by the daily 7 per
cent limit to TS133, T$115.50
and TS130 respectively.

JAKARTA ended lower in

spite of active late local buying
of second-liners. The Jakarta
composite index dipped 7.44 or
L2 per cent to 597.64.

Textile shares were traded
actively in spite of reports that

Indonesia's textile exports
were expected to foil this year.

EUROPE

Madrid dips 1%, Istanbul rises
The fen in the US was followed

by MADRID, one of the few
markets open yesterday in the
region. The general index lost

3.58 or 1 per cent to 341.42. The
Ibex-35 receded 44.14 or L2 per
cart to 8,850.64.

Brokers said electrical utili-

ties declined on profit-taking,

with Endesa slipping Pta50 to

PtaT.lTO, while Iberdrola shed
Pta20 to Ptal.125 and Union
Fenosa eased Pta5 to Pta674
Other moves included Tele-

fonica. off Pta35 or L7 per cent

at Ptal.965, and Repsol, down

• France .’

GAC 40 index, (abased
.

.115' — - 1

Pta65 to Pte4,580. Among
banks. Banco Santander dipped
Pta80 to Pta5,920, Popular
Pta390 or 1.8 per cent to
Pta2L810 and Argentaria. Pta30

to Pta5,190.

The region's emerging mar-
kets, particularly sensitive to
any change in US interest

rates, went their own way.
ISTANBUL ended at a new

record, the composite index
soaring 1.146.63 or 1.6 per cent
to 72.086B4.

ATHENS was weak, with
investors selling constructions,

Germany

QAX Index, rebased

US

95* ' 1 1

Jan 1996 Apr

and particularly casino-linked

stocks, after the government's
snap decision to scrap long
awaited plans to award a
casino licence. The general
index fell 586 to 962.4L

Among the consortium that

was due to receive the casino

licence, Attikat dropped Dr211
to Dr2.430, Technodomi lost

Dr231 to Dt2,667 and Proodef-

tild fell Dr195 to Dr2,243.

• Graphs below show first-

quarter performances in major
European markets.

Switzerland

SMI Index, rebanxl
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FT/S&P ACTUARIES WORLD INDICES QUARTERLY VALUATION
Tin market capftataation of the notional and regional markets of the FT/SAP Actuaries World indices as a MARCH 29. 1996 are
expressed beta* in minora of US dotere and os a percentage of the World Index. Stater figures ore provided (or the preceding
quarter. The percentage change for each US dofiar Index value etas the and of the calendar year is also provided.

NATIONAL AND REQIONAL MARKETS Market cop. aa at % of World Market cop. OS at k, ol world % ctype m S index
(/lumber at cnea at trtocfcj 20103/36 lUSSmJ hdax 28712195 (USShi) Bidw stare 29h2-S5

Austroka (81) 1 7884a 1 1.46 1688603 1.43 496
Austria (24) ... 1851 8J> 0.15 174509 0.15 4.61

Bofgium (33) _ __ 787102 064 nrawr; 068 -2.03
Brazil (28) _ .... 46982.8 0.38 42106.4 036 11 58
ConretaOOiJ - ._ - 180755.9 i/ia 170572.0 1.4S 5.39

Denmark (33) 40459.7 033 393107 0.33 2.76
Finland Ra) ..... 28800-4 024 295916 025 -3.30

France (98) ... 4030004 329 371321.1 3.15 8.46
Germany (60)

,
. .. 427981.6 3^0 401845.4 341 5.72

Hong Kong (59) . 2515G2J3 2.06 2128342 1.80 11.47
Iroiand (16) ...

, „„ 19911.5 016 180856 016 367
Italy (60) - - 1368445 1.12 139736.3 1.18 -2.06
Japan (482) 28421 7aB 2323 28485852 24.12 -021
Malaysia (107) 132871.8 1.09 1163410 099 1465
Mmdco (18) _ .. 44799.3 037 386804 0.33 15.79
Notnerland (19) .243231.1 1.98 231631.7 1.96 5.30
New Zeeland (15) 22720.7 0.18 223912 0.19 4.75

Norway (33) - - — 25199.6 021 245556 021 226
Singapore (J4) . _. _ . 68457.7 0.57 63981.4 064 825
Somh Africa (45) . 1407863 1.15 1401166 1.19 029
SpaFi (37) . 096 1157246 0.96 461
Seeded (46) ..... _. 1401609 1.15 129348.1 1.10 lOll
Switzerland (33) . _ .3460462 2.B4 3288676 2.79 6.05

Thailand (46) 24120.1 020 22627.7 019 029
United Kingdom (205) __ - 1D86460.3 n aa 10912742 925 -070
USA (631) . _ . ..._ 51849743 4228 48358002 4163 469

Americas (778) 54575123 44^1 5187188.0 4366 564
Europe (726) 3113821.6 25.45 30201536 2560 3.11

Nordic (136) 2348208 1.92 2228122 169 6.14

Pacific Basin (B34) ... - 3521753.1 28.79 3453821.1 2927 1.50

Euro-Pacific (1560) . 8835374.7 5424 8473774.1 5468 223
North America (732) 53657302 4368 51063726 4327 4.91

Europe Ex. UK £21) . 20271 61 .3 1057 18288707 1034 S2B
Pacific Ex. Japan (352) 8795732 5.55 6070356 5.14 969

5017
World Ex UK (2178) , 11147212.9 81.12 10709784.8 9075 368
World Ex Japan (1001) —

—

8381403J 7077 88544736 7568 462

The World Index (2383) 122330732 100.00 11801059.1 10060 3.45

O FT-SE taanHond Umted, Qoktaan. testa & Co. and Snmdaid A Poor's. 1086. Al tights reamed. TT/8SP Actuarias" h Iota trademark of The
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The Financial Times plans to publish a Survey on

TheUK
Gas Market

on Monday, April 29.

As the UK Gas sector enters a new era tte Financial runes wBI be publishing

a survey examingtfte threats & opportunities facing the industry.

The FT reaches two-thirds of senior business individuals who make decisions

on the purchase of fuel & energy in the work place (EBBS *93)
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WORLD GOLD
CONFERENCE

24 & 25 June 1996,
Venice

There has been more excitement in the gold market since the beginning of 1996 than at any time

during the past two years, with the price of gold breaking through $400 an ounce. The 1996

FT Gold conference brings together expert speakers from around the world to debate all the

important market influences and to analyse the latest trends.
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Israeli nuclear waste alarm

^sports that radioactive waste has leakednow toad's nuclear reactor at Dimona in

Arab League in Cain). The meeting was
Te<lufisted by the Palestinian
^“^aentative after the reports surfaced in
many Arab publications. Egypt and other
Arab states are linking the possible danger
from Dimona to the wider issue of Israel's

nuclear programme. Although Israel has
never confirmed it bas atomic weapons,
according to foreign reports it has
built about 200 in Dimona. Cairo wants
Israel’s nuclear programme to be
dismantled or, at least, inspected by the
International Atomic Energy Agency.
Meanwhile, the Egyptians are monitoring
radiation levels along their border with
Israel.

Polish president In Russia
Aleksander Kwasniewski, the president of
Poland, started a three-day state visit to
Russia yesterday. It is his first there since
he was elected last autumn. The
opposition will watch closely for signs of a
soft line by the formerCommunist leader
on Russia's objections to Polish

membership of Nato. Mr Kwasniewski,
who seeks to improve relations with
Moscow without making concessions, has
already travelled to Brussels, Bonn and
Paris to establish his pro-European and
Nato credentials. General Javier Solana,

the secretary general of Nato -

whose expansion Moscow considers a
threat to its security - will visit Poland on
April 17.

Rifkind courts Latin America

Malcolm Rifkinri
,

the British foreign
secretary, arrives

in Barbados at the
start of a Latin
American and
Caribbean trip. Mr
Rifkind will go on
to Jamaica,

Mexico, Brazil and Bolivia, where he will

attend a European Union/Rio Group
ministerial meeting. The aim is to promote
British exports and investment, which
have lost ground to OS trade at a time
when Latin America is seen as an area of
growing opportunity.

Mr Rifkind, who will make at least one
speech about UK policy in the region,

is no regional expert - the only Latin
American country he has so far visited is

Cuba.

Greek premier meets Clinton
Costas Simitis, the Greek prime minister,

will bold talks with President Bill Clinton

on bis first visit to the US. Greece is

seeking support in its disputes with

Turkey in the Aegean following a clash

between the two countries in January over
the status ol two uninhabited islets

between the Turkish coast and the Greek
island of Kalymnos.
Greece is also anxious that, before the

summer tourist season begins, the US
rescinds an official warning that security

at Athens airport is not up to

international standards.

Other economic news

Tuesday: As the markets
reopen after the Easter holi-

day, there will he a clutch of

economic data to watch this

week.
UK manufacturing figures

will be analysed closely for any
signs of a rebound in activity,

following the slowdown at the

end of lost year. Most econo-

mists expect to see some
upturn in February, albeit rela-

tively modest.

In Japan, the trade balance
is likely to have shrunk
slightly in February.
Wednesday: The French

INSEE survey on household
sentiment will be watched for

any signs of a return in con-

sumer confidence in March.

In Germany, unemployment
data is likely to show a further

rise in jobless levels last month
- albeit a smaller growth than

earlier this year.

Thursday: US retail sales fig-

ures should point to a contin-

ued, small upturn in consumer
spending in March.

Friday: French and US infla-

tion data should point to con-

tinued subdued price pressures

in March. Spanish data is also

likely to show little accelera-

tion. although its rate of price

growth remains one of the

highest in the European Union.

FT GUIDE TO THE WEEK

toggling worries over (roars nuclear programme come to the fare as the Arab League meets to examine reports of a radtoaefive leak from an Israel reactor

FT Surveys

Asian Telecommunications; Pakistan.

Public holidays
Israel, Nauru. Philippines, Tunisia.

Vatican City,

WEDNESDAY

Li Peng visits France
Mr U Peng, the premier of China, visits

France as part of a European tour,

beginning today. Mr Li will explore ways
to extend Sino-French political and
economic relations, and will also visit the

Toulouse headquarters of Airbus
Industrie, where executives of the
European consortium are hoping
that he will announce new aircraft

orders.

UK in boat people struggle
Repatriating Vietnamese boat people tops

the agenda for Jeremy Hanley, the UK
foreign office minister, in a two-day visit

to Hanoi ending today. Britain and the

HongKong government are trying to

ensure about 19,500 Vietnamese held in

camps in the colony, most of whom Ded
Communist-run Vietnam in the 1970s and
1980s, will be repatriated to Vietnam
before China resumes sovereignty over

Hong Kong in 1997. The Vietnamese
authorities have refused to accept back
large numbers because they are not

deemed Vietnamese nationals: most are

ethnic Chinese.

Blair at the White House
Tray Blair, the leader of Britain’s

opposition Labour party, arrives in the US

for meetings which include talks at the

White House with President Bill Clinton

and Vice President A1 Gore (to Apr 12).

Northern Ireland and the transatlantic

"special relationship" are expected to be
among the topics discussed. There is also

speculation that there may be a deal to

lower trade barriers between the US and
Britain should Mr Blair and Mr Clinton

win their respective elections.

Mr Blair will also breakfast with
Henry Kissinger, the former secretary of

state, meet congressional leaders and
address the British American Chamber of

Commerce. His meeting with Mr Clinton is

seen as a big coup for Labour.

Japan-US air cargo deal
The US and Japan are likely to sign a
formal air cargo deal after final

discussions that are expected to be
concluded in Tokyo by Friday. Under the

agreement, which was reached late last

month, the countries will grant each
other’s carriers extra flight rights on both
sides of the Pacific.

However, the most contentious issue

remains unresolved: that of so-called

“beyond rights", under which carriers can
stop in one country to pick up a load for

delivery to another. Peace is all the less

likely to break out given that another
transport dispute is brewing, this time
over passenger flights.

Chess
Chess grand masters Anatoly Karpov, Jan
Timman and Jeroen Piket start the 11th

Aegon computer chess tournament,

playing exhibition gamps against

computer chess programs in The Hague
(to Apr 17).

Public holidays
Israel
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Labour poised to take seat
The Labour party is expected to win a
British by-election in Staffordshire South
East, taking thi« Midlands seat from the

Conservatives. A Labour victory will

reduce the Tory majority in the House of

Commons to one. However, this relatively

affluent constituency is not easy territory

for Labour, and the size of its majority if it

wins wifi be watched closely for signs of

whether the party could be flagging in the

opinion polls. The seat became vacant
with the death of sittingMP Sir David
Iaghtbown.

Elections In South Korea
South Korea's ruling New Korea party will

be struggling to keep its parliamentary

majority after a general election, which
comes only three weeks after a dose aide

to the South Korean president was
arrested on corruption charges. The
president, Kim Young-cam, who has
conducted an anti-corruption drive since

he took office in 1992, is himself being
accused by toe opposition of having
financed his last campaign from a secret

slush fund. The National Congress for

New Politics, the main opposition party,

alleges the fund belonged to Mr Kim’s
predecessor, Roh Tae-woo, who is also

being tried on corruption charges. Mr Roh
and another former president. Chun Doo
Hwan, are both in jail

Andreotti murder trial

Giullo Andreotti, seven times prime
minister of Italy, is to go on trial in

Perugia charged with complicity in the
1979 murder ofa Rome journalist, Mino
Pecorelli, who edited a scandal sheet.

Perugia magistrates allege that Mr
Pecorelli was trying to blackmail Mr

Andreotti. His co-accused are a former

foreign trade minister, Claudio Vftalone,

and three convicted mafiosi The trial was
postponed from February 2. Mr Andreotti

is already standing trial in Sicfly, accused

of being the Mafia's political protector in

Rome.

Nuclear ban treaty for Africa

Egypt hosts the signing of the African

Nuclear Weapons Flee Zone Treaty,

known as the Treaty ofPwtindaha. AH 53

African states have bean invited to sign

the treaty and the five nuclear powers -

the US. Russia, UK, France and China -

will also sign protocols pledging not to use

or test nuclear weapons in the region. The
treaty win be the world's fourth regional

agreement banning fmclgar weapons.
Others have been signed in Latin America
and the Caribbean, the South Pacific and
among South East Asian countries. Until

recently the main obstacle to an African

treaty had been South Africa’s advanced
nuclear weapons capability. However, a

programme to dismantle it has been
contouring since 1990.

Golf
Pickled in aspic, but still a spectacle, the
fiftth TTR Masters tnmmawipnt starts flt

Augusta, Georgia (to Apr 14). Europe has
won mare than its fair share of gjeay at

Augusta in recent times, scooping seven of
the last 11 Masters titles. If a European is

to triumph tote time, it could be Scotland's

Cohn Montgomerie, at present the world's

No 2 professional Many observers will

also study the progress ofanother
Scotsman, Gordon Sherry, the 6ft Sin

biochemistry undergraduate who is still

an amateur and is mring the Masters as a
springboard to what many believe will be
an outstanding professional career.

FT Surveys
International Hotels; Russia.

Public holidays
Costa Rica.
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Arkansas, tee final frontier

The eighth animal
UFO conference

takes place in

Eureka Springs,

Arkansas, toe

home state of

President Bill

Clinton (to Apr 14).

The conference

will feature

delegates' personal accounts ofUFO
experiences, audio-visual presentations

and a panel discussion concerning the

existence or otherwise of UFOs.

Saleroom
The English country house opens its doors
in New York this week, with a series of
symposia on the subject organised by
Sotheby’s. The event closes today with an
auction of objects that characterised such
houses. Among the items far sale are “The
start of toe Epsom Derby" by John
Frederick Herring Snr, estimated at up to

$lm (£600.000), and a pair of George HI

satinwood secretaire cabinets i

Bosnia donors’ coi

An international donors' cot

in Brussels in order to raise the-_

outstandlng part of the $L8bn

sought for Bosnia's xeconstnic

Thesum was proposed by the wengggSr
in order to jump-start Bosnia s cpmKfr.?
and about two-thirds was pledged

December, but not signed over.

60 countries and 25 organisations

expected to attend the two-day i

Bank and the European

Bfldt, the international mediator

and in charge of implementing toe £1

aspects of toe Dayton peace agri

had threatened to postpone the i

unless the rival Bosnian parties

with a promise to release all

prisoners.

Ell In single currencytajjfl;
The European Union finance

hold a meeting in Verona, Italy,

preparations for toe European!
.

.

currency. The meeting is likely lib 1

toe relations between those insfifewMj
outside any future single currency^
following the request by John Major;

UK prime minister, for a studyjb

matter. The German proposa'

stability pact are also likely

to be debated, together with the
issue of the future coinage for a i

currency.
Igjae^j

FT Surveys ’ !

FT Review of Business Books;

:

Parks; Indian Banking and

Public holidays
Bulgaria. Ethiopia, Greece, Let
Lanka, Thailand.

SATURDAY

Judo
British Open championships, Na
Indoor Arena, Birmingham.

Public holidays ^
Bangladesh Nepal, Sri Lanka,

1

Pope In Tunisia
Pope John Paul H makes a i

Turns, the capital of
]

Moslem Tunisia. Vatican officiate d

consistently denied Spanish nc
reports that the Pope hash
and Parkinson's disease, and
wifi, go ahead.

Badminton
European rhawipinnshipH

,
Hi

Denmark (to Apr 21).

Public holidays
Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria.

Compiled by Simon Strong.
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Economic

MUQ
Median

Fuiecat

Previous

Actual

Turn US Feb wholesale trade - -0.8%

April 9 Japan Feb current a/c (MF)tT Y730bn Y13Tr

Japan Feb bade balance (IMFtft - Y13Tr

Japan Fob foreign bond investment - Y484bn

Japan Feb mach’ry orders, ex-elec/ships* - -3.9%

Japan Feb mach'ry orders, ex-ateefahtps** - 13.9%

UK Fob industrial production* 0.5% -03%

UK Feb ndustrial production** 1.4% 1.4%

LHC Feb manufacturing output* 03% 03%

UK Feb manufacturing output** 0.5% 1.1%

Wed Germany Mar unemployment, Wesrf 16.000 57.000

April 10 Germany Jan employment, Westf -17.030 -40.000

Germany Mar unemployment, Eastf 15.000 50.000

Germany Mar vacancies. West? 2.000

Germany Mar short-time, West-ft 74.000

UK Feb cyclical hcficarore rv'a

ay Economio

Country

fit US Mot Atlanta fad indx -14*

April 12 US Mar real earnings 2.1%
faonv us Mar tank cretfit 3.8%'

US MarCSI toana 68%

Japan Mar Bank of Japan data nta

France Mar consumer price indx praRm* 0.2% 04%

France Mar consumer price indx praim~ 1.9% 28%

Italy Jan SJ trade balance L08Tr -UJ3Tr

Italy Feb ax-BJ trade balance L18Tr -L03Tr

Spain Mar consumer prioa Indx* 0.4% 03%

Spain Mar consumer price indx“ 05% 3.7%

During Hie

Japan Mar trada balance (customs cl*d)tt - $13.Bbn

Germany Jan trade balance DM73bn DM7.0bn

Germany Jan current a/c -0M28bn -OM35bn

Germany Mar final cost of living, West* 05%

Thur US Mar retai sales 05-’i 0.3% Germany Mar Anal cost of living. West** 1.4%

April 11 US Ditto ax-automobffa& 0.4% 0.4% Germany Mar find COL, pan-Germany* 05%

US Mar producer pnee md* 0.4% -0.2% Germany Mar final COL pan-Germany** 18%

US Ditto ex-food a energy 0Jri:i 0.1% Germany Feb capital a/c DM2&9bn

Canada M3r raw materials price »adi;‘ 18% Germany Feb manufg orders, pan-Germany* -03% -0.1% (rev)

Fri US Mar consumer pnee mdx 0.3% 0.2% Germany Feb ratafl sales, rear 08% -18%

Apnf T2 US Ditto ax-food & energy <13% 02% Germany Feb rata* sales'? -28%

US Apr Michigan sentiment prelim 93.7 Spain Mar M4 am* 4.7%

US Feb business inventories 02% 05% •month oft month, **year on year, tseeafa($. Tfnot s/ad] Statistics, courtesy UMS Internationa.

ACROSS
I Favourite places for having
tantrums? <&6)

10 Sprays Of flowers (51

LI They openly work with
crooks tel

12 Animal lover Is after foreign

currency (7)

13 A number In Malaga out to

form a union (7)

14 Standing order from Crete 15)

16 His duties may be an
eye-opener to Mexicans on
the move (91

19 Supplies Information for close

friends (9)

20 Fun with the birds? (5)

22 A tussle tor military honours

(7) , , _

23 Casual way in which you

remove a glove? (3-4)

27 US soldier seizes a scurrilous

Italian union leader (9)

28 Wait round front of registry -

for her? (5)

29 Devfl of a choice by Rattigan

(3AM)

DOWN
2 A willing disposition? (91

3 Score 101, and total up to)

4 Being urgent, it's sent In a
different way (9>

5 Miss Garbo was unusually
great 1.51

8 In this practice there's n real

share fluctuation (91

7 Dismantle a United Nations
oil installation? <5t

8 He collects articles others
consider worthless (7)

9 A sweet little thing (ft

IS Schedule means item Is

thrown out by the board.!91

17 Caught us. to bee this sort of

sentence (9)

18 Horae swallows mixed grain

and fat (9i

19 Visible location for a pub, we
hear (25)

21 He dinpq out on the fourth of

July (6)

23 Free to be at it - that's great*

(5) „ _

24 Border county where Sarah

gets work (5)

26 It isn’t true it comes to a
moral conclusion (5i

PRIZE CROSSWORD
No.9.038 Set by DANTE

A prize of a Pellkan New Classic 380 fountain pen for the first correct
solution opened and five runner-up prizes of £35 PeUkan vouchers win be
awarded. Solutions by Thursday April 18, marked Monday Crossword 9.088
on the envelope, to the Financial Times, 1 Southwark Bridge, London SE1
9HL Solution on Monday April ZL Please allow 28 days for delivery of
prizes.

Name 1

Address. -

Winners 9,027 Solution 9,027

Bob Tnomas, Alicante, Spain
J. D. Spencer, Plymouth
David Grant. Winchester
Mark O'Meara. Hythe, Kent
K. Tomica, Friednchsdarf, Ger-

unanaHoa
a o o
QUQBBQHQubbquljiuh

anaaaona nsaaoninny
Peter and Kim Boros, Ilford,

Essex

OH Qana uaaaaQiao
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TRADITIONALSPORTS & LEISURE
.

William Ellis has a very dear aim - ro provide top quaWf
sports and Idsurr wear at an unbeatable price. We use dnfy

’

a luxury weight cotton jersev in our shirts, making ilihj.'.T
a full 20% iveavier than those of our competitors. *£hjr. .jj

difference is immediately apparent: the fabric provkfes "J
gteater all round com fort and durability. Goods are ' Jfl'-
despatched within 48 hours, stock permitring, and come

|

with our uncondirional guarantee.

Please send me a copy ofyour brochure with details of
your 10% OFF INTRODUCTORY OFFER... ' < ;

-

Mr/Mrs/Mis/Ms '•

Address

Rostcode

SEND TO: William Ellk, FREEPOST 24 LON 83U. ‘V ’v
London. WIR3AD Teh 0171 7346100 Fax: 0171 73433dfrrri

--1
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ASIA-PACIFIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS
in the east

U i.•**tt»*

International
telecoms concerns
are fighting to

boost their

presence in the
world’s largest

market. They face
big obstacles,

writes Alan Cane
I be centre of gravity of

global telecommute-

PtfrVu hr-lidays

•vA I1J«)AY

<sn

Pwfrr t

•if
*«•

*

**,

cations business te shift-

ing towards the complex mix-
ture of affluence and
undetprtvflege that is the Asia-,
pacific region.

The 31 countries of the
region already constitute the
world’s largest market for tele-

coms products and services;,

according to the United
Nations agency, the Interna-
tional Telecommunication'
Union (ITU).

It accepts that the average
telephone density across the
Asia Pacific region Is just five

per 100 people against a world
average of 12 per 100, but goes
on to point out the speed of the

growth taking place: “In the
coming five years,” it affirms,

.

“investment In the region’s'
telecoms market is expected to

exceed $300bn."

Mr Steve Bunion, managing
director of British Telecommu-
nication's Asia-Pacific
operations, points out that no
operator or manufacturer with
serious global intentions can
afford to Ignore the region: "If

a telecoms company wants to

be a world leader, it has to be a
leader in Asia Pacific. This will

be the most important geo-
graphical segment by 1993.”

This, -to some extent,

explains the urgency with
which BT. which has a limited

presence in Asia Pacific, has
*

seeking a merger with
ble and Wireless of the UK.

which holds a majority stake

in Hongkong Telecom, one of

the key operators. Even the
uncertainty over the future of

Hongkong Telecom - the con-

sequence of the ceding of Hang
Kong’s sovereignty to China
next year - seems to be no
deterrent

BT Is not alone among1 Euro-
pean operators in seeking to
extend its influence in Asia.
Last year Deutsche Telekom,
Europe’s largest operator, paid'
1886m for a 25 per cent stake in
Satelindo, the most recently
.formed of Indonesia's three
telecoms companies.

Significantly, Rwfe~Hnan |g a
mobile phone operator. Mobile

. networks are cheaper awfl sim-
pler to establish fari wir-
eUne infrastructures, awrt once.

. deployed can dramatically cut.
-.the time a potential customer’

1

has to watt fora connection. It

is estimated there could be 80m
mobile phone users in the

. Asia-Pacific region by the turn
of the century, more than in
either Western Europe or
North America.

'

Telecoms operators from-
developed countries anxious to

1

invest in the region are having
to learn new ways of doing
business. Mr Charles Vol of
Telstra, the state-owned Aus-
tralian operator which is plan-

ning to exploit its technical,

marketing ffriawHai exper-

.

tlse to develop operations In'

China. Vietnam, India and
Indonesia observes that busi-

ness in North America is based
an law, in Europe on logic, and
In Asia on relationships: The
negotiations never really end,"

he says. The Chinese, he points

out, measure ttma in dynasties

rather than years.

It is a commonplace to note
that the countries of the Asia-

Pacific region are grouped
together principally by geogra-

phy rather than heritage, and
can show startling differences

in telecoms development.
On the one band Japan is

home to NTT, the world’s larg-

est company by market capital-

isation, with 60m lines and 4723

hnasper 100 head of popula-

tion. On the other,' the Philip-

pines' largest operator, Philip-

pine Lang Distance Telephone,

has less than a miWan lines for

a population of almost 70m, an
average of L6B lines per 100
head of papulation.
The region can in business

terms be divided into three
broad categories: mature mar-
kets such as Japan, HaugKoug
and Singapore, maturing mar-
kets including Malaysia - and
Thailand and immature mar-
kets such as the PMfippines
and Trifftq

.A common theme, however,
fo the speed and eajergy with
which each country is trans-
forming its telecoms networks
“getting the infrastructure to

the people.” as Mr Vol puts It.

Governments in the Asia-Pa-
cificxpgian understand that
effective •telecommunications
'underpins economic growth
rather than the other way
round. They are aware of the

. dear relationship between the
'. number of telephones per head
Vof population and foreign
’

;
.direct'investment.

The Chinese, for example,
are layingnew lines at the rate

of 14L5ra a year, a figure
roughly equal to half the UK’s
fixed line network. They are
paying for much of the expan-
sion themselves.

Earlier this year. AT&T.of
the US signed a $l6m deal with
China’s Ministry of Posts and

~ Telecommunications to equip
1

China's IBeoing-Kowloon trunk
-line. It will be the longest opti-

:
: cal trunk line in China at

&654ir and is only one of 16

v major trunk lines due to be
Completed by 2000.
7

. v. Other governments are seek-
" tog nHiaifom and partnerships

.' with Western companies to
help meet the expense of boost-

,-tag their telephone capacity.
* Basic telephony may not be
efaough, however, given the

-pace at which much of the rest

of the world is moving towards,

the advanced communication
services .found an the “infor-

mation v superhighway”. .The

ITU pointed out last yean “One
thing is certain, developing
countries cannot afford to wait

and see what happens. They
are already behind in various

IN THIS SURVEY

WMi juat one telephone far evety 100 people, India haa huge potential for growth In the provision of falecommunlcaUoiia awrwlcaa TonyAndmn

measures of information pene-
tration and the development
gap is greater for advanced
communication services than
far basic telephone services.”

One illustration will suffice:

in 1994 there werean estimated

4&£ users of the Internet, the
international computer net-
work, per 1.000 inhabitants of
Sweden. The comparable num-
ber for Japan, where telephony

is highly developed, was 4.3,

«wd for Tndia, which has mas-
sive improvements to make to

its infrastructure, just 0.002.

Advanced communications,
the ITU says, can fundamen-
tally alter the entire develop-

ment paradigm. It comments:
“Economic development has
traditionally been associated

with the movement from rural,

agricultural societies to urban,

industrial ones.

‘Thformatfan fafl-Mlmctmw
can accelerate this process.

But they can also help coun-

tries skip whole stages of

development ... the building

up of Information industries

can help developing countries

participate in the information

economy."

With many countries to the
region seeking funds to build

infrastructure and a growing
number of privatisations
planned in file telecoms sector,

there are questions over
whether there will be enough
capital to satisfy these ambi-
tions.

In the middle of 1995 Asia’s

programme of telecoms flota-

tions was forced onto the back
burner as market conditions
deteriorated. The flotation

later to the year of Indonesia's

national operator, PT Telkom,
caused embarrassment when
at the last moment the govern-

ment was forced to halve the

size of the offer and cut the

price of the shares after poor

support from ifs investors.

According to Mr Andrew
Harrington, Asia-Pacific ana-
lyst at Salomon Brothers,
Investors should take note ofa
number of new trends. He
emphasises the importance of
increasing liberalisation as

governments try to accelerate

the expansion of telecoms by
attracting foreign capital: pri-

vatisations and other offerings

that have already been sched-

Japan’s hlghly-devetopad market h the aubfect of poKcal wrangfing

uled or are expected to be
announced have a value
greater than $4bn a year for

the next five years. The num-
ber of quoted telecoms compa-
nies, he says, has increased
more than tenfold since 1990.

He predicts the Asian market
is on course for stronger
growth: “Capital expenditure
to telecoms in the Asia-Pacific

region rose from £20bn in 1993

to $25bn in 1994. That repre-

sents a 25 per cart increase

year on year. I expect this

growth to continue.”

Japan, the richest country in

the region, which has the larg-

est telecoms market, is

addressing questions of a dif-

ferent nature. It is slowly open-

ing its market to foreign com-
patttors. It continues to debate

the wisdom of breaking up
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NTT. Earlier this year a gov-

ernment committee recom-
mended that the giant should

be split into several regional

phone companies and one
long-distance operator.

NTT is fighting back
strongly, arguing that if it is

divided up there will be gaps in

services for local businesses
and a weakening of Japan's
international competitiveness

to telecoms research and devel-

opment It claims this would
lead to stagnation of the coun-

try's information technology
industry.

It is the kind uf dilemma
which India, with one tele-

phone for every 100 of its

inhabitants, will not have face

in the foreseeable future.

‘Being able to answer all my business calls right

away gives me more spare time”

RENfiE THART,
Secretary to Distribution and Sales, Ericsson Business Mobile Networks BV, The Netherlands.

j.
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Think about how much rime you waste on the telephone on an

average working day. You call people. They aren’t at their desks, so you

leave a message. 'When they call back, you're away horn your desk.

And so on. Ac che end of the day, you find yourself working late just

to eareh up. We need co respect each other’s rime more. To make everyone more avail-

able during the working day. Ericsson researches, develops and markets digital cordless

applications for public and private networks that are making communication between

people more efficient.

Ericsson pioneered the world’s first DECT-based, multi-cell, nuiiri-user Business Cord-

less Telephone System: Freeset.

Ericsson's 80,000 employees are active in
.

more than 100 countries. Their combined

expertise in switching, radio and networking makes Ericsson a world leader in tele-

comrounkntions.

7ri about communication between people. The rest is technology.

Tdefoaakaebobgec LM Ericsson, 5-125 25 Stockholm, SWEDEN. ERICSSON ^
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Subscribers could double by 2000
pip

Two technologies: a woman in Beijing checks her pager whfle using an old-style manual payphone

The country has
ambitious plans for
expanding its

telecoms network,
says Tony Walker
China’s Ninth Five Year Plan
(1996-2000), which was
unveiled in March, makes it

clear that spending on tele-

communications will be a pri-

ority until 2000.
The plan envisages expendi-

ture of YnSOObn (S60.24hn) in
the five years to 2.000, about
70 per cent of which will be
allocated to building
exchanges and laying fibre

optic cables.

Earlier this year Mr Wn
Jicbuan, minister of Posts and
Telecommunications (MPT),
outlined an ambitions pro-
gramme to increase telephone
coverage to 30-40 sets per 100
city-dwellers from tbe present
total of around 13 sets per 100.

Mr Wu pledged that his min-
istry would work to give every

rural village telephones by the
turn of the century - well

ahead or the previous sched-

ule. This would help raise the

country's telephone coverage
rate to 10.5 per cent from tbe
present 4.66 per cent.

If these plans are carried

through, the number of sub-

scribers in China will more
than double in the next five

years from 40.7m - not includ-

ing mobile phone subscribers
- to in excess of 100m. The
goal is to create an additional

64.3m subscribers by 2000.

Hitting this target will

require extremely rapid
growth in China's telephone
network. While the cost of an

additional 64.3m telephone
handsets would be about
Ynlbn. the expenditure needed
for the infrastructure to sup-

port such an explosion of new
subscribers will amount to

many billions of dollars.

According to the MPT some
79m new lines will be installed

to meet targets for new sub-

scribers. This will in turn

require a dramatic increase in

the country's public phone
switching capacity, at a cost of

about YnTObn.
According to a draft outline

of China's Ninth Five Year
Plan total telephone switching

capacity will reach 174m lines,

up 89m lines from the 1995

figure of 65m lines.

This surge in China's tele-

communications capacity is

creating a bonanza for foreign

telecommunications compa-
nies. but China is seeking a

greater share for domestic
enterprises.

According to Mr Zhou Dai-

qun of the Ministry or the
Electronics Industry. China

has been working on plans to

increase market share for local

companies in the “lucrative
market for exchanges and
fibre-optic cable, of which Chi-

nese enterprises are expected
to bold SO per cent by 2000”.

At present Chinese compa-
nies dominate telephone hand-
set manufacturing - with
capacity of about 70m a year,

but they hold just 15 per cent
of the market for exchanges.
Joint ventures involving Sie-

mens. NEC, AT&T, Northern

Fixed line penetration*

1882 94- 96- 88” 2000"
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Telecom and Alcatel account
for 50 per cent and imports for

tbe remaining 35 per cent.

China Is looking well beyond
2000 in the development of its

telecommunications sector. A
recent MPT position paper
forecast that 420m lines would
be available in 2010. more
than doable the figure for the

end of the century. In addi-

tion, a “broadband integrated

digital network* would be in

place to provide interactive

multimedia services in the

cities and developed coastal

regions - China's version of

the superhighway.
China Is in the process of

constructing what it describes

as its “Three Goldens" project,

consisting or the Golden
Bridge. Golden Customs and
Golden Card, which are as fol-

lows:

• The Golden Bridge will pro-

vide a patchwork of data net-

works that will help China
modernise its internal commu-
nications services through
high-speed links between gov-

Igjgljg
CHINA

ernment ministries, state

organisations and companies;

• The Golden Customs part of

the project Involves upgrading

customs service communica-
tions to make clearance of

goods easier.

• The Golden Card pro-
gramme is aimed at develop-

ing China's credit and debit

card systems.
The MPT is just one partici-

pant in China's fast-expanding
telecommunications market.
Chief among the newcomers is

China United Telecommunica-
tions (Unicom), a venture in

which the ministries of rail-

ways. electronics industry and
electric power are partners. It

was established in 1994 and
has moved quickly to establish

itself since then.

Unicom is testing tbe state

monopoly in selected areas. It

recently announced it woald
invest Yn80-100bn over the
next five years to secure 30
per cent of tbe mobile phone
market and a 10 per cent share

each for local phone calls and
long distance calls.

This year it will further

expand its mobile phone net-

work beyond big cities and
coastal areas. It plans to add
16 cities to existing services in

Beijing, Tianjin. Shanghai and
Guangzhou.
At present Unicom is obliged

to “piggy-back" on MPT net-

works, but by 2005 it plans to

have its own national network
in place, and by 2010 to

become one of the world’s tele-

com giants.

B The Internet, multimedia and cable television: by Kris Szaniawski

As many strategies as countries
The region is

pursuing telecoms
development by a
range of different

routes

Governments across Asia have
woken up to the fact that the

region's economic future
depends on rapid development
of the information sector. But
they have different views on
how best to achieve this.

Regional organisations such
as the Asia-Pacific Telecom-
munity (APT) and the Asia-Pa-

cific Economic Co-operation
(APEC) forum, as well as indi-

vidual states such as Singapore
and Japan, have been busy
announcing strategies to

implement information infra-

structures. Despite well-inten-

tioned initiatives such as the

grandly-titled ' Seoul Declara-

tion for the Asia Pacific infor-

mation Infrastructure”, made
at the first APEC meeting on
the telecommunications and
information industries last

May. most action has been at a
national level.

Japan. Hong Kong. Singa-
pore. Taiwan and Korea have
travelled furthest down the

road to a multimedia future.

Rut countries like China. India.

Indonesia, and the Philippines

are still struggling to provide

basic telephone services.

The Japanese market Is one
of the most advanced. In 1994.

a special advisory body - the

Telecommunications Council -

published a plan that envis-

ages the creation of a national

bre-optic infrastructure, to be
completed by the year 2010 at

an estimated cost of USS300-500

billion. It will cover 20 per cent

of the population by 2000.

The government expects that

the multimedia market will

create 2.4m jobs by 2010 and be

as big as the car industry. Tbe
Telecommunications Council

has recommended that private

sector telecommunications and
cable television operators
should provide the bulk of the

funding. The government
intended to back this up with

interest-free loans, but the
Ministry of Finance has scaled

down the sums available and
made tbe terms more difficult.

Government indecisiveness

on whether to restructure NTT
has also delayed progress.

Japan's numerous cable
operators have been slow to

embrace video-on-demand and
interactive services because of

a lack of funds and the frag-

mented nature of tbeir indus-

try. Since last year the govern-

ment has been trying to

encourage consolidation in the

market by removing a range of

regulatory restrictions.

Singapore was the first

Asian country to formulate
plans to develop a national
information infrastructure. In

August 1991 it published its

Information Technology 2000
report. This ambitious plan,

which pre-dates similar initia-

tives in the US and elsewhere,

calls for the creation of an
“intelligent island", where a
fibre-optic communications
network supports a large vari-

ety of advanced information
services. Video-on-demand tri-

als have already commenced.
Singapore Telecom is cur-

rently installing broadband
optical fibre cables to link all

of the island's main commer-
cial and residential areas at a
cost of around US$l00m a year.

Singapore’s small size, and the

fact that most of its residents

live in high-rise blocks of flats

makes this relatively cost-effec-

tive.

While Singapore has
remained relatively highly reg-

ulated. Hong Kong has concen-
trated on liberalisation. The
monopoly of the colony's main
operator, Hongkong Telecom,
expired in mid-1995.

Wharf Cable's exclusive
pay-TV franchise was also to

have expired last year, but on
March 20 the Hong Kong gov-

ernment announced that it was
delaying the expansion of
pay-TV until a review in 1998.

limiting broadcasting deregu-

lation to proposals for two new
video-on-demand services.

China is channelling massive

investments into telecoms.
Five years ago the Ministry of

Posts and Telecommunications
began building a three-tiered

telecoms network employing
fibre-optic systems, satellite

stations and microwave
trunks. Last year alone China
invested around £6bn in tele-

coms infrastructure. Even so

the country still has one of the

lowest teledensities in the
world.

In South Korea the govern-

ment is preparing to sell

shares in state-owned Korea
Telecom and open up the cur-

rent duopoly to further compe-
tition. Korea Telecom has
declared its intention to

develop multimedia services

domestically and telecoms pro-

jects elsewhere in Asia. The
government has launched a
plan to create a national infor-

mation infrastructure by 2015.

The Taiwanese government
introduced legislation ending
its monopoly of telecommuni-
cations at the beginning of the

year and also has a national

information Infrastructure
plan.

Tbe level of demand for

Internet services has been
growing rapidly in the Asia-Pa-

cific region. Its level of Inter-

net connectivity lags Europe
and the US - the region still

has fewer than 5 per cent of

computers worldwide linked to

the network. Australia and
New Zealand still boast the
highest penetration rates in

the region, due to the domi-

nance of the English language

in Internet services. Tbe high

cost of leased lines needed to

support Internet services and
the bottleneck of trans-Pacific

cable and satellite links have
also acted as a brake on
growth.

Some of the region's govern-

ments are uncomfortable with

the freedom of access to infor-

mation necessary for an infor-

mation economy. Since Decem-
ber the Chinese government
has been tightening its control

on the Internet and other inter-

national computer networks.
Last month it ordered all users

to register with the police.

According to International

Telecommunications Union
(ITU) analyst Mr Tim Kelly,

the region's developing coun-

tries have as much to gain

from information infrastruc-

ture initiatives as developed
economies. Building networks
capable of providing both tele-

phony and cable television ser-

vices can. for example, save
money by preventing duplica-

tion of infrastructure and gen-

erating higher revenues.

Cellular telephones: by Eden Zoller

East to outstrip west in two years

In some Aslan countries cellular phones substitute for lixed-Sne phones

Huge take-up of
sendees means the
region is one of the
world's most
lucrative markets
In two years the Asia-Pacific

region will be the largest mar-
ket in the world for cellular

services. The number of its

subscribers is set to surpass
western Europe's this year and
North America's in two years.

By the end of 1996 there will

be around 70m subscribers to

cellular services in Asia-Pa-

cific region, rising to 80m by
the end of the decade, com-
pared with only 21.5m at end
of 1995.

One of the reasons for the

dramatic take-up of cellular

services in the Asia Pacific

region is its the paucity of
fixed line services.

Cellular services are cheaper

to supply than fixed-line tele-

communications. and in

emerging markets cellular

phones can substitute for

them.
Digital cellular systems are

particularly attractive as they

offer greater capacity and are

or higher quality than tbe

older analogue systems. At the

moment analogue cellular

systems dominate the market

and at the end of last year

accounted for 84 per cent of

the total cellular market.

But the balance is expected

to shift dramatically so that

bv 2004 most cellular subscrib-

ers will be on digital networks

- about 88 per cent of the sub-

scriber base.

Growth In Asia Pacific will

overtake Western Europe and

North America mainly because
the latter markets are rapidly

reaching maturity while key
economies in Asia-Pacific are
either in the midst of. or on
the cusp of rapid growth.

This is already happening in

Japan, the largest and fastest

growing market in the region,

with more than 8m subscrib-

ers. which is forecast to have
42m by the end of the decade.
China is set to follow Japan
and is poised for steep growth

- research company MTA-
EMC1 predicts that by the end
or the decade it will have more
than 22m cellular subscribers
compared with around 3.5m at

present.

A key growth factor over the
next few years will be
Increased deregulation of the
cellular market
Japan illustrates the impact

liberalisation can have on a
market in 1994 two private
sector operators, the Digital

Phone Group and Tn-Ka Cellu-

lar, entered the market,
thereby breaking the monop-
oly of semi-privatised NTT
DoCoMo, tbe mobile arm or
national carrier NTT.

In 1994 there were around
2m cellnlar subscribers in

Japan. There are now more
than 8m-
Japan has developed its own

unique standard for digital

cellular services and cordless
systems, called, respectively,
the Personal Digital Cellular

(PDO standard and tbe Per-
sonal Handypfaone System
(PHS).

PHS services were first

launched in Japan last sum-
mer as a cut-price alternative

to cellular phones. They have
already wou 718,500 subscrib-
ers.

Hie degree of liberalisation

in the Asia-Pacific region
varies. In Hong Kong for
example, cellular services are
highly deregulated and tbe
competition is frenetic and cut
throat There are three tele-

point operators, four cellular

operators, and 22 radio paging
operators. Cellular operators
Pacific Link, Hutchison Tele
com, Smartone and Hongkong
Telecom are locked in a price

war that has seen tbe cost of

mobile phones plummet
India has just thrown open

its cellnlar market issuing 36
digital cellular licences to pri-

vate sector operators that are

joint ventures between local

companies and foreign tele-

communications operators.

India is highly unusual in that

before the January issue of the

36 licences (two for each of the

18 regional franchising zones)

it did not have much of a cel-

lular market. The state-con-

trolled fixed-line network does
not provide cellular services,

and all that existed were the
city-wide GSM services In six

big cities.

Taiwan and South Korea are
at the other end of the regula-
tory spectrum, having compar-
atively closed markets. How-
ever. this is about to change as
both have announced sweep-
ing plans to open up the mar-
ket for cellular services.

In January the government
of Taiwan passed legislation

ending the state-controlled
operator’s monopoly on fixed

and cellular services, and also

lifted the ban on foreign par-
ticipation In the telecommuni-
cations market.
The Sonth Korean govern-

ment is expected In tbe next
couple of mouths to invite bids
for three national PCS
licences, np to 11 licences for

cordless systems, along with
licences for radio paging net-
works. South Korea took the
first step towards opening its

cellnlar market last year when
it licensed private sector oper-
ator Shinsegi Mobile to com-
pete against state monopoly
Korea Mobile Telecom.
The market that everyone Is

waiting to open is China,
where subscriber numbers are
expected to soar - from 3.5m to
22m by the mid of Hie decade.
China’s vast population has

a tiny penetration rate for cel-

lular services of around only
0.36 per cent Demand for cel-

lular services is very high,
however, particularly in the
designated economic zones In

Guandong province adjacent
to Hong Kong. The market is

set to grow rapidly.

State company will

play important role
Foreign Investors

are queueing up to

participate in the
liberalisation,

writes Laura Tyson
Taiwan’s telecommunications
industry is to be liberalised

after several years of debate

and delay, starting on July 1

of this year. The state's

monopoly on services will be

dismantled and foreign partici-

pation allowed for the first

time. But concerns have
emerged as to whether private

sector companies will be able

to compete with tbe state-

owned telephone company on
an equal footing.

Tbe value of the telecommu-
nications market in Taiwan
was estimated at US$5.3bn in

1995, a figure that ts expected

to double by the year 2000.

The strongest growth areas,

and the most profitable, will

be cellular telephone and pag-

ing services. Tbe mobile tele*

phone market i9 expected to

reach 2m subscribers by the

end of the decade and the

number of users of pagers will

jump from 2.5m to 5m. The
value of switching equipment
and handsets alone during
that period Is estimated at
USSl.Sbn Tor cellular and
USS565m for paging.

Tbe legislature made laws in

January which will separate

the telecommunications regu-

latory authority from tbe gov-

ernment-owned provider of
services, despite protests by
ibe 36,000-strong employees'
onion against feared cutbacks

in pay and benefits. A new
state enterprise, China Tele-

communications Corp (CTC),
will be spun off from the exist-

ing Directorate General of

Telecommunications (DGT),
which functions as both regu-

lator and operator of the tele-

communications industry at

present. Eventually the new
entity will be listed on the
stock exchange and privatised.

Foreign investors will be
allowed to buy a maximum
stake of 20 per cenL
The main impetus behind

the much-needed changes was
Taiwan's keenness to gain
admission to the World Trade
Organisation. Liberalisation of

the telecoms sector was a
requirement of entry. In addi-

tion the government is eager

to attract multinational corpo-

rations to invest in Taiwan, as

well as prevent domestic cor-

porations from moving their

telecommunications centres

offshore in response to the

island's high costs and ineffi-

cient service-

Much of Taiwan's telecom-

munications Infrastructure

lags behind the rapidly rising

demands of the market. .An

individual subscriber can wait

five months for a cellular tele-

phone to be delivered. Fast-

growing demand for Internet

services has swamped the

DGT. overloading its systems.

In an effort to catch up.

Taiwan's Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communica-
tions said on April 1 it intends

to sign contracts with UUNET.
a US-based provider of Inter-

net access services in Jane,

with services beginning la

July. The ministry says that

within two years, UUNET will

establish its regional
operations centre for south-

east Asia in Taiwan, according

to tbe ministry.

Despite some disappoint-

ment among both foreign and

domestic telecommunications

companies over the final ver-

sion of the telecommunica-
tions law. it is generally

agreed that it represents a big

step forward and will pave the

way for future deregulation as

the industry develops.

Foreign companies are

unhappy that a ceiling on for-

eign participation in domestic

telecommunications ventures

was dropped to 20 per cent

from one-third at tbe last min-

ute. Nonetheless the opportu-

nities are so tempting that this

change has not deterred them
from trying to enter the mar-
ket anyway.
Foreigners will be allowed a

maximum 20 pm* cent share-

holding In common-carrier ser-

vice companies. Including
domestic and international

telephone services, cellnlar

8od paging services. Vsat
(very small aperture terminal,

a satellite link service) and
CT2 phone services. There will

be no restrictions on foreign

investment in value-added net-

work services such as fax and
data forwarding, remote data

processing and on-line Infor-

mation services, including tbe

Internet, computerised airline

reservation systems, telecon-

ferencing and format and
cable conversion services. Var-

ious services will be liberal-

ised In phases.

Foreign concerns are most
Interested in “wireless” ser-

vices. such as cellular tele-

phones and paging. The DGT
plans to issue licences to three

private firms to provide
regional mobile phone ser-

vices. There will be one or pos-

sibly two licences each in the

northern, central and southern

parts nr the island, and two
licences to provide bland-wide

services. Two companies win

be granted licences to offer

national paging services and
six others will be allowed to

provide regional paging ser-

vices.

One island-wide licence is

expected to be reserved for

CTC. Although draft regula-

tions do not prohibit one com-

pany from winning more than

one licence, it is expected that

the 15-year licences will be dis-

tributed among as many pro-

viders as possible.

At least ten of Taiwan’s big

business groups. Including

foods concern President Enter-

prises, Pacific Wire and Cable

and the diversified China
Rebar group are queuing up to

apply for licences. Many, if not

all, are planning to team up
with one or more foreign part-

ners. Is late March. Hongkong
Telecom, the British colony's

leading telecommunications
company, said it planned to

acquire a 26 per cent stake in

Taiwan Telecommunications
Network Services (TFNS), the

largest private valnc-added
network company in Taiwan.

According to HK Telecom,
TTNS plans to set np a Vsat

and pager business in 1996,

and will begin offering

long-distance calling and
International direct dialling

services by 2001.

Other consortia expected to

apply for licences include:

Taiwan’s Formosa Plastics

group, in co-operation with

the US's Pacific Bell; Asia-Pa-

cific Investment, a local

investment fund: Taiwan's
Pacific Wire and Cable
together with Motorola: and
Taiwan’s Teco, an electronics

gronp. along with Sweden's
Eric^on.
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China flexes muscle
The rapid pace of
reform has been
slowed down by
Beijing, reports

Louise Lucas
Hong Kong has one of the most
liberalised telecoms markets in

the world, but the jury is still

out on tbe extent to which that

is offset by regulation.

The market has only
recently been prised open. Last
July Hongkong Telecom relin-

quished its long-held monopoly
on domestic fixed line calls as

the colony's pro-competition
regulator ushered in three new
operators - Hutchison Commu-
nications. New T&T Hong
Kong (led by Wharf Holdings,

an infrastructure to property
conglomerate) and New World
Telephone, the telecoms arm of
New World Development
When the three winners

were announced in November
1993, Arthur D Little, the con-

sulting firm commissioned by
the government to assess the

future market structure, calcu-

lated that the total market size

would double in real terms
over the next decade, from
HK$7bn (US$900m) to about
HKSX4bn, or HK$28bn in prices
of the day.

Consumers, it was estimated,
would benefit to the tune of
same HK$1.7bn in real terms
over the next 10 years, thanks
to the discounts brought about
by competing networks.
In the event, liberalisation

did not happen as soon as was
envisaged. China, whose bless-

ing is required on all licences

and matters straddling the
June 1997 handover of sover-

eignty. stalled tbe process by
some nine months as it deliber-

ated over the winning bids.
This in turn knocked back the
proposed timetables of the new
entrants: New T&T. for exam-
ple. has only just started sign-

ing up customers in tbe last

two months.
Nor has liberalisation proved

quite what the operators, both
new and Old, had hoped for.

The new entrants complain
that key planks of their com-
peting operations have not
been decided upon, far exam-
ple, allowing co-location at

what are now Hongkong Tele-

com local exchanges, waiving
the access deficit contribution

and properly defining Hong-
kong Telecom International's

external monopoly. All these

are now under review.

Mr Leslie Harris, president of

New T&T. says: “There is not

enough deregulation because
the licences were Issued with-

out the regulations being in

place to fully support them."

But if the new entrants have
quibbles, so does Hongkong
Telecom. The giant, which is

majority controlled by Cable &
Wireless of the UK, took a stoic

view over the erosion of its

domestic monopoly: local calls

are already free and as long as

the East-growing international

side remained its exclusive
province, it felt there was little

to fear.

Hongkong Telecom retains

its international exclusive fran-

chise until 2006, but the new
operators have been able to

exploit what is easily tbe big-

gest money spinner - interna-

tional calls - by offering call-

back services, whereby an
outgoing call is bounced back
as a (cheaper) incoming call,

sharply undercutting Hong-
kong Telecom’s charges.
International calls provide 60

per cent of total revenues for

Hongkong Telecom. The com-
pany still makes money from a
new entrant's callbacks, as it

receives a share of the income.
Hutchison, which is part of Li

Ka-shing's Hutchison Wham-
poa conglomerate, has been
one of tbe most aggressive dis-

counters. but all participants
are fighting it oat on prices.

Meanwhile the handful of
pure callback companies that
have operated in Hong Kong
for a number of years are
determined to hold on to their
market share. The battle-
ground should yield at least
one winner - the consumer. As
Mr Harris says. “We will cut
prices further. If that’s what it

takes, we will do it. We are not
investing HK$6.5bn (over 10
years) to be disappointed by
indirect competition (effec-
tively resale).

’’

Price cutting Is also the
name of the game in the
mobile market, a sector in
which the rules have changed.

Fixed lino penetration*.
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Hong Kong now has four oper-

ators: Hongkong Telecom CSL
Mobile. Hutchison. SmarTone
and Pacific Link, part or the

Hong Kong-listed First Pacific

conglomerate.
The Office of the Telecom-

munications Authority
(OFTA), the telecoms regula-

tory body, decided two years

ago to extend competition in

the mobile sector by awarding
up to io new licences - up to

six for the personal communi-
cation service (PCS) system
and up to four cordless access

service (CAS) licences.

The PCS licences, the main J
thrust of the market expan-
sion, were to have been

.

awarded last July but fell into

the same trap as the fixed line

licences - the interminable
deliberations of Beijing via tbe

Joint Liaison Group (JLG), the

body charged with negotiating

transitional matters.
The bidders have been active

in the ensuing delay. It is

understood that Hongkong
Telecom, whose bid is under-

stood to have been unsuccess-

ful, bas lobbied Beijing to

reverse OFTA’s decision and
award it a licence, while

Hutchison is understood to

have made a similar visit to

Beijing, requesting that the six

licences be reduced to four.

Reducing tbe shortlist to

four is in accordance with
what most of the industry
wants as it is felt six new oper-

ators will result in squeezed
margins. The delay, whether or

not at the behest of Hutchison,
has already had an Impact on
the market earlier this year

Hutchison, with Pacific Link
hot on its heels, began to slash

its handset prices. Tariffs are

expected to come down sharply
and some bidders are now no
longer interested in the PCS
licences as the figures no lon-

ger stack up.
While Hong Kong’s telecoms

market is undoubtedly attrac- £$

ttve - allowing Hongkong Tele-

com last year to rake in profits

of HK*a.7bn - it is a highly

mature one with penetration

rates among the highest in the

world. The long term attrac-

tion is China, which is broadly

opposed to foreign investmsit
for now. After the handover,

many Hong Kong-based tele-

coms companies like to believe

they will be perceived as

“domestic''.
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They have the technology NTT delays brake market
riorom lln S_ Tram. ... . »Deregulation is

whetting the
appetites of
equipment makers,
writes John Burton
Tbe rapid deregulation of the
South Korean teleconmnmica-
tions market, which begins in
earnest this year, is expected
to give a big boost to the
nation's ambitions of becom-
ing a global snppher of tele-
com equipment
Domestic manufacturers are

expected to receive most new
equipment orders as the num-
ber of Korean telecom opera-
tors multiplies over the next
few years. This will provide
the telecom manufacturers
with a secure industrial base
as they prepare to advance
into export markets.
Competition in telecom ser-

vices has been so far.
State-run Korea Telecom has
dominated the industry, with
Dacom its only competitor in
international calls and,
starting this year, domestic
longdistance services.
Korea Mobile Telecom, a for-

mer Korea Telecom subsidiary
that is now under the control
of the Snnkyoug group, has
held a monopoly in cellular
telephone services.

This is all about to change.

KMT will face a new chal-
lenger in cellular phone ser-
vices this spring, when SUn-
segi, a consortium led by
Pbbang Iron & Steel and the
Kolon textile group, enters
market
In June, the government will

award 30 licences in seven
telecom service sectors, includ-
ing personal wwwmrwilr-atlnruj

services (PCS), trunked radio
systems, international nan ser-
vices, paging, and wireless
data transmissions. More
entrants are expected to follow
in 1997 when the government
further relaxes require-
ments.
The fiercest competition for

new licences is in the area of
PCS, an alternative to cellular
phones that is expected to be
highly lucrative once the ser-
vice begins in 1998.
The government has

reserved (me of the three PCS
licences for Korea Telecom,
while another will be awarded
to telecom equipment makers
and a third to industrial
groups not involved in manu-
facturing equipment.
Although foreign operators

now hold minor stakes in
some cellular pimnf ana other
wireless systems, they are ban-
ned from the rest of the teles

com market. In response to

pressure from the World Trade
Organisation, tn 1998 foreign-

S KOREA

ers will be permitted to take a
shareholding up to 33 per cent

in most telecom companies,
with a few important excep-
tions. Foreign stakes in Korea
Telecom will be limited to 20
per cent and in Dacom and
KMT to 15 per cart.

There is plenty of room for

growth in wireless telecom
services since the number of

cellular phone subscribers
amounts to only which is

one of the lowest penetration

rates in the region at 8.7 per
cent
Nonetheless, the deregu-

lation of the telecom market
and consequent price-cutting
are expected to put pressure
on the earnings of most estab-

lished telecom operators,
which have enjoyed high prof-

its because of their monopoly
status.

KMT, which is one of
Korea’s most profitable conk
panies, could suffer as a result

of competition from the new
PCS system, which is expected
to be less expensive for cus-

tomers tfi»n cellular phones.
While deregulation poses a

threat to current telecom oper-

ators, it win probably result in

Running start Korean companiescould have an advantage In the race to sal CDMA equipment kitemationaUy

higher profits for telecom
equipment makers. The pros-

pect of new equipment orders

has led to increased competi-

tion between domestic and for-

eign suppliers.

Korea's four main telecom
equipment producers - Sam-
sung, LG, Daewoo and Hyun-
dai - control 70 per cent of the

market for switching equip-

ment after they helped finance

a state-supported project to
develop the country's first

high-capacity exchange, the
TDK system. AT&T of the US
holds the remaining 30 per
cent market share with its

5ESS switching system.
Foreign telecom equipment

makers, however, fear that
their market share is on the
decline as Korean telecom ser-

vice companies are pressured
to select domestic suppliers.

One reason is that the gov-
ernment has chosen telecom-
munications as a new strategic

industry for the country.
Another is that Korean tele-

com equipment makers have
become shareholders in tele-

com operators, which will sig-

nificantly influence their pro-

curement decisions.
One example of Korea's

quest for self-reliance in tele-

communications is the govern-
ment’s demand that cellular

phone and PCS operators
adopt an advanced digital

wireless transmission system,
known as code division multi-

ple access (CDMA).
Although CDMA was devel-

oped by Qualcomm of the DS,
Korea this year became the
first country in the world to

commercialise the system on a
national basis. Analysts
believe the intention was to
give Korean companies a head-

start in supplying the CDMA
technology to other countries

that adopt the standard. Korea
has already won small export

orders for CDMA equipment in

the US and Russia.

The dominance of domestic
manufacturers in the esti-

mated $4hn CDMA market in

Korea has added to foreign

concerns that the country's

telecom market is still largely

closed to competition from
abroad-

A second opinion is needed
A big sell-off is due
in 1997, but
politicians are
prevaricating,

writes Nikld Tait •

The next year is likely to be

crucial for the Australian tele-

communications industry.

For more than five years, the

sector has been edging towards

foil deregulation. Now the date

on which open competition is

due to start - the end of June,

1997 - is dose at hand. But

regulatory guidelines and legis-

lation to support the new
regime have yet to be deter-

mined, and the election of a

conservative coalition govern-

ment last month means that

some of the groundwork laid

by the previous Labor adminis-

tration will be revisited.

The hubbub of activity over

the future industry environ-

ment will be increased by the

fact that both of Australia's big

telecommunications groups are

moving towards stock market

debuts.

Optus Communications,
which was set up to provide

competition to the govern-

ment-owned Telstra group in

the early-1990s, says that it is

looking at a flotation in calen-

dar 1996. It is currently owned

by a mixture of foreign and

domestic institutional and cor-

porate investors.

The situation at Telstra,

wholly-owned by the federal

government, is more complex.

In the course of the recent fed-

eral election campaign, the

Liberal-National coalition

pledged to sell off one-third of

the carrier’s shares during the

current three-year parliamen-

tary term. Stock market ana-

lysts estimate that the sale

could bring in proceeds of

around ASSbn (USSfibn).

But how and when the Tel-

stra float will proceed is

unknown at this- stage. There
are potential political compli-

cations because the Australian

Democrats, one of the minor
parties who hold the balance of

power In parliament's upper
bouse, are opposed to the sale.

The scale of the privatisation -

and the restrictions which the

coalition has indicated would

be placed on foreign ownership
- may also tax financial advis-

ers when the flotation mechan-
ics came to be devised.

Nevertheless, the govern-

ment is expected to start lay-

ing the foundations for Tel-

stra's privatisation in its first

parliamentary session, which
will start in late April.

In the area of broader
deregulation, the new govern-

ment inherits a fairly well-de-

veloped framework from its

predecessor. Last August,
Labor handed down 99 policy

principles which ware to form
the basis of the post-1997 com-

munications environment Key
elements were the removal of

any restrictions on the number
of network providers/installers:

no restriction on the number of

carrier licences; and open and
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The regime envisaged fairly

stringent social conditions.

Carriers, for example, would be

required to offer codes of prac-

tice to ensure consumer protec-

tion. In addition, they would
have to draw up industry

development plans, "detailing

involvement with the Austra-

lian telecommunications sup-

ply industries”.

Critically, Labor’s proposed
framework also retied on
industrydevised codes of prac-

tice covering interconnection

rights and access. These were
to he registered with the Aus-

tralian Competition and Con-

gamer Commission, the coun-

try’s main competition
watchdog, which would super-

vise all activities relating to

competition.

The broad expectation la that

much of this - including the

lack of limit on the number of

new entrants to the market
and the statutory right of

interconnection - will be taken

on board by the coalition.

In recent weeks, there have
been some urglngs from within

the industry to either delay the

process or rethink the princi-

ples: Telstra, for example, is

known to favour a more
generic competition model,

whereas Optus is emphatic
that industry-specific legisla-

tion is essential, given Tel-

stra's market dominance. But

any substantial backtracking

an the timing and nature of

deregulation would open the

government to heavy attack,

and run counter to election

promises.

That said, the coalition is

expected to incorporate a few
distinctive features. It pledged,

for example, to impose a ‘‘cus-

tomer service guarantee" on
ttffitypBDife companies.” 'This
would entitle consumers to

rebates an their bills if service

on new connections and
repairs fall below set stan-

dards. It also promised to make
high-capacity digital links

widely available in both metro-

politan and rural areas.

In any event, the timing will

be tight. Telecoms executives

say that their best hope is that

the revised draft legislation

can go out for consultation in a
few months. This would allow

the industry to offer comments
during Australia's winter in

time for the legislation itself to

be introduced into parliament

in the last quarter of 1996.

The industry expects to get

to work on the access codes

separately and have these in

place by March next year at

the latest

In spite of the uncertainty

ova- the legislative framework,

there Is already speculation

over bow the market will

develop after the middle of
next year. Mr Robert Simpson,
director with responsibility for

legal and regulatory issues at

Optus Communications, ftiaitns

competitive pressure should
not mount too fiercely as a

result of the proposed deregu-

lation.

He points out that there are

already a large number of

international telecoms compa-
nies - including British Tele-

com and Telecom New Zea-

lanfl ’j; Pacific Star - who are

actively providing resale ser-

vices. “Very few are going to

become carriers, and we have
already been living with ser-

vice providers," he say's.

Two more join the scrum
. . _ __ . liAtm

Terry Hall finds

stiff competition

among global

operators trying to

enter the market

Many of the world's biggest

telecommunications companies

arc slogging it out to win busi-

ness m New Zealand, which

considers iUelf the most

deregulated market in the

world. .

Last month two mere joined

in: Telstra of Australia, and

Britain’s BT which took a

quarter share in Clear Commu-

nications. the country’s second

largest telephone network.

Others include MCI
banal, which is also a Clear

shareholder.

Bell Atlantic and Amernecn

control Telecom New Zeal^

the former Post Office utility.

Bell South, which is 35 per cent

owned by the Singapore Tele-

com. is an aggressive competi-

tor in the cellular business.

AT&T is also active In this

market, and the Todd Corpora-

tion of the OS Is a key stake-

holder in the entertainment

cable channel. Saturn.

The government relishes the

competition. Maurice Wflham-

gom minister of communica-

tions, says that New Zealand's

“unique" lack of competition

over the past six years is prod-

ucing real benefits for business

efficiency and ordinary con-

sumers. He says that by. dere-

gulating telecommunications;

part of the sweeping free mar-

ket reforms of the past decade,

New Zealand has been placed

at the leading edge of social

and economic change. Tele-

phone deregulation was a fac-

tor in the country's Strong

GD£> growth.

Mr Williamson, a staunch

advocate of “light handed" reg-

ulation. argues that a competi-

tive environment with few

rules encourages efficiency,

provides customers with a

greater choice and lower cost

services, and encourages a fas-

ter uptake of new technology.

Following this policy, Mr
Williamson effectively stood

aside from industry issues.

This Included the five year,

legal battle between Telecom
«n<i Clear over the latter’s

rights to access to the Telecom

network- This was resolved

between the two companies in

late March and a few hours

later BT announced it was buy-

ing its stake in Clear.

The competing companies

have invested substantial sums
establishing themselves in the

market Telecom is spending
around NZS500m (USS343mj a
year upgrading its network.
Clear has Invested NZ$160m.
and Bell South has spent

NZ$170m an building up its cel-

lular network.

A number of New Zealand-

owned companies are also

aggressive competitors. They
include BCL, which Is con-

trolled by Television New Zea-

land, and Sky Television,

which is developing a mobile
digital radio system. The new
arrivals. BT and Telstra, have
both signalled they intend to

play key roles in the industry.

BT is expected to help Clear

grow its market share from its

26 per cent level, and Telstra

says it will invest heavily to

ensure it has 10 per cent of the

local market within three

years.

Political inertia is

delaying the
break-up of NTT’s
monopoly, says
Michiyo Nakamoto
Japanese bureaucrats are not
used to being rebuffed. But for

the past decade, the ministry

of posts and telecommunica-
tions has had to live with the
bitter taste of failure in its

effort to break-up NTT, the
country’s dominant telecom-
munications carrier.

Last month the ministry
was. for the second time,
thwarted tn its crusade to split

up the telecommunications
gian t, by politicians unwilling

to take a move that could have
grave consequences when they
face the electorate some time
before next summer.
The ruling coalition, which

has the final say on the status
of NTT, postponed a decision

that was expected by the end
of March, leaving not only
NTT but the whole future of

the Japanese telecommunica-
tions industry in mid-air.

The politicians' indecision
shows the extent to which tele-

communications policy in
Japan has been driven by
short-term political consider-
ations.

Until a few months ago. it

looked as though the minis-
try's bureaucrats were finally

going to see the fruits of years

of preparation. Their carefully

constructed arguments in
favour of a break-up had won
over public opinion, and an
influential government advi-

sory panel had also called far

dismemberment All that was
left was to rally the politicians

to their cause.

Unfortunately for the minis-

try. the Japanese government
is currently a coalition that

includes the Social Democratic

Party. Hie latter has strong

ties with NTT's powerful
labour unions, which are con-

cerned that a break-up would
threaten jobs and collective

bargaining.

But the longer a decision on
NTT's future structure is

delayed the greater the danger
that Japan win fall seriously

behind others in the develop-

ment of its telecommunica-
tions industry.

NTT is not only the largest

telecommunications carrier in
Japan, it also plays a centre!

role in technology develop-

Mm JAPAN

On hold: uncertainty over NTT creates headaches for other operators

ment. It is also the only carrier

capable of providing
long-distance carriers as well

as cellular phone companies
with the crucial link to home
phones.

Since NTT was privatised

and the market was first

opened to competition in I9S5.

the number of carriers has
risen from just two to 2,528.

Including those which do not
have their own infrastructure.

Rates have come down sub-

stantially and a variety of new
services have been introduced.

For example, long-distance

rates between Osaka and
Tokyo have fallen from Y400

Fixed line penetration*
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1935 to Y1S0 for NTT and YlTO
for its competitors.

New services which offer

users discounts on monthly
long-distance calls or on calls

to specified numbers have been
launched.

But there are serious con-
cerns that the development of
Japan's telecommunications
industry is lagging behind
competitors, in particular the

US, and that this gap is widen-
ing.

Japan runs a large deficit in

the trade or telecommunica-
tions technology, according to

the telecommunications coun-

cil, a government advisory
panel. In the three years
between 1991 and 1994. Japan
feU behind the US in R&D in

the telecommunications field,

the council wants.
• Japanese telecoms compa-
nies offer fewer services than
their US counterparts, it notes.

Compared with the 17 types of

discount services offered in the

US by AT&T, Japan’s largest

domestic carrier offers only
five.

What’s more, there is still a

considerable gap in rates

between Japan and many
industrialised countries. Tele-

phone subscription charges are

four to l:s times higher in

Japan than in the US, UK. or

Germany, the council says.

High telecoms rates also

impede individual use nf un-

line sen.1

ices, such as the Inter-

net, putting a damper on the

emergence of new businesses.

The telecommunications
council, which lets spent the
last year debating the future ef

Japan's telecommunications
industry, and the telecoms
ministry, take the view that

further competition in the
domestic market is needed.
Although critics of the minis-

try charge that this can be
introduced through further
deregulation, boih the rouiics]

and the ministry claim that

even with greater deregulation,

the domination of the local net-

work by NTT will coinmile to

stifle competition.
NTT's monopoly of the local

loop has meant that comjjct!-

tors In the long-distance ni.tr-

ket are paying nearly 3u per

coni or their revenues m inter-

connection charges to NTT.
They have also been prevented

from introducing now services

as speedily as they might hav e
if NTT had willingly providi-d

access to its local network.

Serious competition in thc
local network is unlikely to

emerge even with greater
deregulation, due to the pro-

hibitively high rust of laying

telecommunications lines to

homes, the ministry' believes.

if the goal of introducing
greater competition and dyna-
mism into the Japanese tele-

coms industry is to be
achieved, the alternative to a
break up of NTT would be n
combination of greater deregu-

lation and stricter controls on
NTT, to ensure its local net-

work interests do not prevent

it from giving long-distance

competitors fair access.

Besides going against moves
towards fewer government con-

trols on industry. NTT’s his-

tory of being under the thumb
of the telecoms ministry
should make it loath to choose

that option. But judging from
its fierce resistance to any
form of demerger. NTT no
doubt sees the former prospect

as the lesser of two evils.
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Having your Asia-Pacific headquarters

in Australia gives you many advantages

Telstra is just

For companies wanting to establish a regional teleconununicotions network in the Asio-Porifir, Telstra offers a total package. As one of

the largest telecommunications companies in the region, we can provide reliable, cost-efficient telecommunications networks individually

tailored to meet your company's needs. Add that to Australia's other advantages - the well established infrastructure and facilities of a

modem society, a stable political environment, competitive office rentals, a highly skilled multicultural workforce that is sensitive to

business needs and you'll see it's definitely worth talking to Telstra. Already over 80 leading multinational corporations have selected

Telstra os their Asian telecommunications partner. They include companies such os Accor, Asen Brown Boveri, Cathay Pacific, Ericsson
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A monopoly under siege
SingTel will face its

first domestic

Mobile phone users win have greater choice n 1997. when a second operator enters the market Mum*

competition next
year, writes Jenny
Walker
While its neighbours have been
rapidly liberalising their tele-

communications markets.
Singapore has remained one of
the world's last bastions of the
telecoms monopoly.
Singapore Telecom (SingTel l,

which is still 89 per cent owned
by the government, bolds an
enviable monopoly to provide
local, international and wire-
less services.

SingTel bas thrived under
the guidance and protection of
the government. It has devel-

oped the island's telecommuni-
cations networks into one of
the world's most advanced.
Fibre-optic cables criss-cross
Singapore like a subterranean
web. running into thousands of

offices and homes.
Indeed by most traditional

measures. Singapore's network
ranks alongside the very best:

it is on a par with the UK. with
46 lines per 100 head of popula-
tion. But it is well ahead of its

former colonial owner in net-

work digitalisation - British

Telecom's (BTi network is still

a little under 90 per cent digi-

tal whereas Singapore's has
long been 100 per cent digital.

Despite the lack of competi-

tion in its domestic market,
SingTel has a reputation for

being both entrepreneurial and
progressive in its use of tele-

coms.

Singaporeans spend far mare
on telecommunications ser-

vices than almost any other

nationality, so the company
has been racking up consider-

able profits. SingTeL which is

the largest listed company on
the Singapore Stock Exchange,
produced pre-tax profits of

US$1.26bn last year.

International calls account
for a sizeable chunk of Sing-

Tel's revenues - a little under
half of the total last year - and
the company has seen its oper-

ating margins squeezed follow-

ing a series of IDD (interna-

tional direct dial) rate cuts
over the past two years. How-
ever its monopoly over the
telecoms sector means it has
far less to worry about in this

regard than many of its peers.

Hongkong Telecom, its

long-term rival for regional
hubbing business in the Asia-

PaciGc. Tor instance, is seeing
three new fixed-line competi-
tors cut slowly into its interna-

tional-call revenue streams.

Industry analysts have been
more troubled by the impact of

SingTel's overseas investments
than they have by any fall in

IDD income. The company
been steadily piling up acquisi-

tions over the last few years,

culminating in the acquisition

of a shareholding in Belgacom

!r! “-'v

P
SINGAPORE

in March of this year.

The 13 per cent stake in the
Belgian national operator,
which SingTel holds through
its share in a consortium that

also includes Ameritech of the
liS and the Danish phone com-
pany TeleDamnark. will set it

back around $670m. Prior to

the Belgacom acquisition. Sing-

Tel said it was already expect-

ing losses from its overseas
investments to peak over the

next two to three years.

SingTel bas long held the
aim of making its overseas
activities its principal growth
drivers - well ahead of compe-
tition in the domestic market -

and has made investments in a
plethora of ventures world-
wide. These span interests as
diverse as cable TV in Stock-

holm and cellular services in

Suzhou. China. In Asia its

strategy has been to snap up
service licences as they sur-

face. operating as a partner in

joint ventures with local firms;

in Europe it has taken direct

equity stakes.

SingTel now has 28 Invest-

ments in nine countries
around the world. Analysts
agree that the international

market will produce most of

the company's future revenues.

They warn, however, that Sing-

tel is likely to continue to

shoulder losses from these
investments for some time to

come.
Underpinning SingTel's

undoubted success both in the

domestic market and overseas,

has been the government's
strategy of using communica-
tions as a key springboard for

economic growth.
Government policy has

encouraged SingTel to pursue

a two-pronged growth strategy:

to take advantage of high-tech-

nology developments and
expand its range of services in

the domestic market, and to

exploit overseas investment
opportunities at the same time.

The government and the sec-

tor regulator, the Telecommu-
nications Authority of Singa-

pore. have come in for frequent

accusations of double stan-

dards, however, in relation to

SingTel’s protected status. As
Singapore is expecting open-

ness in markets overseas,

many observers - including a
number of World Trade Organ-
isation members - believe it

has been less than fair in the

opportunities it offers in its

domestic telecoms market

Singapore maintains that its

“pro-competition” policy is

making steady headway. Nev-
ertheless SingTel will still be
offering fixed-line services
without any competition well

into the next century.

The first real cracks in Sing-

Tel's monopoly will emerge in

1997.

Around May of that year a
new cellular operator. Mobi-
leOne will make a big publicity

splash when it launches the
first alternative to SingTel ser-

vices In cellular phones and
paging. The company is a joint

venture between the local Kep-

pel Group, Singapore Press
Holdings, Cable and Wireless

and the latter's highly-success-

ful Hong Kong subsidiary.
Hongkong Telecom.
MobileOne has bad a long

time to prepare for its debuL It

is planning a dual assault on
the business and residential

markets by launching two
simultaneous cellular net-

works. in what it legitimately

describes as a “world first".

Cellular phones and pagers
have proved extremely popular
in Singapore as they have else-

where in Asia. Even with one
of the highest penetration
rates in the region, at over 8
per cent. SingTel’s mobile unit,

MobileLink. was still piling on
subscribers at a rate of 6.000 a
month last year.

The Singapore cellular mar-
ket is set to become a battle

ground as MobileLink and
MobileOne struggle to win the

most subscribers.
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A shake-out is on the cards
Operators await
their fate as a
thinning of the

ranks impends,
says Sid Astbury
Id telecoms, choice Is fine but

six phone companies, seven
cellular firms, and three pay-
phone operators does seem
excessive for 19m people.

That is the current tbinking
in Malaysia, where the govern-

ment has just gone through
the embarrassment of repu-

diating a plan for the telecom-

munications industry that it

unveiled with much fanfare
only two years ago. After
showering licences on lots of

local contenders, officials in

Koala Lumpur now say that

too much competition is bad,
and that some of these permits
will have to be revoked.
According to Prime Minister

Mahathir Mohamad, the man
responsible for both the 1994

blueprint and its 1996 rever-

sal, mergers leading to the cre-

ation of three or four compa-
nies are needed. Mr Leo
Moggie, the minister of tele-

communications, is more pre-

cise. He says the top limit for

full service operators is three.

The fate of cellular compa-
nies and payphone operators

may be decided later bat there

is expected to be winnowing
there as well. Mr Moggie
refuses to name the lucky trio

but the likely winners are

:

Telekom Malaysia, the
mostly government owned for-

mer monopoly provider that

was listed seven years ago and
is now the biggest company on
the Kuala Lompnr Stock
Exchange (ELSE)

Technology Resources
Industries, better known as
TRI, the listed parent of Cel-

com, which runs the conntry's
most snccessfol cellular ser-

vice with more than 75 per

cent of all subscribers

Binariang, a latecomer

scheduled For a KIKE listing

this year or next and already

20 per emtt owned by the Baby
Bell. US West. In January H
launched the country's first

telecommunications satellite,

and plans through this to

expand from cellular to wired

services, including multimedia
and television.

The likely losers are:

Time Telekom, politically

well connected and a member
of the giant Renong group. It

came to the sector late but has

ploughed money into a fibre

optic network stretching a

There would be
a political price

to pay if

Telekom’s

shares took

another beating

on the market

total of 2,700 kilometres
Mntlara, an offshoot of Vin-

cent Tan's Beijaya Group,
which has not invested heavdy
yet It could decide to sell but
stay in business as a cellular

operator
Syarikat Telefon Wireless, a

tiny company with only 1.000

subscribers and a very long
shot for success. It seems
unlikely to complain too much
when the axe finally falls.

There are flaws in Dr
Mahathir’s reasoning that
mergers are needed in an over-

indulged industry. Why would
a telecommunications com-
pany that is allowed to operate
want to buy one that cannot
and how can redundant tele-

communications capacity be
priced?

That said, however, there is

a lot of support for thinning

the ranks - whether ordained

by the government or orches-

trated by market forces. Mr

Martin French, the managing
director of Credit Lyonnais

Securities In Knala Lumpur
believes there are too many
licences-

A typically Malaysian solu-

tion would be for the winners

to buy out the also-rans at

close-to-market value. A sce-

nario where the losers bring

breach of contract suits

against the government is

unlikely.

If they did object strongly,

they would face being frozen

out of any future contracts

awarded by the current group
of politicians.

But whichever way the

impasse is broken, Malaysia's

privatisation programme will

lose credibility. The govern-

ment seems likely to intervene

in the market to pick winners

after promising just two years

ago to leave the telecommuni-
cations sector free from state

Interference.

Yet the alternative to gov-

ernment intervention is none
too attractive. Allowing too

many contestants to slug it

out would not only be painful

for the combatants but also for

the hawk« which are financing

them.
There is another rationale

for the government's decision.

The promise of a free-for-all

bas blighted confidence in the

KLSE's top stock. Telekom,
which is trading way off its

highs. There would be a politi-

cal price to pay if Telekom
were to get another big batter-

ing in the market. It is a
favourite of small Malaysian
investors and is often the only

blue-chip slock which they

bold. The government ruling

is. therefore, a pre-emptive

strike.

Analy*** >ay Telekom has

yet to feel the heat from cam
petlturs in cither Us domestic

or International business

According to Mr Tim Leaky,

an analyst with HG Asia,

investors are going to have to

recognise the risk from compe-

tition oo Telekom's earnings

In 1997.

Mr Soon Teck Unn. an ana-

lyst with Baring Securities in

Kuala Lumpur likens the situ-

ation to a race in wfalcb the

three back-markers drop out.

-That doesn't lessen the com-

petition at the front." But the

government Is not out of the

woods yet. Time and Mutiara

have both signalled their

unwillingness to simply throw

in the towel and give up their

international gateway
licences. Time has invested

US$1.6bn and has yet to see a

significant return.

The government is hoping

these two can be persuaded tu

merge or to operate indepen-

dently us service providers to

the winning trio.

The sbake-out among the

full-service providers is not

seen as a pattern for what will

happen in the crowded cellular

sector. The seven companies
desperately seeking customers

among Malaysia's one million

handphone nsers are expected

to merge with each other with-

out an invitation from the gov-

ernment to do so. Already
there is talk that the field will

soon be down to five.

011c Ulvenholm. the manag-

ing director of Swedish tele-

communications giant Erics-

son's Malaysian operation,

notes that mobile phone pene-

tration has reached just 5 per

cent of the population and is

expected to rise to 10 per cent

by the year 2000. There is

plenty of business to go round.

Sell-off delays test patience
Controversy has
slowed the sale of
the main telecom
utility, says Farhan
Bokhan

The response of investors to

the proposed privatisation by
summer this year of Pakistan

Telecommunications Corpora-
tion (PTC) is going to be' an
important test for the rest of
the country's programme for

selling off state corporations.

In the period of more than
five years since the govern-
ment decided to sell public sec-

tor companies, delays In bring-

ing PTC forward for sale have
tarnished its image. The plan
now involves the sale of 26 per

cent of the shares and the

transfer of management con-
trol to a new buyer.

The privatisation of PTC was
first dogged by concerns over
national security matters, with
the defence forces arguing that

privatisation would expose the
state’s telecom network to dan-
gerous influences. The govern-

ment subsequently agreed that
part of the money raised would
go towards creating a new.
secure network for Pakistan's
government offices and
defence forces.

A rapid foil in the company’s
share prices in the months fol-

lowing the first sale of 11 per
cent of its shares, in August
1994, also resulted in further
controversy. Many investors
became concerned after revela-

tions that the company had
overstated by up to 25 per cent
the number of telephone lines

in service, rendering projec-

tions for future revenues inac-

curate .

The government now says
that it has thoroughly
reviewed all information going
to potential clients to avoid a
repeat of past mistakes, and it

has been at pains to stress the
company’s attractions for
investors. Pakistan, with a pop-
ulation of 130m. has has only
around two phone lines for
every 100 people. A 25 year

operating licence will be given
to the new management,
including a seven year monop-
oly.

Mr Naveed Qamar, chairman
of the government's privatisa-

tion commission says that a
new buyer would not only find

lucrative opportunities in
Pakistan but also across the
surrounding region. “It is the

entire telephone network of a
very large country, strategic

cally located... .as a way of
entry into south Asia and a
gateway into central Asia".

The PTC earned a net profit

of Rpsl6-835bn ($495.1m) for the

fiscal year which ended in

June 1995. Profits for the cur-

rent year (June 1995-July 96).

are projected to rise to

Rsl8.767bn (US$551.97m), an

|e PAKISTAN

Increase of more than II per
cent. Revenues totalled

Rs33.06bn (S972J35m) last year
(1994-95). and are expected to

Increase to Rs38Jbn. (SL12bn.)

during the current year
(1995-96).

O* Many investment analysts,

including Mr Nader Morshed.
chief executive of Taurus Secu-

rities. a large brokerage house
in Karachi, are convinced that

a successful conclusion of the

PTC deal would help the coun-

try's overall business climate

which was badly affected by
last year's violence in the
southern port city of Karachi-

Many share prices, including

PTC's, fell sharply.

Some officials are hoping
that the 26 per cent share offer

will raise more than US$2bn
but many independent ana-
lysts predict bids considerably
lower than government expec-

tations. Stock market condi-

tions. and the earlier contro-

versy over the PTC, have
together forced the company’s
share value to drop by»mbW‘
than 30 per cent in just under a
year, and this is expected to

affect investors' valuation of

the company.
Last year's closure of mobile

telephone services in Karachi
(see accompanying article)

may also worry potential

investors. One leading busi-

nessman says: “A precedent
has been set that real or imagi-

nary security issues can cause

a closure even of such an
essential service. The govern-
ment will have to convince
buyers that such action will

not be repeated in future."

The new buyer's ability to

continue to exercise control
over the company's manage-
ment from a base of only 26 per

cent of the shares is a further

cause for concern. A leading

stockbroker in Karachi says:

"There will be room for man-
agement takeovers and buy-
outs by others..-because the 26
per cent ownership will only be
a minority stake."

He suggests that the govern-
ment give written guarantees
that the 26 per cent stake
would be equivalent to a 51 per
cent voting stake on important
issues such as a change of
management.
Government officials in

Islamabad play down such con-
cerns. arguing that the seven
year monopoly licence and
twenty five years operator
licence should be sufficient
guarantees. The government is

also prepared to give the first

option for the purchase of
another 25 per cent shares to

the new owner of the PTC. in
about two years time after the
initial purchase, enabling the
stake to be raised to 51 per
centStock martot traders marked down PTC shares soon after tracSng began

£

Immobile communications
Farhan Bokhan,
describes the
impact of a ban on
mobile phones in
Karachi
A group of traders in the
middle of the trading floor of
the Karachi stock market
shout into their phones,
taking orders from clients.

Just a year ago, this would
have gone unnoticed. But now
carrying a phone in public can
make you an outlaw.
Karachi's security problems

last year prompted the
government to ban the use of
mobile telephones and pagers
in the city. The action was
taken on the advice of
intelligence agencies and was
intended to disrupt the

communications of armed
groups. More than 2,000
people were killed across
Karachi last year. Many died
in armed encounters between
paramilitary troops and local

militants, who are demanding
more political representation
and jobs.

The closure has dealt a
severe Mow to the city's

business confidence. Mr Zaffar
Mcrti, a stockbroker says: “Our
speed and efficiency has been
affected. Lahore (Pakistan's

second business city) has an
edge over us because they
have mobile phones."
Stock market traders have

switched to long range
cordless phones, connected to

base phones in nearby offices,

which are still legal. But the
price of these phones has
doubled in some cases to

RS55.000 ($1,540) each.
The country's three mobile

phone companies and two
pager services are reeling
under the pressure of the
closure. Almost a third of the
65,000 mobile phone
connections In Pakistan were
held by clients in Karachi- One
top executive of a mobile
phone company says the
companies have lost up to
$20m in revenue and have
to cut staff. Local businesses
estimate that the three
companies known as Mobilink,
Paktel and Instapbone. have
together invested up to $i60m
in Pakistan.
The closure has aim

intensified worries over
Karachi's security problems.
Users once counted on their
moblle phones to call for help
to an emergency.

One Western diplomat in the
city says; “Many people saw
the mobile phones as an
Important security aid. The
closure has added to their
sense of insecurity. Not
everyone can use a weapon so
the phone was the next best
option".

Some businessmen claim
that the closure has been futile V
because the militants have
switched to other means of
communication, such as
powerful wireless sets. Is
recent months a security
clampdown across Karachi bas
helped to restore calm.
Encouraged by its recent
successes in hunting down
armed militants, the
government has begun a
review that could allow mobile
phones to be used again by
this summer.
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Private sector will

add weight to reform
After serious initial

delays, a rickety

network is being
shaken up, says
Mark Nicholson

Of more than *2bn in actual
foreign direct investment
inflows India expects to receive
this coming year, an estimated
15-20 per cent will be devoted
to the telecoms sector.

In little over a year since the
government detailed its plans
to allow private and foreign
companies to compete with the
existing, overstretched public
network, the country’s highly

,

Ambitious telecoms liberalisa-

tion programme is. after some
hiccups, well under way.
The government has held

two bid rounds for private pro-
vision of basic telephone ser-

vices in 20 “circles" - roughly
equivalent to Indian states -
and secured commercial bids
fin* all' but eight Licences are
due to be granted, for the win-
ning foreign-Indian combines
to begin work within weeks. A
third round of bidding tor the
remaining circles, mostly in
India's poorest regions, is due
to open on April 16.

Cellular services started in
India's four biggest “metro"
cities. New Delhi. Bombay, Cal-

cutta and Madras, in autumn
of last year.

By this autumn, cellphone
services will begin their con-
quest of India’s other big cities

and, increasingly, better-popu-

lated rural areas. This is the
fruit of a concurrent bid round

;

to provide two competing pri-

vate cellular operators in the
20 regional circles defined by
the department of telecommu-
nications (DoT). So far 34 Indi-

an-foreign joint ventures have
secured licences in 18 circles,

the exceptions being the
remote Andaman and Nicobar
islands and the troubled state

of Jammu and Kashmir, thrh
of the 34 bid winners is obliged

to begin services by the year’s

end.

%

Such is the present progress
°f Indian telecoms privatisa-
tion, a process which has
encountered and so far sur-
vived its share ofhurdles. Most
awkward of these was a seri-
ous political row over the
award of the first batch of
licences for provision of ba«Ho
services, nine of which were
won by the little-known ffima-
ohal Futuristic Communica-
tions Limited (HFCL) with an
initial total bid worth Bs850bn
($25bnj, a figure well in
of its competitors and one con-
sidered unflnwnceable by bank-
ers and competitors.
The government's decision

following this first round to
cap the number of circles for
which any single company
could hold licences to three, for
the potentially richest zones,
led to an outcry from opposi-
tion politicians that Mr Sukh
Ram, telecoms minister, was
effectively bailing out HFCL, a
company based in the mink,

tor’s home state.

Earlier this year the govern-
ment opened re-bidding for the
basic services circles vacated
by HFCL. To the annoyance of
bidding companies, it rejected
15 of the 20 Initial bids it

received as “unreasonably
low" , and .imposed reserve
prices for each, in all cases
higher than those secured in
the first bidding round.
The government has since

.
lowered the reserve prices for
the states of Kerala, Madhya
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh (east).

West Bengal, Andaman and

Rued fhepei^anrtiyi
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Nicobar, Assam. and
the North East, which received

.

no renewed bids. A third round
of bidding will open for thocp

circles in ApriL
The success of private

entrants to India's basic ser-

vices is the bedrock of the gov-
ernment's telecoms policy -
critical to its desire to lift tele-

phone density from the pres-
ently miserable level of one
telephone per 100 citizens. The
government's goal is to
increase fids figure to six per
100 by early next century . still

only the average for other
developing countries, and to
have at least one telephone in
each of India’s 600,000 villages.

By last year. 48.000 villages

were saved.
The DPT continues to extend

its own services, but cannot
keep op with demand, or pro-
vide the investment needed to
do so. Last year it added a
record 1.7m new lines, 22 per
cent more than the preceding
year, but this stfll left an offi-

cial waiting list - which con-
siderably underestimates sup-
pressed demand - of 2.1m
potential subscribers. By the
end of last year, the state had
.20,455 exchanges offering a
capacity of 12.8m lines, of
which just 10.6m were actually

working. The ministry itself

has budgeted to spend Rs387bn
between 1995-97. 76 per cent of

which is due to be financed

from internal resources.

But for the next year at

least, it will be the growth of

cellular
,
services — in which the

state is not present - which
will command the bulk of

investment and progress. Not
all of the 14 joint Indian-for-

eign telecoms ventures
licensed for the IS cell circles

have-finalised their partner-

ships. Most are still in the
think of finalising supplier con-

tracts and financing. Hie latter

objective may he difficult to

achieve in current straitened

ASIA-PACIFIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS 5

Tiny but ambitious

The pubic-sector telephone service Is inder-resourced

economic conditions.

Cellphone groups are expec-

ted to need a total of more
than gSbn over the next two or
three years to begin
operations.

Some groups, nevertheless,

have already begun staffing

and equipping cellular ser-

vices. which could become
operational by October in

states including Gujarat and
rural Maharashtra, Uttar Prad-

esh. Orissa and Bihar.

Hie combine of AT&T with

tiie Btrla group, the diversified

Indian business house, has
already settled on sites for its

General System for Mobiles
cell sites, awarded a Rs5bn
equipment contract to Ericsson

of Sweden for cell sites and
switching stations and begun
hiring the 350 or more staff

needed to support its services

in Gujarat and Maharashtra.
The company expects to have
between 35,000 and 40.000 sub-

scribers within a year of
starting up.

Meanwhile Koshika. the tele-

coms arm of the Indian Usba
Group, is finalising its partner-

ship with Philippines Telecom,
but has also already awarded a
5100m supply contract to
Alcatel, the French telecoms
group, to equip ceil sites in the
contiguous states of Uttar
Pradesh, Orissa and Bihar -

three of India's poorest.

Despite the predominantly
rural areas it is to cover, the
company believes it can win
between 2m-3m subscribers

within a decade, and around
400,000 within the next two to

three years.

Foreign investors

are entering this

market through
joint ventures, says

Manuela Saragosa
Indonesian telecoms have
come a long way over the past

two decades- Business execu-

tives in Jakarta note that in

the 1970s it was quicker to

send a message by courier and
wait for the reply than It was
to hm1»» a call within the city.

Indosat, Indonesia's state-

controlled international tele-

coms company, is now listed

in New York and Jakarta
along with Telkom, the domes-
tic telecoms company, which
also a listing in London.
In addition, foreign telecoms
companies have paid billions

of dollars to secure a slice of
Indonesia's telecoms market
Indonesia’s market is cur-

rently tiny - as of mid-1995
there were only about 1.45
lines per 100 inhabitants and
no more than 150,000 subscrib-

ers to mobile phone systems.
The high level of foreign inter-

est reflects the perceived
potential of Indonesia's tele-

coms market
In a country with 200m peo-

ple and rising GDP per capita,

development of telecommuni-
cations is a priority for gov-
ernment The sector has been
the focus of a significant over-

haul over the past year. This
has involved opening the mar-
ket up to foreign investors and
offering them opportunities to

expand local line networks,
cellular operations and satel-

lite links.

Private sector Interest has
been high despite regulatory

risks. The government is

vague on its future telephone
tariff policy and no proposals
have been published on how
many mobile phone operators
will be given licences to oper-

ate in the country.

Unusually, Telkom has the

legal right to own a stake in

all companies offering tele-

coms services. Indosat mean-
while owns a minority stake in

Its direct competitor, Sate-

lindo. It is a situation which
some Industry analysts say
will create conflicts of interest

as competition between vari-

ous telecoms service providers
intensifies.

Nevertheless the amount of
private investment has been
substantia] particularly for

mobile phone services.

Prices for mobile phone
handsets are falling as the
government progressively
reduces import tariffs. This is

expected to boost the market’s
size. Industry participants

expect there will be a million

subscribers in Indonesia by
2000 and that Global System
for Mobile (GSM) operators
will account for two thirds of
market share.

In February PTT of the
Netherlands beat Cable and
Wireless of the UK and Austra-
lia's Telstra Carp In the con-
test for a US$304m, or 17-3 per
cent, stake in Telkomsel, a

GSM operator in which both
Telkom and Indosat own
shares. That deal followed the
striking of partnerships
between two other GSM opera-
tors, in the first or which Deut-
sche Telkom's unit DeTeMobil
bought a 25 per cent stake in

Satelindo for USS586m in April
last year.

Satelindo competes with
Indosat in offering interna-
tional call services, although
competition is restricted to

marketing rather than pricing
of calls. The government has
decreed that the international

long-distance sector will
remain a duopoly until the end
of 2005.

Satelindo’s share of outgo-

ing calls is increasing. Indosat
meanwhile faces growing com-
petition from US-based “call

back" services. In recognition

of the challenge. Indosat last

year paid U5$20m for a 20 per
cent stake in US Global Link,

an Iowa-based “call-back" ser-

vice provider.

In October Nynex Corp of
the US joined Japan's Mitsui
and the Asian Infrastructure

Fond in baying a stake in
another GSM operator called

Excelcomindo.

Nynex’s purchase of the 22
per cent shareholding caused
some consternation because
the government bad initially

said that only two companies
- Satelindo and Telkomsel -

would be given GSM licences.

Only one other mobile phone
operator - Mobisel which
operates a national analogue
system - has started looking
for a foreign strategic inves-

tor. Japan’s Nissho iwai has
expressed interest in acquiring
some of its equity.

Because telephone tariffs are

regulated by the government,
competition is limited to mar-
keting.

“Right now there’s only one
pricing plan for air time but in

future there will be a much
greater need for flexibility."

says Mr Carlson Smith, execu-
tive adviser to Mobisel. In the
meantime, “you can tailor
your packages differently to

target different market seg-

ments”, This Involves provid-
ing a range of payment
options.

Tbe government considers
that there is no capacity left

for additional GSM operators,

although it is Investigating
introducing further cellular
operators of PCN or PCS ser-

vices. “Tbe government has
given no indication as to the
number of potential licences it

may in future award, or their

coverage,” says Merrill Lynch.
Foreign investment has

helped increase the number of

fixed lines. Indonesia intro-

duced a novel way of admit-
ting this international capital

ahead of Telkom’s privatisa-

tion last November.
So-called joint-operating

schemes were set up. These
consist of five consortia, each
of which includes at least one
international telecoms com-
pany. with the task of install-

ing and managing 2m addi-

tional lines for the next 15
years in five different regions
of the country in revenue-shar-

ing deals with Telkom.
The scheme alleviated the

financing burden on Telkom of

installing new lines. Other
financial benefits for the
domestic telecoms carrier

Included an initial payment
from each consortium followed

by guaranteed monthly pay-

ments throughout the 15-year

period.

Ad hoc approach triumphs Red tape snags progress
Another round of
liberalisation is

needed to sustain

growth, reports

Ted Bardacke
At the end of the last decade,

the waiting time for a basic

telephone line in Bangkok was
over eight years. In Thailand’s

provinces, lines were simply
not available. The government
ran a mobile network with
handsets the size of a brick

and prices just as heavy. A
lwrfc of telecoms infrauLniuiuie

threatened to curb economic
growth.

Today basic telephone lines

are being installed faster than
customers are subscribing to

them. More than 2 per cent of

the papulation - nearly 10 per

cent in Bangkok - owns a

mobile phone and as prices of

handsets drop, demand should

remain steady. With spending

on telecoms infrastructure for

1992-1996 increasing to

AlMhx, a 783 per cent rise on
the previous five-year period,

telecoms infrastructure is not

just keeping up with economic

growth, but driving it as welL

Thailand engineered this

transformation without any

grand scheme. Private inves-

tors were brought in on an ad

hoc basis to fill certain needs

quickly and cheaply- Conces-

sions and contracts were
amended midway to reflect

changing technologies, market
C0
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privatised nor liberalised,

although there have been ele-

ments of both.

Tbe result, in addition to

good telecoms infrastructure,

is a mess of exclusive conces-

sions and government opera-

tor-regulators who at times
compete with their own joint-

venture partners. Only now is

the government getting
around to ratifying a telecoms

master plan, complete with an
impartial regulatory board to

oversee Anther changes to the

industry.

To sort out this mess while

at the same time ensuring that

Thailand reaches a high level

of teledensity (number oflines

or users per 100 people) will

require three things,' analysts

say:

• farther liberalisation;

• government concessions to

become joint-ventures;

• the Telephone Organisation

of Thailand (TOT), which oper-

ates local phones and domestic

long distance, and the Commu-
nications Authority of Thai-

land (CAT), which has a

monopoly on international ser-

vices, to be stripped of their

regulatory function and be
partially privatised. •

Nevertheless, “the existing

THAILAND

companies have such a head
start and strong hose to work
with that they are unlikely to

be seriously challenged any
time soon,” says Mr Michael
Millar, a telecoms analyst with

Cro6by Securities. Opportuni-

ties for foreign participation

will remain limited to equip-

ment supply, consulting work,
becoming a minority partner

in' a joint-venture which
requires

,
outside technical

know-how and buying shares

in- publicly-listed companies.
In thefixed fine sector, three

- companies dominate:

• the TOT, with about 2.5m
lines connected and the
go-ahead to install 800,000
more over tbe next couple of
years;

• TelecomAsla (TA), a joint

venture between CP Group of

Thailand and Nynex of the US,
with a concession to install

and operate 2.6m lines in the

Bangkok area;
• • Hud Telephone and Tele-

communications (TT&T). a
joint venture between Loxley

and Jasmine International of
Thailand and NTT of Japan,
with a concession to install

and operate 1.5m lines in the

country’s provinces.

It is expected that conces-

sions to install and operate 6m
more lines by 2001 will be
awarded within the nextyoar.
How 'these contracts get
carved up among TA, TT&T
and mobile operators Shinawa-
tra and United Communica-
tions (Ucom) and other poten-

tial new entrants is currently

tiie subject of intense negotia-

tions, where political favouri-

tism plays as big a role as
operational and practical con-

siderations. Several important
politicians are closely con-
nected to domestic telecoms
companies.
By 2001 Bangkok should

have a teledensity of over 60
per cent, about the current lev-

els of the US just trailing

world leader Hong Kong. Tele-

density in the provinces is

expected to be about 12 per
cent and the country as a
whole 20 per emit.

This may be too much.
Demand in 2001 is only expec-

ted to be 11.4 per cent - 35.4

per cent in Bangkok and 6.7

per cent in Bangkok - accord-

ing to BZW Securities. The sat-

uration point may have been
reached before then. At the
end of 1995, TA had installed

1.4m lines but only 725.000

had been ordered by customers
and connected. Similarly,

TT&T had installed 900.000
lines but only connected
480.000.

The fees are levied in lines
Providing a rural

service is the price

of entering this

market, reports .

Edward Luce

The Philippines’ telecoms

market is undergoing tbe most

rapid expansion in its history.

Under the liberalisation of

the telecoms sector two years

ago eight new international

gateway and mobile phone

operators are competing with

the former monopoly, the Phil-

ippine Long Distance Tele-

phone Company (PLDT), for a

market which is set to quintu-

ple by the turn of the century.

The National Telecommuni-

cations Commission (NTC).

ifiich regulates the sector, pre-

dicts that teledensity In the

Philippines will reach 10 lines

per 100 people by TS96 com-

pared with 2.1 in 1985 in an

investment drive total ling

S9Jbn. This year alone wane

3.6m land tines will be

installed doubling the c°un-

try's telephone penetration to

5j2 per cent.

Many of the country a Asian

neighbours have inquired how

the Philippines could nave

brought about this transforma-

tion so quickly. The “Phfllp-

pine model" is also bang held

up as a good formula for get-

ting the private sector to fulfil

the government’s social objec-

tives without a public subsidy.

“It makes complete sense in

an ^merging market which is

projected to grow as rapidly as

the Philippines to get the pri-

vate sector to do the govern-

ment's work for it." said Mr

Simeon Kintanar. head of the

jNTC- “New licensees can ret

down millions of iMdlhus in

poor and rural areas but still

make a healthy profit from

their international and mobile

operations."

Under the formula, compa-

nies which are awarded inter-

national gateway licences must

install 300.000 laudlines in

their licence zone, while,

mobile operators, whose mar-

ket h«g doubled to tiie last 12

months to 0.7 cellular phones

per 1,000 people, must lay

down 400,000 lines. The opera-

tors are required to install the

phones within three years .or

their licences will be revox&X-

In addition they are re^d
to place 20 per emit of then-

capital costs In an escrow

account as a signal of the gen-

PHILIPPINES

ninanic! of their intentions.

. So for so good. But several of

the new licensees, among them
foreign joint partners of local

fwmpanipg gnch as Sbinawatra

of Thailand, Singapore Tele-

com, NTT of Japan and Cable

& Wireless of the UK, have

complained that PLDT has

been obstructing access to its

TMtiffliai interconnect system.

PLDT’s competitors also

CTHppi*™ that the former state-

owned company has an unfair

advantage because it can

threaten to disconnect custom-

ers’ phones if they are late in

paying bills. Hie new licensees

plan to build a $X50m alterna-

tive telephone backbone which

would give independence

from PLDT. But in the mean-

time they will have to rely

upon government regulated

interconnection agreements
with:PLDT to access the for-

mer monopolist's system.

Likewise PLDT, which
retains about 82per cent of the

lucrative market for interna-

tional wing but is expected to

see its share fall to 50 per cent

by 2000, has complained that

its rivals are not fulfilling their

landline obligations on time.

The privatised national com-

pany, which is listed on the

New York stock exchange, has

accused the government of
tnming a blind eye to alleged

infringements of licensing

agreements in order to acceler-

ate competition.

“We are doing our best to

ensure that there is a genu-

inely level playing field,” said

Mr Kintanar. “If the worst
comes to the worst we can
revoke licences but we doubt it

will ever come to that We sus-

pect that both PLDT and the

new licensees will continue to

have problems with each other

but that is only to be expected

in a newly liberalised market"
Analysts point out that prior

to liberalisation the country
had a huge backlog of unmet
demand running into millions

of frustrated applicants. Meet-

ing this backlog should ensure
gnfficient revenue growth to

satisfy most of the players.
Industry specialists also point
out that accelerating economic
growth rales over the next few
years will ensure that there
will continue to be a hefty
backlog by 2000.

Hanoi's ambivalent
view of telecoms is _

curbing their

growth, reports
Jeremy Grant

When senior Vietnamese
officials gathered in Ho Chi
Minh City in February for tbe

inauguration of the commu-
nist-run country’s first optical

fibre link with the outside
world, it cannot have escaped
their attention that the past
decade has seen a revolution in

the country's frail telecommu-
nications network.

In 1986 Hanoi’s only tele-

phone links abroad were nine
crackling lines to Moscow,
then Vietnam's main benefac-

tor. But with the fibre optic

link. Vietnam can comfortably
manage 22.000 simultaneous
rails to almost anywhere in the

world, to Ho Chi Minh City,

the commercial capital, mobile
phones are essential for the
increasing numbers of busi-

ness executives flourishing

under market-oriented reforms.

In Hanoi, the humble pager is

already old hat.

These images may impress
visitors but they mask prob-

lems that have frustrated the

many foreign operators that

are keen for a share of what
could be one of south-east

Asia’s largest markets for

international call revenue.

One Indicator of the pace of
growth In Vietnamese telecom-
munications is the number of

mobile pbone subscribers. In

1994, there were 3,500 nation-

wide, 70 per cent of them Viet-

namese, industry estimates

show. A year later the figure

had jumped to 15,000 and this

year is likely to rise to 40,000

subscribers.

Perhaps the biggest problem

is that despite having made
positive statements about

allowing foreigners into the

market. Hanoi has not yet said

outright to what extent it wel-

comes foreign participation on

the operations side of the busi-

ness, where the real money is

to be made. Its hesitancy is

partly because the government

was last year distracted by

major re-organisation within

the industry. But the real issue

International ckcuHs

Thousand

is politics, and, as so often in

telecoms, national security.

-—Last-year, a local English-
language newspaper “leaked
news that the operating
monopoly held by the Vietnam
Posts and Telecommunications
(VNPT) would be broken with
the award of an operating
licence to Sigelco. a ministry of

defence subsidiary. Sigelco
would be allowed to join with
foreigners in setting up and
operating the rival network in

what would be tbe country's
first move towards market
deregulation.

However a week later, tbe
office of the government
printed a different story in the
same paper, denying that Sig-

elco would not be allowed to

compete with VNPT and that

the intention was merely to
allow the ministry of defence

to enter into equipment manu-
facturing ventures, of which
there are already six with for-

eign involvement.
Knee then, it has emerged

that Sigelco did get the
go-ahead for a second network
and, renamed as tbe Military

Electronic Telecommunica-

Mobfle telecomms services

tions Co (METQ, has been in

far-reaching talks separately
with US West, Motorola, South
Western Bell and a team com-
prising US investment bank
Goldman Sachs and Jasmine
International of Thailand
about setting it up.

A surprise third Vietnamese
operator known as Saigon Pos-

tal emerged in December, and
is understood to have an oper-

ating licence as well as the
necessary frequency alloca-

tions for a third network,
including mobile phones and
paging systems.

Foreign industry experts
took the episode as a sign of

the extent to which telecom-

munications, like other sectors

in Vietnam, has fallen foul of

inter-ministerial rivalry or,

worse, competing interests at

an even higher level.

Although the fact that METC
is talking to foreign companies
indicates at least some behind-

the-scenes commitment to a

looser market, the lack of a
clear statement from the Viet-

namese government and com-
munist party on the Issue has
caused impatience and confu-

sion.

In the early 1990s, Hanoi said

It would allow foreigners to

operate mobile pbone networks
in Ho Chi Minh City on a trial

basis. Singapore Telecom took
advantage of the offer in 1992

by launching Callink. an anal-

ogue mobile phone network, in

the hope of sewing up a firm

contract shortly afterwards.
The company is still waiting
for a deal, four years on.

Last year. Korea Telecom
was reported in the local press
as having secured a contract to

install and operate land lines

in the northern port city of

Haiphong. However it is under-
stood that the deal has not
been concluded.

Four of the world's largest

competitors - Telstra of Aus-
tralia. France Telecom, NTT of

Japan and Britain's Cable &
Wireless - have been waiting
almost two years for contracts

to install and operate lines in

the two main cities.

France Telecom and Telstra

plan to dig up roads in Ho Chi
Minh City in order to install

about 800,000 landlines, split-

ting the job equally between
them. Telstra has said its share
would involve an investment
of about S300m. In Hanoi NTT
is to install 200.000 lines, with
Cable & Wireless understood to

be taking care of a similar
amount. Ail four would be
looking to operate the systems,

cashing in on increasing inter-

national and in ter-provincial
call revenue.

A political poster behind a telephone box In Hand. Party wrangles are impeding competition Snh Murray
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fjMW GSM is the world’s first stan-

jfli dard in digital mobile commu-
HFV. nications. It stands for Global

Jr".T. System for Mobile Communica-
.&&& tions - and Deutsche Telekom

played a big part in its develop-

ment. Along with ISDN and

Asynchronous TransferMode
(ATM), it’sjust one of the foun-

dation stoneswe are laying

for the worldwide information

infrastructure ofthe future.

We developed GSM with our partners in Europe - and it rep

resents a major step in the quest for genuinely worldwide mo- *
bile communications. Promising guaranteed quality, global

coverage and greater reliability of transmission, it’s a consider-

able contribution to improved international understanding.

Developed in Europe. Designed for the world.

It has taken just five years for GSM to establish itself as the world-

wide benchmark for digital mobile communications. In over

80 countries, across four continents, people depend on GSM
networks - and the market is growing all the time. With our

European partners, Deutsche Telekom has also opened the

way for unlimited mobile communications between Europe and

North America for the very first time, translating European-

based GSM technology into a new global telecommunications

language.

Our pioneering work does not stop there. While others make
plans for the Information Superhighway, we're making it

happen. We operate the most closely-woven fibre-optics network

in the world - 1 00,000 kilometres of it. Our cable network is

the largest in the world, and our ISDN network the most ex-

tensively developed. We were also the first company to use ATM: 4
a new and much more sophisticated information transmission

system.

Arewe talking your language?

Deutsche Telekom is the No. 1 communications company in Eu-

rope and the second largest network operator worldwide. In

the race to develop telecommunications technology, few others

can keep up with us. We offer multimedia and online services,

"smart" networks and a wealth of experience and know-how - all

backed by strong business partnerships which span the globe.

If your company could benefit from what ours has to offer,

let’s talk.

Our connections move the world.
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IN THIS SURVEY

T^« economy Is vubwrable to the vagaries of the cotton crops In Punjab ml Sindh

but
could do better
Success in creating a lively democracy needs to be accompanied
by continuing economic reform and by more vigorous measures
to deal with crime, poverty and illiteracy, writes Victor Mallet

As Pakistan approaches
the 50th anniversary of

its violent birth in the
partition from India In 1947. its

leaders will be looking for
national achievements to cele-

. brate. They will find some eco-

nomic and political successes -

but not as many as Pakistanis

would like.

^Created as a homeland for

. the Moslems of the British Haj.
Pakistan has been a lively

democracy for the pst eight

years; it has a free press that

does, not hesitate to criticise

the government ofthe day; and
Benazir Bhutto, theprime min-

uter. is pursuing the economic
and financial liberalisation pro-

gramme begun by Mohammad
Nawaz Sharif, her predecessor

and main, political rival.

'

Indeed, the economy is grow-

ing at a respectable pace, with

gross domestic product expec-

ted to rise 6 per cent in real

terms this year.

But the list of the challenges
flaring Pakistan is longer than
the catalogue of good news.
The continuing confrontation
with India, a hostility which
still erupts in border skir-

mishes over the disputed terri-

tory of Kashmir, ensures that a
third of the annual budget is

spent an defence that the

army has an undue influence

in politics.

The country’s secret unclear

weapons programme iriwiwi

.at deterring India - is not only
likely to have been expensive.

It has also alienated the US,
which was a powerful ally of

Pakistan during the cold war :

and the Soviet occupation of
neighbouring Afghanistan.

In Karachi, Pakistan's com-
mercial and financial centre,

gunmen bitter about the

authorities’ treatment of the

mohajirs.- the Urdu-speakers
who fled from what is now
India at partition, have been

engaged in a campaign to kill

members at the seonity forces
and disrupt the Ufa and busi-

ness of the city. The govern-

ment responded in kind,

arresting and kilting many of

the gunmen, a strategy which
has - for the time being
brought the problem under
control.

But, elsewhere to the coun-

try, crime has increased,

encouraged by the easy avail-

ability of weapons .and the rise

of drug-trafficking in the tur-

bulent Afghan border region.

Pakistan's efforts to emulate
the successful, export-oriented

economies of south-east Asia
are further hampered^ by its

exceptionally16w literacy rate.
"

of about30per cent, high popu-

lation growth of more than 3
per cent a year, the exclusion
of women from many formal
jobs, a low savings rate and
corruption which is said to be
as bad as it was in the days erf

martial lsw.

The economy remains
heavily dependent on agricul-

ture, «nd is vulnerable to the
vagaries of the cotton crops in
Punjab and Sindh that supply
the textile factories of Lahore,
Karachi elsewhere.

AS an pl l
j.ftwMwifri, Talarain

society, Pakistan is run largely
by the landowners - known
locally as “feudals" - who
occupy most of the seats in
parliament
They are sophisticated con-

sumers whose favourite status

symbols include -big, black
Toyota Land Cruisers and
mriflQ from Hu* Philippines
(who cost more than Pakistani
servants).

But many poor Pakistanis.

inn.liifMnp- otiildran, still find

themselves tolling as bonded
labourers in fields and carpet
factories. The social action pro-

gramme, aimed at improving
education, sanitation and pop-
ulation control, has made a
start in tackling the problems
of the poor, but inevitably has
a long way to go.

Ms Bhutto, the Oxford-edu-

cated. prime minister and
daughter of Znlfikar All
Bhutto, the former leader exe-

cuted by military dictator Gen
Zia ul-Haq m 1979, was bom
into the class of wealthy
landowners, as was her busi-

nessman husband. Asif All

Zardari.

ha this, her second time as

prime minister at the head of

the Pakistan People's Party
founded by her Esther, slip has
won some credit for her efforts

to repair relations with the US,
although critics say the
attempt to market Pakistan as

a moderate Islamic bulwark
against fundamentalism
merely serves to antagonise
neighbouring Iran and extrem-

ists in her own country.
After earlier disputes with

both the Pakistani business
community and the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund, her gov-
ernment has also earned
grudging support for its tenta-

tive progress down the difficult

path of fiscal (fisriplizm.

According to VjV. Jafarey,

'her economic adviser, the. typi-

cal Pakistani businessman will

Karachi: Pakistan's commercial and financial centre

rarely mention such benefits of

liberalisation as the lifting of
foreign exchange controls.
“He’ll only talk about the
t.hinga that hurt him,” com-
plains Mr Jafarey.

“The economic reform which
the government has under-
taken has been on a very wide
scale. It has been rapid and
there have been some genuine
teething problems. But by and
large the process has been wel-

comed and accepted, and has
the support of both major par-

ties.”

Even her anenriaa accept

that Ms Bhutto has been
clever in her recent han-

dling of Pakistan's chaotic
style of patronage politics.

Opponents in provincial gov-
ernments have been moved
aside; the justice system has
been mobilised to hear dozens

of accusations of financial

irregularities levelled at mem-
bers of Mr Sharifs opposition

Moslem League (they did the
same to her when they were in

power); and allies have been
manoeuvred into influential

positions.

Assuming the army remains

contentedly in the background,

and assuming the economy
does not suffer, a sudden rever-

sal, Ms Bhutto Is as secure as

any Pakistani leader can
expect to be in a region rife

with ethnic and religious ten-

sions.

Even some of those who
have reservations about the
government's merits are keen
- for the sake of Pakistan’s

stability — that the administra-

tion should serve its full term
until the next election due in

1998. “People are fed up witlr

the governments coming in

and leaving,” says Asms
Jehangir. a lawyer and human
rights activist in Lahore.
They want her to complete
her term and a democratic sys-

tem to continue. And they
want no part in the demonlsa-

tion that goes on between
Nawaz Sharif and Benazir.”

Although Ms Bhutto has
skilfully played the existing

political system to consolidate

her position, neither she nor
her predecessors have been
able to lay out clear economic
and social goals for the long
term or to move Pakistan
towards a more stable form of

democracy.
A common complaint of busi-

ness leaders and ordinary Pak-
istanis is that almost every-

thing in the country is

“politicised”, from the appoint-
ment of Junior functionaries to

the prosecution of those sus-

pected of corruption. The
accused, in other words, are

often in the dock because they
are opponents of the powers
that be rather than because
anyone is genuinely shocked
by their crimes.

“If accountability was on a
more balanced, independent
basis, it would carry some
credibility and perhaps reduce
corruption,” says Akram Zaki,

former secretary-general of the

Pakistan Foreign Office and a
supporter of Mr Sharif.

Most law-making is by presi-

dential ordinance (there were
127 last year) rather than by
act of parliament. “We haven't

matured our political system.”
says Sartaj Aziz, a former
finance minister and secretary

general of Mr Sharifs Moslem
League. “Our institutions have
became weaker.”
Widespread support for the

half-declared political ambi-
tions of Imran Khan, the crick-

eting hero and philanthropist,

is therefore regarded more as

cry of discontent with gristing

politicians than as a mandate
for Mr Khan's as yet unknown
political programme.
One of the big chariangBs fac-

ing this and future Pakistani

governments is the need to
adjust the political system so

that it gives mare weight to

the views of the country's
growing number of city-

dwellers.

This grievance about repre-

sentation is one of the causes

of the violence in Karachi,
where the urban mohajirs say
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they suffer discrimination
at the hands of the local

Sindhis.

Urban industries, / mean-
while, say they are heavily
burdened with taxes that make
it difficult for them to expand
and invest, while wealthy agri-

culturalists pay almost no tax

at alL

Fettered by the agricultural

lobby in parliament, the gov-

ernment has made only a mod-
est start on bringing the feudal

landlords into the tax net. Last

year a mere Rs2.5m was raised

in this way.
“Economic and political sta-

bility are both still taking
root,” says one Pakistani
banker in Karachi- “We should
keep going ahead. But it will

not be easy. It will require a lot

of political will, because some
of the decisions will be politi-

cally expensive.”
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2 PAKISTAN

The economy; by Victor Mallet

Relief rather than euphoria
Good crops of
grain and cotton
have helped boost
estimates of growth
to 6 per cent

The Pakistani economy is
expected to grow by about 6
per cent this year in real terms
- the best performance for four
years - but business people
and government officials are
smiling only cautiously, and
their mood is one of relief

rather than euphoria.
That is because the economic

reforms which began in ear-
nest after the return of democ-
racy in the late 1930s still have
a tong way to go before Pakis-
tan can claim to have a

dynamic and fully liberalised

economy.
There are few significant dif-

ferences between the economic
policies of Benazir Bhutto’s
present government and those
of her predecessor, Nawaz
Sharif. Although each side has
accused the other of corruption
and mismanagement, both are
in favour of privatisation and
both have sought to implement
tree market policies. But this

year's promising growth esti-

mates, and an expected fall of

inflation, perhaps to 10 per
cent have as much to do with

good crops of grain and cotton
- on which Pakistan remains
heavily dependent - as any-
thing else.

''Unfortunately not all of the

good news is due to good poli-

cies.” says one economist in

the capital Islamabad. “Some

External debt
50%

of it is due to good weather
and the fact that the agricul-

tural pests decided to nest
somewhere else this year.”

The problem for Pakistan's

policy makers as they seek to

keep the economy growing' is

that their room for manoeuvre
is limited by the twin burden
of a current account deficit and
a severe budget deficit.

Foreign earnings remain
weak for several reasons. Local

textile manufacturers, which
until two years ago were pro-

tected with subsidised cotton

supplies, have been slow to

invest in the production of gar-

ments and other value-added
products for export.

.
Carpet

exports have been hit by pro-

tests in the west against the

widespread use of child labour
in Pakistan and the region.

Foreign investors, mean-
while, have been welcomed
into the country but have
tended to put their money Into

infrastructure projects such as
power stations, which consume
rather than earn foreign
exchange. They have also
invested in import substitution

industries protected by tariff

barriers, such as vehicle
assembly and chemicals.

What is missing from the
recipe so successfully pursued
In countries such as Thailand
and Indonesia in south-east
Asia is an inflow of foreign

funds for export industries.

Among the obstacles to such
investment are the low literacy

rate of the country's workers;
the political violence in Kara-

chi. the main business centre;

infrastructural problems.

[
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including congestion at the

Karachi port and (for the time

being) electricity shortages;

and the relative scarcity of

joint venture partners with an
international outlook.

To make matters worse,

remittances from Pakistani

workers in the Gulf, a useful

source of foreign currency in

the 1970s and 1980s, have
started to decline. And imports

have continued to rise, leaving

the government with an
uncomfortably small cushion

of foreign reserves.

Nevertheless, the situation

has improved since last June,
when the International Mone-
tary Fund suspended an
enhanced structural adjust-

ment facility (Esaf), a loan
arrangement at concessional

I

Foreign

investors have

been welcomed
into the country

rates of interest, because of

Pakistan's failure to meet
agreed targets on its domestic
budget With a widening trade

deficit and a run on its foreign

exchange reserves, the govern-

ment was forced in October to

introduce a stabilisation plan,

which included a 7 per cent

devaluation of the rupee and a

special 10 per cent import tariff

that is still In place.

According to VJL Jafarey,

the prime minister’s adviser on
finance, there are signs of a

recovery in exports, and

Domestic debt servicing
as a % of tax revenue
40

Import growth is slowing. “The

brake Is beginning to work,"

he says.

The dispute with the IMF
highlighted Pakistan's thorni-

est economic problem - a bud-
get deficit caused by a mixture

of overspending and poor tax

collection. “Breaking that
understanding with the IMF
cost this country enormously.

both in terms of cash and in

terms of confidence," says one
foreign observer in Islamabad.

“The country paid a terrible

price for not going through
with its commitments. And
now they have to do almost
exactly what they didn't do in

June last year and they still

don't have an Esat” Instead,

Pakistan has a more expensive

5600m standby loan agreed
with the IMF in November,
which could be followed by a

renegotiated Esaf if the govern-

ment sticks to the targets and
announces an acceptably tight

budget in June for the finan-

cial year starting on July 1.

Not only foreign economists

but also Pakistani business-

men and bankers in Karachi
say this year's budget will be a
crucial test of the credibility of

the government's economic
policies, especially since the
central bank is restricting the

amount of bank credit avail-

able to the private sector In an
attempt to curb inflation.

“The irony would be if they
deprive the private sector of

money and still fail to bring

down the budget deficit" says
one banker. Already the gov-

ernment has borrowed RsGObn
from the banking system, dou-

Real GDP
Annual % change
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ble the IMF target although tt

may be able to “juggle" the

figures as it has in the past to

bey the letter - but not the

spirit - of IMF criteria.

A chronic problem faced by
any Pakistani administration

is that military expenditure

and debt servicing together
account for two thirds of bud-
get spending, leaving for too

little for other areas such as

education. Of the annual for-

eign aid requirements of about
$2.5bn, Sl.Gbn goes straight

back into servicing the existing

debts to donors.

Hence the IMF’s attempts to

persuade the government to

use proceeds from privatisa-

tion to retire some of its for-

eign debt. The government,
meanwhile, is considering issu-

ing a second eurobond - to

raise 5100m this time, com-
pared with the previous issue

of $i50m - to broaden its

sources of finance and move
away from short-term commer-
cial bank borrowing.

Both debt servicing and mili-

tary spending are regarded as

relatively inflexible budget
items, partly because the
armed forces remain powerful

and insist they need to be
strong to counter security
threats from India next door.

With social spending already
low, the obvious solution is to

concentrate on the revenue
side and widen the tax net
But this is difficult, too, par-

ticularly when easily collected

import tariffs are being
reduced in line with the liber-

alisation of world trade and
attempts to improve Pakistan's

Exports
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international competitiveness.

Hitherto the government has

piled tariffs, excise duties and
taxes on manufacturing indus-

tries - particularly the large

and medium-sized companies
in Karachi - because such
companies are too visible to

escape the attentions of the

Central Board of Revenue and
are reliable taxpayers. The
authorities have barely begem
to tax the wealthy landowners

who could provide plenty of

additional revenue, largely

because these “feudais” are

powerful in both main political

parties; indeed, many of them
are members of parliament.

The system, furthermore, is

open to abuse, since town
dwellers can buy a plot of land

in the countryside and claim

that their income Is exempt
from tax because it is “agricul-

tural".

Any correction of this partic-

ular weakness in the Pakistani

tax system is likely to be grad-

ual at best. Instead, the gov-

ernment’s next priority is to

widen the narrowly-based gen-

eral sales tax so that it

embraces the modern retail

sector and becomes a full
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value-added tax; as well as

increasing revenue Immedi-

ately. the widening of this tax

should also improve tax

records by allowing Inspectors

to cross-reference the returns

of one tax payer against

another, and thus reduce tax

evasion.

One of the peculiarities of

Pakistan’s tax system is the

huge number of exemptions
granted to those powerful
enough to exert political pres-

sure. Among the recommenda-
tions made recently by a com-

mittee of business executives

appointed by the prime minis-

ter to look into “resource mobi-

lisation" was that all exemp-
tions should be withdrawn, a

move which they said would
save the government RsllSbn a

year - equivalent to nearly a

third of the total budget; In

exchange they suggested lower

taxes, which would cost some
Rs72bn but still leave the gov-

ernment a considerable net

benefit

The formation or the commit-

tee was one result of a

warming in the previously

frosty relations between the
business community and the
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Bhutto government. Mr Sharif
the previous prime minister, is

a businessman himself and hqs
;

been regarded us more "bust- .

ness-friendiy. a feeling which'
Intensified when Ms Bhutto5*
administration took to identify-.. -

mg businessmen as allies of Mi
Sharif, harassing some of them
and refusing them permission
to leave the country. #
Now that relations are bet-

ter. the prime minister has
allowed even "opposition"
business people to accompaiay

her on her frequent diplomatic

ventures abroad and seoiug

more inclined to listen to their

picas for economic reforms;

This change of attitude,

together with the improved
outlook for economic growth
this year, appears to have cod-

quered the widespread pessi-

mism of a year ago.

“The situation was bleak k

Tew
.
months ago." says Tnrnj

Saigol. president of the Lahore

Chamber of Commerce and
Industry. “The picture doesn’t

look rosy right now but it’s not

as bad as I expected . . . But as

to whether we really are going

to become a dynamic Aslan
economy, I have my doubts.*"'

y
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Privatisation: by Jeremy Grant
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Proceeds from the

sales total $lbn
and the government
hopes to raise

another $2bn
When it comes to privatisation

in Pakistan, the biggest word
is ”iT.
The government is still

smarting after the fallout from
last year's bungled sale of a
stake in Pakistan Telecommu-
nications Co i PTC) and contro-

versy surrounding February's
divestment of United Bank Ltd
lUBU.

But analysts say the worst
may be over and this year
could see investor confidence
restored, if there are no further

hitches and particularly if the

sale of a strategic 26 per cent of
PTC goes well.

“Considering what the coun-
try had to sell, it [privatisa-

tion] hasn't gone that badly,"

says one securities analyst
with a Karachi firm.

Privatisation was originally

Introduced by the previous
government of Nawaz Sharif in

1991, and has been pursued by
the present administration of
Benazir Bhutto which took
power 1a 1993.

Pakistan is under enormous
pressure to raise cash East to

retire as much of its $20bn for-

eign debt as possible. Islama-

bad is being pressed by the

World Bank and the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund flMF)
and has almost no recourse to

Foreign investment
Sbfflfon

^ I Net portfolio InvestmentNet portfolio Investment moia bonds) -

j Net foretan direct investment-
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foreign exchange reserves,

which are perilously low at

around Sl-5bn.

More urgently, Pakistan
faces expensive repayments on
a $600m standby credit granted
by the IMF last November after

“Best Domestic Securities Firm KASB”

“The only domestic house that is able to hold

its own against the growing influx

of foreign competitors in the Pakistan equity market,

KASB ranks high as a research-led

brokerage operation.”

Euromoney
, July 1995
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Islamabad's failure to meet
macro-economic targets under
a structural adjustment pro-

gramme.
So far, principal sell-offs

include three banks, eight
cement plants and 12 per cent
of PTC.

In most cases, the govern-

ment has sold off a strategic 26

per cent, giving investors man-
agement control, with a fur-

ther 25 per cent to be floated

on the Karachi Stock Exchange
(KSE) later.

Proceeds from the sales are
about $lbn and the administra-
tion hopes to have raised SSbn
more by the end of the year,

despite privatisation's che-
quered history.

An attempt in January to

sell United Bank Ltd (UBL1 ini-

tially flopped after the two
main bidders failed to submit
formal offers on time. The
bank was eventually snapped
up cheaply by the Rasharahil

Group of Saudi Arabia amid

accusations from opposition
politicians that the govern-
ment had mismanaged the
sale.

Confidence in privatisation
was already at a low ebb last

year after the government's
mismanaged sale of a tranche
of PTC to portfolio investors.

Buoyed by the successful sale

of 1 per cent to domestic
investors. Islamabad sold a fur-

ther II per cent, raising 9800m.
But when Investors found

that the sale documents had
overstated the number of tele-

phone lines in operation, the

price of its global depositary

receipts slumped. Critics said

that in its haste to raise

money, the official Privatisa-

tion Commission had not
allowed sufficient time for due
diligence.

Although analysts acknowl-
edge the economic imperative

of fast-track privatisation, they
point out that the speed with
which it is being carried out is

one of its weaknesses.

If Islamabad were to allow

time for state companies to

rationalise their operations,
they argue, this would make
them more attractive to inves-

tors and increase the sums
raised.

“In many ways they're try-

ing to rush thing* and not nec-
essarily getting the results

they want. A little bit of

thought and preparation would
get them in the sort of shape
they need to be in," said one
London-based banker who fol-

lows Pakistan.

Indeed, lack of time for due
diligence was behind the prob-
lems with PTC and with UBL.
The Privatisation Commission
refused to allow a second
potential buyer - Faysal
Islamic Bank of Bahrain -

more time to check the
state of UBL's financial
health.

What is worse is that the
UBL case has not helped on
the public relations front It

has played into the hands of
opposition politicians and
some newspaper editors, who
have taken to accusing the
government of selling state
companies at throwaway
prices, after plundering their
assets for expensive perks.
“Ruling elites kill off UBL."
ran one headline in a recent
edition of the weekly Friday
Times.

Critical headlines aside, the
government of Benazir Bhutto
has scored some valuable polit-

ical points by privatising the

Continued on page 3
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In a country where successive

administrations have become
accustomed to spending
beyond their nw%ang and
public sector banks have
often been obliged to make
loans for dubious political

purposes, a strong central

bank can be a thorn in the
side of government
Muhammad Yaqub, the

governor of the State Bank of
Pakistan, the central bank,
continues to irritate many
government officials and earn
the admiration of his

*

supporters for exactly that

reason.

The governor, who has
earned a reputation for being
tough-talking, hard-headed
and honest, has upset many
bankers and official planners.

However, his work is also

regarded In international
financial circles as crucial for

the success of Pakistan's

financial and economic
reforms, especially if the
country is to break away
from Its habit of Wnnnntal

Indiscipline.

Mr Yaqub, a forma'
International Monetary Fund
economist, has turned around
the central bank in more
ways than one. He has
revamped the hank’s
inspection and research
departments, as a step
towards improving its

professional abilities for
monitoring banks and.
advising the government on
economic decisions.

The central Hanir has Issued
warnings to commercial
banks and sometimes even
penalised them for deviating
from centra] hanir

regulations. The governments
In Pakistan’s four provinces,
as well as the federal

government, now realise that
they cannot borrow unlimited
amounts of money from the
domestic banking system, far
in excess of budget and of
targets agreed with the IMF,
without focing objections

I from the central bank. This is

in sharp contrast to earlier

times when excessive
borrowings were quietly
tolerated.

The changes under Mr
Yaqub's leadership are the

result of a decision in 1993 by
the interim government of
Moeen Qureshi to make the
bank autonomous so that it

acts independently of the

influence of the finance

ministry in hiamaimj- Mr
Yaqub has no qualms about
the change. “I have
absolutely no regrets on what
I have done and what we
have achieved," he says. “I
think there is a general
recognition, and thfa Is

shared even by those who

may be critics of mine, that

the state bank during the last

two and a half years has
increasingly played its

rightful role, a role that ft

should have played always.*

StED. Mr Yaqub faces a
difficult challenge. He came
to office after Pakistan began
opening up the country's

banking business to the
private sector, and the pitiful

state of debt-ridden and
inefficient public sector

banks finally became public
knowledge.
In 1994, Pakistan's

entirely clear. His tom is due
to end this year, bat so far he
has not said If he wants to

stay on - and the government
has not said whether he will

be asked to do the job for

another three years.

There are advantages in

keeping on such a tough
governor. Politicians can let

him take most of the flak for

unpopular decisions,

especially those related to

strict limits on new bank
loans and on credit for

vote-winning development
schemes.

i

i
/&**

Muhammad Yaqub: tough-talking, hard-headed and honest

financial community was
shaken by the Mehran Bank
scandal. The bank's chief
executive was convicted oT
fraud and jailed last year.
The scandal was a setback for
the image of the banking
system, and many bankers
acknowledged that it

hindered the efforts of some
of the new private banks to
attract new clients.

But Mr Yaqub’s toughest
task has probably been Um*
of making the public and
private sector come to terms
with a central bank that was
capable of intervening in
important decisions. He
describes the transition: “The
banking system, which was
basically a nationalised
system [government-owned],
felt that fra- all practical
purposes, they were
accountable to the
government and not to the
State Bank.
“The business community

had this perception that ‘If

there’s a credit problem we
have to go to the government,
it's there that they will move
and change it’. Government
itself gradually eroded
whatever authority there was
of this institution [the central
bank].”

While the central bank’s
work is appreciated by
international financiers, Mr
Yaqub’s own future is not

Pakistan's banking system
Is still reeling under the

pressure of the infamous
yellow cab scheme of the

early 1990s, when billions of

rupees were given out under
the government of Nawaz
Sharif, the forma* prime
minister, to help unemployed
youths buy new taxis. A large

number of the borrowers
have defaulted.

Some financial experts In

the private sector give credit

to Mr Yaqub for taking a
strong line against such high

;

risk schemes, including a
I

“green tractor" plan which
was launched two years ago.

but which has now been
scaled down.
Despite Mr Yaqub’s defiant

image, be says that Ms-work
could not have been dome
without the backing of the

country's leaders, including
President Farooq Leghari and

Benazir Bhutto, the prime
;

minister.

Looking back at his years

in Office, Mr Yaqub believes

that he has set the tone for

the central hank to emerge as

an important influence in

crucial economic decisions.

He says: “We have increased

the awareness of financial
discipline and I think there

has been increased emphasis

on flat"

Farhan Bokhari
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Unction between financial ser-
®Ctate future trends

by Fortran Bokhari

Foreign capital adds sparkle

vices privatisation and other , .
privatisation " savs pnw i_

““istan s stock market

tear*-®: 25 *335?MV Askari General Insurance

side

Aylmer, a director at NatWest
Capital Markets.
Ms Bhutto has also won

praise for moving to neutralise
a. potential threat from the
unions, which are convinced
that widespread redundancies
will inevitably accompany pri-
vatisation.

To allay those fears, the gov-
ernment has passed legislation
that prevents the new manage-
ment of former state compa-

itpaues from sacking workers the
moment the company is in pri-
vate hands.

UBL management, for exam-
ple, is bound by a one-year
moratorium on layoff's

Although this has simply left
the problem of bloated work-
forces with the companies’ sew
owners, the government
neatly reduced the risk of
attack from the unions, . ana-
lysts say.

Another factor in the govern-
ment’s favour is that the oppo-
sition party, the Moslem
League, is unlikely to cause
trouble as its policy on privati-

sation is almost identical to
that of the ruling party.

..For the moment, all eyes are
cin the sale of the next tranche
of PTC, the country’s sole pro-
vider of fixed line and interna-

tional telecommunications ser-

vices and its most profitable

company.
This is being seen as a poten-

tial milestone in the privatisa-

tion process.

“The privatisation of PTC
will essentially be a vote for

the country. It's the most prof-

itable mmpany in Pakistan,”

says Fairukh Hassan, Pakistan
country head tor Crosby Secu-
rities. .

On current market valuation

of PTC, the sale would raise

tlJbiL The government’s tar- -

get for completion is June this

^rNfewspaper reports have said

about 20 foreign telecommuni-
cations companies have.,

expressed interest in. the 26jper

rent stake on offer, and include

British Telecom, AT&T of the

Company was oversubscribed
almost 23 times on the Kara-
chi Stock Exchange (KSE) in
December. A mmvtfr i^w tht\

share price had doubled.
The strong performance of

Askari was surprising in a
year when the market
- an important indicator of
the country's business confi-
dence - had

.
plunged. Share

prices fell on average by more
than 35 per cent, while a num-
ber of new issues wore under-
subscribed at their initial
placemen t.

The response to Askari’s
share offer had nmt-h to do

with the special circumstance
' of the company. Askarfk par-
ent group,' the Army Welfare
Trust, has been growing
strongly, and the outlook for
the insurance sector Is bright
The investment climate as a

whole has changed, too. inves-
tors are not as obsessed as
they once wore with the small
number of blue-chip stocks
that have traditionally been
the market’* top performers.
The rise in . Askari’s share

price is partly a result of the
five-year-old economic lefona
programme. Foreign investors
have been allowed for the first

time to trade freely, allowing
international capital to flow
Into the market. This has
encouraged Pakistani stock-
brokers

.
to restructure and

enlarge their companies.
At least six brokers have

converted their businesses
into large brokerage bouses,
and hired teams of analysts
and marketing personnel to
respond swiftly to client

demands. Share buyers can
select stocks using detailed
research about the companies
listed on the market
That is in sharp contrast to

-the situation in the past, when
the dhoice was between the
safe, bine .dips' and a collec-

tion of barely researched
' stocks seen more as shares
ntferjng a chatny to speculate
rather than as investment
opportunities. Safdar Butt,

finance director of the Army
Welfare Trust, says: “The
response to Askari shows that
the market is hungry for good

,

issues.*

The market’s growing busi-
ness is also reflected in other
ways. Since the end of 1991,
when the economic reforms
were pot in place, the number
of companies listed has risen
to 770 from 642, the market
capitalisation has jumped to
Rs380-24bn from Rsl88.5bn,
the average daily turnover of
shares has risen to 31.5m from
2.7m, and the average value of

On and gas; by Jeremy Grant,

Sector humming with activity
Onshore reserves
are modest and
unlikely to have a
significant impact
on the big fuel bilL

After decades of neglect.
Pakistan's oil and gas sector is

humming with activity. For-
eign investors have been quick
to take advantage of a revised-

petroleum policy passed by the
Bhutto government in 1994,

offering for the first time gen-

erous incentives and almost
market prices for. commercial
discoveries.

However, two years after the

landmark policy helped boost

domestic production, industry

expferts are resigned to the

view that onshore reserves of

oil mad gas are- modest and
unlikely to have a significant

impact an reducing Pakistan's

big fuel baL
Indeed, some are starting to

talk of the need to import gas,

adding to Pakistan’s already

heavy dependence on fuel from
abroad. Last year, the country

US and Singapore Tefedonfc 7
r'^mpbrSdW percent^jTftsUq-

uid feel. needs at a cost of
about $L5bn. On present pre-

dictions, that oould double by
2000 With ttu» wmimtetinnhip Of

a handful of cdl-flred power sta-

tions by 1998 and demand from
population growth of 3 per emit
a year, a rate Wgtiwr than in

neighbouring India.

“The gap [between supply
and demand] is widening and I

don’t see anything on the hori-

zon right now that will reduce
it Even if we discover some-
thing teg now, itH take a long

time to get it cm stream,” says
Masood SohaiJ. chief executive

of Pakistan Petroleum (PPL), a
joint venture between Burmah-
Castrol, World Bank affiliate

the Tnfftmatifmfl! Finance Cor-

poration, private investors and
tbe Pakistani gwiffrompnl

Nevertheless, foreign inter-

est in exploration has not
flagged. Ofl was first discov-

ered in file 1880s by tbe British

in what is now north-western

'Pakistan (a refinery built there

in 1920 is still functioning].

However, it was not until Ms
Bhutto's new policy in 1994

that the terms offered by the.

‘gtA'S'nment were good enough

to attract foreigners to any-
thing but Tiiph-rigk ventures.

In that year, Islamabad
scrapped a formula that
reserved for the state oil

agency 50 per cent of revenues
from commercial discoveries

made by foreigners, and
opened up fields to a competi-

tive bidding process. Now, the
revenue-sharing regime is

more equitable at between 25

and 25 per cent, according to

foreign cO industry nfflriwla-

Another important conces-

sion was the de-linkage of the
gas offtake price from heavily

subsidised fuel oil and its

attachment instead to a erode

oil marker based an abasket of

crudes. Being a mare accurate
reflection of market value, it

came close to ensuring th»> the

foreign investors received a
market price for discoveries.

Of the roughly 15 foreign ail

companies active, most have
arrived since the policy took

effect. They include Premier
Oilfields and -Occidental Petro-

leum of the US, British Gas,

Lasmo Oil of the UR and Shell

the Anglo-Dutch group. “Since

that time [1994] there’s been

quite an upsurge In explora-

tion activity.* says Bob Sum-
mers, general manager for
I-jtfffin Oil Pakistan in Karachi.

Operations have run
smoothly, except for the few
companies with prospects in

the dzy wastelands of western
Baluchistan. There, trig-

ger-happy tribesmen have been
known to take pot shots at for-

eign oil installations with
rocket propelled grenades as a
way of wringing political con-

cessions from the government
The principal ofl discoveries

onshore have been in the north
and in the south, with the bulk

of gas in the middle, at the Sul

Field. Union Texas of the US is

the largest foreign producer of

oil with 29 fields pumping
22JJ0D barrels per day (bpd) of

crude and 40m cubic feet of gas

at the Badin Block in south-

eastern Sindh province. K has

invested $375m in exploration

and extraction since it arrived

in 1977, according to John
Latch, general manager In

Karachi.
However, the Industry seems

more inspired by gas than by
oil. Industry experts have

Karachi SE IOO
index

3,000 —
I Karachi SE 100 index

dally turnover has risen to

JKs889m from Rsl36m.
The market has become an

important player," says Arif
Habib, president of the Kara-
chi stock market. “Tbe
changes in the way we do busi-
ness here has meant that we
are now noticed worldwide as
an important emerging mar-
ket”
Behind the optimism, how-

ever, there are new pressures

on the exchange. The growth
in trading volumes, for
instance, has meant that set-

tlement of transactions takes
longer, further aggravating
tiie difficulties of transferring
shares to new owners, a pro-
cess which can often get bog-
ged down in paperwork.
This year, the KSE's man-

agement plans two important
changes. An experimental net-
work for computerised trading
is to be expanded by tbe sum-
mer so that the market can
cope with the growing volume
of business. The KSE also

plans to establish a central

depository, through which
buyers would be able to get

almost immediate transfer of

shares.

According to Nasir Bukhari,
chief executive of Khadim All

Shah Bukhari and Co, one of
the fastest growing brokerage
booses: The central deposi-
tory and computerised trading
would certainly raise the trad-

ing volumes farther. This
should generate more interest

in the market."
One challenge facing the

KSE now that it has close ties

with international financial

circles is the way in which
prices can be influenced by

global events. Tf the market
had not been exposed to inter-

national investors," one stock-

broker admits, “we may have
had a better chance of being
saved from tbe effects of the
Mexican crisis."

Many foreign investors
remain apprehensive over
future trends in the value of
tbe Pakistani rupee, which has
been devalued by more than 40
per cent during the past three
years. Pakistan is under pres-
sure to narrow its interna-
tional trade deficit as part of
its commitments to the Inter-

national Monetary Fund. Some
analysts expect further devast-

ation by the end of this year.

Estimates of natural gas
BSton cubic metros per annum
50

} Demand
40

|
Domestic supply

.
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established that most tel fields

in Pakistan contain no more
than between 50m and 100m
barrels of reserves and agree
that tbe country is more gas
than ofl prone. Lasmo started

production last month at a gas
field at Kadanwari, supplying

Karachi with 100m cubic
metres of gas daily.

Most indigenous gas produc-

tion comes from tbe Sui Field,

discovered in 1952 by PPL,
with estimated recoverable
reserves or 10,000hn cu ft. It

pumps 1,900m cu ft of gas per
day. An important plank of the

1994 policy was reform of the

gas industry, involving privati-

sation of the two state trans-

mission and distribution^
monopolies Sui Southern and

Sui Northern. This, it is hoped,
will lead to greater efficiencies.

However, the stark reality

facing Pakistan is that even its

gas industry has limited poten-

tial. Industry experts estimate

that reserves at the Sui Field

are likely to peak by 2010.

“While on land every little bit

helps. Pakistan is not going to

be a large oil and gas area,”

says one senior official at a
Karachi-based company.
Some foreign investors say

there is some hope for large

finds offshore in the Arabian
Sea but the 1994 policy does

not apply to offshore explora-

tion, where terms are still

tough. Tbe World Bank is

.expected to come up with rec-

ommended terms later this

PAKISTAN

although Benazir Bhutto’s

government denies that it has

any such plans.

Investors are watching
closely this year's trends in

the large textile sector and! the

future of the government's pri-

vatisation programme. Almost

a quarter of KSE-Usted stocks

are in tbe textile sector, and
their performance usually dic-

tates the market's sentiment.

This year, Pakistan has
enjoyed a bumper cotton crop

which, in turn, has brought
down raw cotton prices in the

domestic market The textile

sector should benefit from the

cheaper raw material.

The privatisation pro-

gramme could have an even
more significant effect on the

market. The government is

selling stakes in the Pakistan
Telecommunications Corpora-
tion, United Bank (Pakistan's

second largest bank), a large

power generation plant and
possibly one of the two large

gas companies.
“The success or failure of

tbe privatisation plans will

affect the country's entire
business trends. Including sen-

timents on the stock market,”
says one banker in Karachi.

year.

That leaves gas imports.
There has been much talk
about importing from three
sources: the central Asian
republic of Turkmenistan,
Qatar and Iran. But each
option is fraught with prob-

lems, mostly political

Any pipeline snaking into

Pakistan from the north would
have to traverse Afghanistan,
which would be risky due to

political upheaval there. It is

understood that Unocal of the
US is studying the possibility

nevertheless.

US embargo pressure on Iran
means that no foreign Investor

would be likely to participate

in building a pipeline from that

country in the foreseeable

future. And the Qatar pipeline

would have to be laid in deep

water, adding considerably to

its cost
However, the senior official

at the foreign company says

the question is not whether,

but when, Pakistan will have
to impart from these sources.

“Those three pipelines we
believe can all be absorbed in

the first quarts* of the next

century." And that is likely to

strain Pakistan’s foreign
exchange reserves even fur-

ther.
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Powen by Jeremy Grant

Moves to ease energy crunch
This year could
mark the beginning
of the end of the
perennial power
shortages

For most residents of Lahore,
1396 will go down in memory
as the year the city hosted the
tumultuous climax of cricket's

World Cup.
But for some living in the

city's suburbs, all they are
likely to remember is a power
blackout on the night of the
final, as electricity was
diverted to the stadium to keep
its floodlights burning until
the last over.

Pakistan has been short of
power for years, but there are
hopes that 1996 could marie the
beginning of the end of the
country's perennial shortages.

Private financing has been
arranged for a series of power
projects that look set to come
on stream by the government's
target date of 1996, easing an
energy crunch that would oth-

erwise have strangled eco-
nomic growth.
Country-wide installed

capacity is 14.000MW, nowhere
near enough to meet future

demand. Karachi, the commer-

Energy growth
Oil equivalent tonnes

70
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theft and sloppy bfiling prac-

tices as was due to frail infra-

structure. Load-shedding, the
diversion of supply from one
area to another due to short-

age, Is common.
However, the power sector

has attracted keen interest

from foreign investors since a
new Private Power Policy was
Introduced in March, 1994.

forming the basis for the indus-

try's shift from state control to

private ownership. This offers

the prospect of increased
capacity just when the country

needs it most
Under the policy, the Bhutto

government plans to boost
capacity to 17.000MW by 1998

and 25.000MW by 2003. A stra-

tegic 26 per cent of KESC is to

cial capital and port through
which most of Pakistan’s trade

Hows, suffers an electricity

supply gap of about 730MW,
according to a report published
last month by UBS Securities

in Hong Kong.
The problem is compounded

by huge transmission and dis-

tribution losses at the two gov-

ernment-run utility companies,
the Water and Power Develop-

ment Authority (WAPDA) -

whose hydro-electricity plants

generate 40 per cent of total

capacity - and Karachi Elec-

tric Supply Corporation
(KESO.
Industry analysts estimate

such losses at KESC rose to 31

per cent in 199S from 27 per

cent in 1994. as much through

be sold to private investors by

the end of the year, as a way of

Increasing efficiency in Kara-

chi The UK's National West-

minster Bank heads a consor-

tium of advisers to the

privatisation.

Poor transmission and distri-

bution is being tackled under a

Transmission System Policy
Introduced in March 1995. The
UK's National Grid has signed

a $700m agreement with
WAPDA to add 1.500km of
lines to existing capacity.

The power policy's main sell-

ing points for investors In Inde-

pendent Power Projects CLFPs)

are government guarantees of
foreign exchange revenue and
a fixed offtake price of 6£ cents
per kilowatt hour, industry
experts say this is generots by
regional standards, providing a
return on assets of about 17

per cent
Other encouraging signs

have been that the Private
Power Board, which is oversee-

ing the bidding process, is

staffed by experts from the pri-

vate sector rather than bureau-
crats. Steps are being taken to

establish a regulatory author
ity.

The first project to benefit

from the 1991 policy is a $l-8bn,

L292MW oil-fired power plant

Project name Capacity (MW)

Rousch (Pakistan) Power 412J3

AES1 Laipir 362.0

AES Pak Gen 368.0

Gul Ahmed Energy 13&2
Japan Power Generation 120.0

Kohineor Energy 131.4

Power Generation System 116.0

Southern Bectric Power 115.2

TryStar Energy 110J
1 American Sttt Sennas ‘ FKneft Export OtU Aflarey

Private sector power project*

Location Technoloaf

Sidhnal, Punjab

Lalptr. Punjab

Lalpk, Punjab
Korangl. Sindh

Raiwind, Punjab

Rawtnd, Punjab

PatoW, Punjab

Ftahrind, Punjab

Maunpur, Sincfii

Combined cycle

Steam cycle

Steam cycle

OS-fired

OS-fired

oe-flred

Ofl-firad

08-fked
OB-fired

40km north-west of Karachi
known as the Hub Power Co
(Hubco). Hubco, which is listed

on the Karachi Stock
Exchange, will provide 17 per
cent of Pakistan's electricity

once its four thermal units
come on stream by March.
1997. WAPDA will be Hubco's
main customer.
When it was first proposed in

1985, Hubco was Asia's largest

IPP. However it was not until

eight years later and the emer-
gence of government guaran-
tees under the power policy
that the project took off. Hubco
chief executive Mike Woodroffe
believes that the agreement on
Hubco was seen as a vote of

confidence in Pakistan's new
power policy. “They (investors)

saw Hubco as an indication of

the appetite of the market to

do this sort of tiling. If we
hadn't bad those guarantees,
we wouldn't have had the proj-

ect."

Financing has since been
secured for nme other foreign-

(after Hubco}
.

Utfflty co LaTTd*ra

WAPDA World Bank/Je**m/ANZ

WApDA Jadm/Bank at

WAPDA ' tFG/Jextrn

KESC FCffVmfah Export Crtdtt

WAPDA Toyots/Tausbo

WAPDA IPGflTnniah Export Credtt

WAPDA Mtergtab Bonk

WAPDA CotaceWteShO Iwa*

KESC ttocfrg tundenwritw)

SlMfhoMwj*

Rousch/$tonwf»-ES»
AES, IFC

AES. IFC

Tomon Corp. JoP®0

Toman Chip. IFC.WarWUa

BC Hydro Canada

SwwttwjrfirarrtJB-'

invested projects, all oil-fired,

which will add I.455MW to

existing capacity by about
1998.

Although analysts say Islam’

abad had no choice but to

adopt a East-track strategy to

plug the power gap - on the

advice of the World Bank - the

government, by doing so, has

sown the seeds of. foreign
exchange supply and other
problems.
The first taste of this will

come shortly, once power
plants start to suck in imports
of large capital equipment.
An additional strain will be a

sharp increase in ftiel imparts

when power plants start gener-

ating power. Sensing the scale

of the problem, the govern-
ment last month capped the
number of projects that rely on
fuel imports and stipulated

that future proposals would
only be considered if they tap

Indigenous resources.

"It was really not our choice,

it was the choice of investors

to go for oil fired [plants! We
didn’t like that, of course, as H
creates a foreign exchange bur-

den," says Anis Khan,
vice-president of the govern-

ment's private power and
infrastructure board.

For KESC and WAPDA. the

challenge will be to maintain a
flow of cash to the IPFs from

which the two utilities are buy-

ing power. This means improv-

ing collection from consumers,
which in the case of WAPDA,
is “not very good at all",

according to Hubco's Mr Wood-
roffe. A team from Hubco is

training WAPDA staff in better

collection methods.
Once semi-privatised. KESC

management will have to find

ways of striking a balance
between investor returns and
politically sensitive consumer
needs.

Same industry analysts are

already predicting electricity

price rises of about IS per cent

in Karachi in the second half

of this year.

-people are waking up to the

realisation that these Issues

should have been given consid-

eration then [In 1994]. It will

create enormous burdens for

the government. The molu
question is bow is the con-

sumer going to cope?" says one
Karachi-based stockbroker.

IPP investors acknowledge

these concerns but point nut

that Pakistan was probably the

first developing country to

offer government guarantees

on foreign exchange availabil-

ity to IPP investors.

As to the value of such guar-

antees given the country's

existing foreign exchange prob-

lems, they derive some comfort

from the fact that Islamabad

has never defaulted on sover-

eign debt repayments. “If you

look at the names involved in

IPP in Pakistan, it’s bard to

say no-one takes a government
guarantee seriously." says

Mark Baughan. an analyst

with UBS Securities in Hong
Kong.

Textiles; by Victor Mallet

Still lagging behind the world
Reforms have been
designed to make
the industry more
internationally

competitive

For an industry that is the
lifeblood of the economy.
Pakistan's textile business has

been remarkably slow to
develop.

It did not help that Znlfikar

All Bhutto, the country's left-

leaning leader in the 1970s,

discouraged private sector
investment. Inhibiting the
growth of large private compa-
nies in the industry and con-

signing it to the care of thou-
sands of smaller units with
little ability to invest.

Nor was the industry
improved by years of subsi-

dies, or by recent export curbs

on raw cotton; this kept the

costs of spinning cotton into

yarn artificially low and
allowed Pakistani spinners
and the makers of coarse,

undyed doth to export their

products on the basis of price

rather than quality.

The result - for a sector

earning half the export reve-

nue - is overcapacity in spin-

ning, an underdeveloped weav-
ing industry that bas failed to

move quickly into more lucra-

tive downstream products, and
a fledgling garments industry
that Is only now beginning to

take advantage of easily avail-

able raw materials and rela-

tively cheap labour.

“There was an over-expan-
sion in cotton spinning,"
laments V.A. Jafarey. the
prime minister’s adviser on
finance, who is eager for new
sources of scarce foreign

exchange. "If they had
invested even 10 per cent of
that in garments .

.

Mr Jafarey. and commercial
bankers in Karachi, reckon
that Pakistan, which accounts

for nearly a third of the
world’s yarn exports, could
add value so as to earn five

times as much as it does from
cotton products today. “What
is Tacking is management,
investment," he says. "This is

where we are encouraging for-

eign investors to come in."

Ahmed Bilal Mohyal. ana-
lyst at Karachi stockbrokers
Global Securities, agrees.
“Most of the tbe companies
didn't need to market their

products in the past There bas
been very little improvement
in product development and
the adding of value."

That may be about to

change. Two years ago the

government took away subsi-

dies, removing the artificial 20
per cent price advantage that

spinners bad enjoyed and forc-

ing them to face up to interna-

tional competition.

Spinners, although confined

largely to the manufacture of
the kind of coarse yam used in

jeans because of the short sta-

ple (fibre) length of Pakistani
cotton, have also moved into

the spinning of cotton-polyes-

ter mixtures (partly encour-
aged by the local cotton short-

ages of recent years).

Polyester manafacturers
have been established to serve
them, and they in turn will be
supplied with locally-made

pure terephthalic add (PTA),
their main raw material, when
Imperial Chemical Industries
has completed its $450m PTA
plant at tbe end of next year.

Weavers are starting to
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Service to the nation - source of economic strength

make more sophisticated prod-

nets. And both local and for-

eign garment manufacturers
are beginning to make their

mark. Crescent Textile Mills,

for example, bas a stake in the

recently-opened $80m Crescent

Greenwood jeans factory in
Faisalabad.

Tbe size of a company
appears to be an important
factor in success in the Paki-

stani textile sector, because
the financially stronger com-
panies can buy large supplies

of cotton when prices are low.
They can also invest in down-
stream activities to compete
with China and India on the
world market as tariffs are
reduced and couniry-by-cotm-
try import quotas are elimi-

nated under international
trade agreements.

“It is fundamentally a big

boys’ business," says one Paki-

stani banker in Karachi. “The
quality controls that are
needed in the value-added sec-

tor require a depth of manage-
ment that is not available in
the smaller companies. If the
cuff on a shirt for Levi's is not
the same as the other cuff,

then Levi's will reject it"
Even the big companies that

avoided tbe losses and loan
defaults of their smaller rivals

in recent years have not for-

gotten how to complain, and
some manufacturers are call-

ing for the reimposition of the

cotton export ban.
They say the government

favours the cotton growers at

the expense of industry
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Weavers In. Pakistan are starting to maka.more sophisticated products namtNAMnv

because many MPs are “feu-

dala" or landlords with big
agricultural holdings, and
some of the MPs who defected

from the opposition to support
Benazir Bhutto's government
are cotton producers.

One specific problem is the
rising cost of electricity, which
can account for 10 to 15 per
cent of a spinner's costs.

Another is the rebate system
whereby exporters can reclaim
the duties and taros on then-

imported raw materials,- such
as chemicals, when they
export a finished product.
Some imparts are not eligible

for refunds, and for those that

are eligible the rebate is calcu-

lated at an unjustly low level,

the doth and garment makers
say. The government, further-

more, has a chronic budget
deficit and a habit off delaying

repayments that are due.

“Your rfniwi lies in customs
for months because the gov-

ernment doesn't have the
money," says Tariq Saigol,

chairman of Kohinoor Textile

Mills, one of the big manufac-
turers.

One of the supposed advan-

tages enjoyed by Pakistan's
textile businesses is a secure
supply of domestically-pro-
duced cotton. “There is compe-

tition, but many countries
don't produce raw cotton;"

says the hanker In Karachi.
“Some 60 per cent of value
added business is in countries

with no raw cotton.”

. While there may be an ete
meat of truth in the argument
(Pakistani governments are
not beyond being persuaded to

impose export bans, and
reduced transport costs are
certainly a benefit), it suggests
that people are already
starting to forget the purpose
of the recent reforms and
removal of subsidies: to make
Pakistan's industry interna-
tionally competitive.

Cotton: by Farhan Bokhari

Bumper crop boosts economy
Almost 60 per cent
of export income
usually comes from
cotton and cotton
products
Sultan Ahmed Bhutta is eager
to deal with unattended family
matters at his village, Dera
Mohammedl, outside the city

of Multan, In the heart of
Pakistan’s cotton belt. The
house needs a paint job, the
bills from local shopkeepers
have piled op, and one of his
five sons has long been waiting
to get married. This year, after
a bumper cotton crop, which
has finally turned around the
fortunes of thousands of cotton
farmers like Mr Bhutta, the
family has money to deal with
all of those needs.
The success enjoyed by Mr

Bhutta does not end at the bor-

ders of Pakistan’s vast cotton
belt, most of it in central Pun-
jab province: the country’s
economy expects a breathing
space after this year’s good cot-

ton harvest, which followed
three successive years of crop
damage caused by a large-scale

attack of the "leaf-carl" virus.

The government estimates the
crop size to be more than iom
bales or 30 per cent more than
last year.

Poor crops in previous years
had upset official projections
on such vital matters as export
earnings and economic growth
rates. That is because almost
60 per cant of Pakistan’s export
income usually comes from
cotton and cotton products.

It was partly in expectation

of a better crop this season
that Islamabad accepted the

tight conditions tied to an
International Monetary Fund
loan agreed in December,
which was essential to shore

up falling foreign exchange
reserves and restore interna-

tional confidence in the econ-

omy.
Pakistani exporters expect to

sell up to $700m worth of raw
cotton in international markets
before the fiscal year ends in
June. That would be . equiva-

lent to just under half the lat-

est estimate of the country's

official foreign exchange
reserves.

Out in the fields, there are
many explanations for the
good harvest, including the use
of newer varieties of seeds and
a substantial mramne in tbe
area under cultivation. Zahoor
Ahmed. Pakistan's top cotton
scientist who heads the
national Cotton Research Insti-

tute at Multan, says: "The area
planted with the [leaf-curl]
virus tolerant variety has
increased to 60 per cent [of the
crop land] and most of the vari-

eties susceptible to pest attack
have been eliminated.''

Other officials say that form-
ers increased their cotton acre-
age because many believed in a
traditional myth that pest
attacks usually occur in three-
year cycles; formers thought

the cycle of doom affecting
their lend had ended Besides,

many growers were also
tempted by rising prices of raw
cotton in the local markets and
were therefore prepared to
take the risk.

That said, the long-term
prospects for cotton are still

unclear. Several problems
remain unresolved and it is not
certain that this season’s per-

formance will be repeated.
Many formers complain that

adulteration of pesticides by
unscrupulous traders and the
rising price of fertilisers have
hurt them badly.

Officials agree that the
deregulation of the local pesti-
cide market five years ago
allowed many new antranta to
start up businesses while there
were few government mea-
sures to ensure strict quality
control.

Last year, the government
announced tough new laws
with a maximum seven-year
prison sentence and flnaa of up
to RS500.000 far offenders, but
the pesticide adulteration prob-
lem has continued because few

people have actually been pun-
ished.

Mr Ahmed believes that “if

some people were imprisoned^
the adulteration could disap-'
pear from this country".

;
Other issues that need to be

resolved in the cotton belt are
common to the agricultural
sector as a whole, including
inefficient irrigation, poor util-

isation of land and widespread
illiteracy.

The future of cotton in Pakis-
tan will also be determined to
a large extent by the future of
the textile industry, the largest
domestic consumer of raw cot:
ton. Rising cotton prices are
part of the reason for falling
profits at many textile compa-
nies in recent years.
The government has encour-

aged textile businesses to
diversify and move down-
stream into the manufacturing
of value-added products such
as doth and fashion garments.
One government official says:
“If there is a turnaround in
profits for textiles, growing
cotton is bound to remain a
profitable business.”
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Cotton and cotton products accoisit tor nearly 00 par cent of Pakfeten’s export i
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Aaricutture: by Farharr Bokhan'

J
Millions of form -

(
jobs could be

j
jeopardised by the

:

s stagnation of
*

j agricultural output
One would not necessarily
fuess from the peaceful scenes
ui the villages of Punjab prov-
ince. where farmers walk past
^bols of rain water in *he alley-
ways between their thatched
huts, that Pakistan's agricul-
ture laces difficult times.

The -fertile Punjab has tradi-
tionally taken pride in higher
crop yields than the rest of
Pakistan. In many ways, its

inhabitants are more fortunate
than those in the poorer areas,
such as the deserts of neigh-
bouring Sindh province or the
dry and rocky North West
Frontier province."
"Peasants in the Punjab were

among the first in the country
to enjoy satellite television.
ibaOKs to a proliferation of sat-

Bank urges reforms
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ellite dishes in towns.
-Anecdotal evidence suggests
that the American series Bay-
watch attracts a large number

'-of vjewers,jmany of whom can-

not read car write.

But even Punjabi farmers
may continue to live in harsh
conditions - except Tor occa-

sional breaks watching televi-

sion at thehome of one of their

wealthy feudal landowners -
because form incomes for the

poor may be in long-term
decline.

According to a recent World
Bank report, millions of agri-

cultural jobs could be jeopard-

ised by the stagnation of farm
output unless the government
Introduces sweeping agricul-
tural reforms. Other experts
have made similar predictions,

suggesting that imports of food

grains such as wheat will also

add a heavy burden to the
import bill.

“For 25 years, agricultural

growth has been a key source
of growth in Pakistan’s gross

domestic product,** wrote
Rashid Faruqee. the World
Bank official who prepared the

study. “The momentum may
be winning out”

The future of agriculture is

crudal to Pakistan's economy.
This year's economic recovery,

with the overall growth rate

edging- up to 6jS per cent, is

largely led by a 40 per cent

The agriculture

sector is under

pressure to

tighten its belt

increase in the cotton crop
over last year. Besides, more
than half of the labour force is

employed in -agriculture, and
the sector is responsible for 24

per cent of the country's gross

domestic product
According to the World

Rank
. Pakistan needs to con-

sider reforms such as improv-

ing its inefficient water irriga-

tion system, educating fanners

to use the latest agricultural

technology, and redistributing

big land holdings among more
farmers, so that smaller and

more productive farms are cre-

ated. Pakistani officials, how-
ever. are not terribly eager.

The government has rejected

the idea of turning over irriga-

tion to a market-based system,
for fear that private managers
would exploit the canal net-

work. But it has few alterna-

tive suggestions for dealing
with the Irrigation canals,
which badly need to be
repaired. There is stiff political

opposition to land reforms,
largely because up to 70 per
cent of Pakistan’s elected legis-

lators at the parliament in

Islamabad and in the four
provinces are themselves large

landholders.

Shah Mehmood Qureshi, a
government minister who
chaired a task force to examine
the problems of the agriculture

"L'Lsr-
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sector, says: “Countries that

had restricted the size of land

holdings, such as the former
Soviet Union and eastern

Europe, were also the ones
faced with felling production

levels, while those that have
not restricted, such as those in

western Europe, the US and
Canada, have encouraged
growth in the agriculture sec-

tor."

Mr Qureshi says the stagna-

tion in production has
occurred largely because of a
transfer of public sector
resources for development to
the urban areas, while rural

areas were neglected during
the past two decades. “Given
the right incentives, we can
turn around the performance
of our agriculture sector.”

Still, the agriculture sector is

under pressure to tightwn its

belt A large portion of the offi-

cial subsidies for inputs such
as fertilisers has been with-

drawn. The government also

plans to iTirrpqgp the hitherto

Gathering in the crop: Pakistan's tanners are feeing hard times

minimal “wealth tax" collected

from agricultural lands, as part

of an agreement with the Inter-

national Monetary Fund.
This year may be a difficult

ttrrm to tackle such a sensitive

issue as ter inflation in rural

areas has already prompted
fierce criticism by formers of

government policy. The prices

of fertilisers, diesel fiiel and
pesticides have shot up. Many
farmers are also -bitter over a
steep increase of up to 30 per
cent in power costs during the

past 18 months, as part of a
government plan to eliminate

subsidised electricity rates..

In spite of the problems, the

World Bank report indicates

MnimrSM

some optimistic trends. For
instance, the livestock sector

now accounts for more than a

third of the annual output
from the agriculture sector, up
from 15 per cent 20 years ago.

Similarly, fisheries and for-

estry, though still minor con-

tributors to the sector, have
grown rapidly.

Karachi port: by Jeremy Grant

Cracks in the nation’s lifeline

KaracM italieunen; the portIs ftineed ofa facaCft

Quetta:- by Jeremy Grant

A $369m master
plan to modernise
Karachi port is

under
consideration

The acrid stench of heavy
sulphur fuel oO* hangs in the

air at the oil terminals in Kara-

chi port as flags flutter over

the yacht club across the bay.

A tangle or rusting pipes

runs from the waterfront
where ships onload fuel,

molasses and other liquid

cargo, and along a depression

in the ground to oil installa-

tions nearby. Before the fuel

reaches storage tanks, some of

it is lost through leakage ar

tfaeft by young men riding don-

key carts through the area.

This is the “KPT Trench",

which takes its name from the
Karachi Port Trust (KPT) that

has run the port since 1887.

Despite its decrepit and dearly
dangerous state, the KPT
Trench is of vital strategic

importance to Pakistan
because almost all of the coun-
try's fuel imports flow through
it. “This is basically the lifeline

of the whole country/ says
Syed Munir Ahmad, installa-

tion manager for Anglo-Dutch
energy group Shell. However,
many of its pipes date back to

the 1960s and should have been

replaced years ago.

As it is. they struggle to cope
with current demand; Pakistan
Imports 70 per cent of the fuel

jt needs and annual amounts
are rising fast. According to

Pakistan Petroleum Ltd, fuel

imports are set to rise to 24m
tonnes in 2000. from 10m
tonnes estimated for this year

and 5.2m tonnes in 1990. And
Karachi looks set to continue
bearing the brunt of fuel

imports.

Most of the extra, fuel will be
required to feed new. oil-fired

power plants that the govern-

ment needs to boost existing

generating capacity nationwide

to 17.000MW from 14.000MW in

only two years.

However, the problems at

the KPT Trench are only part

of the story at Karachi port It

too, is In need of a radical face-

lift Facilities Hating hark to

the days of British rule are still

used, such as a 100-year-old

wharf. The KPT itself is still

housed in its original head-
quarters, a huge domed build-

ing which briefly saw service

as a 500-bed hospital for troops

in the first world war.
Traffic through Karachi was

a mere 2m tonnes of cargo
annually when Pakistan
gained independence in 1947.

By 1995, the figure was 24m
tonnes, with 38m estimated for

1997-98 and 47m tonnes for

On: the border of violenceIk.
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ttBaluchistan is
pconnected to the
arrest of Pakistan by
Jonly the loosest
tbpolitical threads
ce

mjf Kalashnikov machine guns
Ij^ruke you nervous, you proba-

ppbly won’t feel comfortable hav-

dinner with Nawab
Mohammed Aslam Raisani. For

. - 7,t most times of the day and
^flight, the chief of the Raisani

fceLm is rarely without hLs tur-

;L
honed bodyguard,

g.
• In fact, you may not be

entirely happy about the atti-

t,
tulle of the doorman who

K receives visitors at Mr
£ Raisani’s detached villa in cen-

t traV Quetta. He. too. carries a

c
Kalashnikov, and has an
unsettling habit of fingering it

as he checks visitors' identity*.

I - But this is Baluchistan, a

province of Pakistan where
tribal violence and brigandry

are as much a part of the daily

routine as prayer to the Mos-
lems of Islamabad. Karachi
and Lahore.' It is therefore

easy, after seeing other parts of

the country, to feel that Balu-

chistan is connected to the rest

of Pakistan by only the loosest

political and cultural threads.

The town's location, in a dra-

matic setting ringed by moon-
tains only 80km from the
Afghan border, reinforces this

impression. From the earliest

days, Quetta was nothing more
than a military pit stop on the

way to Afghanistan. Deemed
strategically important to the
British in the 19th century, the
town became a military
arsenal in 1877. supplying
troops on their way north to

Afghanistan.
The British even chose

Quetta as the site of the Indian

Staff College. The Lonely
Planet guide book describes it

as “the Raj’s answer to San-
dhurst".

Although virtually levelled

in 1935 by an earthquake.
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Quetta still betrays its British

past ‘hi some of the colonial

buildings that have survived

since the town was rebuilt

shortly afterwards.

It population was - and still

is - a colourful mix of tribes,

mainly Pashtuns. Baluchs and

Brahuis, although there are
Hazaras and smaller groups.
The Pashtuns are close, ethni-

cally and culturally, to the
Afghans.
Indeed, it was Quetta that

spawned the mainly student
Taliban movement besieging

the Afghan capital Kabul It is

here. also, that Afghan refu-

gees have lived In camps ring-

ing the city since the Soviet

Invasion of Afghanistan in

1979. There are currently
400,000 of them.
For centuries, rivalry

between the tribes has been
fierce and the complexity of

inter-clan relationships was too

much for the British, who real-

ised the expediency of allowing
the tribes of Baluchistan a
degree of feudal autonomy.
Islamabad appears to take

the same view and has allowed

the British system to survive.

Local feudal chiefs still wield

considerable powers and main-

tain small militia.

Nevertheless, the relation-

ship between the central gov-

ernment and Baluchistan's

splintered tribal groupings is

uneasy.

Clan militia find that token

attacks cm the province's infra-

structure are a useful way of

reminding Islamabad of the

apparent limits of the centre's

powers. Visits to Quetta by top

central government officials

are rare.

In his study, Mr Raisani

offers his visitors a perspective

into local politics: "I am at war
with three tribes. That's the

reality here.” He brushes ciga-

rette ash from his brown
leather jacket and strokes an
abundant black beard.

This is no exaggeration. His

father was “assassinated'’ by a
rival Han recently an the val-

ley road near Quetta. A few

weeks back, one of his tribes-

men was killed in a gup battle

in another part of fawn. There

is talk of revenge.

However, as finance minister

of Baluchistan from 1991-1993,

Mr Raisani has experienced the

hurly-burly of local politics.

Like Pakistan’s other prov-
inces. Baluchistan has an
elected assembly. However, the

difference here is that five

tribes and at least the same
number of parties are repre-
sented. causing squabbles and
legislative paralysis.

“We need to move towards a
polity that Is more decisive. It*6

a hodge-podge. When you have
a hodge-podge, you have no
discipline," says Mr Raisani
Suddenly, at his elbow, a red

phone rings. It is one of his

political activists, wondering if

the meeting scheduled for the

next day is still on. Despite los-

ing his assembly seat in the
1993 elections (“I lost because
of the drug Mafia") Mr Raisani
wants to return to politics. His
brother is the province’s indus-

try minister.

He is flirting with the idea of
joining the PPP, the ruling
party of prime minister Ben-
azir Bhutto, switching his alle-

giance from the Pakistan
National Party.

This is perhaps surprising
from a man whose political

heroes include the central
American revolutionary Che
Guevara and the Ayatollah
Khomeini, late spiritual leader

of Iran. Pictures of these two
are displayed prominently on a
mantelpiece opposite a photo-

graph of Mr Raisani standing
with Britain's Prince Philip
during a trip to Baluchistan in

1988.

Quetta was always a frontier

town and It probably will stay
that way. Unless. Mr Raisani
asserts, there is peace in

Afghanistan. “When there is

peace in Afghanistan, you can
Imagine when this trade route
is opened and the jobs gener-
ated for the people.”

Until that happens. Baluchi-
stan and Quetta wffi, for the
visitor, still mean clan warfare,
Afghan refugees and spectacu-
larly scenery. As one native of
Quetta in his fifties says, the
system may be imperfect but
it’s a system that works for

Baluchistan: “Yes, it is cer-

tainly somewhat chaotic. But
we have a certain order in trib-

alism. with us, it's a tradition

of give and In the other
provinces where there’s no
tribalism, there’s no beginning
and no aid."

2002. According to a study by a
US consultancy last year, the

country win continue to rely

On Knrnnhi port tO handto 75
per cent of Pakistan’s seaborne
trade for the next 30 years.

KPT officials say port con-

gestion has been kept to a min-
imum so for, partly thanine to a
World Bank loan worth $9lm
extended in 1991, through
which the KPT has built new
jetties, bought dredgers and
started to rebuild a bridge and
road network outside the part.

But the officials admit that
cracks are appearing in th*

system. “The Achilles heel for

Pakistan is its part,” says arm

senior foreign oil industry otfi-

daL
According to KPT chairman

Rear Admiral Akbar H. Khan
,

a graduate of Dartmouth Royal
Naval College in the UK, the
solution is containerisation:

“To cater for that [growth in
traffic] it Is absolutely impera-
tive for Karachi put to have a
dedicated container port termi-

nal. which regrettably we do
not have at this point in time.*

The port has 28 berths but

only one is capable of handling
vessels of 75,000 dwL A World
Rflnh-frmrtoH1 rwwgfw plan com-
pleted early this year calls for

the construction of a $100m
container terminal that would
boost animal container traffic

to i.9bn ten in 2022 from
990,000m teu in 2002 and
500,000 tea in 1996. Separately,

I

Facilities dating

back to the days

of British rule

are still used

American President Lines
(AFL) is understood to be con-

sidering a second container ter
minal involving an investment

of $80m on a build-operate-

transfer basis.

Other projects in the plan
are the construction of a haz-

ardous cargo terminal
,
channel

dredging and rehabilitation of
other bridges and roads. The
total cost of projects in the
master plan is expected to be
$369m, with $187m on loan

from the World Rank under an
agreement to be signed this

month. The target fra: comple-
tion Is December 2001.

However, progress with the

existing programme of
upgrades has been slow. Chi-

na’s Yunnan Corporation Is

badly behind schedule on a
$40m bridge and road rehabili-

tation near the port and pri-

vate sector interest in con-
tainer terminal investment has
been lukewarm, according to a
study by the KPT’s planning
and investment division.

An additional headache for

the KPT is the apparent reluc-

tance of the state-run railway

to deal with railway congestion

at the port, where rail tracks

criss-cross an area used by
trucks carrying fuel. All this

does not bode well for KPT as
it tries to ensure targets are

met.
With work progressing

slowly and the World Rank
deal still to be finalised

,
others

have offered alternative solu-

tions. Shell. Caltex of the US
and Pakistan State Oil have
suggested easing the burden
On the KPT Trench by hi riMing
an oil terminal at nearby Bun-
da! Island, on the mouth ofthe
Indus river. This roughly

$100m facility would accommo-
date tankers of up to 120,000

dwt and connect to a pipeline,

yet to be built and running
north to a refinery in Punjab.

Bechtel, the US engineering
group, is to complete a feasibil-

ity study for the pipeline proj-

ect by June.

Meanwhile, the KPT Is likely

to feel some extra pressure to

get things moving as a result

of increasing Interest in Kara-

chi from Pakistan's neigh-

bours. who are eyeing Karachi
port for the access it could give

them to the Gulfs shipping
lanes. According to Rear Admi-
ral Khan Islamabad only six

months ago signed cross-bor-

der road pacts with Kazakh-
stan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan
and China as a first step
towards closer trade ties, and,

eventually, possible access to

Karachi port
Until this happens, the KPT

has an enormous task ahead to

complete its programmes on
time. The KPT's chairman,
seated in a vast office complete
with green leather-bound arm-
chairs and nothing bat the
sound of an old RngHsh clock

ticking in the background, is

optimistic: "We are moving
very fast in that direction.”

Annual General Body Meeting
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jl Karachi; by Victor Mallet and Farhan Bokhari

Conflict of ideas
Life in the financial
centre of Pakistan
has been severely
disrupted by
violence

The sight of the security forces
with their semi-automatic
weapons peering out from
sand-bagged bunkers in the
centre of Karachi is not one to
inspire foreign investors with
confidence in the Pakistani
economy.
Of ali the problems raced by

the government of Benazir
Bhutto. Lhe political violence
in Karachi has heen the mosL
intractable - and the most dam-
aging to business.

With 3 population of some
13m. Karachi is the business
and financial centre of the

country and the main port,

accounting For 60 per cent of

the nation's tax receipts and
mast of its trade. But life in the

city has been severely dis-

rupted by fighting between the
government and the Mohajir
Qaumi Movement iMQMi.
which represents the refugees

who Deri from India at parti-

tion in 19-17.

More than 2.100 people were
killed in Karachi last year. The
MQM has called numerous pn>
test strikes and the govern-
ment has switched off the
city's mobile telephone
systems to hamper the commu-
nications of MQM guerrillas.

Some Pakistani and foreign

businesses have moved their

offices and factories, either to

safer ureas in Karachi or to

other cities such as Islamabad,

and occasionally abroad.

"More concerted efforts are

required fto revive the econ-
omy] because with this bad
patch of terrorism and strikes,

a lot of industries have closed

down and moved from Kara-

chi." says Jameel Yusuf, a

businessman who heads the

Citizens-Police Liaison Com-
mittee, which monitors crime
in the city. “So there'll be
fewer job opportunities, and
when there are fewer job
opportunities there's a fear

that crime may increase

Karachi, in short, symbolises

much of what is wrong with

Pakistan: conflicts between
ethnic groups, a lack of a
national identity, the spread of

crime, poor services for trans-

port. education and sanitation

and an often corrupt political

system based on a mixture of
intimidation and patronage.

The situation has. however,
improved markedly in recent

months. This appears to be the

result of a ruthless govern-
ment campaign to hunt down

and kill MQM suspects. Dozens
have been arrested and then
shot, with the authorities

claiming to have killed them in

transparently manufactured
“encounters" and “gun bat-

tles". One of the most promi-

nent such victims was
Mohammed Naeem Sherri, a

26-year-old with a price of

Rs5m on his head who was
killed on March 11: pictures of

bis blood-soaked body were
shown on the front pages of

local newspapers.
Despite the apparent

short-term success of the gov-

ernment's latest drive against

the MQM. many Pakistanis -

from human rights activists to

Karachi businessmen - say the

"extra-judicial" killings may be
counterproductive and insist

that there will have to be a
negotiated end to the conflict.

"The average body count has
gone down to one or two a day.

They have really broken the

back of the militants." said the

editor of a Pakistani political

magazine recently. "But a lot

I

More than

2,100 people

were killed in

Karachi in 1995

or innocent people have been
killed on the way and you cre-

ate new terrorists when you do
that."

MQM members, however, are

o angels. The organisation

(its name means "refugees
national movement"} was once
an ordinary political party but
had a reputation while in local

government for torturing and
intimidating Its opponents. It

went underground four years

ago after an army crackdown.
Its leader. Altaf Hussain, lives

in exile in north London: he
has applied to the UK for polit-

ical asylum. “Long live Altai!"

say the graffiti scrawled on the

dusty walls of Karachi slums.

The MQM represents the mil-

lions of mohajirs, or refugees,

who say they have suffered dis-

crimination in jobs and other

areas at the bands of Sindbi
nationalists. The ruling party

of Ms Bhutto, the Pakistan
People's Party, has a particu-

larly strong base in Sindh, and
the emergence of the MQM was
sponsored by the late dictator

General Zia ul-Haq as a
counterweight to the PPP.
Elsewhere in Pakistan, the

Urdu-speaking mohajirs were
more easily integrated. Lan-
guage was an important factor;

Urdu is much closer to Punjabi

than to Sindhi. In Sindh the

resentment between the moha-

jirs and the original residents

remains strong.

Mohajir grievances have
been intensified by Pakistan's

failure to adjust its political

system to take account of the

increasing number of city-

dweDers, many of them moha-
jirs. There has been no census

since 1981 and the distribution

of seats in the national parlia-

ment, where feudal rural land*

lords hold sway as MPs. is

weighted heavily in favour of

the countryside and against

the urban middle-class citizens

who run the MQM.
Further complications

include the existence of an
organisation called MQM-Ha-
qiqi ("the real MQM"). which is

regarded as a front for govern-

ment informers, and the ten-

dency of bandits to use the

MQM umbrella to hide their

criminal activities. Drug-re-

lated crime and feuds between
Sunni and Sbia Moslems have
also been behind some of the

violence.

Numerous weapons, many of

them filtering down from the

Afghan wars, are available to

anyone who cares to buy them.
“In Karachi, arms are available

like groceries, and you don't

need an Oxford University
degree to learn how to use a

weapon," says Ajmal DehLavi,

a newspaper editor who heads

the MQM's team for negotia-

ting with the government.
He says there has been no

meeting between the two sides

since September and warns of

a “bloody civil war" on Kara-

chi's streets if Mr Hussain
loses control of the move-
ment's impatient militants in

the absence of a settlement. He
does not rule out a further
fracturing of Pakistan (from
which Bangladesh won its

independence in a war in 1971).

“If the mohajirs do not get

representation in jobs which
should be theirs by right then

that would push them more
towards disintegration." says

Mr Dehlavi.

In the meantime, there is

still a chance for some kind of

peace, with government offi-

cials suggesting that a quiet

period of a few months could

be followed by local elections

in Karachi - which the MQM
would win.

Foreigners and Pakistanis
alike are longing for the day
when the patrols of heavily-

armed Pakistani Rangers and
the emplacements of sandbags

on the city’s roundabouts can
be withdrawn. “I think the law
and order situation has
improved, but the problem
stays there,” says Badruddin
Khan, president of Schfln

Bank.

Our US $450 million

investment is fast

taking shape in

Pakistan.
L.-«k* las! year ICI Pakistan announced |dans for a plant of Pure

Ti'rvphlbulie Acid (PTA) -an essential raw material lor the manufacture

<if polyester products. The 400.000 tonnes PTA Plant Is being bunt on a

i on urn* site at fori Q&stm near Karachi at on estimated cost of US S450

million. Tlds will not only make Pakistan seir-sufOcleat in PTA but will

lx* the rirsl of Us type plant with proven ICI technology Among the

Immediate benefits will be annual savings of about US SI00 million

through import substitution and a significant strengthening of the local

polyester industry which makes trn outstanding contribution to the

national economy.

The construction of the PTA Project, scheduled for completion in

November 1997, is well underway:

Ail the complex infrastructural piling stage for the core plant

arrangements, specially those

relating to water, power and
raw materials, are in place.

Arrangements and plans for

financing ihc project have been

completed.

.Almost US $200 million of the

total Project cost has already

been spent or committed.

Since the first announcement

In Oclolicr L995. the 'site'

preparation has been completed,

with temporary civil works

nearing completion and the

well advanced.

Major Items of plant /

equipment with long delivery

periods have been ordered and
shipment schedules agreed for

the on-schedule commissioning.

Foster Wheeler, a leading

intemalkmai engineering

company associated with the

construction of this project, are

nn site, and together with the ICI

Pakistan Project team are rapidly

moving forward on specific

construction phases.

We believe the ICI Pakistan PTA plant will further strengthen ICTs

global position in the International PTA market and particularly add

shareholder value by meeting the growing demand for PTA In Asia,

ICI Pakistan Limited
Investment in the Future

PAKISTAN
Visitor's guide
Pakistan's five-year-old

economic reforms have opened

new opportunities for investors.

Hera are a few tips for visitors:

Telecommunications
Telephone lines have Improved

considerably In the past few

years and mary hotels allow

guests to make efirect

International phone calls from

their rooms. However, the

charges for calls from hotel

rooms are exorbitant,

sometimes as much as double

those charged by the local

phone company.

Visitors to Islamabad and
Lahore may find it useful to rent

a mobile telephone through

local contacts. E-mail networks

are beginning to be introduced,

though still have a long way to

go. Visitors can place overseas

KEY FACTS

. TAJIKISTAN
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computer cafls from their rooms

and access CompuServe or

Interna through nodes in

Europe or east Asia.

in Karachi, visitors are still

unable to rent a mobile

telephone. The local

administration shut down the

service last year, as part of a
security dampdawn against

militants who were suspected of

using moWe phones to

communicate with each other.

But Karachi has a large number
of hotels and visitors can obtain

large discounts compared with

Islamabad and Lahore. That

may. to some extent, help to

compensate for making

international cafe from roams.

Health hazards
Similar to those in some of the

other Asian countries. Take
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ECONOMY
1999* 1996*

Real GDP growth (%)3

% share of GDP
4.7 6.5

Agriculture 24 N/A

Industry 27 N/A

Services 49 N/A

GDP per head (Sf 461 N/A

Consumer price Index rise 12.9 8.5

Toted investment as % of GDP3 19.1 19.3

Savings as % erf GDP3 14.9 155
Budget deficit as % of GDP3 £L5 5.0

Currant a/c deficit as % of GDP3 .3.5 4.1

Exports ($bn) (J.o.b.f 7.88 N/A

Exports % change on year3 19.5 N/A

Imports ($bn) ff.o.b.)
3 10.14 N/A

Imports % change on year3 21.5 N/A

Remittances from Pakistanis abroad (Sbn)3 1.87 N/A

External debt (Sbn) 31.8 34.7

Domestic debt (Ftebn)3 796.8 N/A

Foreign debt service as % of exports3 433 N/A

Foreign debt service as % of

foreign exchange earnings3

27.9 N/A

'Esttrws; *Yar to data *Ve®5 anting Jura 30.
4
ftuuu4arui,' Verecas c» target

Sams: Stats- Barts ot Pakistan, AOS, BU. DMasaeam

medical advice about

inoculations or vaccinations

before travelling. Try to avoid

tap water, salads and ice cubes.

Mineral water can be purchased

in many large general stores and

is generally considered sate.

Religious customs
Pakistan is a Moslem country,

and visitors are expected to

dress and to act accordingly.

The sale of alcohol is officially

banned though drinking does

take place in the privacy of

homes. Visitors are advlsed-not

to attempt to buy liquor through

iHitit markets, largely because

reliable contacts are needed to

buy aJcohoL An exception is

made in hotels where overseas

non-Moslem visitors are afowed
to order aicohoi to be served in

their rooms. But this requires a
signature on aowrel forma, one
of which requires an undertaking

that alcohol Is not offered to

Moslems.

Business facilities
Economic reforms have made
He easier, in theory, for

business people. Government

sanctions are not required for

new ventures though an LOS
(letter of support) from the

relevant ministry is sometimes

essential to arrange financing

and other details. Check
whether the infrastructure

needed for a project - power,

roads and telephones -

especially in remote areas, is

available. Liberalisation of

banking has helped to create a

large local foreign exchange

market which generafly offers

better rates than the official rate

offered by banks. Watch out for.

counterfeit currency notes.

Travel
Book flights on domestic routes

through a reputable travel agent

before visiting Pakistan. Make
sure that these flights are

confirmed on arrival because
reservations can go astray. The
Islamabad to Lahore route is

especially congested.

Trains are slow and road

traffic conditions can be
dangerous, due to speeding

buses and trucks.

Scenic attractions
Pakistan offers beautiful

scenery fn a number of its it

regions. Towards the north,
'

-

Gilgitantf Hunza, dose to the :

Chinese border, are the last ;

towns before the Himalayan

mountain ranges. Visitors to

Islamabad, may care to make a

day trip to Bhurban, near

Murree. which is m the

mountain area.

Pakistarv-controHed Kashmir

is within easy reach of Bhurfcan,

but foreigners sometimes need, -

prior permission to enter the V
territory. Travellers are not

allowed to cross the temporary-

border between Indian and

Pakistani Kashmir known as the

“tine erf control”

Lahore, Pakistan's second,

largest city, offers historical
.

splendour as a backdrop to V
emerging businesses. Try to

visit the shrines of emperor

Jebangir and empress Nur

Jehan, outside the city.

Karachi, in the south, is

Pakistan's most urbanised city.

Farim Bokhari

Politics: by Farhan Bokhari

Young democracy takes root
It will be a difficult

task for leaders to

inspire confidence
in fixe political

system
The low point of Pakistan’s

politics came when Zulflkar

All Bhutto, the former prime
minister, was banged in 1979

after a controversial murder
trial, two years after his

removal from office in a mili-

tary coup.

The prime minister’s execu-

tion once again disrupted a

troubled democratic legacy
that has been repeatedly inter-

rupted by the military, and it

cast further doubt on a judicial

system already suffering from
an image of corruption and
inefficiency.

As Pakistan commemorates
the 17th anniversary of Mr
Bhutto's death this month, its

politicians are still dogged by
the crucial issue of putting
democracy hack on the rails.

The country needs to inspire

public confidence in its leaders

and the political system needs
to be given legitimacy. But
that is a difficult task.

Since independence 49 years

ago, civilian governments have
been in office for only 25 years
in totaL Those years of civilian

rule have been tumultuous,
largely because of frequent
changes of government. Pakis-

tan has so far seen 16 prime
ministers, including Benazir
Bhutto (daughter of the exe-

cuted leader), elected for the
second time in 1993.

Their average tenure has
been around 19 months - or

less than a third of the five-

year terms for which they were
elected. The only prime minis-

ter successfully to complete a
term In office was Mr Bhutto,
but he was hanged just two
years after General Zia ul-

Haq ’s Imposition of martial
law in 1977.

Gen Zia stayed In power for

11 years, partly because of

heavy flows of western aid.

The money was in support of

Pakistan's backing for the

Islamic mujahideen resisting

the Soviet occupation of neigh-

bouring Afghanistan.

Under Gen Zia, the concept

of a free democracy was
replaced by that of a “con-

trolled democracy”; he even
held national elections in 1985,

in which political parties were
barred from the contest and
candidates were allowed to run
only as individuals. Although
Gen Zia transferred power to a
new cabinet and a civilian

prime minister, he had by then

: her party claims to be the flag I
: Ms party is regarded with suspicion by its opponents

assumed widespread powers
for himself as president after

amending the constitution.

Neither the new government
or the general survived long.

Gen Zia sacked the govern-
ment of Muhammad Khan
Junqjo, the prime minister, in

1988. Gen Zia himself died in a
mysterious plane crash in
August that year, creating for

the first time in over a decade
a genuine opportunity for civil-

ian politicians to run for gov-
ernment.
His departure from the scene

not only led the country back
to civilian rule. It also coin-
cided with the new wave of
democracy in many parts of
the developing world, which
considerably weakened the
ability of the Pakistan's gener-
als to re-lmpose military rule.

StilL Pakistan’s return to
democracy has not been
entirely smooth. Since 1988.
Pakistan has seen seven gov-
ernments and three national
elections. Such frequent
changes have only added to
uncertainty over the country’s

political system.

Besides, politics remains
heavily polarised. In many cir-

cles Nawaz Sharif, the opposi-

tion leader and former prime
minister, is still seen as a pro
t€g£ of the late Gen Zia. Mr
Sharifs PML (Pakistan Moslem
League) party Is regarded with

suspicion by its opponents for

maintaining close contacts

with senior retired army offi-

cers who were associated with

the former military regime.

Ms Bhutto’s ruling PPP
(Pakistan People's Party)

claims to be the flag bearer of

democracy, largely because
many of its members were vic-

timised by the military regime.
In reality, these differences

are less significant than they
appear because each party bas
gathered significant support in

other areas. Mr Sharif has
managed to carve out a fairly

large following among busi-
nessmen and shopkeepers.
Much of Mr Sharifs support
comes from the fact that he is

the first businessman to have
ruled the country: he was
prime minister from 1990 to

1993.

The extent of Ms Bhutto's
support from the rural areas,

the traditional vote bank of the
PPP. is not entirely clear. The
PPP, and a breakaway faction
of the Moslem League which
deserted Mr Sharif before the
1993 elections, together won a
large number of seats in the
countryside. But opposition
leaders say that rural senti-
ment has turned against the
government due to sharp rises

in the price of fertilisers and
electricity during the past
three years.

While Pakistan’s young
democracy takes root, the
country's politicians are con-
fronted with a number of
pressing Issues. The gap
between the rich and the poor
has widened, and many of the
poor do not have proper access
to basic needs such as food,
shelter, health care and clean
water. An annual population
growth rate of more than 3 per
cent is creating more mouths
to feed than the country can
afford. And rampant corrup-
tion eats away at public faith
in politicians.

Politicians, generally the sci-

ons of powerful rural families,
are often seen as local lords
who drive around in luxurious
vehicles, chatting into mobile
telephones and using their
influence to violate laws with
impunity.

"Our politicians are not poli-
ticians," says Asma Jehangir.
Pakistan’s leading human

Hi l$CO

rights lawyer. “They are either

feudal or come in to politics

through some other powerful

connections.”

But there are also signs of

hope. The return to civilian

rule has encouraged judges to

deliver judgments that are

unfavourable to the govern-

ment, something which very

few dared do during the mili-

tary’s regime. In one such

recent judgment, the supreme

court decided that the govern-

ment had no right to appoint

judges without consulting the

chief justice of the Supreme
CourL “

Among other signs of

improvement, the press has

become independent and

fiercely attacks government an

policy issues.

Finally, the army shows few

signs of wanting to take power,

in spite of the widespread

belief that the two most Impor-

tant changes of government m .

the past eight years could not

have taken place without the

consent of the generals.

PAKISTAN’S LARGEST POWER PROJECT
IS PROUD TOANNOUNCE THAT THE
ORIGINAL PROGRAMMED DATE

FOR THE COMMENCEMENT OF ITS COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS
- 1st JULY 19% - HAS NOT CHANGED

PO
** Fkwr' Chamber Building. Block 9. Clifton.
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